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Abstract
This qualitative inquiry makes a credible contribution to knowledge by considering the past, the present and the future a small cadre of CEOs as they dwell, transition and manoeuvre within emerging sociomaterial practices.  The researcher, who has taken a similar path and is largely an invisible participant, gives this inquiry a particular, if biased, piquancy.  Essentially, the work examines, why and how CEOs engaged and learn to play the business game and lead.  It unveils, in its visceral animus, something of what really goes on and what-it-is-like-to-be-there withiin the dynamics of strategic conduct.
Ontologically, the inquiry takes a process stance on being and becoming and, in epistemology, a practice-based, temporal framework.  It is not overly concerned with theory development, but rather with embodied, sociomaterial practices, where it emphasises CEO dwelling and continuing doings in the temporal, lived -‘felt’- world.
The findings suggest the essential impact of contingent interruptions and their affordance in business.  The CEO must sense, make sense of, clarify, give meaning to and manage these opportunities as they unfold.  This draws attention to how the past and future are brought into the present, where suffused in identities, sensibilities and emotions this temporality culminates in ‘know how’.  Put otherwise, a practical intelligibility and understandings that combine in unaware routines and deliberate intentions, creating teleoeffective performance.  Here, and in the functionalities of their job, despite their idiosyncratic backgrounds, CEOs share more than divides them.
The CEOs are revealed as competitive, combative, somewhat self-centred, yet caring works in progress.  They are often besieged by capricious and captious doings, when entangled within anticipated but unknowable outcomes.  What is certain is that there is no such thing as a subjective or emotionally free space in strategic conduct.
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1.0	THESIS OVERVIEW, CONSIDERATIONS AND APPROACH
I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew); 
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who:
                                                    Kipling, (1985-1936)
The purpose of this study is to try to understand what actually goes on during the strategic conduct of the firm, a fluxing nexus of visions involving the past (experience), the present (doings) and the future (wants) (Albert and Bartunek 2017; Reinecke and Ansari 2017).
In emphasising the temporal development and participation of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), the thesis argues that their role in strategic work is pivotal and decisive.  However, in the empirical sensitivity of strategic practices​[1]​, all may not be as neat and calculative as theory sometimes suggests (Mintzberg et al. 2008; Schmidt 2017).
What actually goes on in strategic conduct, this grounding of firm performance?
How do CEOs, who are principally accountable for performance, gain and develop the necessary skills that allow them to challenge, shape and lead in an emerging, messy “dialectic milieu of action”?  (Ingold 2000; Merleau-Ponty 1966, p. 169)
Where and when do CEOs believe that they learn to play this often-confounding business game?  (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Schmidt 2017).
Why do they continue to take part in this entangled predicament?  (Barsade 2002; Barsade and Gibson 2007).
Certainly, strategic conduct can be confusing; a conflicting and highly contested realm where much is environmentally enshrouded and emergent action can be opaque and emotional.  Often it just appears to happen, with luck playing no little part (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Barney 1986a 1991; Finkelstein, Hambrick and Cannella 2008; Haslam 2004; Fineman and Associates 2008; Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas and Van de Ven. 2013; Mintzberg 2009).
In its broad sweep this study is not intended to produce a strategic theory of practice (Ortner 1984 2006), but focuses on the temporal realities of socially sensitive, sometimes arcane, ‘felt’ transaction and transpositions of CEOs.  This anima mundi takes place in the durée of time and consists of processes that span past, current and future reflections (Bergson 1911/1914).  Here, “process has to be understood as the continuous coming-to-presence of forms and objects of everyday life…and reality as the realization of the world as a source of appearances and forms rather than their objective existence” (Cooper 2014, p. 585).
Inevitably, this inquiry bears upon the CEOs’ realities of becoming​[2]​ and being​[3]​, registering their temporality nurtured in thrownness, fallen, falling and projections​[4]​ (see also section 2.3.4).  It particularly concerns their intelligible activity as they live, dwell and find a way in the business world (Chia 2017b; Bergson 1911/1914; Hambrick, Finkelstein and Mooney 2005; Heidegger 1927/1962; Schatzki 2002; Whitehead 1929/1978).
Given these wide reaching pronouncements, it is already possible to outline a tentative research question that will largely focus this study.  This is later reaffirmed (section 2.7) in the Literature Review: 
What influences the emerging realities of Chief Executive Officers’ existence and how, in strategic conduct, are they embedded in and create nurturing practices that promote, at least minimally, the survival of their enterprise in an ever-changing world? 
In this qualitative enquiry, the unit of analysis is the temporal conduct of the CEO chartered within strategic practice. 
Drawing from the Literature Review (see chapter 2 of this thesis) the study adopts a process-practice based approach that in its temporal contemplations is grounded and supported by the published reaches of philosophy and management theory.  However, the practical, everydayness of “being and doing”, always remains primary (Heidegger 1927/1962 ff.; Jarzabkowski 2005; Jarzabkowski, Le, and Spee 2017; Samra-Fredericks 2003 2005 2015; Schatzki 1996 2002 2010; Zundel 2012).
Empirically, this investigation examines the narrated experiences of a tractably small sample of accomplished CEO practitioners.  In their recalls, they disclose their volitions and something of their attainment of skills, insights and ongoing concerns.  Not least, they reveal their attitudes, manner, style and feelings when “dwelling” and engaged in strategic practices (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Ingold 2000, pp. 172-182).
Importantly, time or its passage, often used interchangeably, is not considered a dead factor, but the very life of these processes.  Every act in the present (an interruption) exhibits some potentiality (an affordance) for what may come in the future (a projection) and is embedded in what has been (the past) retaining the significance of experience (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Hernes 2014).  This temporality is a force and matters; it is constituted in, and constitutes human activity itself and consequently has agency that is pervaded by identities and sensibilities and infused with emotions (Reckwitz 2017; Schatzki 2010a).
Perhaps the unique analytical aspect of the work lies in its temporal dimensions that come together in the conclusions that are drawn on the reciprocity of mutual understandings, or “close-with” relationships, between the researched and the researcher (Balogun, Beech and Johnson 2017, p. 451, 453 ff.)  The researcher has connectivity and an empirical sensitivity endowed by many years of chief executive experience.  It is believed that these “overlapping” frames of reference (Goffman 1974 1977) encouraged a richness of the CEOs’ disclosures and comprehension of their meanings providing an epistemology of the particular by minimising distal representational divisions (Antonacopoulou, Dehlin and Zundel 2011, p. 35).  Moreover, this collaborative study moves towards “analytical generalizations” and “refinement” revealing empirically underdetermined “heuristic extrapolations” of executive being and becoming that have historically somewhat been ignored (Tsoukas 2009, p. 295; Yin 1994 2009, p. 36-37).
In some pre-emption, the major conclusion of the inquiry suggests that despite their idiosyncrasies and the nature of their highly fragmented, complex and demanding work, CEOs have more in common than divides them.  In their contingent practices, CEOs are responsible for, and discharge, many common functions, not least corporate strategy and goals and performance (Finkelstein et al. 2008; see section 1.6, this thesis).  CEOs are accountable, but they cannot do everything, necessarily they must harness the work of others when dwelling in an already existing world (Porter and Nohria 2010).
This leads not only towards a consideration of temporal CEO performance, but to their performativity within ‘felt’ practices with all the relationality, constant interruptions and stressful, visceral, emotional demands that constantly occur (see chapter 6).  The study presents practices and their affordances​[5]​ as both the genesis and consequence of organisational strategy, a perception that leads to subsequent wayfinding (Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2006 2009; De Certeau 1984; Gibson 1979/1986; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962 1966).
1.1	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION 
Initially, the chapter grounds the thesis in its history and backcloth involving the enduring interest of the researcher.  It then stakes out some preconceived, yet amorphous boundaries and provides some key definitions and includes a genealogy of working practices with a flavour of CEO involvement.  It concludes with a consideration of CEO responsibilities and some general observations on their proclivities.
1.2	GENERAL ORIGIN AND BACKCLOTH AND OUTCOME OF THESIS
Business, in its many forms continues to evolve; structures, contexts and boundaries constantly change, often catalysed by technology.  More complex or attenuated sociomaterial constructions emerge and the need for technical and social understanding and sensitivity increases (Orlikowski 2007 2010 2015).  However, the practices, actions and involved daily manoeuvrings of human beings unerringly remain the fulcrum of enterprise (Schatzki 2002; Tsoukas 2004). 
The governance, of organizational activities, immediate, tenuous or distal is the responsibility of the CEO, albeit often accountable to a board of directors (Lorsch and Carter 2003; see also section 1.6 this thesis).  It follows that how CEOs learn, develop, engage and lead; ‘what they do’, ‘what goes on’ or ‘the way it is’, has major consequences for the firm.
Accordingly, what has influenced and continues to influence the temporal activities of CEOs needs to be appreciated.  How they learn, cope and feel in the unfurling, fragmented and uncertain landscape of their job needs to be told, or more accurately be retold (Lingblom 1959; Cohen et al. 1972; Porter and Nohria 2010).
This thesis, in its spatial temporality, does not accentuate cultural diversity or leading edge technology.  It does, as indicated, mine the development and consummations of a small number of CEOs and their activities when undertaking strategic conduct in relatively easily understood, yet growing, UK operations.  The resulting data aligns analytically and reflexively with templates of existing philosophical practice theory and temporality giving it grounding and validity (Tsoukas 2009; Yin 2004 2009; Reinecke and Ansari 2017).
This work and practices have distinctive connotations for the researcher (JLB); its gestation has taken place over many decades of continuous personal change and, in process terminology, it still remains open ended.  The researcher is an old, Anglo-Saxon, white male, educated in natural sciences; he entered business over 50 years ago.  In those years, such working practices composed a livelihood, first as a neophyte and then ultimately as a CEO of account and as a Chairman.  Latterly, he has been a mentoring Consultant.  In these roles the development and practices of strategic conduct has held a compelling and personal interest.
Those years of highly engaging work provided a wealth of experiences and importantly, many opportunities for informal peer discussions about strategic conduct and CEO work.
When chatting with these, often formidable, practitioners they initially described their development and enactments of conduct as calculative and rational; approaches invariably strongly influenced by Cartesianism and Newtonian thinking (Skoldberg 1998).  However, under persistent query, their recalls often became more intuitive and emotional, expressing many subjective human concerns in more ‘lived’ interpretations of situated doings and raw determinations (Akinci and Sadler-Smith 2012; Dane and Pratt 2007; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Ingold 2000).  This was not the doxological world of heroic leadership, but warts and all reflections on embodied strivings when embedded in a co-existent, entangled world that was not open to the public gaze (Hernes 2014).
These deep-seated revelations of practices and their understanding, but not discounting planning and the calculus of economic control, e.g., budgets, EBITDA etc., held, and retain an abiding fascination for the researcher.  Now in ‘retirement’, no longer responsive to hasty pursuits and accompanied by the interest of good scholars, the researcher has had the opportunity to think, read much, or perhaps better, walk around these matters in suspended purpose (Zundel 2012).
As a result of exceptional patience, goodwill and friendly academic guidance, often taking in vigorous, informative debate, the researcher is now better able to reflect on this human, often paradoxical CEO reality.  Moreover, with a generosity of spirit from all those involved, the researcher has now carried out a more structured study, revisiting and mulling over the inevitable triumphs, failures and attendant feelings that make up temporal CEO life.
The product of all this has, for better or worse, become this thesis, an interpretation much drawn from the enmeshed “felt” world of CEO life (Heidegger 1979, p. 437; Ingold 2011; Schön 1983; Zundel 2012, p. 119).  This work follows the temporal processes of the CEOs in their development and maturing practices where their “orchestrations of organizational order” and their enactments are underlined by their behaviours, attitudes and “mindful” reflections (Bakken et al. 2013, p. 16).  Here, self, their practice webs of meanings and significances are inseparable from an already existing world, where entangled in a malleable past, an often-messy present and a projected “transposable future”, they exist, and for the most part, thrive (Andersen 2011; Bakken et al. 2013, p.16; Weick and Putnam 2006; Hernes 2008 2014).
In some considerable pre-emption the conclusions of this compendium of inquiry and reflections are not polished, politicised or fabricated ends, nor are they world shaking: they mostly concern the mundane, often taken-for-granted (section 5.11.12).  However, they do offer some unique insights into the more arcane aspects of development, practice and their idiosyncratic mysteries.  Consequently, in their empiricism, the findings will not be surprising to thinking, accomplished and involved practitioners, nor to the insightful academic.  They affirm much of the theoretics of well-grounded scholarship (see chapter 2, Literature Review).  However, this familiarity does not diminish them; it is the consequence of “being-there”; of “being-in-and-amidst” the doing; a praxeological involvement or a close hermeneutically, sensitive association with the temporal processes that make up strategic conduct (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 133-140, Chapter V).  The findings reflect a “caring accommodation” with “this world” (ibid. p. 57, 146, 193).  The practitioners, by the job-in-hand, “share, understand and are attuned in their behaviours, projections​[6]​ and discourses” or in their “ecstases”​[7]​ of “ being-towards- possibilities” (ibid. p. 128  134, pp. 143-148,  p. 150 pp. 160-170, p. 377). 
Notwithstanding the theoretical ascriptions or attributions of many positivistic scholars, the findings emphasise that strategic conduct, leadership and the management of organizational governance and performance is profoundly a processual, ‘coal-face’, empirically sensitive phenomenon.  It is situated, embodied, actions-in-the-moment and is essentially practical and vibrant (Zundel 2012); in its antiCartesian, immanent logic, it is a practice-as-strategy​[8]​ a performativity engaged in doing and living (Chia and Mackay 2007).
Accordingly, these findings do not dismiss abstract theorizing nor representational knowledge or the metrics of many overt strategic formulations.  They largely subordinate them in the social tactics of choice, doings and subjective managing, where leading is made evident in the collectively enmeshed meanings of life in fealty with the incessant unfolding of existence (Mackay and Zundel 2017).  The findings are practitioner insights of their situated determinations, immersed in happenings undertaken “for-the-sake-of-being-in-order-to…” rather than any detached mentalist action (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 84, pp. 86-88; Dreyfus 1991, p. 120).  These insights are aspects of the past, present and future; historicity, assignments, encounters and intuitive leaps of faith that makes up the temporality of “worldhood” (ibid., p. 86, 147,150).  Simply, it is what CEOs do, or believe they do when, consciously or not, they cope (Benner 1984; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005).  In this way, this thesis reflects reality and accepts the aesthetic spectrum of both emotions and numbers (Kornberger and Clegg 2011).
In repetition, the general conclusions of the inquiry certainly do not discount the volumes that have been written surrounding strategy and practice.  This eclectic corpus has provided many idiosyncratic definitions, perspectives and ideas that have stimulated sophisticated interpretations and nuances (for reviews see Golsorkhi, Rouleau, Seidl and Vaara 2015; Langley and Tsoukas 2017 and within Nicolini and Montiero 2017, p. 110-126).  However, in its intellectualism this corpus can, at times, neglect that individual strategy and its practice are inherently very basic.
At root, all people (organisms) and organizations have strategies; ostensibly, they inform reasons for being, survival and direction.  Although survival is genetically instilled, living and its experiences impact the conduct that governs the flow of social doings, namely practices and praxis (Bourdieu 1990b; Giddens 1984; Sztompka 1991; Wittgenstein 1969/1979).  Praxis​[9]​ enmeshes both purposive unaware routines and deliberate self-aware purpose that together provide behavioural pathways leading to the execution of outcomes (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Heidegger 1927/1962; Mintzberg and Waters 1985; Reckwitz 2002; Tsoukas 2015).
In reflection, we are all strategists and managers, often in unaware habit, but as Henry James (1903/2008), the novelist brother of the philosopher William James, warns, “we should beware of the terrible fluidity of self-awareness.”
The counterpart or perhaps better, the complement, of management practice is organizational theory that has a timeless logic distinct from acting and doing (Heidegger 1982; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2011).  Although different in logic, there is the ongoing need to firmly integrate theory and practice in explanations (Antonacopoulou et al. 2011; Geiger 2009; Regner 2008; Sminia 2012; Zundel and Kokkalis 2007 2010).  Arguably, “There may be nothing as practical as a good theory” (Lewin 1951, p. 169), but over theorizing or over intellectualising breeds tautological sterility (Bourdieu 1990b; Levi-Strauss 1969; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962).  It is easily forgotten that theoretical concepts of practice are mere ideas, albeit often valuable explanans of the vibrant complexity of life’s practices, but they are not, in themselves, the doing.  Theory is ideographically analytic, but practice, in its praxis is actively creative, although sometimes acquiescent or destructive.
To quote Goethe (1808, Faust part 1), “All theory, dear friend, is grey, but the golden tree of actual life springs evergreen.”  Extrapolating and paraphrasing Goethe’s claim a little further suggests that the actual doings of doers in “praxis” explode the spectrum, where if theory is grey and practice is green, then the enactments of management and “leadership is bright orange” (Lombardo and McCall 1978, p. 3; cited in Hunt 1999, p. 129).  Yet hidden behind this vibrant glare, is a near indeterminate multiplicity of shades, nuances and significances of living reality.  This metaphor has an accepted, taken-for-granted, yet contradictory, unsettling ring that will chime with senior managers and excite the academic.  It predicates, in complete colour (con)fusions, a torpid intractability of redundant blackness, or contrastingly, in colour absence a white importuning canvas implying further ambiguity and conflict, arbitrating “that which is bounded from what might have been or might be” (Luhmann 1990 1995, p. 133; March and Simon 1958; Simon 1987, pp. 57-54).
However, the existentiality (Heidegger 1927/1957, pp. 12-13) of the senior manager is seldom emphatically black or white, for their view is never complete, always partial, mediated in a variety of mutations, emotions and conditions.  It is a world of fluxing compromise and adaptation, sometimes accentuating feigned neutrality or even camouflaged stability in an instinct of survival (Burgelman 1991 1996).  At other moments, it is a combative, exuberant backcloth of advancement in which to show off a resonating broadside and exciting things.  Whatever, in its demands and accountability it is seldom less than orange, that is vibrant, electric, stressful and insistent, but as already indicated, in discoloured torpor it is nihilistically fatal.
Stepping back from this fervency the task of this study, as emphasized by Schatzki (2007, pp. 97-100), is an attempt:
“To comprehend the activity-sociality nexus of strategic formation and what bears on it and to embolden the largely hidden elements in their employ.  The centrality and abundance of these is difficult to evince, given their definitional inarticulateness and their apparent neglect is unwarranted.”
Accepting this major epithet, conditioned by “having-been-there” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 133), and the argued advantages of being “close-with” (Balogun et al. 2015, p. 451; Johnson et al. 2010, pp. 243-257), the rather unique researched/researcher relationship established in this work enabled empathetic reflections in attunement of a similar shared world (Van de Ven 2007; Zundel 2012).  Views that in their sensitive intimacy and richness may add to the consolidations and perhaps further understandings of CEOs’ temporality (Schatzki 2002, pp. 134-135), and their development, transitions and practices in action (Porter and Nohria 2010).  However, the great spectre of bias and self-indulgence must be controlled and the problems of cognitive limitations must be recognized, all of which can affect the validity, credibility and reliability of the work (Ellis 2004).
1.3	CAVEATS: RESEARCHER, FIELD, GROUNDINGS, AIMS AND DOINGS 
The author has some 50 years experience of ‘doing strategic management’ within diverse enterprises, industries and conditions.  Accordingly, any pretension of a neutral observer would be inappropriate; the researcher is inherently a ‘native’.  This should not be considered as contentious, but should be seen as a backcloth shared with the researched that, with care and reflexivity can be used to advantage (Balogun et al. 2003; Balogun et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2010; Dewey 1986 or 1991/1938).
The general field of study is within the commercial enterprise operating in a variety of situated circumstances, but necessarily limited to the focussed entanglements of strategic conduct.  Limited by time constraints, it primarily considers the development, transitions and role of a tractable cohort of CEOs as they dwell in, and carry out, strategic practices.
Therefore, the notional ‘unit of analysis’ is the temporal conduct of the CEO charted within strategic practice.  The inquiry considers the accountable CEO, whose transitions, involvement, manoeuvrings, attitudes and inherent feelings within sociomaterial activities identify and ground them in pivotal emotional practices and routines that align, adapt and direct the performativity of emerging enterprise (Pentland and Feldman 2005).  However, practices are regimes of ongoing entangled action and process, not well-bounded units; they may be used as objects of analysis, but they resist the decisive cuts offered by the functionalist and positivist agenda.
The aim of the proposed study is to understand what actually occurs in working practice.  It is about ‘doing and making it happen’.  It concerns how embedded CEOs are both the carriers of agency and strategy and how they emerge instructed by way of practice and continue to support, shape and be shaped by practices in an unfolding world.
The study considers how practices originate and are sustained and terminated.  It investigates expressions of praxis or doing, which in physical manifestations and organisational outcomes are observable; yet in their infra conscious and affordant, antecedent moments are opaque or often remain ambiguous.  It concerns how strategies and their implementations need to be sensibly considered, determined and meaningfully communicated in order to direct and co-ordinate coherent, intelligible actions.
In summary, the study recognizes that both the individual CEO and the established enterprise are made up of bundles of practices that are more or less inherited or are explicitly orchestrated in teleoaffective, sociomaterial actions mediated by accepted values and rules directed towards outcomes.  More specifically, the study reflects on the manoeuvrings of practitioners within these strategic practices where organizational orders, arrangements, resources and perceptions engage and enmesh in flows of praxis creating enterprise agency in the wider social order.  These manoeuvrings guide implicit and explicit strategic processes that are constantly adapted and moulded in order to provide appropriate continuity and change within a complex flux of environmental contradictions and uncertainties.  By so doing, they inevitably diverge from, but do not entirely set aside, longer-term intentions in an emergent strategic compromise.  How this practice-as-strategy occurs, in different circumstances and in what manner with what consequences, is the interest of the proposed research.
1.4	SOME KEY TERMS
Provisionally, a few key terms like management, managing, management practice, agency and strategy will be sketched out, in order to give some referential perspective and to aid the general development of the narrative, but each will receive more detailed elaboration within the thesis as the need arises.
1.4.1	WHAT IS MANAGEMENT
The evidence of management and its practice is all around us; it not only subsists in, but subsumes and arranges our daily lives.  Without management, society, neither human nor animal, or their arrangements could survive.  Put simply, management is concerned with governing activities and actions and, in the particular case of CEOs, the co-ordinated control, conduct and stabilised performance of their organisations. 
“Management”, the practise of managers, is subjective, relational and situational, in its variety hard to pin down (Mintzberg 2009).  The manager or leader is often claimed to be ambiguous, illusory, certainly enigmatic and can appear contradictory, with confusions often stemming from lack of instructional clarity, but managers are not without caprice (Burns 1978; Bass and Bass 2008; Gabriel 2011; Zaleznik 1997).
It follows that in the absence of specific context and temporality the meaning of management is marginalized and reduced to purposeless generalities.  This notwithstanding, management prototypically involves the directing of action, often the product of inter-actions, but actions themselves emanating from transactions that are negotiable, i.e., the co-evolutions of creative interrelationships (Emirbayer 1997; Giddens 1984, pp. 64-68).  It follows that, any declarative definitions of management are functionally idiosyncratic, relational and timely; they are consequently, in their enactments, as numerous as their functionality (content and action), duration (temporality), and space (context) is diverse.
In summary, management, or organizing, is omnipresent and relational; it is a contextually and a temporally dependent practice of the governance of actionable content and in ambiguity can be confusing and in contestations contradictory.
1.4.2	WHAT IS MANAGING
Offering some comfort in this enigmatic situation the Oxford English Dictionary (1976) defines “manage” as “to succeed in one’s aims (often with inadequate material etc.)”.
Conventionally, many scholars, sensitive to this, would concede the importance of human activities within organizational practice where “getting things done” are regulated activities situationally embedded within a sociomaterial, often disorderly, complex world (e.g., Drucker 1955; Emirbayer and Mische 1998; Giddens 1984, pp. 5-16; Sztompka 1991).  Others are more environmentally or ecologically deterministic, perhaps favouring more fatalistic projections denying CEO discretion and downplaying organisational freedoms (e g., Aldrich 1979; Carroll and Hannan 2000; Hannan and Freeman 1977 1989).
Most discretionary practitioners would recognize generally that managing is a situational, behavioural practice organising and governing activity.  Learned primarily through experience, it is rooted in a temporal world mediated by situated contexts.  In its business dimensions of power (Blau 1964; Emerson 1962), it is directed towards creating opportunities with organizational purpose and making sensible choices in often ambiguous circumstances and successfully uniting people and their aspirations in a commonly understood or directed economical enterprise.  Managing often takes place with imperfect knowledge in a disorderly, largely unpredictable environment and is usually constrained by resources.  It is about getting the best out of people and stuff by getting things done in a coordinated orderly, timely, economical, emergent and ethical manner and in human terms is much about caring and ecological sustainability.
In short managing is about doing; creating potential opportunities and choices [practice(s)] and successfully getting things done (praxis) within the situational flow of work with appropriate caring sensitivity and with ethical, moral, financial immediacy.  It is humanly motivated activity in the widest sense, which in its dynamism establishes a quasi fixedness in an ever-changing world (JLB).
Interestingly, since managing is so temporally, contextually and action dependent (Pettigrew 1985a b c d 2012), it might be questioned what common threads exist when managing our existentialist existence, i.e., our general --” Being-in-the-world”--, proximally absorbed in the world of concern and when managing specific commercial functions and firms (Dreyfus 1991a, pp. 41-59; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 148, 172).  Perhaps, the more relevant question for this thesis is: despite their huge diversity and idiosyncratic circumstances, what common threads of doing exist within successful human enterprises?
A provisional clue to this conundrum might be found in the interpretation of the word coping, otherwise the exercising of situational discriminations, in particular the modes or cases considered in the onto-epistemology​[10]​ of intentionality (Dreyfus 1991   1993) (see also later throughout this thesis and particularly section 2.3.4, empirical chapters and conclusion 4).
Briefly, circumspective coping is “practical behaviour”, where human beings act and interact with other entities without conscious awareness (Heidegger (1927/1962, pp. 60-70).  It is commonly termed “practical coping” and concerns the exercising of non-deliberate skills within sociomaterial practices (Golsorkhi, Rouleau, Seidl and Vaara 2015).  Giddens (1984, p. xxiii) relates this to “practical consciousness” …, “knowing how to go on” or implicitly understanding the reasons and undertakings of doings, it is spontaneous, habituated, situated and purposive.  In Heideggerian conceptualisations, it is an inconscient and unmediated response to developing situations at hand.  This unawareness of self, involves moment-by-moment aspects of a totally undifferentiated subject/object dimension opposing Cartesian thinking and is resolved in absorbed sociomaterial, concernful doing, namely “equipmentality​[11]​ ” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 68, 69, 74; again see also later throughout this thesis and particularly section 2.3.4, empirical chapters and conclusion 4).  This is a condition that is oriented towards attaining the ends dictated by the sense of the activity revealed in use not mental states, most often involving tools, equipment or other artefacts (ibid.; Dreyfus 1991, p. 61 ff.; Schatzki 2000b, p. 36).  Practical coping is governed not by beliefs, but by inherited habits and customs embodied and sedimented in skills, akin to the “Habitus” of Bourdieu (1990b, pp. 52-65) or “inherited background ” (Wittgenstein 1969/1979, para. 94), the socialized, metaphorical “dwellings in which we live that comprise durable perceptions and understandings that are predispositions to actions” (Dreyfus 1985, p. 232).
In short, practical coping is the pre-reflective, “spontaneous, intuitive performance of routine actions of everyday life”, in knowing how to behave we show ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special, purposive way (Schön 1983, p. 49).
Explicit, conscious coping happens when this practical coping is problematically interrupted.  Circumspective aspects of coping then become an awareness of the practical activity that hitherto was pre-reflectively and purposively directed actively towards ends.  The situation now demands conscious, directed consideration of its aspects and properties in order to resolve the problem.  In this move to aspects and properties, the former coherent undifferentiated subject/object dimension can now be articulated and may be considered to have broken down.  Or, in antiCartesian, Heideggerian preferred terms the new situation can continue to be directed in “comportment” (Heidegger 1982, p. 51 58, pp. 313-314), making the practical situation intentional i.e., “occurrent” and thematically aware (Dreyfus1991, pp. 60-87; Heidegger 1927/1992, p. 107; Tsoukas 2010a, p. 52).  This explicit coping is the genesis or more correctly manifested in conscious, ‘traditionally’ received and recognised intentional managing and strategic description.
Significantly, practice scholars ascribe much importance to these concepts of coping, since their actualisations are commonly involved with day-to-day life practice (e, g., Bourdieu 1990b; de Certeau 1984; Giddens 1984; Dreyfus 1991 2000; Schatzki 2000a b 2002 2005; Schatzki et al. 2001a b; Sztompka 1991).  But, practical coping, not surprisingly in its opaqueness, has been little studied or not at all by positive, mainstream management scholarship (Cameron et al. 2003) where its importance is usually further obscured by intentional strategic aspects (Chia and Holt 2006; Chia and MacKay 2007; Tsoukas 2010a b; again see also later throughout this thesis and particularly section 2.3.4, empirical chapters and conclusion 4).
However, coping concepts have methodological, theoretical and practice implications in both day-to-day managing and strategy.  Strategy is always immanent in the purposiveness of implicit, practical coping where a priori it privileges deliberate intention.  An issue may become ‘traditionally strategic’ as thematic awareness develops in its purposefulness, it is propositionally advocated as strategy.
In short, it seems likely that further considerations of these arcane terrains may prove illuminating (Weick 2003, p. 468) in our further understanding of management and its process.
Summarising, managing is a situated practice, or organizing, stylised by skilled learning, gained primarily through experience and rooted in context and can be taken to be involved in both the genesis and doing of strategy.  Although ordered, e.g., functionally, within the site of practice (Schatzki 2002, p. 1), paradoxically managing is carried out, reflectively or not, in an environment of disorder and ambiguity, heavily constrained by resources.  It must cope with omnipresent contingencies and social emergence, making the calculus of rational logic often contestable.  Here, even proven practitioners, when exercised, sometimes effortlessly manoeuvre and at other times flail hopelessly in confused disarray.
1.4.3	WHAT IS MANAGEMENT PRACTICE
Since this inquiry will centre on CEOs in the notions of practice and praxis, they and management involvement in them will be elaborated a little more fully.  However, they will be further considered and extended appropriately in aspects of methodology and as necessary throughout the study (see also Practice Based Approach, Chapter 2; Methodology, Practice Theory, Chapter 3; Excitations, Interruption Chapter 5 etc.)
Unsurprisingly, particular definitions of practice are numerous, because they are the complex means and outcomes of a host of labile, idiosyncratic functional actions endowed by bodily activities and anchored in materiality (e.g., Antonacopoulou 2008; Bourdieu 1998; de Certeau 1984; Giddens 1984; Jarzabkowski and Spee 2009; Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Reckwitz 2002; Sminia and de Rond 2012; Schatzki 2001a b 2002; Sztompka 1991; for recent considerations see Hui et al. 2017 and particularly Nicolini and Montiero 2017).
Perhaps a definition of practice and practices that is finding broad acceptance amongst management researchers is that offered by Jarzabkowski (2004, p. 545) “Practice is the actual activity, events, or work of strategy, while practices are traditions, norms rules and routines through which strategy is constructed.”  However, this leaves the definition of strategy somewhat opaque.  An alternative generalization might be that “any practice is an organized, open-ended, spatial manifold of actions” usually enmeshing material and other arrangements (Callon 1986 1999; Latour 2005; Schatzki 2005, p. 471).
Perhaps it is easier to define management practices by what they are not.  Practices and their praxis are not random routines which are themselves riddled with ambiguities (Becker 2004 2005), but are iterative constructions; nor are they solely sets of rules, beliefs and principles (Giddens 1976 1984), or dictated solely by consortia of physical objects (Callon 1986; Cyert and March 1963; Czarniawska 2017; Giddens 1984; Hodgeson and Knudsen 2004 a b; Nelson and Winter 1982.  (For a review of routines, see Becker 2004, Howard-Grenville, Rerup, Langley and Tsoukas 2016).  However, it must be emphasised that in sociomateriality “both routines, rules and material are constitutive of the dynamics that shape how practice emerges” (Antonacopoulou 2008, p. 116; Giddens 1984; Schatzki 2005).  Nor are practices solely static recipes which Spender (1989, p. 173) defines as “patterns of judgement…. a way of looking that is widely shared within an industry”.  Rather they are dynamic “shared know how and discriminations… in the skilful ways we are accustomed to comport ourselves” in the ongoing doings and ways of a sociomaterial life (Dreyfus 1991, p. 75).  For practice theory, people’s actions, emotional encounters and involvements with physical stuff count.  Such things for a CEO matter greatly in the actual “discretions” of strategic conduct (Kleindienst and Hutzschenreuter 2010, p. 22 ff.).
The current preoccupation that dominates management ontology is that of Parmenidean substance (Emirbayer 1997; Johnson and Duberley 2003; Nayak 2008), which focuses on Cartesian-Newtonian aspects of practice that are tangible and observable rather than infra-conscious, pre-reflective and aesthetic aspects (Hansen et al. 2007; Husserl1913/1982; Searle 1983 2000, p. 71-92; Swidler 2001, p. 74).  However, not surprisingly, practice implying praxis, the actual flow and enactment of practices, has recently become equated with what people do or are seen to be doing (Jarzabkowski and Spee 2009; Johnson et al. 2003; Whittington 2006a; Vaara and Whittington 2012).  Yet, this overly representational, rather methodologically individualist concept namely, strategy-as-practice, “still fails to provide a clear understanding of how soft [intangible] and hard [tangible] aspects of activity combine dynamically to create that which is referred to as practice”, and in particular effective practice and performance (Antonacopoulou 2008, p. 115).
However, by adopting the ontological primacy of situated practices instead of that of actors, the practice-based view of dwelling and coping in the embodied-embedded reality of entangled, social living provides, in conceptualisation, a richer, immanent logic where practices emerge as organisational agency (Chia and Mackay 2007; Ingold 2000; Reckwitz 2002; Schmidt 2016 2017; see also section 2.5 of the Literature Review).  Here, “we encounter the world practically” with the inescapable intertwining and connections of the physical-action oriented [tangible], and social-meaning oriented [intangible] participations (Dourish 2001, p. 125).  In short “we and our actions [practices] are embodied elements of the everyday world…that allow us to make it meaningful” (ibid., p. 100, 126).  This is the intertwining sociomateriality of practice the “doings and sayings” that “move the world” and is that by which it is “understood” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 250; Schatzki 2002, p. 191).
The composition of business practices is agential (see p. 31 below), largely directed to outcomes in strategic response to a compromise of stakeholder demands and environmental contingencies.  This involves the appropriate selection, acquisition, arrangements and application of adaptable tangible assets e.g., people, real estate, equipment, technology, tools, inventory, cash, untapped financial arrangements and intellectual property etc. and their alignment with intangible resources e.g., individual and collective enterprise knowledge, know how and dispositions, want and needs, reputation and relationships, conventions and norms, values and ethics etc., that are present or available to the enterprise (Andriessen 2004; Lev 2001).  Neither tangible assets nor intangible resources alone have potency, but when combined and interconnected in sociomaterial configurations these heterogeneous practice bundles compose the potential capacity and uniqueness of enterprise.  However, to be operationalised in praxis, i.e., the established flow of doing, they require energetic vectors of inclinations, namely agential enactments of affordance by “bodily articulations that are meaning making and functional” (Hernes 2014, p. 135).  Affordances are catalysed by interruptions or contradictions; common happenings in business (Gibson 1979/1986).
Figure 1 sketches the general emerging pathways of practice/praxis flow (adapted from Sminia 2011b).  In interpretation, when existing flows are contradicted, e.g., interrupted by financial crises or myriads of other possibilities, this dislocation offers an array of new horizons.  These are affordances that might profit movements forward, containments or terminations, again requiring selection and a determined choice.  To accommodate this determinate choice the firm’s practice bundles are appropriately (re) constituted or reconfigured such that when enacted in accepted praxis provide an adjusted trajectory of performance.  Economically successful performances, stemming from e.g., “cost leadership, differentiation or focus”, continually add additional, positive, free cash flow to the tangible asset pool (Porter 1980, p. 35).  From this, further desirable asset building and discretionary actions can be undertaken to sustain competitive performance. Residual free cash can also be used for paying down debt, increased remunerations and dividend distribution to maintain stakeholder allegiance, but success always remains ephemeral.  Success can also improve intangible assets by increasing proprietary knowledge, competitive skills and capabilities that can be uniquely capitalised (Alvesson 2004; Blackler 1995).  Not-the-least success is contagious; morale, motivations and corporate ethos invariably improve.  Over time that leads to possible re-evaluations of norms, values and visions.  Success often becomes a virtuous circle, but it needs work and luck.  Lack of success e.g., declining performance, diminishes free cash flow has of course reciprocal detrimental effects.  It is clear that practice bundles and their praxis within agency both beget and shape practices and the enterprise.
Analytically, these metaphorical practice bundles tend to be associated with functionality e.g., finance, production, marketing, HR etc.  However, sociomaterial practices have amorphous boundaries and often use the same resource assets e.g., buildings, energy and cash etc., and can overlap.  They invariably involve the common threads and manoeuvring of interwoven humanity and accordingly are often suffused with e.g., values, affects, common understandings and other intangibles.
In various ways, all sorts of practices interrelate proximal and peripheral, but in organisational totality and labile interconnectedness, they form webs of meanings that make up the organization, its flows of praxis performance and its agency.  Much remains ongoing as organisations form part of the incessant backcloth driving of the ever changing social.

                                                    Figure 1: The Practice-based View
                                      [Source: adapted from Sminia 2011b]





Figure 2: Practice as Social Becoming
   [Source: adapted from Sztompka 1991, p. 108, see also Sminia 2011a, p.1562)]

In praxeological terms, it is performance rooted in methodological situationalism of moment-by-moment doing “where the perspective shifts from the acting subject and its situational definition towards interactional situations and their interplay of actions” (Schmidt 2016 2017, p. 149-150) or “trans-individualism” (Chia and Mackay 2007, p. 226; Tsoukas 2015, p. 61).
It is clear that both history and the future matter; temporal conditions of practice influence the existing and aspirant social compositions and available dispositions of intangible and tangibles by acquisitions, evolution and realizations (Breslin 2008 2011; Hodgeson and Knudsen 2004a b; Teece 1997 et al., p. 552; Madhoc and Osegowitsch 2000; Schreyögg and Sydow 2011b; Zollo and Winter 2002).  Realised pathways of becoming (outcomes) are architectures of agency, i.e., sociomaterial processes implying a preferred, intelligible, determinate selection of affordant, practice bundles (Schreyögg and Sydow 2011a).  This process is recognisable as a negotiated transactional and contextualised judgement, a compromise, not necessarily a consensus, often just an acceptance of issues (Chia 2017 b; Latour 2005; Weick 2001).  Again, it is simply what it makes sense to do next, there may be “unintended consequences” which must be coped with, but conditions of conflict if unresolved may linger that lead to radical change (Giddens 1984, pp. 9-14; Seo and Creed 2002).
In re-emphasis, in their potential functional primacy practices form metaphorical bundles of possible affordant actions that in praxis constitute the organization, giving agency to the enterprise as it engages within the wider social order that stretches across in constellations of time and space (Bourdieu 1990b; Foucault 1977; Giddens 1984; Schatzki 2002; Whittington 2006a).
In summary, a practice is an arrangement and ordering of assets and resources, a sociomaterial ‘strategic’, situational alignment particularising in processes a potential production that establishes the possibilities of performance.  Conceptually, practice is a temporal space attuned in agency that foreshadows affordant means of immanent praxis and future outcomes.  Praxis is the activity of carrying out of the situational performance i.e., the flows of actual doing or enactments of agency regulated practice; thus, both practice and praxis rely contextually on agency and are recursively manifest in its attributions of enterprise where the firm itself has consequences as it contributes in the expanding social plenum (Reckwitz 2002; see also chapter 2 and 3 here).
1.4.4	WHAT IS AGENCY
Agency is simply the capability to influence pre-existing states of affairs, but it has many complex ramifications.  It has an obvious “correlative” in practice/praxis, in both the selection and composition of the practice bundles and a “bearing upon the potential for praxis” and consequential outcomes (Sztompka 1991, p. 96).
Emirbayer and Mische (1998, pp. 962-1023) conceptualise agency, albeit human agency as:
“The temporally constructed engagement by actors of different structural environments--the temporal-relational contexts of action—which through the interplay of habit, imagination, and judgement, both reproduces and transforms those structures in interactive response to the problems posed by changing historical situations.”
Giddens (1984, p.70-71) argues that social practices do not have structure, but exhibit structural properties.  In a duality with agency, these properties are mutually restraining and generative (for brief expansion, see below).  Giddens (1984, p. 14) simply claims in structuration that agents “have the capability to make a difference” and could always have “acted otherwise.”  Schatzki, without artifice, sees “agency as doing and the doer the agent”, does not restrict “doing to human bodily doings” (Schatzki 2002, p. 191), but emphasises the integrity and unique richness of the avenue through which humans contribute to the becoming of the social site (Schatzki 2002, p. 192).
In the interest of this study, agency and its responses will be consigned in sociomateriality as potential shapers and transactors of change, where primacy is given to situated doings and their praxes that recursively create and shape practices (Latour 2005; Barad 2003)
To this end, Sztompka (1991, p. 96) considers that agency is an attributed notion, it summarises certain properties of the social fabric, this “really real reality” of the social world.  “It is where structures (capacities for operation) and agents (capacity for action) meet, a synthetic product of structural circumstances and agential endowment.”  However, “it is not reducible to either, it makes up a new emergent quality” tacit or explicit, this is the agency (ibid. p. 97).
It follows that agency can be conceived as a carrier of action, an inducer or perpetrator of change, but is situationally constrained by the availability of resources, the facilities of existing structures, and by the capabilities, attitudes, imaginations and values of the pooled members, be it a practice, a firm, or society. 
In some senses Giddens (1979, p. 5) and specifically Giddens (1984, p. 25) extrapolates further: “The constitution of agents and structures are not two independently given sets of phenomena, a dualism, but represent a duality.  According to the notion of duality of structure, the structural properties of the system are both medium and outcome of the practices they recursively organize”.
Given these interpretations, agency marshals both as a vector of effect and affect.  It influences which practice is constructed, how it is composed and then how it is enacted in praxis.  In aggregation, these practices are the firm, itself an emergent purposeful agent.  The firm in its constructs of agency is drawn on to carry and support further actions contributing to the needs of life and living and social becoming (Heidegger 1927/1962; Bourdieu 1977 1990; Reckwitz 2002). 
Within the aesthetic judgements and intelligible attunement of practice, many endowments, understandings and motivations of temporal-relational contexts interplay, whilst anchored in materiality.  In this sociomaterial space, these judgements are influenced by context, affects, structures and systems, signalling and guiding understandings of ‘what it makes sense to do next’.  As a consequence, agency notionally transforms the potential outcomes of structures, whilst in reciprocity structures, by their limitations in resources, moderate agency in interactive response to problems posed by changing situations and conditions.  Clearly, practice does embed situated human behaviour and manoeuvrings in its pluralities within sociomateriality, but it is the situated practices themselves that are the responsive agents of action (Vaara and Whittington 2012).
In this conception, there is a shift away from exclusively individual activities and places to an ontological primacy of ‘being and action’ or doing and becoming within the coping practices of social activity.  It philosophically privileges practice-complexes, sites of action (Schatzki 2002), situations rather than people and things as the loci of agential analysis and makes the situated field of practices the locus of explanation rather than the intention of individuals or collectives, however it certainly does not exclude them (Chia and Mackay 2007; Schmidt 2016 2017).
In short, following Schatzki and Reckwitz, practices embody the potential to “make things happen” and in general, agency is the perpetrator that excites the recursive practices and process of this social becoming.  Agency is “that through which the mesh of practices and orders are continually taking place and frequently mutating” (Schatzki 2002, p.189) and the constructions and ordering of these strategic practices directly involve their management by CEOs.
1.4.5	WHAT IS STRATEGY
As already mentioned, organizations and individuals exhibit strategic behaviours, both tacit and explicit that implicate agency; they express realized or unrealized, reasons for existance, survival and our aspirations.  Within these architectures of strategy, the assertions of experiential and formative knowledge meld into appropriate meanings, senses, actions and interactions, intended or otherwise that inform a more tactical existential strategic behaviour (Mackay and Zundel 2017).  In short, strategy is a fusion of reason and feeling.
However, once more, managerial definitions of strategy are numerous, stemming from epistemological preferences; contextual, temporal or functional (e.g., Chandler 1962, p. 163; Gray 1999, pp. 24-43 see Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 225-228; Johnson et al. 2011, p. 3; Mintzberg 1987 2007, p. 13; Porter 1996, p. 60; for review see Mintzberg et al. 2008 and Krisjansson 2011), and from preferential ontological dispositions (Chia and Holt 2006; Chia and MacKay 2007; von Clausewitz 2007; Tsoukas 2005 2010a).  This pliancy remains “something of an enduring problem” (Jarzabkowski 2008, p. 365), but the term strategy generally relates to advocacies and narratives of commitment purpose, direction and behaviour (Ghemwat 1991). 
After a comprehensive, historical review, Krisjansson (2011, p. 121) concluded that strategy is “The creation of important purposes and the management of purposeful behaviour.”  However, this concise, generalized wording remains highly prepositional and static; it refrains from centring strategy in the unfolding world of process and situated actual doings.
Perhaps the simplest conceptual explanation is to consider strategy as a pattern “in a stream of actions” and as “consistency in behaviour whether intended or not” (Mintzberg 1987a, p. 12).  Contrastingly, McKinsey Consultants, after a scan of nearly 3000 global companies, see that strategy concerns continuity and change within contemplated contexts and is designed to “overcome profit-depleting effects of market forces”.  This focus transforms the vague and conceptual into something specific and concrete that inexorably centres on the notionally accountable CEO (Bradley et al. 2013, p. 1). 
A broad general consideration might be:
An explicit strategy is a propositional intention that directionally outlines the requirements and actions that are considered necessary to contest a contemplated or speculative future, whilst a tacit strategy is often, but not exclusively, a de facto, processual resolution of an emergently transpiring issue(s) in the lived in world of our everydayness.  They combine iteratively in process to form a realized strategy that is substantiated by an ex post facto ascription. 
A concise consideration might be:
A strategy provides aspirations of current and future directions and by strategic tactics, in the moment, the means of survival.  In short, strategic conduct orients, animates and integrates. 
Certainly, strategy is supposed to outline an organizational trajectory through changes and shifts and by its emotive enactments secure future growth and sustainable success.
The strategy-as-practice school focuses more directly on the onto-epistemology of the making of strategy (Whittington 2006a).  It is considered to be “an activity of practices, not something a firm have, but something that people do” (Johnson et al. 2003; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007).  However, there is a tendency to limit practices to specific activities with less concentration on intentions and the important realisation of performance.  Further, as previously mentioned, and will be later be considered in the literature review, by its emphasis on individuals there remains a residual subject/object dichotomy and the methodological individualism of Cartesian tradition (Chia and MacKay 2007; Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Chia and Rasche 2007; Tsoukas 2010a b 2015) (see also chapter 2 section 2.5 of this thesis).
As already indicated, the Heideggerian (1927/1962) existential phenomenological view of practice and its implications for strategy adopts a different ontological approach relating reality to “Being” (ibid., p. 4).  Here social activity, rather than the comprehending subject, is the foundation of intelligibility.  In this case, strategy might be considered to be practice-as-strategy (once again note the transposition) otherwise:  “an affordance of activity or perception of what a firm potentially has, and what chosen practices can do, intended or otherwise, when enacted in praxis.  In effect, strategy does not exist in reality it is a conceptual, discursive, retrospective reification of practices, i.e., practice becomes strategy in enactment” (JLB). 
This chimes with Holt’s 2019, definition of strategy as “an ongoing presentation of an organizational form to itself and others, whilst embedding the wider modern project of knowing and declaring oneself: strategy itself becomes a form.”
In summary, accepting strategy as a reification of practices and forms, it would appear to be a cluster concept, the meaning of which does not consist of one core definition, but a set of definitions (Putman 1975; Wittgenstein 1922 1958).  Whatever, it certainly involves practices, implying processes and identities of sociomateriality; all are interconnected. 
Hence, this shift away from believing that there is only one definition of and static approach to strategy is seen as a growing strategic management movement (Cummins 2008).  However, this plurality of views and complexity of forms can inform, but can confuse.  Often in fusions of reason and feelings, strategic emphasis appears in different subtle or not so subtle guises making enactments in praxis and their management involving individualized manoeuvrings, rarely tranquil. 
1.5	THE GENERAL MILIEU OF MANAGEMENT: WORK ORGANISATION
In section 1.4.1, it was suggested that the word management has some meaning, but without specific context, the connotation is general in the extreme.
Managing the activities of living, is as ancient as life itself, whilst its boundaries in modernity seem to expand exponentially.  It follows that contextually, management is as diverse as managing is omnipresent, but invariably for the CEO it involves influence and decision-making and, it is further argued, leadership (Bass 1990; Burns 1978; Campbell 1977; Denis et al. 2007; Gabriel 2011; Mintzberg 1973 1975; Kotter 1990; Wright and Taylor 1985 1994; Zaleznik 1997). 
Some scholars consider the terms leadership and management difficult to differentiate both theoretically and in practice (Carroll and Levy 2008), arguing, “this allows the combination of the two in the activities of most contemporary managers” (Alvesson 2011, p. 155), (for reviews see Gabriel 2011, p. 395-397; Guillen 2010, p. 223-238).  Bass (1990) further claims, in the singular aspect of leadership and evidentially confirms in Bass and Bass (2008, pp. 15-25) “… there are as many definitions of leadership as there are persons attempting to define it” (see also Stogdill 1974, p. 259).  It is therefore not surprising that management definitions are ubiquitous, often idiosyncratic and contested (Hansen et al. 2007). 
As earlier indicated, in its contextual, experiential and temporally transient nature, managing appears to be a dynamic and endemic process usually involving human​[12]​, often emotional, manoeuvrings, that attempt to order activity,  It is concerned with “getting things done”.  It is, of course, particularly prevalent in business, where it occurs with different moment and functions at all levels and dimensions of the organization and with many proximal stakeholders (Balogun and Johnson 2004 2005; Burgelman 1983a b c 1991 1996; Burgelman and Grove 1996 2007a b; Cameron et al. 2003, Mantere 2005 2008; Noda and Bower 1996; Parry 2011; Regner 2003).  Management is further influenced by international economics, by national regulations and by local agencies operating outside organizational boundaries (Bethion Antal and Krebsbach-Gnath 2001; Clarke 2004; Freeman 1984; Nordqvist and Melin 2008; Whittington et al. 2003).  These tangentially or directly include governments, institutions, industries (Porter 1980 1985; Whittington 2006a) and cross cultural considerations (Magala 2005 2008; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 2012).  In re-emphasis, management importantly involves organizational, suppliers, customers and consumers proclivities (Ambrosini et al. 2007; Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars 2000).
Historically, management was often lauded in ‘Kingship’, in organized religion and the like.  Commercially, it was observed and documented in the activities of Western colonial enterprises in the 16th and 17th centuries, whilst in cottage industries and family businesses it was chronicled during the 18th and 19th centuries (Thompson 1968, p. 288-299; Hegel 1949 1953; Marx 1887 for general review see Nielsen 2003, p. 476).  The evidence of direct management was bolstered by industrialisation and the emergent factory systems.  With free market sentiment replacing “the invisible hand” of landowners (Smith 1759/1976, pp. 184-185; Smith 1771/1981 1776/1976, pp. 456)  and the increase in public ownership (Ghemawat 2002; Jeremy 2002; Pollard 1965), this led Weber (1906/1958) in particular, to delineate his celebrated notions of bureaucracy, authority and power. 
At the turn of the 20th century Abbe (1900/1989), in his study of the Carl Zeiss Company, emphasised the importance of knowledge, legitimacy and motivation promoted by rational decision making and enlightened social policies.  Significantly, Fayol (1916/1949) offered his ‘fourteen principles’ of managerial activities of which planning, organizing, controlling and co-ordinating still dominate much of managerial thinking today.  Along with Taylor’s (1911) ideas on ‘scientific management’ and its varied extensions in Fordism, these narratives have now entered into the folkloric canons of management (Pollard 1974).
The seminal notion of an efficient, rational firm (Taylor 1911), directed along defined immutable pathways, untouched by externalities, was repudiated by Penrose (1959).  Rationality, as the driving force of decision-making (Andrews 1971; Ansoff 1965; Learned et al. 1965) was seemingly often otherwise and the behavioural aspects became increasingly recognized (Cyert and March 1963; March and Simon 1958; Dalton 1959; Mintzberg 1973 1975; Mintzberg and Waters 1985; Porter and Norhia 2010; Tengblad 2012; Simon 1947; Wrapp 1967).
Thus propositions, based on rational decision-making, were brought into question in the latter half of the 20th century by the recognition that rational order within organisations is more of a theoretical idea than actual empirical reality (Chia. 2004; Hendry 2000: Langley et al. 1995; Laroche 1995; Mintzberg and Waters 1985 1990a).  Indeed, Mintzberg (1973 1975 2009) rejected the manager as a reflective systematic planner (cf. Fayol 1916/1949) controlling an orderly and disciplined organization, but saw the manager as a conduit of both the significant and mundane, an adaptive orchestrator of organizational action, who is always plagued by disruptions and by what might have been.  (For considerations of executive work allocations and assignments see also Burns 1954; Dalton 1959; Carlson 1951; Choran 1969; Kurke and Aldrich 1983; McCall, Morrison and Hanna 1978; Penrose 1959; Porter and Noriah 2010; Tengblad 2012; Stewart 1967 1982; Watson 1977 1994 2006 2011).
Adroitly, March (2006, p.208) noted, “Rational calculation depends on strong assumptions about the extent to which present knowledge encompasses causal structures of the world and the preference structures of humans.”  Earlier, Scott 1998 (p. 343) had counselled, “Difficulties emerge when simplified abstractions and measurements run up against the radical contingencies of the future” 
Significantly, however, it remains that popular sentiment still often represents CEOs as rational leaders who, in deliberate consciousness, purposefully manage their empires along pathways untouched by human emotion.  Surprisingly, some CEOs egoistically still cling to this illusion.  Moreover, many management scholars, aping their natural science counterparts in their rational critiques, subscribe to this positivistic view (Andrews 1971; Ansoff 1965; Bacharach 1989; Durkheim 1995 1964; Hatten and Schendel 1997; Donaldson 1996; Learned et al. 1965; Schendel and Hofer 1979; Selznik 1957).  In their quest for understanding and policies, they largely ignore human inter-subjectivities as they attempt by variance procedures to discern universal covering laws (Johnson and Duberley 2003). 
Of course, this objectively rendered, rationally based outlook​[13]​ is far from the truth, it compounds what Whitehead famously termed the fallacy of “misplaced concreteness” (Whitehead 1926/1985 Chapter 11; Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 7, 18, 93, 94).  In its decision economics (Bain 1951 1956 1959) it contains a contentious conceit of computable control when, in fact, the impact of human trespass is significant and the emergent future is unknowable.  Any detached cognition is, at best, bounded by limitations when pioneering a simplifying, satisficing objective (Cyert and March 1963; Simon 1955 1957 1991; March and Simon 1958).
In the realities of practice and living, CEOs are entangled in the contemplations of the past and the “not yet” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p.259).  Within this conceptual, temporal approach, practice, in great measure, emphasizes sensate, pre-reflexive knowledge and emotional subjectivity at the level of experiential intelligibility and the future (Zundel and Kokkalis 2010).  There are always likely to be tensions between the objectively bounded rational and the subjectively bounded emotional even before verbalisations (Mintzberg 1991a).
Not unsurprisingly, in the last 50 years there has been a growing body of work questioning the rational model by recognising the realities of practice.  (Chaffee, 1985; Bower 1970; Burgelman 1983a; Fahey 1981; Greenwood and Hinings 1988; Johnson 1987; Mintzberg 1978; Pettigrew 1985a 1987a; Quinn 1980; Tushman and Romanelli 1985).  It notes the messy nature of business where planning processes are unsure and even hazardous and muddling through is often de rigueur (Kotter 1982; Lindblom 1959; Braybrooke and Lindblom 1963).
However, undeniably, the appeal of rationality, objectivity and the ideal of a prescriptive, quantifiable, covering law have not lost their paradigmic appeal (Rumelt 1991 1984; Rumelt et al. 1991 1994).  Hence, positivistic scholarship retains considerable traction and attraction (Bacharach 1989; Donaldson 1966; Rumelt 1991; Rumelt et al. 1991 1994).  It still dominates much of academe (Langley 2010) by largely diminishing human subjectivity, or reducing it to another variable (Guba and Lincoln 1989 1994; Johnson et al. 2006; Johnson 2015; Outhwaite 1975).   
Even less deniable is the significance of the subjective nature and pliancy of life in business.  Importantly, “the ineffable and affective dimensions of strategy are increasingly acknowledged in the practice” (Feldman 2016, pp. 23-46).  Practice is about “relationality”, the fluid positioning of people, materiality, emotions, history and power in temporal passage.  This builds on, acknowledged or not, streams of psychology and of process-practice scholarship, for example, De Certeau 1984; Dreyfus 2015; Chia and Holt 2009; Chia and Rasche 2015; Joas 1996; Tsoukas 2015; Weick 1996 2001.
As emphasised earlier, within this latter onto-epistemic attitude much associated with existential phenomenology (Heidegger 1927/1962; Dreyfus 1991 2015), the dimensions of strategic conduct may be “purposive or purposeful” or both, depending on the mode of change in the presiding or aesthetic order.  Within the sociomateriality figurations of practice, patterns of strategy might be retroactively or directly observed (Tsoukas 2015).
In this paradox of rationality and human subjectivity, in temporality the CEO serves to create and nurture new organizational pathways that lead towards acceptable outcomes.
However, it remains that, notwithstanding theoretical ascriptions or attributions of scholars, the leadership and management of all organizational governance and performance is essentially practical (Zundel 2013).  Circumscribed in temporal activities, all organizational accountabilities, in remainder, are the responsibility of the CEO (see section 1.6 and section 2.7).  They are extant in their theories-in-action (e.g., Argyris et al. 1985, p. 82), setting out what they actually do and their freedoms in decisions (Kleindienst and Hutzshenreuter 2010).  Although, as Heidegger (1971, p. 15) points out: “Every decision…bases itself on something not mastered, something concealed, confusing: else it would never be a decision.”
As already mentioned en passant, some deterministic views (Aldrich 1979; Carroll and Hannan 2000; Ghemawat 1991; Hannan and Freeman 1997 1989) and some complexity-theoretical views (Antonacopoulou 2008; Gell-Mann 1994; Marion and Uhl-Bien 2001 2007; Porter 2010; Richardson 2008) see a lesser role for management (Boyd and Gove 2006).  However, for the most part academe and practice sees management, organization and human manoeuvrings as necessary components of business survival.  Accordingly, such understandings assume sovereignty over most studies of managers’ work (Andrews 1971; Child 1972; Bennis and Nanus 1985; Katz and Khan 1978; Tichy and Devanna 1986).  Necessarily implicit in this scholarship is a clear understanding of the characteristics of the work arena and the problematic surrounding situated managers.
To this effect, expanding on the observations of Mintzberg, (1973 1975) more recent observations (Dispenza 2000; Golding and Currie 2000; Mintzberg, 2009; Porter and Nohria 2010; Tengblad 2012; Watson 1994 2006) have provided significant insights into the work of situated managers and, whilst specific cases differ in detail, these perspectives are, in the general sense, relevant and revealing.
The world of the manager is found to be highly fragmented and disordered (Martinko 1995; Martinko and Gardner 1982 1987; 1988); (for overview see Salaman 1995; Wright 1996; Tengblad 2012), an open ended dynamic flux of uncertainty and change (e.g., Mintzberg 1975; Porter and Nohria 2010; Quinn 1980; Yukl 1989 2002 2008).  The firm is emergent (Mintzberg and Waters 1985), a complex of intertwined, unfurling social activities (e.g., Abbot. 1988 1990; Berger and Luckmann 1967; Hernes 2014; Langley and Tsoukas 2010; Pettigrew 1990), some directionally intended others tangentially entangled, riding a sea of meanings, (e.g., Goffman 1974 1977; Pettigrew 1987a; Schutz 1932/1967; Smircich and Morgan 1982; Starbuck and Milliken 1988) and reasoned sense making (e.g., Brown et al. 2015; Gioia and Chittipedi 1991; Maitliss and Christianson 2014; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2015; Weick 1979 1995 2001 2009).
Managers are caught in ever changing external realities and demands, whilst simultaneously engaging a relentless multiplicity of internal injunctions (Mintzberg 1973 1975 2009; Porter and Nohria 2010; Tengblad 2012).  Moreover, managers are constrained by resources, however defined, and bounded by capabilities that dictate every day improvisations and actions (Cuhna and Cuhna 2008).  These are inherently idiosyncratic and interwoven with political/cultural and human priorities (Dalton 1959; Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Pettigrew 1973 1977 1987a), (for review see Mintzberg et al. 2008).  Nor is management precision helped by many ambiguities and partial information, where contradictions and lack of clarity are ever present (Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Weick 1979 1995 2001).  The attendant pressures lead to frustrations and stress from the very system the manager is supposed to control (Golding and Currie 2000; Watson 1994 2006).  Often the drivers of performance are obscured in affectations of activity and, in extremis, management flirts with entropic chaos (Andrews 1971; Axelrod and Cohen 2000, pp. xv; Hannah et al. 2002; Porter 2010).  Such extreme conditions (Burgelman and Groove 2007a) are rare with disordered equilibrium, punctuated by hiatus and change, more usual (Romanelli and Tushman 1983; Tushman and Romanelli 1985).  However, managers are commonly expected to provide leadership in pressing, opaque circumstances where there is little consensus and where there is little option but to act (Camillus 2008). 
In this compulsion of activity, managing is most often oriented to response with little reflexive pause; ‘strategic’ planning is regularly relegated to near-term operational forecasts and budgets.  ‘Defined intention’ is frequently post rationalized (Weick 1979 1995 2001) and any strategic ‘happenings’ largely ‘appearing’ within the milieu of contrasting and conflicting activities (Chia and Holt 2009).  As already highlighted, even if a ‘pre-vision’ is articulated (Pettigrew 1985a b c, 1987a; Smircich and Morgan 1982), the intentionality of the firm’s trajectory invariably becomes a conjunction of emergent and intended activities (Argyris and Schön 1978; Mintzberg and Waters 1985) with luck playing no little part in performance (Barney 1986a 1991).
Consumed by demands, the manager can become “proficient at his/her superficiality” (Mintzberg 1990b, p. 35).  The manager is “driven to focus on that which is current and tangible in his/her work even though complex problems facing many organizations call for reflection and far sighted perspective” (Mintzberg 1980, p. 173).
Moreover, even judiciously considered and apparently appropriate actions, can lead to “unintended consequences” (Giddens 1984, p. 11) and this is further compounded by the observations of Argyris and Schön (1978 1996) that: “although we might express our intentions (espoused theory), we invariably act differently (theory-in-action) although we are unaware or in denial that we do so” (Argyris 1980).  Little wonder Pettigrew (1987a, p. 649), when examining change, challenged tellingly “how precisely do intentions of executives translate into genuine organizational change?”
The great paradox is that despite this apparent lack of order, partial information, emotional dissensions, unintended consequences, disparities of actual over intended actions; organizations of all shapes and sizes, in a variety of contexts, do survive and prosper.  Irrevocably, the responsibility for this resides in the office of the CEO and where, in inquiry, the appropriate the unit of analysis is the temporal conduct of the CEO charted within strategic practice.
1.6	CONTOURS OF CEOs, THEIR WORK AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
CEO accountabilities, responsibilities and caring are implicit in their job of corporate governance and “being-there” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 133-140, Chapter v).
CEOs are responsible for organizational values and decorum, for structures and for the selections and setting objectives.  They direct the acquisition of resources and lead the implementation of business processes and, not least the motivation and well being of the organisation and its performance.  However, running the daily business is only part of their job.  Attending to board members, shareholders, unions, mollifying the financial press, industry groups, regulators, politicians and other constituents can take up to 30% of their time, although these could all be construed as essential commitments (Lorch and Carter 2003; Porter and Nohria 2008; Tengblad 2012; see also section 4.7.1).
However, this section positions CEO leadership and management when actually running the business (Bromiley and Rau 2016).  






THE EVOLVING UPPER ECHELON STREAMS OF RESEARCH

(Reproduced from Abatecola and Cristofaro 2014, International Workshop Applying Evolutionary Epistemologies Sheffield Hallamshire University)


Period	Major questions	Emphasis	Methodology	Outcomes	Main emerging goal	Main contributors(*)
1984	Do TMTs matter?	TMTs’ observable characteristics and firms’ strategy and performance	Theory building	UET model	Carry out empirical tests of the theory	Hambrick, Mason
1985-2004	Do TMTs matter?Are there any other observable variables to consider?	TMTs’ observable characteristics and firms’ strategy and performance.Observable variables and organizational outcomes not considered in the original model (e.g. race, internalization).	Hypothesis testing, surveys, multi-variate statistics.	UE model is valid, it should contain other variable sand it is applicable in different contexts.	Extend the original model in order to contain empirical results	Bantel, Bird, Cannella, Carpenter, Cho, Chen, D’Aveni, Eisenhardt, Finkelstein, Geletkanycz, Haleblian, Hambrick, Hegarty, Hoffman, Jackson, Sambharya, Sanders, Schoonhoven, Wiersema
1989-2015	How to TMT member affect firms’ processes?	Processes by which managers affect firms’ important outcomes.	Hypothesis testing, surveys, multi-variate statistics, cases.	TMTs’ observable characteristics affect a vast array of processes and not only strategic choices ( e.g. succession, alliances, resource allocation).	Look at the external constraints of the TMTs action.	Bertrand, Bigley, Cannella, Datta, Hambrick, Hayward, Herrmann, Lawrence, Lubatkin, Schoar, Schen, Vancil, Wiersema.
1993-2015	How do situations (i.e. external constraints) affect TMTs’ choices?	Organizational, industrial and institutional context in which TMTs operate.	Hypothesis testing, surveys, multivariate statistics, panel interviews,  interviews, cases.	Organization, industry and institutional environment act as moderators of TMTs’ choices, composition and outcomes.	Abandon demographics for richer variables.	Barwise, Birley, Burke, Cannella, Carpenter, Chambers, Cho, Crossland, Finkelstein, Geletkanycz, Glick, Hambrick, Lee, Loukats. Miller, Nielson, Norburn, Papadakis, Park, Sanders, Shen
2003-2015	How do personailty and cognitive variables affect TMTs’ choices?	Psychological and social processes by which executive profiles are converted into choices.	Hypothesis testing, surveys, multivariate statistics, interviews,   cases, laboratory studies, and experiments.	Many psychological processes, such as pattern attention and environment scanning, are affected by executive profiles.	Switch to multi-level analysisFocus on reverse causality processes	Barrick, Blackford, Bradley, Burke, Calori, Chattopadhyay, Chen, Colbert, Enders, Gerstner, Glick, Hambrick, Hiller, Huber, Jhonson, Levy, Li, Konig, Miller, Resick, Saman, Sheetz, LTang, Tegarfden, D.P. and L.F. a, Weingarden, Whitman, Zhu.

(*) This list of contributors does not have the aim of being exhaustive

This current inquiry concentrates on the position of the individual CEOs.  It suggests that in responsibilities, connections and encounters they are driven, resilient personalities who dwell in a heightened, affected state of existence.  By nature, nurture, need or caprice, but invariably by circumstance, CEOs are chronically competitive, combative, energetic contestants.  In leadership, situationally they challenge rival firms in confrontations of organizational advantage and supremacy, whilst heedfully eyeing their own firms and the “bottom-line” (e.g., Herman and Zaccaro 2014).
Although this mind-set makes them different, they are no more virtuous or less villainous than human kind itself.  CEOs are not paragons, but in personal proclivity they tend to have a high self worth (Hiller and Hambrick 2005), whilst in their lot they are privileged by position and power that can be open to abuse.  However, in fidelity, they are duty-bound in authorized, fiduciary assignment and have legal accountability for much, not least the wellbeing of their organization, its products and its business connections (Porter and Nohria 2010).
Indeed, by an order of magnitude, in leadership, management decisions and manoeuvring actions, CEOs trump all other organizational members (Alimo-Metcalfe et al. 2008; Hambrick 2007; Hambrick et al. 2005; Moir 2001).
Unquestionably, in organizational wayfinding, where articulation and connections are reflected in legitimacy, significance and power structures (Foucault 1980 1982a b; Watson 2017), tensions and stresses are inescapable (Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2009; Ingold 2000; Porter and Nohria 2010).  As indicated, the contours of power are mediated and modulated by emotions and affects that invariably pervade and intervene in the received cultural attitudes, social mores, values, virtues, norms, legalities and in symbolic structures of meaning within organizations (Ashkanasy and Humphrey 2014; Brundin and Liu 2015; De Luque et al. 2008; Hambrick and Mason 1984; Gabriel 1999; Reckwitz 2002; Schein 1992; Sosik et al. 2012). 
In the round, CEOs are usually task orientated, habituated optimists, but they are often immersed in seemingly unsolvable, ungovernable, frequently enigmatic complexities and are invariably constrained by resources (Finkelstein et al. 2008; Hambrick et al. 2005).  
Importantly, in contestations, they are paradoxically bounded; on the one hand, by the rationalities of purposeful goals, whilst on the other, they are exposed to the uncertainty of sociomaterial contingencies and human subjectivities.  Unsurprisingly, in discernments “things could be otherwise” and “unintended consequences can occur” (Giddens 1984, pp. 9-14; Luhmann 1995, p. 133; Reckwitz 2012 2018; see later chapters here).  These often add to attendant stress and frustrations (Ashforth and Humphrey 1993; Brotheridge and Grandey 2002; Brotheridge and Lee 2008; Fineman 1997; Hochschild 1983; Rafaeli and Sutton 1989; Van Dijk and Kirk-Brown 2006). 
In their manner, CEOs can be sometimes captious or sophistic and in charged existence not unemotional, although this is frequently suppressed in their memetic engagements (Zaccaro 2014; see also section 6.6; 6.7; 6.7.1).  In “knowing-in-practice” or reflections-in-practice”, “they know more than they can say” (Polanyi 1967, p. 4; Schön 1984, p. 51, 61).  In short, “knowing or know how is in their action”….“They know only as they go” (ibid. p. 49; Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2009 chap. 6, pp. 159-185; Ingold 2000; see also chapter 7 this thesis).    
Accordingly, they are often sceptical, impatient and frequently question both individuals’ and organizational adequacies (Hatcher 2008; Gabriel 1999 2011).  Their passion for success can be obsessive, sometimes overtly and excessively demanding (e.g., Kets de Vries and colleagues 1977 1984 1996 2004 2009 2011 2013), but in repair most CEOs strive to moderate unreason with humanity, caring and organizational wellbeing (Lok and de Rond 2013; Warr and Nielsen 2018).  
In the emotional conditions pervading human life (Ashkanasy and Humphrey 2014; Barsade and Gibson 2007; Day 2014), CEOs are inevitably entangled in the creative process; change is inescapable (Hernes and Maitlis 2010).  In this fluxing turmoil and temporality, humanity is laden by history and circumstance; mired in interpretations of hope and despair, pleasure and displeasure or fear and serenity etc.  Here any consequential actions resonate in the perishing ‘here and now’ and future hopes (e.g., Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2010a; Whitehead 1929/1978).  It might be concluded that CEOs in their innate desire to seek order out of this disarray are, in some or any measure, masochists. 
1.7	GENERAL DISCUSSION
Successful organisational ‘doing’, it is argued is made possible by the proficient management of strategic conduct, practices that ensures business survival and expectantly much more.  This thesis concerns the affective, temporal practices and performance of CEOs as they develop, transition, undertake and accept the challenges of creating commercial order out of what often approaches chaos (Prigogine and Stengers 1984).
A number of key terms and perspectives have been set out suggesting that management and managing are ubiquitous in the manoeuvrings and configurations of situated sociomaterial practices that are both the means and outcomes of strategic performance.  Inevitably, CEOs in their stylistic coping, are implicated in practices that form patterned flows of business that interconnect recursively in webs of other sociomaterial doings that together fabricate the plenum of wider social becoming.
Thus, management practices are productions of situated, sociomaterial response to contingent concerns that solicit and impact the business.  Although influenced by the past and imbued by the potentiality of the future, the configurations of the sociomaterial components of the firm are accumulated, selected and positioned by the CEO to combine in temporal strategic agency.  The CEO deliberately acts on selected or specific affordances, offered in the active present by interruptions, thereby contributing to future realised performance.  Here, involved modes of purposive and purposeful contemplations define the temporal avenues of outcome in the flow of action connecting past, present and future.  However, the complexities of performance can produce serendipitous or unintended consequences, whilst unresolved issues often have radical repercussions.
In the round, strategic conduct moves towards defining current organisational life, where its contingent considerations embrace experience and project expectations of future performance.  It follows that strategic practices, as situated and embodied, have a temporal reach and agency, defined as the capacity ‘to make things happen’.
Appreciating that strategic conduct is a collective and emerging effort this study does not claim that the CEO of the firm is the sole author, but the accountability for the intended direction and realisations of the firm rests squarely in that office.  Clearly, each CEO is a separate, ongoing, accomplishment with innate differences that are brought to bear.  However, whilst their backgrounds, histories, values and humours remain idiosyncratically significant, the demanding jobs of CEOs have much in common.
This study intentionally highlights the CEO phenomenon; it specifically considers the volitional attitudes, career development, behaviours and the psychological challenges of transitioning into an accomplished CEO.  These experiences of life all drive and inform the ‘habitus’ and the directional animus of the CEO that fundamentally guides and govern their management approaches, discretions and strategies.  However, this study does not dwell on transition theory (Bridges 2004 2009; Kralik et al. 2006; Kübler-Ross 1997), but delves and dwells within the situated, embodied life of the CEO’s non-Cartesian realities.  This is a subjective world of sensibilities and feelings but remains essentially practical, whilst finding support in appropriate philosophical and theoretical templates (see chapter 2).
Provisionally, drawn from the Literature Review, outlined in section 2.7 and confirmed in section 3.4.3 of the methodological chapter, the analytical framework that is developed throughout this study rests on temporal dimensions of the studied CEOs.  The uniqueness of the work lays in the interchange of experiences between the accomplished researched and the knowing, interpreting researcher (JLB) who has ‘been there’.  This allows the sensitive perceptions; veins that are mined and occasionally augmented by auto-ethnographic reflections of the researcher. 
Chapter 2, the Literature Review, emphasises the pressing need to understand what is actually going on within the milieu management practices, particularly those sustaining strategy.  The practices of the ‘real world’ seemingly do not conform to rational, positive theories.  What compose effective fields of practice is not predicated on Newtonian objectivity; they more credibly emerge and occur in the subjective confluences of human processes.  Quite simply, there is a need to know and understand how and when such processes of survival and prosperity occur.  Namely, how situated, strategic practices originate and how they are emotionally embedded into firms and are adapted, or sustained.  Perhaps, most importantly, there is a need to appreciate and understand the role, feelings and behaviours of the CEO involved in these diverse circumstances. 
In sum, much in strategic conduct still remains opaque and enigmatic.  As a logical consequence, it is contestable.  Its illumination requires a greater perception of the unpredictable, fragmented, emergent nature of management and its emotional commitments.  This can only be approached by examining how practitioners, and in particular CEOs, develop then dwell in and find a way in their world of business. 










The soil of business strategy and work has been ploughed many times in many different directions using many different tools.  Yet the word strategy only entered the lexicon of management studies in the mid 20th century (Bracker 1980), although its work has clear visibility in mythical, philosophical and other historical tracts.  With serendipity playing no little part, leadership was often depicted as rational and deliberate (Freedman 2013; Helin et al. 2014; Holt 2017; von Clausewitz 2007).  However, social behaviours in strategic formulation and their contingent enactments have always been significant, albeit strategic theorizing has often been largely silent on CEOs’ behaviours and emotions (Fineman 2005 2008; Gabriel et al. 1999 2011; Jones 2014 and Stein et al. 2014).  This-notwithstanding, in its academic cultivations many ideas of business strategy and work have emerged, yielding an abundant harvest.
Although, within this extant scholarly corpus the ontological assumptions and epistemologies may differ in parochialism, it still unites a “common endeavour” (March 2007, p. 10), recognizing management work and its aspirations set in a “common ground” (Holt and den Hond 2013, p. 1593).
However, whilst applauding this catholicism, there is a need to recognize that business strategy and tactics have claims on living and vitality, especially in their executions, where the responsible CEO is much concerned with the ongoing process of organizational movement, change and duration (Mackay and Zundel 2017).
This work attempts to open up ‘what it is like to be there’.
2.1	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION
After a contextual preamble, this review chapter is restricted to a body of work concerned with the moments and activities of embodied CEOs embedded within strategic practices, where all are nested in continuous process.
The review provides a brief backcloth of process and then considers some extant philosophical and theoretical templates that have relevance for this empirical study.  Essentially, these involve the doings and sayings of evolving CEOs and pointedly consider their underlying affects and attitudes as they develop professionally and undertake this shifting strategic work (Day et al. 2009; Fischer and Pruyne 2002).  The chapter brings to light that CEOs are works in progress; it underlines some unresolved research question(s) and provides an appropriate, yet provisional, analytical framework based on the temporal aspects of past, present and future.  This tentative framework is later confirmed in the methodological chapter and continues to impress on the empirical work.  Accordingly, the review emphasises the being and becoming of a small cadre of CEOs as they learn and play the business game. 
2.2	INTRODUCTION
In the fluidity of continuous process, all things are unsettled and in the making, but the ordering of business is an expectation (Hernes 2014).  However, the practical and psychological challenges that face the responsible CEOs in their ongoing development and work have rarely been aired (Porter and Noriah 2010).  In fact, in the static, still dominant schools of management theory, human behaviour and personal feelings are often ignored or overlooked (Outhwaite 1975; Prahaled and Bettis 1986; Bettis and Prahaled 1995).
Understandably, accepting the reality and complexity of continuous, mutating motion where life is ensconced, makes any study of life’s vitals problematical (see section 3.4.3, this thesis).  Moreover, in practice, many actions of CEOs are habituated in routine and are pre-reflective where they are taken-for-granted and remain hidden from conscious thought (Heidegger 1927/1962; see also for example sections 1.4; 2.3.4; conclusion 4).  Of course, the more deliberate elements of CEO conduct in their comportments and proceedings are clearly visible.  These latter, as indicated, have been examined many times and assessed in Newtonian-Cartesianism ways by a hypothetico-deductive methodology with the aim of ‘eklaren’.  However, the static metrics of this scholastic tradition, in a “fallacy of misplaced concreteness”, mostly discounts the processual entwinements of living and therefore lack practical relevance and reality (Whitehead 1926/1985 Chapter 11; Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 7, 18, 93, 94).  It is not until we move to process based approaches that we begin to come to terms with practice reality, albeit abstractions of ‘what it is like’.
Given the inquiry’s interest in ‘what it is like’, the review departs from this management research thinking that still dominates much of strategic theory, namely, variance views of static content.  Here, in fixations of apparent stability, situated life is subordinated where distance and reflective scientific calculations are couched, knowingly or not, in Parmenidean substance and positive terms.  Given the primacy of substance, change is viewed as epiphenomenal and intermittently discrete; any analytical studies are commonly undertaken using quantitative, variance methods involving Popperian falsification. 
The alternative metaphysical ideas of creative process, originated in the thinking of Heraclitus, are strongly emphasised in this review where change has primacy and is continuous and unfolding, although substance (what is is?) as manifolds of processual activities are not denied. 
The review considers philosophical and theoretical groundings that are perspectives locating this inquiry in a becoming world that is always on the move.  This qualitatively frames a process-practice-based approach in a temporal view, geared towards ‘verstehen’ that emphasises what really goes on when finding a way in the largely subjective business world.  By contrast, this approach is then set against the burgeoning contemplations of strategy-as-practice that has curried much recent support, but often retains brute Cartesian entanglements and fails to engage practical coping and being. 
In summary, a treatise is developed that considers aspects of emerging CEOs’ existence as they aspire, transition and feel, when dwelling and embedded in continuously evolving business practices.  This underpins a research question (s) nominally about the creation, embedding and nurturing of business practices by CEOs.  From a collated backcloth, a temporal, analytical framework of inquiry is provisionally proposed.  This draws on (“thrownness”), “being-in-and-of-the-world”, and relevant temporal themes of past (“fallen”) in everydayness (“falling”), and the future (“projections”) when coping by persuasions of sensemaking modulated in the pervasions of identity and emotions (Heidegger 1927/1962 Div. 11 chap. lV; see section 2.3.4 this thesis).  This analytic approach is further crystallized, critiqued and fleshed out in ‘Methods and Methodology’ and appropriated in structuring the empirical work.  Finally, in substantiating the findings this approach draws together the conclusions of the study.
2.1.1	CONSIDERATIONS OF PROCESS THEORY
Theorized generally, process is a way of thinking that recognizes the cosmos in flux, an empyrean of events​[14]​ and experiences underwritten in perpetual motion, ---where all things are continually “in the making” including “timespace” itself (Heraclitus 540-480 BCE, see Nayak 2014; Hernes 2008; Hernes and Maitlis 2010; Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2010a pp., ix x).  The cosmic process is creation (Whitehead 1929/1978) defining the ‘infinite’ ontology of becoming and, within its eventualities, being (Bergson 1911/1914; Hernes 2017; Tsoukas and Chia 2002; Langley et al. 2013).  In this sense, process is not about the flow of things, but about things in flow, the indivisibility of the past, present and future.
In this sempiternal, turbulent motion, the temporality of the instantiated present is consentient and consistent with a fast approaching future and an ever departing past providing in its passing, eventful, continuous progress.  The passage of time is the very resource from which this temporality is created and as such, ‘time’ has underlying agency.
Creation is theoretically reducible to energy; in remainder pure energy is all there is, the first and the last thing (Hawking 1988; Heisenberg 1927).  It denies both nothingness and absolute sameness, but in incomputable aggregations and recursiveness this originating “undifferentiation” of energy shapes variety, novelty and “wholeness” (Bergson 1911/1914; Cooper 2014 p, 596; James 1897 1907 1909; Whitehead 1929/1978). 
Thus, energetic action powers all work and the rate at which it is creatively generated and performed in a myriad of entangled transitory makings and events (Hernes 2008 2017).  This potency is the unsettled, incessant trajectory of ongoing “chaosmos” (Prigogine and Stengers 1984; Tsoukas 2003, pp. 618; Tsoukas 2010, p. 20; Tsoukas 2013, pp. 52-55), which is the privileged turbulence of cosmic reality.  Here the pathways of emergent becoming inhere (Bergson 1911/1914 2007; Whitehead 1929/1979), where any ordered “stability”, a continuous reproduction of near ‘sameness’, is very much the exception (Langley and Tsoukas 2013, pp. 52-65).  By contrast, the widespread excitations of general, cosmic disorder are seemingly unbridled, random movements of constant decay, restoration and the emergent fluxing of ‘newness’ (Cooper 2014; Hernes 2014; Tsoukas and Chia 2002 2011; Van de Ven and Sminia 2012). 
This continual aleatory activity of energy is creation brought into being, a notion of the irreversible ongoing complexity of parturition; a becoming that is framed in probabilities not laws of causality or production, nor, since its future is “indeterminate” can it define that which does not already exist (Bergson 1911/1914, p. 91, 265; Hawking and Mlodinov 2010, p. 72; Whitehead 1929/1957, p. 23).
In sum, energetic excitations in their instantiations, augmentations or interruptions/breakdowns are the prescriptive shapers of reality, itself the entanglements of becoming (Bergson 1911/1914; Chia and Tsoukas 2002; Hernes 2008 2014 2017; Schatzki 2010a 2011; Langley et al. 2013; Langley and Tsoukas 2017; Whitehead 1929/1957). 
Significantly, interruptions at the human level are grounded in social practices and events (de Certeau 1988; Reckwitz 2002; Sztompka 1991).  Here, interruptions endow and shape people and the outcomes of sociomaterial pathways by posting “affordances” of what things might be (Aristotle 350 BCE/2004 Book VI; Chia and Holt 2009; Gibson 1977 1979, p. 222; Derrida 1992; Dreyfus 2014; Nicolini 2012; Reckwitz 2002b 2012; Wrathall 2014).
The active sensemaking of affordances, itself an entified event (Holt and Cornelissen 2014), abets the selection of “determinate actions” (see also sections 2.3.7 and 6.4.4).  These determinations close or offer continuity, but many times open up unfledged horizons for further exploitation (Brown et al. 2015; Cornelissen and Schildt 2015; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 61-62; Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Schatzki 2010a, pp. 114-121 175-179; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2015; Weick 1995 2001).  In this way, their enactments in praxis advance or close the durée, a fusion of experiences, in the temporal reach of the “living present” and future contemplations that play out in human actions and subjectivity (Bergson 1911/1914; Hernes 2014, p. 84; Howard-Grenville et al. 2016; Schatzki 2010a, pp. 114-121, pp. 171-179; Van de Ven and Sminia 2012).
Short run social practices nest within the overarching indeterminate cosmic process.  They are focal doings, events of living, “ways-of-being” flowing from the affordant “possibilities” of “being, free-for-the sake-of-choosing” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 188, 266, 285).  This choosing or “degree of discretion” (Boyd and Gove 2006; Hambrick and Finkelstein 1987, p. 378) can be overtly deliberate, but often it occurs in pre-reflective, infra-conscious settlements occurring in manoeuvrings of humans and actants in practices, when wayfinding, or “being-towards” in the uncertain world (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 61-62; Ingold 2000, pp. 228-242; Latour 2005).  Social practices are therefore “sensitive, active constructions of a liveable reality without necessarily implying conscious cognition”, but in their emergence, they are insistent upon the temporality of having been and projections of yet to come (Chia 2017b, p. 112; Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Czarniawska 2017; Gibson 1979 /1986; Ingold 2000; Latour 1984).
Consequently, within evolving practices, temporal becoming involves the past, in its “thrownness” and the future in “projections” that influence, play into and transform the present, constituting the morphology of existence (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Heidegger 1927/1962 p.181).  Thus, becoming is a continuous state, the presentiments of eventuated being interconnected with other things within process, where time, or better duration, becomes an engaging reality and the living-present is suffused by the perishing past and the projected yet to be.  Whitehead in his philosophy of the organism​[15]​ terms this infused connectedness  “prehension” (Whitehead1929/1978 Part 111 p 219 ff; Hussenot and Missonier 2016; Schatzki 2010a p. x); it defines a one-substance cosmology, gives temporality agency, and in passage, provides a notion of time (Bakken et al 2013).
Briefly, what has gone before and what might come facilitates the generation of teleoaffective pathways implicated in the manoeuvrings of business practices, (Chia 2017b; Schatzki 2002).  Of course, despite conceptual closure the past is always malleable, a trace memory open to interpretation, whilst the future is always uncertain and speculative, making practices conditional and, in their passage, time remains an engaging continuum
In business practices, the expectation is that choice, leading to realised outcomes is made sense of, projected and credibly managed.  The presumption is that it is directed and guided by the manoeuvrings of the competent CEO prescribed in their sensemaking or garnered understandings, background, experience and “practical intelligibility” or “practical adequacy” (Mintzberg and Waters 1985; Schatzki 2002 pp. 75-76; Sayer 1992 pp. 69-70); see also below).  This competence explains how some organizations succeed whilst others, less well managed in contextures of practice, fail (Emirbayer and Mische. 1998; Schatzki 1996 2002 2010; Sztompka 1991; Rouse 2007).  However, inevitably all social practices, including business and their discretions are transiently ephemeral; dissolving in “open-ended cosmic process” in the “long run all things are indeterminate” (Bergson 1911/1914, p. 91, 265; Whitehead 1929/1957, p. 23).
However, social engagement in the ‘living present’, that is the duration of action ranges from instantiations onwards, is limited only by human experience and expectations.  These engagements link meaning structures in the continuous process of temporal agency or living.  (As an aside, but of investigative significance, abstracted eventuations in the temporality of becoming announce possible categorizations that have social integrity and offer analytical virtue in data interrogation and in unmasking the making of CEOs, see later in section 3.4.2; 3.4.3) 
In recapitulation, this pan-cosmic conceptualisation, defined conventionally as strong process is essential creation (Chia and Langley 2004; Langley and Tsoukas 2017; Langley et al. 2013; Rescher 1996) where reality is the overarching becoming of all things and where being is existence (Heidegger 1927/1962; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).  Nested within strong process are aspects that are defined as weak processes.  These relate to movements of things confined within the boundaries of, for example, an organization, that shape and reshape it from one state to another e.g. descriptive of the values, resources or goals of a firm (Pentland 2017).  Significantly, the organization continues to exist over time as a separately recognizable substantive, if in the longer term an ephemeral, social entity (Hernes and Weik 2007).  
In short, strong process defines situations where the environmental movements are emergent and usually self-reproductive and have broad temporal consequences, whilst weak process is about reshaping, where strategy looks at contributions to continuity and reproduction within an ongoing local reality (Jarzabkowski, Le and Spee 2017).
It follows that at the business level process can be regarded “historically and contextually” (Pettigrew 1987, p. 655), where process refers to “the action, reactions and interactions from the various interested parties [and conditions] as they seek to move the firm from its present to its future state” (ibid. 1987, pp. 657-658).  However, process is not always linear, recursive cycles do occur.  Thus, process organization studies focus on the temporality of evolving phenomena, contemplations of what has been and what is to come (Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962) drawing theoretically on many ideas, voices and framings, whose plurality interconnect and combine in the world in which they come into being (e.g., Langley 1999 2007; Langley et al. 2013; Langley and Tsoukas 2017; Pettigrew 1990 1997; Poole et al. 2000; Van de Ven 1992; Van de Ven and Poole 2005; Van de Ven and Huber 1990; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).
Management studies of process essentially concern the how and “towards-which” of ongoing, relational minutiae of trans-situated, human becoming (Heidegger 1927/1962 pp. 86, 353; Holland and Lave 2009; Schmidt and Volbers 2011; Schmidt 2017).  Within the interconnectedness of  “being-there-for the-sake-of-which” in anti-Cartesian existence (ibid. p.143; Wittgenstein 1953 1980), process circumscribes participation in a world unfolding, always on the move, where dwelling within sociomaterial practices (Ingold 2000) and the emotions of doing are never absent (Dreyfus1991; Friedland 2017; Reckwitz 2017; Schatzki 2010a).  In a much to be repeated citation “there is no such thing as an emotion free space in human practice” (Gabriel 1999, p. 215).
2.2	PHILOSOPHICAL, THEORETICAL FRAMINGS AND TEMPLATES
Having provided a very rudimentary commentary on fundamental process that touched on the embeddedness of human endeavour and becoming within overarching origination, the consideration of human situated involvement in local practices of doing needs expanding.
If praxis is conceived as a contingent accomplishment then over time participants become knowing actors with stores of practical knowledge that enable them to deal with emergent arisings in a skilful and creative manner, albeit within the limits of sociomaterial constraints.  The ability to take part in practices, or “playability” is not a given, but rather must be formed or learned within the “frameworks” and perspectives of “distributed and interconnected agency” (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017 p. 17; Schmidt 2017, p. 141).
In this perspective the term “frameworks” does not reflect the static conations of positive variance theory, but represent overlapping philosophical and theoretical templates that give context to experience and inform in their diversity the interpretations of fluid, ‘felt’ doings and encounters of CEOs when dwelling within the flows in process (Goffman 1959 1974 1977).  The inquiry seeks to understand and explain the world in terms of a nexus of practice, practitioners and their pervasions and persuasions within temporality and flows that link diversity and sharing coherently in pathways of outcomes (Chia 2017b; Chia and Langley 2004; Langley et al. 2013).  Any specific template is bound to have blind spots and it is better to welcome diversity and sharing as a cluster concept, the meaning of which does not consist of one core template, but a set of templates (Gehman et al. 2018).
In passing, some explanatory framings have already been announced that have that have connecting credentials, constitutive of and provide process-practice dimensions for temporal enquiry.  A number of these will be expanded, often from a different standpoint, whilst others of significance will be called out.  In particular the theoretical positioning of ‘learning-in-action’, ‘knowledge’, ‘trans-actional agency in constitutive process’, ‘practice moment (dwelling)’, with supporting ‘practice theory’ in weak individualism or methodological situationalism.  Others in their pervasions and persuasions of volitions ‘sensemaking, sense giving and the management of meaning’ and not least the perfusions of ‘identity, personal and group in ethos, affects and emotions’ will receive attention.
This vista of perspective or dispositions is intended as a referential ‘context’, “roughly, a setting or backdrop that envelops entities and helps determine their existence and being “(Schatzki 2002, p. 20).  Essentially, these theoretical approaches support explanations of situated practices and their agency in constant flux of their temporal becoming.
Again, scholarship provides voluminous contributions on these templates and this highly selected focus is far from exhaustive, but some appreciation of the foundational, existential landscape and their mattering is important for understanding the choice of enquiry and analytical themes extant in temporality and their practical appropriateness.
In short, by establishing the study within this rather specific, yet pluralistic corpus of existing thinking, an interconnected backcloth of past and present nests, grounds, guides and incites the temporal ideas and contemplations of prospects within the prescription of a growing process perspective in the practice-based arena.
2.2.1	LEARNING-IN-ACTION
Sentiently, no one questions that on going learning is elemental, without it, social process, experience, knowledge and constructions in any organisation is denied (Argote and Miron-Spector 2011).  
However, the word ‘learning’ is ill defined and meanings vary by context.  The OED limits the definition to “knowledge got by study”.  The verb transitive “learn” is expanded to include “by experience and being taught”.  This accommodates, for example, Kolb (1984, p. 38), who states, “learning is a process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience”, whilst cognitively Fiol and Lyles (1985, p. 803) define learning, whether undertaken by individuals or organizational agents, as “the process of improving action through better knowledge and understanding.”
These and other definitions typically have some Cartesian leanings, binding learning as an object of rational, mindful contemplation (Argyris and Schön 1978) or the “storing” and “sharing” of knowledge (Örtenblad 2004, p. 13), whilst other approaches are essentially behaviourist, considering learning as involving teleo-historically appropriateness (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Cyert and March 1963; Nelson and Winter 1982; Levitt and March 1988; Nicolini 2012).
However, few would doubt that we learn when situated and embedded in processes of bodily practice (Hilgard and Bower 1966), by “the relentless refinement of the senses to environmental affordances” (Chia 2017b, p. 114), where in the flow of praxis, the world unfolds in our active dealings and experience (Brown and Duguid 1991 1998 2000 2001; Cook and Yanow 1993; Heidegger 1927/1962 division 1. section 15; Lave and Wenger 1991; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962 1966 1989).
In re-emphasis, when steeped in life in whatever way, much skilful learning is mindlessly realized and absorbed in practical coping and is acquired through hands-on activity.  For example, by the simple childlike imitation of say, parental actions, gestures and mannerisms, or by the on-the-job learning of a practised skill, or by the most complex actions, situations and circumstances that adhere temporally to certain adult preoccupations, either at work or leisure.  However, these “blind” tacit processes (de Certeau 1984) entangle and by definition are difficult to articulate, making originations indecipherable and meanings often enigmatic and their consequences open to interpretations.  However, importantly this accumulated, pre-reflective learning ranks before conscious learning and is the basis of Heideggerian intelligibility (Dreyfus 1991 2014).  It differs from mentalist Freudian unconscious interpretations (Gabriel and Swartz 1999; Giddens 1984, pp. 41-45).
Conscious learning, on the other hand is easier to decipher.  It is propositional and largely theoretically acquired, bracketing immediate practical concerns, whilst concentrating on thematic properties in analytical processes.  Its formal deliberations, constituted in context-sensitive awareness and ways of thinking, certainly do not diminish its importance when articulated within management processes e.g., strategic formulations, but it is a second order vector restricted to guiding purposeful action and intention.
Emphasised in the post modern practice turn learning-in action, in the embodied summation of its parts, is an inescapable activity defined by refining and defining the concrete and aesthetic appreciations of life (e.g., Bourdieu 1977 2000; de Certeau 1984; Chia and Holt 2006, Chia and MacKay 2007; Gherardi 2011; Giddens 1984; Schatzki et al. 2001; Reckwitz 2002; Tsoukas 2005 2010a b).  These absorbed socially learned practices are the mainstay of “practical intelligibility” and the foundation of our “knowledgeability” (Schatzki 2002, pp. 75-78; Giddens 1984, p. 375).  Their accumulations, as the embodied consequence of inhabiting or dwelling in the ‘life world’, provide our acquired life ‘baggage’ or ‘habitus’ that culturally in “tradition” defines us (Bourdieu 1977 1984 1990b, pp. 52-53; Heidegger 1927/1962, p.434).  In more arcane language it is this ‘baggage’ that provides our “inherited background”; in our appropriateness, it is no less than what we are or what we have become (Wittgenstein1969/1979, para. 94). 
Counsel therefore suggests that learning-in-action occurs intrinsically in practices of interactive social connectivity; it is instructed by, and instructs, sociomaterial understandings and interpretations, ascribes sense and meanings, and is generated and transmitted in a language expressible in actions (Smircich and Morgan 1982; Weick 1979 1995 2003).  Generated by “being-in-the world”, it is deeply involved in fashioning individual, and by implication, social and organizational “practical intelligibility” where, in its refined sensitivity to solicitations of the environment, it instantiates ways forward by addressing and coping with affordances.
This incursion into situated learning-in-action recognizes that all knowledge is the creation of situated individuals; an organisation of itself cannot create knowledge without the mediation of individuals (Faran and Wiijnhoven unpublished).  However, embedded, organizational learning is now generally accepted as a conceptual phenomenon (Argyris and Schön 1978; Easterby-Smith et al. 2000; Easterby-Smith and Lyles 2011; for review see ibid. 1996, pp. 180-199) and is seen as much involved in strategic processes (see Coda and Mollana 2010, pp. 112-115).  As Argyris and Schön (1978, p. 9) argue, “Organizations are not mere collections of individuals, yet no organization is without such collections.  Similarly, organizational learning is not merely individual learning, yet organizations can only learn through the experience of individuals.”  However, Schatzki (2006, p. 466), cautions, “actions of aggregated collectives are little more than capacious individualism.”
Although the term organizational learning was contentious, it has now been absorbed into the scholarly lexicon.  It is usually taken to mean the sum of all learning processes involving the interplay between individuals and their actions, both within and without the organization.  Clearly, such learning is assimilated and accreted from a multiplicity of sources.  Over time it is accumulated in many forms where it is reposited in the metaphorical knowledge reservoirs of the organization and in the ‘habitus’ of individuals where it is available to be drawn upon in the practices of business.
Organizational learning then is an iterative dynamic process, a refining empirical sensitivity, involving all organizational members in practices as they contest, compete against and accommodate changing environmental and contextual conditions.  This is partially captured in a theory presented by Argyris and Schön (1978 1996), where organizational learning takes place through individual actors whose actions are based on a set of shared models, but this Cartesian representationalism down plays bodily hexis in an already existing dynamic world.
Other considerations of learning have been given in management literature by way of the mental modelling of individuals, their internal images of how the world works (Senge 1990) and mapping the actors/strategists in their questing journeys (Argyris and Schön 1978 1996; Burgelman 1983a b c; Eden 1988 1992; Eden et al.1992; Eden and Huxman 1996; Langley 2015; for review see Eden and Ackermann 2004).  These approaches have been aided by ostensive framings of organizational process in implicit routines (Goffman 1959 1974 1977; Cyert and March 1963; Feldman and Pentland 2003; Nelson and Winter 1982) and in recipes (Spender 1989 2008) that have added to our understanding of the trajectories of lifetime experience.  However, there is always in mental modelling the Cartesian lingering of subjective/objective mentalist contemplations in a stable world.  This raises the fundamental question about the suitability of this mode of thinking in a fluid, ever changing world and unknowable future.
However, in emphasis learning-in-action in the practice environment is generally considered to be the acquisition of know how (what people learn) and know why (the conceptual understanding experiences) that is instantiated and informs patterns of behaviour in the agency of organizational activity (Ryle 1945/46).  In extension, therefore learning is seen as an integral part of a generative social practice in the lived-in-world of CEOs (Lave and Wenger 1991).
Summarising, the dominant placing of the apparent intellect of Cartesian certainty in enquiries of ‘stable’ forms has been hugely revealing, but its concentration on ‘static’ consciousness veils other aspects of existence.  In the churnings of fluxing emergence, it fails to capture the temporal significance of learning-in-action in all its implicit, dynamic multiplicity and unpredictability.  All action, as enacted in time and space, “tends to display a spectrum of intentionality, control over body and social autonomy providing for a broader view of their effects and [affects] in organizations” (Feldman 2016, p. 33). 
In short, this inquiry will be about the ‘lived-body-in-accomplishment-in-the-coming-to-presence-of-forms-or-event-in-the trajectory-of-movements-of-existence’.  Or “becoming” interpreted as the “the learning of wayfinding” (Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 159-186; Ingold 2000, pp. 217-242).  Here “being is constituted by its becoming” and “process is the becoming of experience” (Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 23, 166).  Learning-in-action, is to “know as we go” (Ingold 2000, p. 229) and its on going consequences must be considered, accommodated and as far as possible made explicit  when analysing and orienting experiences of existence.
2.2.2	KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWING
Knowledge is the result of learning.  In common usage it is characterized succinctly in the OED (1976) as “theoretical or practical understanding; the sum of all that is known” and knowing is defined as “showing knowledge.”  Neither is incommensurate with practice and most would recognise them as integral to it.
The notion of knowing emphasizes the role of people in getting things done, not least, by accumulating know-how (Orlikowski 2002; Ryle 1945/1946).  It is through the activities of knowing that CEOs demonstrate their competent behaviour in solving practical problems that emerge in the complex web of practices they perform (Corradi et al. 2008; Gherardi 2001; Nicolini 2011; Nicolini et al. 2003).
Interestingly, well over 2000 years ago, Aristotle in his volumes of Nichomachean Ethics (350BCE/2004 Book VI §8, pp. 147-154), whilst not entirely endorsing the view that knowledge must be justified, true and believable (Plato 380BCE/1967), made the following delineations of knowing, that remain highly relevant today (Cairns and Sliva 2008).
Episteme (or universals) is arrived at through rational consideration and is capable of articulation; phronesis is translated as practical wisdom, discerned de facto in the being of wise men, where praxis involves enactments of doing and techne, with its notions of arts and technical skills, applies poiesis the instructive experience of productive making (Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 105-111; Dunne 1993; Nicolini 2012, pp. 25-28, p. 26: Shotter and Tsoukas 2014a b).  Nous, describes intuition, the immediate perception of truth.  All consummate is Sophia, that is knowledge complete that makes up Aristotle’s compendium.  A further form of pre-Socratic practical knowing is embraced by metis whose origins are less clear, but it refers to “cunning intelligence” (Detienne and Vernant 1978, pp. 3-4) or “situated resourcefulness”  (Mackay, Zundel and Alkirwi 2014, p. 423) that finds some manifestations in ‘street smart.’
It bears repetition that these ancient concepts of knowing remain highly relevant today in organizational inquiry (Cairns and Sliva 2008) and certainly to this study. 
Yet other notions of knowledge, following Wittgenstein (1969/1979), suggest that it cannot readily be encapsulated by a definition at all (Hranchovic and Pichler 2007) but, perhaps by the “inner gazings of intuition” (Alvesson and Skoldberg 2008, p. 51).  Another, but by no means an only view is “that knowledge will be social justified if it is supported by a pragmatic consensus of mutually intelligible people” (Rorty 1979, pp. 359-361 1982 1992).
Elsewhere, Nicolini (2011, p. 603 2012), following Gherardi (2008, p. 51 2009b 2012; Gherardi et al. 2007, p. 318) also Orlikowski (2002) and others, consider that knowing is “socially fabricated in practice” (Berger and Luckmann 1967; Grand et al. 2015).  The latter scholars see knowledge, not as abstract solely situated in “the brain of the human body or organization”, but as actionable residing in a practising skilful body (Gherardi et al. 2007, p. 318), making enfolding “practices the site of knowing” (Nicolini 2011, pp. 602-620).  This contrasts with Argyris (2003) whose approach is representationally mentalist.  For (Gherardi 2009a), knowledge is a possession, “a sense of knowing [………] and an activity of doing” (p. 353).  Moreover, in practice activity, much “knowledge….lies in the muscles not in consciousness” (Dewey 1992, p. 177):  “the skilled body knows” (Gherardi 2009a, p. 357).
Further, Lave (1988) and   Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 98), argue within their definition of community of practice that the “intrinsic condition of knowledge is [….] participation in the cultural practice in which any knowledge exists as an epistemological principle of learning”.  In other words, there is an implicit and explicit transference of knowing in a collective enterprise. 
   Tsoukas (1996), pleads for a view of knowledge that is processual, dispersed and “inherently indeterminate.”  (p. 22), whilst (Turnbull 1989), counsels that “knowledge is always generated within a field of practice” (p. 61).
These collected works and similar ideas of knowledge fit well with a practice-based approach.  This approach gives testament to the view that activity moves the world forward (Schatzki 2010a), where, for example, Aristotelian ways of knowing are shaped by and shape actionable knowledge (Argyris 2003; Dreyfus and Dreyfus et al. 2005 2014; Giddens 1984; Polanyi 1962; Reckwitz 2002; Taylor 1995 2000, Turner 1994 2004 and others).  These modes of being are underpinned by existential doings in life (de Certeau 1984), “a continuously, churning enveloping horizon of organized, directed human activity” where “knowing can be seen as a situated, negotiated and embedded” (Dreyfus 1991; Heidegger 1927/1964 ff. section 15,16,17; Nicolini 2012, Schatzki 2002, p. xii; Schmidt 2017; Wittgenstein 1969/1979). 
In the logic of practice, activity always precedes knowledge (Bourdieu 1990b).  As Wittgenstein (1969/1979, paras. 473-479) memorably argues, the basis of practice is “activity”; not knowledge; “practice” not thinking; “certainty” not “uncertainty”.  Experience of being comes first, knowledge later, the primacy of deed over the word: “In the beginning was the deed” (after Goethe in Faust cited in Wittgenstein 1980b, p. 31). 
Thus, knowing-in-the-moment, significant in consequence and in understanding the constitution of practices, is instantiated by responsive action.  It occurs in the flow of emergence, in the “leeway [Spielraum]” of bodily manoeuvrings, subordinated in avenues of agency.  The determinations of knowing, that is in their doing, occur in ongoing configurations of  “being”, that is emergent, temporal “becoming”, not as preformed mental representations (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 145).  Importantly, this knowing-as-you-go can never exist alone; in social practices it circumscribes meanings and their structures.  In the entangled webs of reciprocal shaping and in the relational nexus of existence and worldly becoming, “knowing as you go” and not before you go are “projections” into approaching possibilities (ibid.; Chia 2017b; Gherardi 2012a; Ingold 2000, p. 229).
This texture of “knowing-in-practice” (Corradi et al. 2008, p. 26; Gherardi 2006; Orlikowski 2002, pp. 249-273) or “feel for the game” (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 66, 82; Nicolini 2003, p. 16; Schimdt 2017, p. 150), in “play-ability” (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017, p. 10), as indicated, is a “bodily, situated accomplishment” (Gherardi 2007, p. 313; ibid. 2012, p. 21).  It is “fabricated in skilled experience “(Gherardi 2008, p. 517) and “cannot be treated as an internal mental process” (Schmidt 2016 2017, pp. 149-152) and embraces, by “attachment to objects of practice” (Gherardi 2009b, p. 538), “passions and desires” (Gherardi et al. 2007).  It further involves aesthetic ways, wanting and feeling (Antonacopoulou and Gabriel 2001; Reckwitz 2002 2012) or sensibilities (Nicolini et al. 2003; Polanyi 1996; Strati 2003) and aesthetic emotions as affectivity (Hansen et al. 2007; Strati 2007), embedded in corporeal movements, often in routines of practice (Howard-Grenville 2016). 
In summary, social life is a dynamic constellation of mutating webs of interconnected and interconnecting practices of doing, a knowing and linking of activities, behaviours, emotions, values meanings and materiality.  In the interventions of human freedom both by tacit and deliberate knowing-in-action the CEOs in their “practical intelligibility”, “understandings” and “reasons” determine what to do next (Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-80; Schatzki 2010a, pp.120-130 171-173).  This is vital for sustainable life, success and underpins the ideals of the practice-based approach. 
 “In onto-epistem-ology ‘ the study of knowing in being’ is probably a better way to think about understandings that are needed to come to terms with how specific inter-actions matter”, it is the becoming of things, where things are not to be considered in the final state but works in progress (Barad 2003, p. 829).  This continuous state of becoming through the work of connecting and transactions with other things is very basis of relationality on which life depends (Emirbayer 1997; Hernes 2014).  It is this temporal agency that underpins and provides analytical background of this study (see sections 2.7, 3.4.3 and empirical chapters).
2.2.3	TRANS-ACTIONAL AGENCY, WEAK INDIVIDUALISM, RELATIONALISM AND SITUATIONALISM IN CONSTITUTIVE PROCESS 
The purposeful selection of hyphenated “trans-actional” in the title emphasises the irrevocability of relationality (Cooper 2005) in the conceptualisation of practices as a constitutive agency of action in being and process (Barad 2003; Chia and Langley 2004; Langley et al.; Langley and Tsoukas 2017).  “Relationality” is the privileging of relationships and actions by which individual and organizational entities (materialities) are seen as “latent” movements, or a field of “re-la-tionships” that is distinct from the sum of its parts (Cooper 2005, pp. 1693-1698).  The “latent is always the yet-to-be, a state of continuously suspended movement as if to keep human agency for ever on the move” (Cooper 2014, p. 604).  Relating the latent to the essence of process is the coming to-presence-of-forms that never complete themselves in the ever-moving-emerging-world.  Put differently, “relationality is not just about the relationship between people, but is about the fluid positioning of such phenomena as people, materiality, emotions, history, power and time” (Feldman 2016, p. 37)
Thus, agential vectors (individual, collective and time) are no longer seen as isolated entities, but as a network of situated, fluctuating, instantiating connections and reconnections of existential events rather than visible dependent forms.  Agents, in this view, “do not exist as self-sufficient entities, but correspond as a network that connects with other parts” (Cooper 2014, p. 1604).  Therefore agents are thus viewed as participating networks of “bundles of practices” in process (Schatzki 2001a, pp. 2-3), undercutting the dominance of individual subjects such that practices are privileged, and individual identity can be considered as a situated, but decentred strategic epiphenomena of social practices (Schatzki 2001a b).
This constitutes “a major ontological shift from ‘methodological individualism’ to a weaker decentred form embracing the methodological relationalism of trans-individual social practices” akin to “methodological situationalism” (Chia and Mackay 2006, p. 226; Gadamer 1989 Rescher 1996, p. 27; Schmidt 2017, pp. 149-150).  Hitherto, the individual in methodological individualism is given agential primacy over activities, processes and practices; what defines “action over mere behaviour is that it is motivated by a mental state [representations] with a propositional content” (Weber 1968, p. 15 and 1969).  Methodological individualism implies the Cartesian familiar, where actions are prescribed by prior mental representations with defined intentions not with recourse to practical embodied hexis.  It therefore presupposes deliberate and purposeful action as the “builder” of practices, without reference to the “life-world.” 
On the other hand, relationalism seeks to explain human interactions as “dwelling in” or “being-in-the-world”, a situated co-presence in actions, being-amidst-and-amongst in a symbiotic attunement (Gadamer 1989; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 60-62; Heidegger 1977, pp. 143-162).  Here, actions are mediated by a seemingly mindless, resonating, agential network, governed by a battery of dispositions (Schatzki 2005, p. 471) or “habitus” (Bourdieu 1977 1984 1990a 1990b, p. 53), a “knowing in practice akin to a feel for the game” (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Bourdieu 1990b, p. 82: Nicolini 2012, p. 55; Schmidt 2016 2017; Wittgenstein 1953).  As Goffman (1967, p. 2 ff.) succinctly put it, in sympathy with Wittgenstein…  “Not, then men and their moments.  Rather moments and their men.” 
Indeed, even relationalism, may be misleading, since it suggests the coming together of two separate entities, i.e., human beings and the world, whereas the embodied mind is of the world in inseparability (Dreyfus 2014 Chapter 8).  A person is not individuated, but is rather a style, comportment or “a projection that generates the world by skilful, passionate engagements with their setting wherein solicitations arise and function as grounds for our actions” (Wrathall 2014, p. 4).  Hence, methodological situationalism and trans-individualism or worldly absorbed participation in the wholeness of realities is an apt descriptor (Schmidt 2017; Tsoukas 2015). 
Over time, certain consistencies or patterns of apparently purposive action emerge despite any intention.  Here strategies appear to appear from a milieu of fluxing apparent disorder.  This reflects the relational regularities existing within practices and their propensity to order recognizable arrangements or patterns in an ongoing temporality of unfolding of practical coping.  This inquiry into CEO becoming must be open to these interpretations (Schatzki 2001b, pp. 45-48). 
Practical coping was briefly considered in section 1.4.2 as a likely quotidian of strategic conduct.  The practice-based approach, as a custodian of these concepts, will be examined at some length in later in section 2.4 of this literature search.  However, movement of practical coping, given its likely importance and strategic significance to this inquiry, and its non-appearance in most management theoretics is now further elaborated below although from a slightly different perspective emphasising temporality.
2.2.4	PRACTICE MOMENTS
Pre-empting the practice theory discussion in section 2.4, practice moments generally considers pre-reflective and intentional emergent unfolding, situated actions, and the relationships that are mutually constituted in evolving sociomaterial life.  
Over 175 years ago, Karl Marx, a revisionary practice theorist, in his version of Hegalian materialism, dialectically challenged the unreasoned rationality of established German society.  This led to his considerations of real activity, i.e., what sensuous people actually do in their everyday lives, averring, “life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life” (Marx 1845/1977 Chapter 1a).  Following his critique of Feuerbach (ibid; Engels 1888), he philosophically assumed a thesis of praxis, centring on notions of non-Cartesian corporeal being as a feature of conduct.  These considerations of action moments in sociomaterial practice culminated in his analysis of the structures of capitalist production (Marx 1887).
Wittgenstein (1951/1953), concerned with meaning, rejected his own picture theory of language with its representations and repressed portrayals of what is.  He had argued for the description and labelling of the reality of things or propositions that correspond to the state of affairs in the real world.  However, Wittgenstein subsequently questioned the capacity of language to express all things, leading him to assert, “the limits of my language mean the limits of my world” (Wittgenstein 1921/2001 § 5).
Wittgenstein (1951/1953) later recognised that the work of language, far from reflecting the realities of life, actually shapes and constructs the doings of social practice, whilst in its subjectivity it rejects any theory/neutral observational assertions.  Practices, rooted in “doings and sayings” (Schatzki 2002, p. 73), can only legitimately occur by obeying certain sets of rules and ‘grammar’ as is the case in games.  Although for each practice the rule set of the “language game” (Wittgenstein (195I/1953 § 7) is different and separately defined, they have in this acceptance, a likeness of some form, that Wittgenstein (1951/1953 §65, §67) called a family of resemblance.  This underlying correspondence accounts for the valence in webs of interconnectedness in compliance of sociomaterial understandings, e.g., say, in common, often tacit, understandings within communities of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991), or during action based learning between master and apprentice (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005) or in the relationship between organisational strategies and evolving local operational strategising and their accommodations (Burgelman 1983a b c 1991; Regner 2003). 
The principles of Marxian praxis or the Wittgensteinian syntactical approach and more so Heideggerian existential conceptions, consider humanity nurtured in empirical sensitivity when dwelling relationally in a world brought into being in moments of action and practices.  Here the static, traditional Cartesian investigations of the CEO accountable in ‘eklaren’ are roundly rejected.
Some aspects of Heideggerian hermeneutic phenomenology (Heidegger 1927/1962, Intro. II) have provisionally been introduced and briefly aired as concepts of managing and practice in section 1.4.2 of this thesis.  Given their explanatory importance to the ideas of this inquiry and their methodological relevance in empirical realism they will be somewhat expanded here.  A little repetition in re-emphasis occurs and as the need arises, further contextual considerations will be made throughout this thesis.
Heidegger’s teleological viewpoint extends Dilthey (1976 1989) and re-interprets the phenomenology of Husserl’s consciousness (Husserl 1913/1964 1929/73 1913/1982).  He renounces dualistic Cartesian thinking by an understanding of the comportment of relational being in the existential world (Heidegger 1982, p. 51, 58, pp. 313-314) that is being irrevocably entwined within the world, or simply of the world.
Central to Heidegger’s own thesis is the study of a self-interpreting “being” (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 23-25; Heidegger 1927/1962, Intro. Chapter 1 and 11, Division 1, p. 196, 312, 365) and the nature of ongoing human existence that is intelligibility disclosed and delivered over into the past in “thrownness”.  Where “thrownness” (ibid., pp. 133-136 Division 1, Chapter V) is “being itself, delivered over into the there or clearing [lichtung] disclosed in such a way that itself is the clearing” (ibid. a contraction of p. 133) which is “a space of human existence, a totality of possibilities where all things can be; the what, how and that of all entities” in “pure perception” (ibid. pp.133 177; Schatzki 1992, pp. 84-85, see also section 2.3.6).  It is a realm of “absorption” that in the “everydayness of falling” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 175, 346-349, 370-372)  “opens up a projection of emergent, living forward, in unpredictability, unknowability in enactments of ‘becoming’ ” (Winograd and Flores.1986 pp, 34-36; Schatzki 1989 1992, p, 81).  This is the common “ecstastatical unity of being” or stepping out beyond (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 365 pp. 367-371; Div. II chap. 4 ) a stepping out, a ‘severance’ from the past, or projecting forward giving relevance to the notion of time.  (It is conceded that in his later work Heidegger (1999) somewhat modified his abstraction of ‘clearing’ (Schatzki 2010, pp. 43-47) but the principle remains.)
Putting this colloquially, Heidegger considers that in life individuals are thrown amongst each other in a milieu of past endeavour, emotional stuff and material things.  In present encounters individuals are enlightened by their background history and experience, so that they know how to go on and project into the future in a manner they see as appropriate.
This human behaviour is experienced when “being-in-the-world”, a “non-thematic circumspective absorption in references or assignments”  (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 76).  It is interpreted here as human existence traced in intelligible, practical actions pervaded by values, meaning, will and emotions that governs “what it is sensible to do next” (Schatzki 1996 chaps. 2 and 4; Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-76).
In short, human existence is recognising, negotiating and engaging in the temporal intercourse of sociomaterial living.
Advancing the Heideggerian stance: “Being-in-the-world is partly constituted by one’s state-of-mind​[16]​, [Befindlichkeit] it implies circumspective concern” that makes it possible to direct oneself “towards something that has the character of becoming affected… what touches them shows itself in an affect” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 137).
Encounters within-the-world ‘matter’… openness… can be threatened …by the attunement of affectiveness”…  “The mood has already been disclosed… and makes it possible… to direct oneself towards something” (ibid., p. 137). 
By this, Heidegger emphasizes that the bodily responses of CEOs involve emotional states-of-mind that matter and influence their approach.  Affects are heavily implicated in how CEOs handle an unfolding, intimidating or opportunistic world; in particular, how they feel and understand themselves in this inevitable state of emotionally charged existence.
Continuing to follow in the idioms of Heideggerian neologisms, we are concerned with the CEOs’ “feelings” (ibid., p. 137 ftn. 138) of “being-there” (ibid., pp. 132-148, 347, 350).  “Feelings” conceptualised in their “disclosedness” (ibid. p. 75, pp. 133- 148) in a “situation” (ibid., pp. 299-300) into which they are “thrown” (ibid., pp. 173-174).  This “being-amidst-and-amongst-and-alongside” (ibid., p. 311, 141 192; Heidegger 1982, p. 297; Heidegger 1985, p. 134) (“Sein bei”), see also Blattner (2006, p. 15) or “dwelling” (Heidegger 1971, p. 146, 148, 160; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 54) is the “everydayness” or “falling” (ibid., pp. 346-349, 370-372) in their “discovery of the world” of which they are essentially a part (ibid., p. 138). 
Heidegger further elaborates, “Being-there is an entity … Both open for itself and bright for itself—is what we have defined as care.  In care is grounded the full disclosedness of the there” (ibid., p. 350).   
In other words, the heterogeneity of our “being” is the concern for whom we are, the something that we have, “how one is, a mood, how one is faring”: our experience in “thrownness” our self-interpreting intelligibility.  It “expresses itself in discourse” and is the essence or our “comportment” of existence, (ibid., p. 4, 12, 15, pp. 134-139, p. 161, 175).  The “there”, the “here and yonder” (ibid., p. 132), is the “temporality” (ibid., pp. 17-19) in which we are continually immersed and from which we emerge towards our “becoming” (Bergson 1911/1914 e.g., pp. 315-330; Whitehead 1929/ 1979 e.g., pp. 22-25).  “Becoming” is an ever-departing past and ever approaching future, where, in this temporality, we “dwell” (Bergson 1911/1914; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 54; Heidegger 1971, p. 146, 148, 160; Ingold 2000, pp. 185-187; Polanyi 1958, p. 195).  Hence, “being-there” is an “ontical” or a personal, responsive “state-of-mind” (befindlichkeit) prior to all “cognition and volition” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 136), in which we find ourselves existentially attuned, enmeshed and immersed.  It is “how one is” (ibid., p. 134) in our “spatiality” (ibid. section 23) “in a world on the move”, a reality that flows from our everyday activities of “care” (ibid., pp. 211-212; Hernes 2014, p.11).  Where “care” is “the concrete constitution of existence” the “potentiality-for-being self,” a “selfhood” manifest as “care” (ibid., pp. 231-232).
[The researcher’s synoptic synthesis from ‘Being and Time’, Heidegger 1927/1962 augmented by Bergson 1911/1914 and Whitehead 1929/1979].
In caution, we can never fully understand “being” because we “dwell within it” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 22), but we may be able to reflect on, conceptualised in “feelings”, something of the “being of beings” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 35).  Moreover, “care”, “Sorge” for Heidegger, is not just the cares of emotional life (p. 57).  Much more, it is the a priori, primordial architecture of existence within which every attitude and situation conceptually lies, all the possibilities in the totality of being and where moods, emotions and feelings are encountered in the affective state-of-mind, i.e., der befindlichkeit (ibid., p. 57, pp. 137-142, 184-193).
Succinctly, “being-in-the-world” and its totalities of existence define “care”; it is a reinterpretation of the “activity of existing” in “resoluteness” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 40; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 298). 
Heidegger thus develops “being” as the existential spatiality of “care” (Sorge), that is all things that impact the immersed involvement, enmeshed and encountered when dwelling-in-the-world (ibid., p. 86).  It involves both arrangements of equipment and affects (ibid., p. 68), “circumspections of concern as the considerateness, solicitude and knowledge of the self” (ibid., p. 146).
However, in this thesis, caring​[17]​ is more restricted to welfare, (Fürsorge), it is taken as the concerns, solicitudes and anxieties of the CEOs reflected in their self- referential feelings as they go about their business in a cauldron of uncertainty where, in their work and coexistence, affects and emotions take on key engagements (ibid., p. 121; Tomkins and Simpson 2015).
As indicated earlier (section 1.4.2), Heidegger recognises that much of life’s activities take place in pre-reflective circumstances of habituated, situated doing i.e. without mental representation; there may be “awareness in circumspection, but no self-awareness in reflection” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 67).  This absorbed coping, or practical behaviour is the a priori activity of all intelligibility (see also Wittgenstein 1969/1979, paras. 473-479 and section above); a spontaneous, pre-reflective, existential condition Heidegger termed Zuhandenheit, or “readiness-to-hand”, (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 69).
This mode of “readiness-to-hand” governs both the trivial doings of everyday life (de Certeau 1984) and other unaware constructive routines (Howard-Grenville et al. 2016).  Importantly, it also “underscores spontaneous, complex, pattern recognitions that are the privilege of expert performers” (Cokely and Feltz 2014, pp. 213–238).  An adept CEO calls upon the absorbed routines of life in their multiplicities and “as an expert, appropriately draws on an extensive, specialist repertoire of acquired skills” (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005 2014, pp. 185-189; Lave and Wenger 1991; Schön 1993).  Significantly, these discernments “occur without any conscious awareness” in intuitions of experience (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 67-68).
Heidegger, (1982, pp. 63-64; 1927/1962, p. 115, 358, 437) does not deny that when this pre-reflective circumspection “is interrupted by things that are unusable or missing or by confrontations of things that stand in the way”, but insists that a state of “unready-to-hand” occurs (ibid., pp. 73-74 and footnote 1).  Here we experience ourselves in the awareness of continued activity embedded in provisional, intentional states (Dreyfus 1991 Chapter 4, p. 51, pp. 69-70).  This condition termed by Heidegger “presence-at-hand”, stands out, it is not expected to be “there’, signalling the need for intervention (Heidegger 1927/1964, pp. 73-76, 157-159).  Such a breakdown needs to be repaired usually by familiar understandings of previously successful doings or recipes (e.g., Spender 1989; de Rond 2008; Lok and de Rond 2013) thereby recovering the pre-reflective world, otherwise absorbed practical coping is irredeemably broken. 
In complete breakdown, the environment lays open or surfaces as something Heidegger calls “present-at hand” (ibid., p. 42, pp. 70-74) (see also sections 1.4.2; conclusion 4. in this thesis).  This mode of reflective comportment is “openness experienced” not a mental state, but a “directing-oneself-towards, of being-directed-towards” or “towards-which” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 68; Heidegger 1982, p. 58) where the practitioner remains involved in the activity.  It is a condition where properties under aspect are “objectified, thematised and theorized in bodily understandings” and then presented in affordant awareness for deliberate, intentional and determinate action (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 68-69 2000, p. 317; Schatzki 2010a, p. 176; Tsoukas 2015, p. 55-66).  In this way, “present-at-hand” reveals conceptual arrays of newness, affordant perceptions that in going about business requires choice.  Decision choice is reliant both on overt rational and on intuitive, emotionally charged actions (Dane and Pratt 2007: Duggan 2013); this is the practice of reflective strategic thinking, sensemaking, arguably harbouring Cartesianism.  Although by eschewing Cartesianism in his comportments or directed activity and all modes of being, Heidegger continues to bridge the gap between subject and object.  However, he does ask, tantalisingly on the last page of ‘Being and Time’, “What positive structure does Being of ‘consciousness’ have if reification remains inappropriate to it?”  (Heidegger (1927/1962, p. 437).  This remained and remains unanswered.
Summarising, accomplished CEOs, in their practicing-strategising, when “dwelling” in the reality of the world for the most part, involve routinely, moment-by-moment enacted, pre-reflective responses to the present circumstances at hand (Chia and Holt. 2009; Heidegger 1971, p. 148; Ingold 2000).  When these breakdown they are replaced by actions of overt and deliberate intentionality in emergent response to contingencies.  In performance, there is an interweaving of deliberating coping and practical coping in realized outcomes (Mintzberg and Waters 1985).
To understand what is going on in business conduct and to figure it out in the comportments of practice where both pre-reflection and reflections are entertained “there is no reason to pick as our defining characteristic one or the other…. both kinds of are needed” (Dreyfus 2007, p. 109; Tsoukas 2015, p. 74).  Moreover, in repetition and use deliberations over time become habitual forming pre-reflective routines. 
The interpretations of both and their interconnectedness in absorbed and reflective activities in practice implicating CEOs is a fascination.  However, whilst this inquiry is conceptually committed to practice and emergence, the continuous process and probabilistic agenda problematises the analytical methodology, no less Heidegger (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 38-49).  This concern is discussed in the chapter on Methods and Methodology when bracketing and coding is considered (section 3.4.3).
2.2.5	PRACTICE THEORY
The infinite variety of worldly practices and their idiosyncratic nature does not allow a single theory of practice.  Within its polyphony, the practice-based approach (PBA) harbours many complexions, but generally holds that the orders and arrangements, the activities that embed, transform and constitute the meanings of material life, are both intrinsically and decisively social and “site specific” (Schatzki 2002, p. xi) (see practice-based approach in section 2.4).  Therefore, practice-based approaches generally agree that human affairs can be understood from the world in which they come into being (Nicolini and Monteiro 2017).  This has stimulated a “family of theories” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 244) in which practice is central and focussed with a concentration on “overcoming Cartesian dualism, however they are largely silent on affects”, the latter are emotional suffusions that can occur in and pervade all human involvement (Reckwitz 2012 2017, p. 116).
Feeding on Heidegger and Wittgenstein were the first contemporary generation recognized as practice theorists, e.g., Bourdieu, de Certeau, Dreyfus, Giddens, Ortner, Rouse, Sztompka and Taylor (Orlikowski 2015; Postill 2010).  Of the second generation, Schatzki and Reckwitz are amongst the most prominent, whilst others like Barnes, Gherardi, Nicolini, or Pickering, Panzar, Shove and Watson weigh in very strongly (Hui et al. 2017).
Schatzki (1993 1996), in his practice elaborations initially draws heavily on Wittgenstein in focusing on mind/body/action and later on Heideggerian perspectives of social being (ibid. 2002 2010).  This interlinking makes Schatzki’s positioning, although not unique and somewhat prescriptive, of more than passing interest as a sympathetic theoretical scaffold for a thesis on practical becoming.  Adopting Schatzki does not preclude recognizing other practice theorists where relevant.  However, none including Schatzki specifically highlights the CEO phenomenon leaving a particular gap for the curious.
Schatzki’s  2002 work concerns the general nature of social existence and change that is, of course, highly relevant to CEOs.  The frequent mutations and (re)-linking of relationships within and between practices are considered, implicating pre-figurations of constraint and enabling, within the spatial probabilities of cause and intention.  This gives meaning and direction to entities and things (including CEOs’ identities and their feelings) by their positions, manoeuvrings and roles within sociomaterial practices (see later), but it remains that it is the practice in its aggregated enactment that is agent.
Schatzki further explores the interconnections between sets of practices or bundles of organized activities that go on to form intermeshing webs, otherwise a nexus of organized doings and sayings in a dynamic, interacting plenum of actions and meanings, namely “the site of the social” and their continuing expanding constellations (ibid., p. 65, 123 ff.). 
In this way, the doings of social practice subsuming human activities are announced as the drivers of ever approaching becoming in the temporality of advancing reality (Bergson 1911/1914; Whitehead 1929/1979).  This is a critical move away from individualistic accounts based on cognitive and rational behaviour to expectations or accountabilities of situated, embedded and relational doing, central in PBA (Schatzki 2005 2006).  Later, Schatzki (2010a), further shifts from practices to the activities that sustain them, declaring, “as the dimensionality of human activity unfolds reality opens up as timespace.  Human activity should be understood as an inherently ‘temporalspatial’ happening  (p.ix-x).  Again, he draws on Heidegger in temporality and spatiality and continues to develop indeterminacy in more detail. 
These conceptualisations may appear abstract (Warde 2005) and do not entirely grasp the aesthetics of the feel or taste of practice (Gherardi 2009b), nor body hexes (Blumer 1962 1966 1969; Mead 1934).  Paradoxically, Schatzki’s views may ultimately lead to over prescription, however, his theorizing of practices and embodied and embedded sociomaterial activities has a sense and clarity that is appealing, but lends itself to rather rigid encapsulations when, in reality, practice boundaries are always amorphous (Nicolini 2012).  However, Schatzki credibly debunks or criticises intellectualism, representationalism, individualisms (e.g., rational choice theory, methodological individualism, and net-work analysis), structuralism, structure functionalism, systems theory, semiotics and many strains of humanist and post structuralism (Schatzki et al. 2001, p. 2, pp. 1-14).  Importantly, for Schatzki, whilst the sociomateriality of practices always remain central, in re- emphasis, critically he sees much room for human manoeuvrings and emotions within practice (Schatzki 2002, p 190 ff.).
Later (ibid., p. 87), in definition he concisely offers, “a practice is a temporally evolving, open-ended set of doings and sayings linked by practical understandings, rules, teleoaffective structure and general understandings”.
Here practice concerns actions and socially given (if renegotiable) meanings, knowledge and expectations, teleoaffective goals choreographed by processes of emergent practical intelligibility and understandings involving specific rules or implied beliefs (Schatzki 2002). 
Practical intelligibility is about what people know (believe), accumulated as life transpires, akin to ‘habitus’ and ‘inherited background’. In re-emphasis, it is an idiosyncratic determination orientated by individual history, cultures and ambient and environmental solicitations. It governs what it makes sense for a person to do next, usually oriented toward specific ends​ --and thus is a causation of activity-- a formal and final, but not efficient cause, articulated in doings or sayings. Importantly, although Schatzki does not admit this singularity, management, otherwise the role of the CEO is about this governance and conduct and this largely depends on practical understandings. That is “knowing how to X, knowing, how to identify Xings, and knowing how to prompt as well as respond to Xings “; that is, the ability to do things appropriate to a situation (ibid., p. 77; Ryles 1945/46). In short, “practical intelligibility and understandings seem to be sets of skills and insights of use”; they are situated affectations particularly appropriate to CEOs’ instantiations of knowing how to play the game (Cox 2012, p. 178). 
Rules are overt statements of how to carry on the practice that participating people take account of – both explicit directives and instructions. By contrast, general understandings are widely held totemic beliefs, such as religious and cultural or those beliefs in the value and utility of work that find expression across many practices, influencing how the activities are carried out (cf. Wittgenstein 1951/1953).
A teleoaffective structure is “a range of normativized oughtness and beyond this acceptability and hierarchically ordered ends, projects, and tasks […] allied with normativized emotions and even moods” (Schatzki 2002, p. 80). However, whilst prescriptive, Schatzki’s emphasis is towards ordered ends or their antecedent, delineated, intermediate goals.  It should, of course, be noted that organizations could inadvertently emerge as the fulfillment of immediate needs without necessarily having an end-goal “in mind” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 93).
Cox (2012), in summarizing Schatzki, affirms that practices are sets of things we do – tasks and bigger projects – that are linked to what are considered appropriate, usually shared, ends, underwritten by accepted or expected emotional states. Arguably, Schatzki (2002, p. 81) sees outcomes not as “collectively willed-ends”, but as the result of common understandings of how the game works and plays out in practices. This involves taking part and contributing in the moment as situationally, embedded individuals and their collective refinements (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Dreyfus 2014; Schmidt 2016 2017; Wittgenstein 1951/1953). The business game is ultimately played out in appropriate values of normativity by acceptance of hierarchical determinations or set rules of engagement e.g., by the sensemaking of a situated, embedded CEO or decision maker (ergo in a game, the referee), but not necessarily by reasoned, common consent. It relies on ‘persuasive considerations’, sense giving, within accepted rules of practice; meanings, often yielding an emotionally conflicted, but ‘shared’ expectation of a coherent organizational(s) direction. 
Human affectivity is both constitutive and a product of behavioural activities, accordingly every practice is affectively attuned in particular ways, each practice in situ has an affective behavioural demeanor or dimension (Reckwitz 2012).
This is in-line with Reckwitz (2002, p. 254), who suggests that a practice implies “a routinized mode of intentionality and emotionality” ….. “Wants and emotions thus do not belong to individuals but – in the form of knowledge – to practices”.   It is a reversal of the account that locates the spur of action in individualized motives, but adopts relational, weakened individualism or a situationalism of emotional space.  
 Other practice scholars, notably Bourdieu, Giddens, Sztompka, Weick, Leontiev and latterly Reckwitz could have provided a theoretical backcloth for this inquiry but the researcher, given his experience felt most comfortable with Schatzki’s interpretations (Pozzebon 2004).
2.2.6	SENSES AND SENSING MOVEMENTS
As indicated earlier (see section 1.5 and section 2.2) Western management theory has been rather dominated by Parmenidean substance, developed in Cartesian and Newtonian thinking where human behaviour, if considered at all, is conceptualised statically and deterministically as just a other variant influencing the dependent variable (Outhwaite 1975; Prahaled and Bettis 1986; Bettis and Prahaled 1995).
Movement and flux, identified in Heraclitean and Epicurean flow (see section 2.2), begat more recent interpretative views of practice by embracing the temporality of being within becoming as a primary condition of reality (Chia 1996, Tsoukas and Chia 2002 2011).  At the level of human sociality these movements are bodily sensed, drawing on embedded, historical “inherited background ” (Wittgenstein 1969/ 1979, para. 94) or experiences of habitus (Bourdieu 1979 1990b) to illuminate the reality of current instantiations which themselves are set about by the interpretations of a malleable past and by projections of a fast approaching, predicated future.  Thus in sensing, socialized conditioning, culture, history, experience, beliefs and the immediacies of emotions, play a far from modest role in any value judgements and future expectations.  Importantly, heuristics, “intuitions of essences”, practices and possible acceptability associated with sensemaking always have “‘a sense for’ [Sinn haben fur] what shows itself in affect” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 137, 147; see also section 2.3.7 below).  
Therefore senses gain their sentience, otherwise “sensible knowledge” (Strati 2007, p. 62), from situated “knowing bodies” when dwelling in an already existing world (Gherardi 2012, p. 58; Ingold 2002 2008).  By sensate presentiments or apperceptions, sensing is inherently an organised or organising, temporal phenomenon concerned with the possible relationships between things (Hayek 1952/1999).
It follows that the involved “everydayness” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 370-372) of the participant CEOs unfolds, by “speaking to all their senses at once” in emotionally, embodied, awareness (Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962; ibid. 1964, p. 50).  Here the CEOs, as self-interpreting human beings, have an innate, immanent sense of themselves and of others, and of things with which they share a “sensus communis” (Kant 1790/1987, p. 190 1956).  Or, borrowing from early Heidegger, the “clearing of being” in which entities can be, or show up “in pure perception”, Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 133, 171); a space of illumination in whose light ‘things are.’  “The clearing (Lichtung) is identical to human existence, since the light that opens up the clearing is human understanding” (Schatzki 1991, p. 81, pp. 84-91; see above in section 2.3.4) This makes it possible for CEOs to perceive and compare their own individual judgements with human reason and the world-view in general in order to arrive at a determinate action (Chia and Rasche 2015; Ingold 2000; Schatzki 2002 2010). 
However, “The process of perception is not the replication of its object but an act of ‘replying to it’…. it always entails, interest, selection and creation” (after Bergson, quoted in Linstead 2002, p. 100).
Thus, in re-emphasis, our “senses and sense perceptions” are both culturally and affectively given in sociomaterial being (Böhme 2001 quoted in Reckwitz 2017, p. 115; Gibson 1977 1979/1986).  As the “difference that makes a difference” (Bateson 1972, p. 459), they illuminate personal meaning and inferential understandings in temporal judgements of becoming.  They are ways of perceptions that are not sensory excitations of variants for these in themselves do not constitute the data for perceptions (Gibson 1979, p. 55).  In, for example, visual perception are the invariant relations of objects in our environment that structure the modulations of an optic array, that grounds what is “afforded ” by the unfolding circumstances (Gibson 1982, pp. 397-398; 1979, pp. 127-143).
Perceptions are direct reaches of bodily being, transitions of practical actions, the “continual movement, adjustment and re-orientations of the receptor organs themselves” in progressive disclosure, “knowing only as you go” as new vistas unfold and reveal themselves (Ingold 2000, p.166, 299).  An affordance is simply that which perceptions of the environment offer, or the opportunity for action, “it is a three way relationship between the environment, the organism and an activity that cuts across subjective/objective dichotomies and helps to understand their inadequacies” (Gibson 1979/1986, p.129, 222).  
However, it seems that “Making sense’ lies not in the subjection of human nature to social conditioning (Classen 1993, p. 5), but to an involvement of whole persons with one another, and their environment, in the ongoing processes of life” (Ingold 2000, p. 285).
In short, all sensory perceptions seemingly are the mode of action by which innate learning and information unfolds and is transmitted; they are an embodied interacting condition of sensibility, context, movement and reflexive realization.
2.2.7	PERSPECTIVES AND OVERVIEW OF SENSEMAKING AND CONSOCIATIONS
Accepting that the world is known by its processual movements of complexity and the affordances offered by things in the making (Gibson 1979; Heidegger 1927/1962; Whitehead 1929/1979; Weick 1995), these have to be made sense of in an emotionally lived life (Maitlis et al. 2014; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962; Vuori and Virtaharju 2012).  In the arena of business, such organizational clarification, or sensemaking is the responsibility of the CEO.  Determinations of sensemaking must be made plain to the organization and interested parties in clear communications, or sense giving accompanied by unequivocal directions that, by the management of meaning, sustain them in order to capture expectations and outcomes (Balogun and Johnson 2005; Gioia and Thomas 1996; Maitlis et al. 2013 Mantere et al. 2012; Rerup and Feldman 2011; Smircich and Morgan 1982).
Essentially, sensemaking, its consociations, perceptions, persuasions and pervasions suggest and illuminate coherent ways forward by allaying inherent ambiguities, equivocalities, opacities and tensions (Maitlis and Lawrence 2007; Rouleau and Balogun 2011; Sonenshein 2006 Weick 1979 1995 2002).  Simply, this effusion of sensibilities in practical intelligibility advances or terminates pathways of wayfinding (Ingold 2000; see also chapter 5 this thesis).  In so doing, these activities, pre-reflective or not, invoke accommodations of bodily experience and future imaginations that in their “prehensions”​[18]​ contribute to and refine ‘reasoned’, but not necessarily reasonable knowledge giving emotional meaning and direction.
Accordingly, sensemaking, occurring in the present (falling) is processual and temporal, it draws upon contemplations of the past (thrownness) and of the imagined future (projections), a pervasively intertwined “chordal triad” (Erimbayer and Mische 1998).  It circumscribes and mediates activities taking place in the (everydayness) where actions are instantiated and enacted (see section 2.2.1).  In temporality, the past is a malleable memory of meaning structures, whilst the future is an envisioned anticipatory feeling of the yet to be; both play into prehensions of the ‘now’, and vice versa, where “The present is the immediacy of teleological process whereby reality becomes actual” (Whitehead 1929/1979, p 214).  Thus, sensemaking is a coping activity of clarification.  In the loci of the here and now and instantiations of the living present, its processes are often instantaneously, emergent in clock-time or Chronos.  However, often sensemaking can be delayed in protracted negotiations and represents more of a timely unveiling, or rhythm in the durée of process time or Kairos (Reinecke and Ansari 2015). 
Sensemaking is customarily considered in retrospect when explaining what has happened (e.g., Weick 1979, 1995 2002; Maitlis and Christianson 2014); at other times prospectively when contemplating the not yet (e.g., Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Gioia and Mehra; Gephart, Topal and Zhang 2010; Mackay 2009), where it is framed as a product of the future in pluperfect tensing​[19]​ (Gioia 2006.; Gioia et al. 2002).  However, given that sensemaking is an activity, it must take place in the present where enactments occur, the present has agency albeit circumscribed by prehensive contemplations of the malleable past and the uncertain and in interconnectivity is better described as temporal agency.  Therefore, sensemaking is concerned primarily with and enacted in what is happening and is an extant, present accommodation of temporal “meaning structures” (Hernes 2014 p.190).  In short, it is a contemplation of reasoned perspectives couched in temporality.
At bottom, it is by sensemaking that social organizations and people understand one another and their matters that continuously arise out of actions that mutually create and constrain them (Berger and Luckmann 1967; de Rond 2008; Lok and de Rond 2012; Weick et al. 2005). 
Sensemaking is therefore at the focal point of human activity and is pivotal as a comprehending, clarifying and meaningful discipline; it is both generative, structuring and performative (Vaara, Sonenshein and Boje 2016).  It is a distillation in “mindful simplexity” (Vogus and Colville 2017, p. 344) or what the “skilled body knows” (Gherardi 2009a, p. 57).
Thus, within a contingent ongoing present, sensing, sensemaking and sense giving are at the centrality of human actions (Brown, Colville and Pye 2015; Weick 1985 1988 1993 1995 2001), where meaning is derived and its management is displayed in activities setting out future pathways (Chia 2017b; Heidegger 1927/1962; Smircich and Morgan 1982; Vygotsky 1934/2012; Bosma et al. 2016; Cunliffe and Coupland 2012; Hernes and Maitlis; Hernes 2014; Gioia et al. 2002, MacKay 2009).
However, no single theory of sensemaking exists.  Perhaps better described as an interpretive perspective, it has become an umbrella term inviting many occupations and definitions; it therefore lacks specificity, often acting merely as a label (again, for review see Brown et al. 2015; Cornelissen and Schildt 2015; Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2015; Weick 1995 2001).  Notwithstanding this rationalization, within the continuum of process, sensemaking, and its persuasions, unfurl and make plain doings in temporal becoming, that is “just not doing in itself, but doing in a historical and social context that gives structure and meaning to what we do [and might do]”, where time matters and is endogenous to process (Berger and Luckmann 1967; Wenger 1998, p. 47).
From a CEO perspective, this is best captured and distilled into a synoptic term of art:
‘Within the dynamic, temporal, entanglements of business, CEOs try to make sense out of things, give meaning, direction and by taking determinate actions lead, manage and find ways forward’.
Already inferred, in manner and articulation, sensemaking is the disambiguation of arrayed possibilities unveiled by environmental interruptions (Brown et al. 2015).  By marshalling, compressing and re-framing articulations of equivocal affordances, actors are able to interpret more distinctive cues extracted from these contested disclosures (Brown 2000; Colville, Brown, and Pye 2016; Holt and Cornelissen 2013; Hernes and Maitlis 2010; Kaplin 2011; Maitlis 2005; Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Weick 1995 2001; Weick et al. 2005).  In this way, each CEO actively authors prospects in a reasoned “feel for the game” (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 66, 82; Kahneman 2003; Nicolini 2003, p. 16 Schmidt 2017), an underlying percipience, a social engagement in “what is going on” (Bosma et al. 2016; Corradi et al. 2008, p. 26; Gherardi 2001 2009a b; Kahneman 2003 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 2000; Kahneman and Klein 2009; Klein 1998/2017 2008; Schmidt 2017; Sutcliffe 2013; Weick 1995; Weick et al. 2005, p. 416). 
Boundedly, every business is a milieu of individuals and groups coming together in practical and emotional activities that are ostensibly organized to construct congruent endeavours.  These knowledgeable assemblies are neither causally nor contingently related to each other, but eo ipse are inherently so (Schatzki 2005 1996).  Since, “Organizations can only learn through the experience of others” (Argyris and Schön 1978, p. 9), they are a complex of individual activities and understandings.  However, they remain “little more than a capacious form of individualism” (Schatzki 2005, p. 466) that refines and informs business reality (Chia 2017b; Argyris and Schön 1978, p. 9 1996, Gherardi 2012).  Here contributions are made by individual learning and its refinements, where practical knowledge and experience is always uniquely personal (e.g. Cyert and March 1963/1992; Daft and Lengel 1986; Daft and Weick. 1984; Fiol and Lyles 1985; Kolb et al. 2001; Kolb and Kolb 2009; Levitt and March 1988; March and Olsen 1975; Polanyi 1958; Zundel 2012; for review see Starkey et al. 2004). 
This organizational dimension of knowing, in its individuated functionality, “has material, embodied and routine aspects, it is situated, provisional and social” (Cox 2012, p. 180).  Within this nexus the CEO works to procure a coherent organizational “assonance” (Gherardi 2009b, p. 546), an “acceptance” or a “mutual accountability in agreement” (Wenger 1998, cited in Cox 2012, p. 180), but this is always “internally differentiated” (Warde 2005, p. 138) by each individual’s idiosyncratic “practical intelligibility and understandings” (Schatzki 2002, pp. 75-77 see also Schatzki 2002 chaps. 2 and 4 and section 2.3.4 above). Therefore organizational sensemaking must be conceptualized as the situated, joint, observable, embodied behaviours and thoughts of those who take part and their interactions, where these representations are resolved and distilled by the CEO and reflected in action.  However, this participation does not determine organizational action or trajectory, but it very likely colours choice, for, in finality, this is the responsibility of the CEO.
Within this co-evolution of ideas, practices and environments of “internally differentiated” actors (Warde 2005, p. 138), the CEO specifically “shapes and guides a common organizational reality” (Smircich and Morgan 1982, p. 261) by “determinate action” (Schatzki 2010a, pp. 175-187).  By exacting “ in assonance…the minimum agreement for a practice to go ahead” (Gherardi 2009a, p. 357 2009b, p.546), the CEO singularly draws on the embodied behaviours of many interactions, then distils, resolves and specifically calls the shots dictating, in personal ‘know how’, a coherent organizational purpose. The CEOs’ “practical intelligibility”, combined with their “practical understandings” define “what it makes sense to them to do next” specifying their determinant action.  It is their distinctive and uniquely individual ‘know how’ involving notions of experiences and underlying emotions that elevates the “execution and performance” (Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-75, p. 79, ibid. 2010, p. 117, pp. 114-115). 
Unequivocally, the ultimate “determinate action” for example, prescribing and assuring the business strategy, is emphatically the responsibility of the CEO.  In their accountability and opinions CEOs, “have their reasons” (Schatzki 2010a, p. 175); “what people do is governed by a battery of dispositions” (Schatzki 2005, p. 471) that remain idiosyncratically personal in “the determination of activity for the sake of this or that way of being” (Schatzki 2010a, p. 115, 171). The CEO’s determinate action is always personal and solitary but does not deny emotions and is constituted in and constitutive of the primary agency of practice (Sayer 1992, pp. 69-70).  By the CEO’s subsequent, successful sense giving, persuasions and the management of meaning this determination directs an “interactive togetherness that is widely understood” (Cox 2012, p. 178, 180).
Simply, the enactment of a practice is governed by what is accepted as fitting (Cox 2012; Gherardi 2009; Reckwitz 2002), or “on ways of being; reasons that bear on practical intelligibility that governs actions” (Maitlis et al. 2013; Schatzki 2002 2010a, p. 172).  In sensemaking and giving, the redrawing of lines and establishing new categories invariably follows a “punctuation of context” (Bateson 1972; Weick 1979, also cited in Smircich and Morgan 1982, p. 261) or an “interruption” (Weick 2001, p. 131, 163) that gives rise to affordances. Following considerations of interest and opportunities, the CEO, when acting “on the basis of their own interpretations” (Hambrick and Mason 1984, p. 193; Hambrick 2007) and “felt emotions” (Gephart 1993; Maitlis et al. 2013, p. 224: Vuori, and Virtaharju 2012; Weick 1990 1993), selects and gives clear labels of “significance”.  These promote and guide, within the organizational “web of meanings” (Geertz 1973; Vygotsky 1934/2012), coordinated enactments of coherent emergent enterprise (Gioia and Thomas 1996; Mantere, Schildt and Sillince 2012; Rerup and Feldman 2011).
However, only ‘post eventum’ is it theoretically possible to say what particular reasoning of teleological necessity, or indeed emotions of social existence, led the CEO to take the particular action.  In pre-reflection, much unaware action is embedded in the entwining of emotional, bodily experience with “things ready-to-hand“; it intimately concerns “equipment”, making it a texture difficult to dissect and decipher (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 68).  Deliberate coping, or “present at hand”, is progressed in epistemic knowing or aware states of existential being where complex emotions are more readily observable (ibid. pp. 70-74 chapter V).  In short “Practical understandings execute the actions that practical intelligibility singles out” whilst deliberations “govern explicit human activity” (Schatzki 2002, p. 79).
A determinate action, in the face of the indeterminacy of activity is “what is performed (or done)” (Schatzki 2010a, p. xv).  Until that action “things could always have been otherwise” (Luhmann 1990, p. 133) and even when settled actions can have “unintended consequence” (Giddens 1984, pp. 9-14).
Summarizing, organizational sensemaking is settled by the CEOs in, and by, personal, determinate actions that implicate emotions and often leaps of faith (Antonacopoulou and Gabriel 2001; Betts 2011; Weick 1979; Schatzki 2010a).  Sensemaking has regard for historic activity, but it has a sensibility of disambiguation, a perception, of immediate aptness in proposing the ordering of possible future horizons in the shifting, temporal, nature of business (Cox 2012; Fenton and Langley 2011; Gephart, Topal and Zhang 2010; Weick 1995 2001).  Thus, sensemaking and its associations pervade and suffuse all dimensions of temporality.
Sensemaking and its determinate organizational maneuverings are socially constructed by the ‘felt’ experience and knowledge of the CEO, acting on behalf of the organization.  Ultimately organizational determination, its resources, compliances, shaping, behaviours, balance and direction, along with the congruent energising of others by sensemaking and leadership, is the responsibility of the CEO.
However, in their human fallibility, a CEO or expert is not always right; sensemaking is not always triggered, or events can be mistakenly rationalized (Ashford and Kreiner 2002; Ashford et al. 2007; Badaracco 1997; Dunbar and Garud 2009; Gephart 1993; Shrivastava 1992; Weick 1992 1993).
In short, the CEOs (and others, in so far as they contribute) in sensemaking actively play a role in reconstructing and arbitrating the very situations and processes they attempt to comprehend and subsequently enact (Berger and Luckmann 1967; Sutcliffe 2013 Weick 1995; Weick et al. 2005).  Succinctly, sensemaking is ‘seeing’ what one has, talking and thinking about it, then adjudicating and projecting its appropriateness.  In this way it is temporal, structured and, in execution, emotionally generative within the agency of practice.
However, the constructions and actions of the CEO are decisive and determinate; little wonder, in their repetitions that “organizations become reflections of their CEOs” (Hambrick and Mason 1984, p. 193).  Therefore, what we need to understand lays in the proximity of the individual CEO, their identity in primus positio, their opinions impacting sensemaking and their value-laden maneuvers within enterprise practice involving sense giving and the management of meaning (Mantere 2005 200; Mantere and Vaara 2008; Smircich and Morgan 1982) . 
However it is wise to recall Spencer’s,(1850 pt, 1V p. 8) aphorism “Opinion is ultimately determined by the feelings and not the intellect,” where feelings are reflected in the interactions of identity.
2.2.8	IDENTITY
Identity is “a dynamic, multi-layered set of malleable meaningful elements deployed to orientate and position one’s being-in-the-world” (Karreman and Alvesson 2001pp. 59-89).  Identity has been considered as a constructed disposition that is contingent upon context and is continuously emerging, not necessarily linearly.  Here, it is that which is personally felt or externally seen by others. In the first ‘felt’ case it is often considered as innate although this is debated below, in the second it is obviously in the eye of the beholder.
Generally, CEOs are hierarchically and bureaucratically defined as the principal organizational executive, this has titular consequences, but in daily practice, they are defined by what they do and this has meaning for them and others. 
Meaning and identity are strong correlates; simplistically, meaning is what something is, its informed reality, whilst identity is who someone is, or seen to be.
Someone is first something, they have “existence” and therefore have meaning; however, identity requires more, that is “an understanding of its own meaning or being” (Heidegger 1927/1967, pp. 12-13).  It follows that something that has an understanding of itself possesses an identity; this is a self directed, personal frame of reference by which they “comport themselves towards their being” (ibid., pp. 3- 4, p. 41).  This understanding emerges from memetic inheritance and the continuous accumulations of life skills, the habituated legacies and historicities of particular experiences.  In general, these latter are attitudes of existence and behaviours acquired from “being-the-world” in “thrownness” and “being-towards” in projective disclosures of such possibilities (ibid. Div. 1 p.135, 148; Oliver 2015, pp. 331-344; Oliver and Bürgi 2005; Schatzki 2002, pp. 47-54).  Thus, identity has biological, phenomenological and temporal dimensions.
A ‘public’ or externally shared identity is defined by what a CEO is believed to do, or be seen to do by proximal “others… those whom one is too”…  “the they” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 118, pp. 126-130, p. 170).  Clearly, CEOs do many things that can be viewed from many angles by many people and therefore the possible permutations and interpretations are inexhaustible.  However, here ‘public’ is restrained to proximal others, “the they”, an ontological phenomena, a presence in its own right (Heidegger; 1927/1962, pp. 126-130).  It involves stakeholders and associates with whom the CEO culturally and professionally relates and for the most part has core values and characteristics that are accepted, for example, in an immediate community-of-practice (Lave and Wenger 1991).  Heidegger makes the point; an identifying existence is “for the sake of the ‘they’ in an everyday manner and the ‘they’ itself articulates the referential context of significance” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 167).
Thus, ‘public’ identity is manifest in the outward behaviour, the attitude and appearance of a signifier as conceptually interpreted by particular signified “other”.  Simply, the actions and attitudes of the CEOs as perceived by an “other” define their ‘public’ identity.
However, in this current, asymmetrical study, in line with the thoughts of Oliver and Roos (2007), the participant CEOs are confined within their own conceptualised beliefs of their doings and sayings when directing strategic conduct.  For restrictive reasons, the reciprocal circumspections of “others” are not reported.  This inquiry therefore focuses on an account of CEOs’ self-constructed identities, centred and decentred within relational practices (Schmidt 2017).  The accounts, albeit editorials, temporally alight and reflect on teleoaffective orderings of organizational ends when directed and orchestrated by CEOs in habit and by intention.  They are inevitably laden by affects. 
Thus, ‘Individual’ identity, in self-referential meaning, concerns an embodied: “Who am I?”  (Cerulo 1997)  This implies “How do I feel?” and “What do I think?” potentially leading to “How should I act?”  The way the CEO thinks, feels and acts, the way they appear, talk, and present themselves is reflected and totalises into the comportment of their public, emergent identity.  This registers in “How am I seen?  (Ashforth and Mael 1989; for reviews see Alvesson et al. 2008; Oliver 2015)  In practice moments, it is simply the way they are, behave and appear.
Thus, “identity” is a product of and a producer of actions (Pullen and Linstead 2005) and is “manifest in both practical and discursive consciousness” (Giddens 1984, p. 165).  In this context, group identities appear to be resources in the formation of notions of a personal self, for example, ‘we think she is’ (Brewer and Gardiner 1996; Hogg 2001; Hogg and Reid 2006; Hogg et al. 2005; Onorato and Turner 2004; Schlenker 1985; Turner 1985 1995; Turner and Oakes 1986). 
Unfortunately, it appears that identity has become a popular frame and seemingly, it is a repository that can be linked to nearly everything, (Alvesson et al. 2008; Balmer and Greyser 2003 2006).  The focus taken here is on the ‘enduring’ distinctiveness, or core characteristics of CEO identity superimposed by its texturally constructed sensitivities in change (Albert and Whetton 1985; Gioia et al. 2000; Ricoeur 1984 1988 1992). 
This reflective interpretation, as already touched upon, delineates CEO human capital (identity) as relationally interactive within the field(s) of practice, itself a dynamic nexus of the environment, connections, histories, experiential skills and emotions in processual flow (Bourdieu 1990b; Gioia and Patvardhan 2012; Heidegger 1927/1962; McAdams 1989; Schatzki 2002; Schultz and Hernes 2013).  This has been debated in the way of praxeology with tacit and explicit hierarchical shifting notions of self (e.g., Bourdieu 1977 1990b; Giddens 1984 Polanyi 1962; 1962a 1966; Ricoeur 1984 1988 1992; Schmidt 2016 2017; Sztompka 1991).  Here, as recounted, identified CEOs operate within sociomaterial agencies in which they have some degrees of freedom and are implicated both in the medium and outcomes, namely practices. 
As indicated, CEOs identify with, and are identified by their actions on others and those actions of others upon them.  In reciprocity, there is mutually shaping of their relationships and identities (Oliver and Bürgi 2005; Chia and MacKay 2007).  This questions whether personal identity is an inherent, persistent singular and controllable cognitive property, or is it best considered as continually constituted within social life by a plurality of affectively moderated behaviours and perceptions (Mouffe 1992).  The circumstantial evidence in this study suggests that whilst there is an inherent core by manoeuvrings within practice domains, CEOs and their identities are continually transformed (see empirical chapters 4 onwards).  Their perceived identity (ies) is always transient, eventual and emergent in the ‘coming-to-presence-of-forms’… finding relational connectedness and feelings of being in continuous trajectories of undivided and embedded becoming’.  Consequently, any defined general identity is problematical and, with the suffusions of affects, is sui generis illogical.  The idea, accepted in this study, is that the identity of each participant CEO, as empirically evident, largely develops and emerges through interaction, i.e., transactions of success or failure and axiomatically is idiosyncratic.
In brief, CEO identity is largely the result of the experiential activity of dwelling or being-in-the (their)-world and being recognized as accomplished leaders, managers, and strategists (Heidegger 1927/1962 e.g., p. 107; 1971, pp. 145-161; Hogg 2001; Hogg et al. 2005 2006; Ingold 1991).  Alternatively put, CEO is identity is pretty much an emergent negotiation (often binary) in an ongoing production of becoming endowed by their inter-subjectivities (Sztompka 1991).     
Briefly mentioned in chapter 1 when considering a wider perspective sameness, there is amongst CEOs, ‘a family of resemblance”, a paradigmatic functionality of common job perspectives, framing organizational leading and managing, that bear similarities of doings (Derrida 1974; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wittgenstein 1951/1953 §65, §67).  Any individual meaning and identity within this “resemblance” is laden and leavened with individual being and accordingly is analyticalyl irreducible, it is a specific identity in the moment, discernable only in acceptance.  In short, CEOs may share a common raison d’être and many common practices, but their histories, experiences, moods and emotions are never universal, reaffirming that a general identity is illusory.  CEO identity is always locally circumstantial and specific, yet “resemblances” do exist, hence there is no general descriptor.
In summary, seemingly CEO identity is an emerging amalgam of everything, it is what they have and become, who they are and what they understand themselves to be, or simply who someone is, and in interpreted meanings, how others see them, that is, what they are seen to do and in-the-moment perceived to be.
Philosophically, the CEO, like all humans, is a moving feast of endless becoming: a sensible and sensual production, constituted by a continuous self-understanding of its being or its own meaning.  Here “meaning is” not the remainder, the neo-Sussarian abstraction of difference “but a reality laid down in activity and intelligibility called their practices” that identifies them (Schatzki 2002, p. 55, 58).
In short, identity is the catchall of meaningful existence, an adequacy observed and constituted in practice and the practices of a stylised life.
2.2.9	STYLES AND ROLES
Again, ideas of identity, affective behaviour, style and roles have correlations.  Style, by one definition being spelled out “in behaviours” that seemingly influence others and are enabled by an affective identity that is environmentally intelligible, whilst roles are assumed positions, actively managed, engineered templates of action (Reckwitz 2012, p. 256 note 2).
The CEO style declares to others, by their mannered projection and perceptions of fashion, ministrations and modes, “how we do things around here” implying what is expected of them.  In this way the “concept of style refers to perceivable patterning of behaviours”.  It is routinely involved in many roles of persuasion, incorporating bodily, symbolic and visionary signals, often “deciphered as signs of specific emotions and moods by other people” (ibid.) (See section 2.3.10 on corporate style and section 2.3.11 on affects and emotions pervading style; see also empirical chapter 6 where styles and roles are intertwined in performativity).  
Natural style is pre-formed in, and by conditions of ‘habitus’ and legacies making its mannerings, memetic, acculturated and accumulated, whilst roles are presumed in entitlement (Zaccaro 2014). 
In considered impositions, style is calculated and adopted whereas roles are rendered in assumed portrayals often projected as direct, symbolic or metaphorical perceptions (Dane and Pratt 2007; Blumer. 1962 1966 1969; Bourdieu 1984, p. 101; 1996, p. 53; 1998, p. 8; Mead 1934; Morgan. 1986; Oswick and Marshak 2011).  Usually stylised approaches and the intricacies of their message vary with given audiences, although individually commutated and interpreted, ostensibly the intended message remains the same (see section 6.4.6).
Thus, the CEO “style of engagement” is the image that they convey and how they are specifically perceived and act in the in the roles that they adopt (Bourdieu 1990b; Dreyfus 1991; Chia and Holt 2006, p. 649; Merleau-Ponty 1945/62 1989; Scarborough and Burrell 1996).  Simply, roles are defined by the CEOs’ position and capacity in establishing their purpose.  Their style seemingly involves “life conditioning language” that indicates and often mediates ways of actions that the CEO believes are most suitable, sensible and reasonable within a specific socio-cultural context (Boal and Schultz 2007; Schatzki 2000b, p. 40).
Style not only applies to how CEOs are perceived as leaders and managers, but also influences notions of trans-acted and transmitted organizational perceptions, important in inter-business negotiations (Berson et al. 2001; Westley and Mintzberg 1989).  In both, but differently, images, attitudes and predispositions that distinctively reflect histories and current circumstances are usually cumulatively made discernible and projected (White 1998).  Outwardly, the enterprise in the guise of a purposeful agent takes on a corporate style and that is observable as recognizable patterns of significance symbolically reflecting strategic stuff (Dewey 1938/1988; Mead 1934; Pondy et al. 1982; Smircich 1982 see also section 2.3.10 immediately below).
However, CEO style, their perceived way of doing things, is a position that is struck, a role that shapes and is shaped through their involvement in, amongst other things, their practices at hand.  Indeed, it is not unusual that a firm and its way of performance are often seen as reflections of the CEO’s reactions and style (Busenbark et al. 2016; Hambrick and Mason 1984; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007; Roth 1995).  Accordingly, an acute interpretation of CEO style is significant and can reveal much of the organization to the world at large (see later under organizational ethos sections 2.3.10, 6.5.5. (For reviews of related corporate identity and style see Balmer and Greyser 2003 2006; Cox 2012; Gherardi 2009b; Melewar and Karaosmanoglu 2006; Otubanjo and Melewar 2007).
2.2.10	CORPORATE STYLES, CULTURES AND ETHOS
Many things influence the style and culture of an organization.  Why and what they do, where and how they do it, with what technologies, in which arenas and the circumstances and the timing of the endeavours.  Structural factors such as economic, industry, size, location, ownership, age, legacies and history are amongst many that play a part (Giddens 1991; Gioia et al. 2000; Pratt and Foreman 2000, Brown and Blackmon 2005).  However, notwithstanding these inherent factors the CEO is responsible for setting and managing the current organizational ambience that arouses group emotions influencing motivations, perceptions and outcomes.
The psychology of group emotions received their initial impact at the turn of the 19th Century representing the departure point for Freud’s later studies that included the contagiousness of specific emotions.  This has led to further interesting scholarship on the sociology of attachment and on contagion processes, in particular how emotions are transmitted and are disseminated in ways that influence organizations (Barsade 2002; see section 2.3.11).  For parsimony, this will not be theoretically pursued in depth; the concentration later will be on the participants’ empirical observations (see section 6.5.5).
Briefly, the current working climate prescribes the immediate organizational ethos circumscribing the perceived corporate style, although this is embedded in, and engages much that is historical and projected (Zundel, Holt and Popp 2016).  This ethos provides an impression of what makes the organization tick or gives it vitality, its distinctive, habituated character and disposition, its attitudes and joie de vivre.  Interpretations vary with the observer’s own dispositions and biases, but clearly implicate internally and externally observable organizational behaviours (Gioia et al. 2010; Howard-Grenville et al. 2013).  This intelligible imagery registers as corporate identity.  It is about the sights, sounds, smells, taste and feelings present in and presented by the business (Gherardi et al. 2007; Gherardi 2009b 2012a).  It is the observed ambience and integral “spirit of the place” (Martin 2002a, pp. 861-885 2002b), conceptualising an ‘affective atmosphere’ as a shared ground from which affects emerge (Brennan 2004), a sense of place (Rodaway 2002), or mimetic waves of sentiment (Thrift 2007), not reducible to the individual bodies from which it flows. 
In short, corporate identity is a lens on organizational doing, products, knowledge, culture and the emotional climate, a focus attuned to social conditions, practices, routines and tacit understandings.  It is about organizational meaning, what it is, and in reification, that which it is. 
The CEO is accountable for this style, ethos and identity and must take responsibility despite the organization being a distilled interpretation of its own and others’ relational historicities, cultures, legacies and emergent interfaces.
2.2.11	AFFECTS AND EMOTIONS
Affects stand in deficit in most accounts of strategic management where concentration tends to be on Newtonian structures that emphasize firm advantage and positioning, rather than the personae, dynamics and feelings of those who are largely accountable for driving and the orchestrations of strategic practices.  However, it is not in doubt that CEOs are associatively and actively engaged with their own active mental lives in a goal-directed way (Schatzki 2002), but this has rather been neglected by many contemporary philosophers of the mind.  Indeed, compared to our physical realm, our mental lives are rather an elusive domain since our ability to intervene in our own mental life is rather fragile (Debus 2016).  This might explain why social behavioural aspects, particularly the self-regulation of cognitive influences of CEOs have received little analytical attention in some schools of scholarship, whilst in others valuable perceptions are often predicated on Cartesian traditions (for review see Bromiley and Rau 2016; Mintzberg et al. 2008; see also below).   
It follows that emotions in management studies are conventionally viewed “as properties of the individual and thus excluded from social generalisation or as biological dispositions that are placed beyond the rational, regular and predictable social order” (Reckwitz 2017, p. 117).  Moreover, methodological frameworks for analysing working practices mostly designate the status of affects as epiphenomenal, i.e., as pathological symptoms, not as grounding pathogens within social space and time.  Indeed, as already observed, much of positive scholarship, in its subscription to methodological monism, treats human behaviour, as just another variable if it is mentioned at all (Abel 1958;  Cameron 2003: Guba and Lincoln 1989 1994; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Johnson et al. 2006; Johnson 2015; Lessnoff 1974; Outhwaite 1975).  
The importance of emotions and affects in the suffusions and effusions of CEO development and in relational, ongoing doings is incontestable (Gabriel et al. 1999 2011; Fineman 2005 2008).  Not surprisingly, Jones (2014) and Stein et al. (2014) have commented on the lack of emotional attributions even in subjective considerations.  This neglect in the temporal, situated worldly context of practice-based approaches is concerning, although here Reckwitz (2017) and Schatzki (2002 2010) are notable exceptions.
Interestingly, Friedland (2018) notes that institutional theory, a very closely related collective approach that links social and organizational structures in routines of self-reproduction, is “explicitly” cognitive (Lawrence and Suddaby 2006, p. 218).  In critique, it lacks the feelings, passions and fears that produce, sustain and disrupt collective institutional practice (Friedland et al. 2014; Voronov 2014; Voronov and Vince 2012).  
Tantalizingly, at the turn of the 20th Century affective emotions underpinning all human actions were highlighted and ascendant (e.g., Freud in Europe and James in North America), but despite apparent empathy, the classical and post-structural social theories of the early sociologists e.g., Durkheim (1895 1964) and Weber (1958 1968 1969 1997) pursued a largely normative compliance based on law, order and religious, moral principle.  Analytical probity largely followed positivistic Comtean lines (Comte 1853/2008), where humans were seen as constrained, rational, non individual, social facts, just another independent variable “marginalizing both materiality-technology and aesthetics-emotions alike” (Reckwitz 2012, p. 242).
Interestingly, this demotion of emotion is also evident in the groundings of later supportive philosophical thinking behind much interpretive scholarship; affects are not considered suitable for generalizations (e.g., Bourdieu, Foucault, Luhmann, Wittgenstein and many others).  Tarde (1962; see also Borch 2014) in his theory of social imitation is a notable exception, as is Heidegger in his considerations of moods “being-attuned” as a “state-of-mind” (1927/1962, p. 134 ff.)
However, discounting ontological debate, moods as specific affects are often unattended; but in examined awareness “we say that we are in a mood or find ourselves in a mood, not that a mood is in us” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 171). 
In a general sense, although specifically highlighted by Heidegger (1927/ 1962, p. 134),” aware or not, we are always in a mood”.  In latency, moods  may be considered as pervading hazy, undiffused background states.  However, prompted by our bodily sensibilities, in suffusion they often disclose and influence attitudes of behaviour, cultural mores, exchanges and (mis) understandings. 
Accordingly, moods in their manifestations have social connotations that, in their disclosures, reflect in consociations of our “ways-of-being-with-one-another” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 136-137).  Accordingly moods “determine not just what we do, but how things show up for us” (ibid. p. 134; Dreyfus 1991, p. 172); they are our “disclosive submission to the world out of which we encounter something that matters to us” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 137-138).
For Heidegger, moods are affectedness that display and disclose something of our personal existential “being”; we have moods, we feel and experience them and when overtly revealed to others they can, in contagion, influence their feelings and behaviours.  Moods are “givenness” and “foundness; a thrownness” (ibid., pp. 134-140; see also Dreyfus 1991, pp. 173-175) that, in general background coping, are pervasive (Dreyfus 2014, pp. 79-80, 91; Wrathall 2014). 
In short, moods are fundamental humours that we always find ourselves in.  They underlie and undergird anxiety in the formations of life and are within our resonating bodily projections.  They may be considered metaphorically as “the colourings of our worldliness” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 174) that are “encountered in our understanding of being” (Heidegger1927/1962, p. 86).  Importantly, moods vary in valence, polarities and intensities and have, in their affects, different affordant consequences (Barsade and Gibson 2007; Coleman 2009).
In general, the raw affectivity of experience remains impossible to convey and any articulation is always an ‘interpretation’ of “things that matter” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 169; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 137, 232; Wittgenstein 1958/1968 §587; see also Hacker 1997 on Wittgenstein).  Moreover, most emotions remain privately sequestered, whilst public displays reflect our outward “ways-of-being” in our “thrownness”, the essence of our “comportment” in the “temporality” of  “being” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 17-18).  What is certain is that emotions run deep, surfacing in narrations as often cooler modalities. 
Brief definitions of affects citing colloquial terms by appropriate authorities are listed in Table 2 below, reproduced from Barsade and Gibson (2007).
Simply, differentiated constructs of affects, that is moods, emotions and well being, refer to the experience of “feeling something” (Madrid 2013, p. 61), but feeling is a tactile metaphor for a mode of active responsive engagement in the world, it is not a passive interior reaction to an external disturbance (Hacker 1987).
Of course, the apparent neglect of emotions may be empirical in part, due to the demurring reticence of both the observed and the observer to reveal their inner feelings. 





 (After Barsade and Gibson 2007)

Terms Used in Research	Formal Definition	Colloquial Terms
Affect	Umbrella term encompassing a broad range of feelings that individuals experience, including feeling states, such as moods and discrete emotions, and traits such as trait positive and negative affectivity bracket (all defined below). 	“I feel …” “She seems to be feeling…” “He is usually unemotional…”
Discreet emotions	Emotions are focused on a specific target or cause-generally realized by the perceiver of the emotion; relatively intense and very short-lived. After initial intensity, can sometimes transform into a mood.	For example, love, anger, hate, fear, jealousy, happiness, sadness, grief, rage, aggravation, ecstasy, affectation, joy, envy, fright, etc.
Moods	Generally take the form of global positive (pleasant) or negative (unpleasant) feeling; tend to be diffuse -not focused on a specific cause - and often not realized by the perceiver of the mood; medium duration (from a few moments to as long as a few weeks or more).	Feeling good, bad, negative, positive, cheerful, down, pleasant, irritable, etc.
Dispositional (trait) affect	Overall personality tendency to respond to situations in stable predictable ways. A person’s “affective lens” on the world.	“No matter what, he’s always _____.” “She tends to be in a ____ mood all the time.” “He is always so negative.”
a) (Trait) positive affectivity	Individuals who tend to be cheerful and energetic and to experience positive moods, such as pleasure or wellbeing, across a variety of situations as compared to people who tend to be low energy and sluggish or melancholy.	“She’s always so energetic and upbeat!”
“He’s such a downer all the time!”
b) (Trait) negative affectivity	Individuals who tend to be distressed and upset, and have a negative view of self over time and across situations, as compared to people who are more calm, serene and relaxed.	“She is always so hostile in her approach.”
“Why is he always so anxious / nervous?” “I admire his steady calmness and serenity.”
Emotional intelligence	“The ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions” (Salovey and Mayer, 1990:189).	“My manager is terrible at expressing his emotions.” “My team-mate is great at knowing how everyone else on the team is feeling.” “The CEO is brilliant at dealing with her employees’ emotions – a real motivator!”
Emotional regulation	Individuals’ attempts to “influence which emotions they have, when they have them, and how they experience and express these emotions” ( Gross 1998a: 275 ).	“He handles his emotions really well, even under high pressure situations.”
Emotional labor	Requires an employee to “induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in other’s” (Hochschild, 1983:7).	She has to put on a smile when dealing with customers, because it’s part of the job.
Emotional Contagion	Processes that allow the sharing or transferring of emotions from one individual to other group members; the tendency to mimic the nonverbal behavior of others, to “synchronize facial expressions, vocalizations, postures, and movements” with others, and in turn, to “ converge emotionally” (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1994).	“And when we feel good it’s contagious”
(Advertising slogan from Southwest Airlines).
“I don’t know why, but every time I talk to him I feel really anxious afterwards.”
“Infectious enthusiasm.”
Collective affect	A “bottom-up” approach to collective affect emphasizes the affective composition of the various affective attributes of the group’s members. That is, the degree to which individual level affective characteristics combine, often through emotional contagion, to form group-level emotion or mood. A “top-down” approach to collective affect emphasizes the degree to which groups are characterized by emotion norms for feeling and expression.	“Our group has a _____ feel to it.” “What a negative group!” “In our group showing positivity is very important.”


Accepting this, there has been a call for an ‘emotional turn’ (Clough and Halley 2007) in management scholarship and certainly teleoaffective considerations have, as mentioned, figured in the concern of Reckwitz (2017) and Schatzki (2002 2010).       
Moreover, worldly data is endogenously pervasive; we have all experienced in presence of another the contagion stemming from interactions of affective behaviour (Tarde 1962).  Self evidently, emotion is a constituent of social life from which we are never free.  It pervades and impacts our doings (Ashkanasy 2003; Ashkanasy and Humphrey 2011 2014; Barsade 2002; Brundin and Liu 2015; Gherardi et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2007; Nicolini et al. 2003; Smircich and Morgan 1982).
In fairness, emotions have certainly not been entirely dismissed from organizational scholarship (e.g. Antonacopoulou and Gabriel 2001;  shkanasy 2003) and the last decade has seen a number of insights into how organizations and the people working within them behave (Ashkanasy and Humphrey 2011 2014; Ashkanasy et al. 2017; Ashton-James and Ashkanasy 2008; Bromiley and Rau 2016; Delgado-Garcia and Fuente-Sabate 2010; Delgado et al. 2010; Fineman et al. 2008;  Friedland 2017; Gabriel  1999 2011; Healey and Hodgkinson 2017; Hodgkinson and Healey 2007 2008 2011; Huy 2011 2012; Reckwitz 2012 2017; Sadler-Smith et al. 2008).  Of course, separately there is huge amount of scholarship on emotions per se, far too voluminous to review here.
However, the major ways in which embodied and expressed feelings are treated in the recent empirical resurgence is largely in conceptualisations of identity, emotional work as energetic mechanisms for movement, and in strategy-as-discourse often involving conversation analysis (Barsade 2002 2007; Barsade et al. 2003; Douglas Creed et al. 2014; Golsorkhi 2015; Hochschild 1979 1983; Jasper 2011; Lamprou 2017; Liu and Maitlis 2014; Nguyen and Janssens 2019; Voronov 2014; Voronov and Weber 2016; Zietsma et al. 2017).  Additionally, organizations have an emotional specificity constituted through their collective practices and histories where people “feel” they belong and function; this creates, and is manifest in, an affective aura or organizational spirit (Gherardi Nicolini and Strati 2007; Gherardi 2009 2012a b; Gioia, Price, Hamilton and Thomas 2010; Howard-Grenville, Metzger and Meyer 2013; Zundel, Holt and Popp 2016; see section 2.3.10). 
In their suffusions, affects pervade “both the spatial atmospheres in architectures and semiotic-imaginary artefacts […] and need to be understood [in] or as practices with things” (Reckwitz 2017, p. 125), not the least their pervasions in temporal dimensions.  In our experiences of emotions, there exists far more potential for the exercise of agency than is commonly thought of and expressed in practice delineations of strategic management theoretics (Ashkanasy et al. 2017; Downing 2000).  Certainly, affects are implicated in, and as carriers of agency, impact on practices where in temporality they “succeed in directing our attention in a profound way” (Downing 2000; Reckwitz 2017, p. 120; sections 6.6 to 6.9.1 see also chap.7 and particularly conclusion 5). 
In business, emotions suffuse practice space, past, present and future, and have profound consequences that it is illogical to ignore.
2.2.12	SUMMARY OF THEORETICS FRAMINGS AND TEMPLATES. 
In their imbrications, these explanatory dimensions provide a further context that instructs, fashions, and in instances derive from and underpin the essential notions of a practice-based approach which connotes a ‘coming-to-presence-of-forms-orders-and-functions in the trajectory of doings or events of human activity by adopting an onto-epistemological position of movement: finding relational connectedness and feelings of being in continuous, undivided and embedded becoming’.
2.3	PRACTICED-BASED APPROACH
It has been authoritatively claimed that
“The practice theoretical approach can be presented as a conceptual alternative to other forms of social and cultural theory, above all culturist, mentalism, textualism and intersubjectivism” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 243).
The practice-based approach (PBA), a non-cognitive conception, has grown from disenchantments with traditional structuralism (Levi-Strauss 1963/2008) and early interpretative traditions (Schutz 1932/1967; Schutz and Luckmann 1973 1989) with the intention of grasping the movements of sociomaterial action and order (Rasche and Chia 2009).  Perhaps better substantiated as a Process-Practice-Based Approach, this process theoretical view situates all practices of interacting society, as the world is understood, within the flows of time where all things are continuously in the making (Hernes 2008 2014; Hernes and Maitlis 2010; Sahlins and Service 1960/1988; Whitehead 1929/1978).  It places practice, in the sum of its interconnected parts, as the active agent in the doings of continual social existence (Schatzki 2002, pp. 190-194).
Individuals are embedded and embodied within practices.  When participating in manoeuvrings, CEOs are amongst the critical supporters or carriers of agency, others include e.g., things, artefacts, technologies and other bodies; all are “necessary elements and qualities of a practice” (ibid., p. 250).  However, within practices, “there is a precise space for the ‘individual’ as distinguished from the agent, they understand the world and themselves, and use know how and motivational knowledge, according to the particular practice” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 256).  Once more, it should be re-emphasised that it is the totality of the practice that is the agent, not the situated, participant CEO, who doubtless contributes.
Ontologically, PBA therefore sees life’s reality as bundles of co-existing, interconnected, sociomaterial practices immersed, dispersed and emerging in extending webs and constellations of understanding.  Within practices, ‘decentred’ human constituents, viz. CEOs, are enmeshed in their bodily manoeuvrings when coextensively dwelling in material things (Schatzki 2002).  This activity is reflected in “transactional” or “interactional situations and the interplay of actions in flux” rather than “the work of discrete and isolatable entities” represented by the strong, individualism of Cartesian mentalism (Chia and Holt 2009, p. 66; Cooper 2005).  It is continuously unveiled and rests in physically taking part, often without forethought, perhaps better conceptualised in terms of a galvanic “relational methodological situationalism” (Schmidt 2016 2017, p. 149-150), a condition of being-in-the world, or of the world (Heidegger 1927/1962).  Here, in the doings, praxeology and theoretical activities of practice the active subject is decentred in, and situated in participations “that rest on a practical embodied forms of knowing how” (Schmidt 2017, p. 144).  Performative activity, or agency, is afforded or endowed in the emerging, spontaneous loci of embedded practice manoeuvrings and relational structural transformations, captured, nested and iteratively interacting in praxis (Sztompka 1991, p. 41).  Performance and its identified outcomes are established in “relational connections rather than rationally located perspectives and isolation” (Chia and Holt 2009, p. 101).  This is termed by some scholars as “weak methodological individualism” (ibid., drawn from Hayek 1948, pp. 8-23, 77-87; Chia and MacKay 2007, p. 226); by others as “trans-individualism” (Tsoukas 2015, p. 61) or “a relational ontology of individuation” (Ezzamel and Willmott 2008, p. 1970).  In this way each practice is conditioned and conditioning; it is shaped by and shapes immanent sociomaterial engagements through which the world is moved and understood (Schmidt 2016 2017; Reckwitz 2002 2017).  Therefore, practices do not and cannot exist in isolation, but are always shared as part of the precarious social, aesthetic plethora (Gherardi 2012b).  Moreover, conceived in this ‘weaker form of individualism’ “practice strategies can emerge spontaneously from a dynamic complex of social interaction without any one willing them to do so” (Chia and Holt 2009, p. 67).
Epistemologically, in one often-cited view, a practice can be considered as a nexus of “doings and sayings” that constitute further actions within a particular context (Schatzki 2002, p. 73; ibid. 2017, p. 126), but social life in its diversity of practices plays out in many differentiated, changing ways.  It is therefore “not just doing in itself, it is doing in historical, social [and future} context that give structure and meaning to what people do” (Nicolini 2012, p. 90).  Life is temporally constructed.
Philosophically, the PBA world-view acknowledges that all sociomaterial practices require both organization and activity where ensconced, embodied body/mind participants act as absorbed and embedded vectors of “situated intelligibility within the entangled textures of practice” (Hernes 2008; Schatzki 2002, pp. 62-81).  This know-how, or the acquisition of skilful experience, is seen in their competent manoeuvrings that transcribes the “game” of life within social practices (e.g., Bourdieu 1990b, p. 82). 
Mostly, human activities takes place, as previously indicated, without pre-reflection (de Certeau 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962) in “purposive coping” routines (Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 108-111), interwoven by “purposeful deliberate coping” (Tsoukas 2015, p. 74), “in which bodies are moved, objects are handled, subjects are treated and things are described ” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 250).  When change occurs, skills continually develop in re-specifications, adaptations and in the refinements of mutable yet persistent social reproduction that add to inducted life experiences and learning, (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 52 ff.).
In the context of the responsible CEO, teleoaffective practice manoeuvrings interplay, both tacitly and overtly in socially constructed activities and in understandings, but are always anchored in the materialities of practice.  In strategic formations and enactments, ongoing context (process) and contextualised entities and values (content) constitute one another in proliferations, where both the shaping of agency and structure is on going (Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2005).  Here, the firm moves on in change proffered by environmental affordances in “a constellation of interpretative indeterminacy and pragmatic innovation”, which are, albeit, emotionally adjudicated, often with inadequate knowledge and resources (Reckwitz 2002, p. 256) and need to be understood “as practices with things… and their affective dimensions” (Reckwitz 2017, p. 125).
In outline, the PBA is neither specifically individualistic nor traditionally structural in dimensions (Warde 2005), but concerns “social practices ordered over space and time” (Gidddens 1984, p. 2).  “The structural properties of social systems do not exist outside action, but are chronically implicated in its production and reproduction” allowing the structuration space of agency/context shaping to be observed (ibid., pp. 25-28, p. 375; Schatzki 2010b).
Yet, given the ubiquity and diversity of worldly practices the general landscape remains relatively unsettled and no single definition of practice is widely accepted (Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Gherardi 2006 2008; 2009b; Nicolini 2012; Nicolini. and Monteiro 2017; Schatzki 2001a b; see generally this Chapter and specifically section 2.3.5).  However, despite the multi-vocality of the PBA approach it consistently reflects interest in embodiment, routine, materiality and open-endedness (Cox 2012) in both pre-reflective and reflective knowing or “know how”, re-emphasising that human action and social order emerge and attain meaning and intelligibility in and from participations in social practice doings (Dewey 1922/1983, p. 178; Gherardi 2000; Schatzki 2002 2005 2006, p. 13; Schmidt 2016 2017).
PBA in its “life world view” (Schutz and Luckmann 1973 1989) inter-connects with other traditions e.g., Activity Theory (Blackler 1993; Engestrom 1987 2000) ethno-methodology (Garfinkel 1967), Actor Network Theory (Callon 1986; Law 1992; Latour 2005; Czarniawska 2017) and latterly the burgeoning strategy-as-practice agenda (Varra and Whitttington 2012; Golsorkhi et al. 2015).
In sum, practice approaches, voiced in their many ways, suffuse, capture, connect and re-connect ideas and activities: happenings that involve people and things in the continuing sociology of existence (Hui et al. 2017).
Given the extent of this world-view and the inevitable tensions within and between domains, a more extensive review of PBA cannot be considered here; even within the restricting concepts of management and organization practice, the following recitation is a sketching of this umbrella term and is far from exhaustive.
In re-emphasis, the “practice turn” (Miettenen et al. 2009; Ortner 1984; Schatzki et al. 2001; Turner 1994 2004) being rooted in the traditions of Nietzche, Marx, Heidegger, Wittgenstein and some later North American pragmatism, presents itself as anti-Cartesian, denying isolated, dualistic distinctions and positivistic, rationalist perspectives (Geiger 2009; Gidddens 1984; Reckwitz 2017; Nicolini 2012; Nicolini and Monteiro 2017).  It “focuses on practice and work as a key concept for understanding central questions of, or about, agency, structures, actions and social systems” (Gholsorkhi et al. 2015, p. 1; Erimbayer and Mische 1998). 
PBA considers relationalities (Cooper 2005), involves social constructivist paradigms (e.g., Berger and Luckmann 1967; Gergen 1985; Luhmann 1995, Latour 2005; for review see Grand et al. 2015; Hacking 1999) and acknowledges sensemaking (Weick 1979 1995 2001 2009; Holt and Cornelissen 2014; Maitliss and Christianson 2014; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2014; Vogus and Colville 2017; see also this chapter section 2.3.6;2.3.7 this thesis).  It is deeply implicated in the transformations of social institutions (Bourdieu 1990b; Barnes 1995 2001; de Certeau 1984; Foucault 1977; Giddens 1984; Ortner 1984; Taylor 1991 1993; Sztompka 1991; Reckwitz 2002; Schatzki et al. 2001a b) and not-the-least process dimensions (Helin et al. 2014; Langley and Tsoukas et al. 2017; Whitehead 1929/1978) that move in articulations of actionable knowledge (Argyris 2003) with things always in the making (Hernes 2014; Hernes and Maitlis 2010).
In recall, “practice theoretical approaches are united by the proposition that practical understanding and intelligibility are articulated in practices, and situated in manifolds of activity” (Schatzki 1997, p. 284).  This notwithstanding, de Certeau (1984, pp. xi) simply coined practice as “ways of operating or doing things.”  However, practices in their assemblages of people, knowledge, values, emotions, material technology, work and organizing etc. (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014), are rather more than just what ‘people’ do: by stressing sociomateriality, relational thinking and interactions they are generative, productive and reproductive spaces.  They are sources of materializations, knowledgeability, taste and affects (Gherardi 2009b 2012a) articulated by interruptions of reproductive flows.  Within and between practices, their bundles, webs and boundaries of constraint and interconnections are actionable and their actions are always further shaped by and shape other practices in the expanding plenum of the social (e.g., Argyris 1980 2003; Argyris and Schön 1978 1996; Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Bourdieu 1990b; Brown and Duguid 1998; Barsade et al. 2003; Cook and Brown 1999; Corradi et al. 2008; Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Fiol and Lyles 1985; Kolbe 1984; Gherardi 2000 2001 2009a b; Nicolini 2012; Nicolini et al. 2003; Osterland and Carlile 2005; Orlikowski 2002 2007; Reckwitz 2002; Ryle 1949; Schatzki 2002 2017; Starkey et al. 2004; Strati 2003 2007; Wenger 1998). “Practice is (then) both our production of the world and the result of this process” (Gherardi 2012, p. 200) and practice in its working and reasoning is a collective time/space activity that expresses its own logic (Bourdieu 1990b; Schatzki 2010a).
It follows that practices are the social sites in which events, entities, materiality and meaning compose one another; in their presence, knowledge, intelligibility and affects are the house from which understandings fall and as such, in emphasis they are identity forming and strategic setting activities within the flow of experience (Bourdieu 1990b; Nicolini 2012; Schatzki 2002 2005).  Not surprisingly, the productive harnessing of situated knowledge, or knowing-in-practice is incorporated principally in fields of human capital and activity (Bourdieu1990b; Burt 2000; Gherardi 2001 2006 2008; 2011; Reinhardt et al. 2001).  Accordingly, CEOs, practitioners and co-workers are considered foremost in the work and conduct of strategy (Eisenhardt and Santos 2006). 
PBA, by moving away from the Cartesian, cognitive tradition, allows elements of aesthetics, spatio-temporality and the roles of embodied, situated presence with all its moods and emotions to come to the fore (Reckwitz 2012).  Regrettably, the latter affects are often demurred in management scholarship or, as in other traditions, ignored or seen at best, as epiphenominal (Ciborra 2004 2006; McGrath 2006), although affects are highly relevant to understanding, participation and involvement (Ashkanasy 2003; Ashkanasy and Humphrey 2011 2014; Barsade 2002; Brundin and Liu 2015; Gherardi et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2007; Nicolini et al. 2003; Reckwitz 2012; Schatzki 2002 2010; Smircich and Morgan 1982).  However, the principal focus of PBA has been on what people actually do, or their ways of doing things and how practices actually unfold and less on what participants actually feel in socio-material connectedness.  Further, PBA rather emphasises what CEOs or other practitioners say they do, not what they are actually doing or feeling, nor what they ought to be doing (Agyris and Schön 1974; Argyris 1980; Orlikowski 2000).  PBA would benefit from some reorientation; however, it does open up new views that move closer to the realities of living and encourages greater understandings of being in the world.
Other, methodological criticisms of PBA are not absent.  The most significant surrounds the treatment of power at different levels of analysis (Contu and Willmott 2003; Fox 2000; Handley et al. 2006; Khun and Jackson 2008).  Marshall and Rollison, (2004) suggest that, whilst acknowledging the relevance of power and politics in PBA studies, they are seldom mined to their logical conclusion.  Schatzki, in the first of his seminal books (1996) on social practice refrains from addressing power and this is redressed only tangentially in his later volumes is (2002 2010).  Equally, Brown and Duguid (1991) admit that their related work on Communities of Practice lacks analysis of unequal power relations (Bachrach and Baratz 1962; Fox 2000), whilst Contu and Willmott (2003) challenge assumptions of coherence and consensus in practice.  There is also some danger that contexts are neglected by concentrating on micro-levels of interest rather than greater organisational imperatives and that the power relations embedded in the wider community are under examined (Kuhn and Jackson 2008; see also Whittington et al. 2006).  Geiger (2009) suggests that the lack of sound understanding of practice and of power has often diminished the critical intention of some scholars, emphasising just what people do fails to open the richness of practice approaches.  He then offers a Habermasian (1984 2003), communicative perspective to counter the limitations of what people do, rather than how and why practices continue to unfold in the life world.  
Additionally, it appears when applying philosophical concepts to empirical analysis, language or vocabulary is lexically problematical (Cox 2012; Feldman and Orlikowski 2012; Geiger 2009).  This of course is not new, e.g., the neologisms of Heidegger (1927/1962) and continues to haunt much of dynamic, embedded and relational scholarship that plumbs the depth of human subjectivity (Nicolini 2011).
Summarizing iteratively, a social practice is something that is performed.  It involves both routinely, purposive (phronesis) and deliberate purposeful (episteme) coping, embodying human manoeuvrings situated and anchored in materiality.  PBA concerns the conditions, constituents and composition of practice that set out the possible orchestrations of epistemic doings or crafting (techne) by its associated deliberate productive knowledge (poiesis) and enactments of the phronetic (praxis), the very action of concernful doings in the moment (Aristotle 350 BCE /2004 1948; Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 105-111; Dunne 1993; Nicolini 2012, pp. 25-28, p. 26; Shotter and Tsoukas 2014a b; Hernes 2012).  These situated enactments establish the actual implementations of practice in ‘know how’, always affectively idiosyncratic and connected that leads to outcome and multiple interconnections in moving the social world (Goffmann 1959; Reckwitz 2002).  There is therefore within PBA an intimate relationship between techne/praxis and knowledge, between doing and knowing and a particularly inseparability of affective, situated knowledge-in-action conceptualised as process in a trajectory outcome (Choo 1998a b; Gherardi 2012b; Elkajaer 2004; Hernes 2014; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Nonaka 1994; Schmidt 2016 2017; Styhre 2002). 
In short, PBA with its weak methodological individualism, or better, trans-situated process credentials, connects values, materiality and the active know how of intelligible bodily doings with motivating, desiring and affects, thus channelling outcomes, namely performance.
Closely allied to PBA, is the strategy-as-practice (SAP) agenda that, in embracing the practice turn, relates to a stream of management and organizational scholarship that is concerned with getting up close to the practices and the better understanding of organizational action and the strategy of its performance.  SAP has both PBA activity-based, (Jarzabkowski 2005) process credentials (Burgelman 1983a; Mintzberg and Waters 1985; Pettigrew 1985) and some commonalities with Cartesian micro-foundation approaches (Foss 2011), yet its own stylings are claimed to be different (Vaara and Whittington 2012).  
2.4	STRATEGY-AS-PRACTICE
Viewed separately, strategy-as-practice (SAP) is again often regarded as an alternative to mainstream strategic management research (Golsorkhi et al. 2015), but sometimes is “characterized as ambivalent” (Blom and Alvesson 2015, p. 406; Carter et al. 2008).  Philosophically, it is a pendant rooted in PBA (Jarzabkowski 2005; Reckwitz 2002; Rouse 2006 2007; Schatzki et al. 2001; Vaara and Whittington 2012), itself grounded in the spirit of Heidegger (1927/1962) and Wittgenstein (1953/1968).
SAP is claimed to be concerned with “the doing of strategy; who does it, what they do, how they do it, what they use and what implications this has for shaping strategy” (Jarzabkowski and Spee 2009, p. 69).  The centrality is on practitioners as the unit of analysis, albeit understood as exponents of strategy with an emphasis on activity, whilst considering the entanglements or disentanglements of organizational work (Hendry 2000; Jarzabkowski 2004; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2003; Whittington 1996 2003 2017).
The general intention is ‘of getting close to the action’ and viewing strategy with a ‘sociological eye’ (Whittington 2007) and has led to its acceptance by an energetic group of scholars and a sometimes overly liberal corpus of work.  This eclectic indulgence can sometimes confuse, where ontological and epistemic boundaries and practice are not clearly defined, but there is no denying that contributions have been revealing (Blom and Alvesson 2015; Geiger 2009).
Ontologically, the SAP agenda has ostensibly taken up, and for the most part built upon, the purposeful and deliberate intent of practitioners that follows the breakdown of their pre-reflective coping.  With this concentration on intentional doings and often on the artefacts and visualisations of planning (Eppler and Platts 2009) it considers practitioner actions where the strong methodological individualism of Cartesian tradition is not entirely eschewed (Jarzabkowski 2005; Jarzabkowski and Seidl 2008; Seidl and Guerard 2015; Tsoukas. 2010a b 2015).  In practice, interpretations and the band wagon of agency SAP work has sometimes been reduced to the endowments and conations of individual practitioners rather than an assembly of relational connections, behaviours, values and the materials of practice.  This sits in contrast with PBA where the “habitual naturalness of doing” in ongoing, aggregated practices is situated as the pre-eminent locus of agency (Chia and Holt 2006 2009, p. 124; Chia and MacKay 2007; Chia and Rasche 2007; Schmidt 2016 2017).  Consequently, the driving force of PBA’s aggregated agency of practice that conceptually leads to performance is on these occasions de-emphasised in SAP in favour of the centred individual.
Epistemologically and inferentially SAP intentionally focuses, but not exclusively, on micro-level social activities of individuals “… the close understanding of the myriad, micro activities that make up strategy and strategic practices” (Johnson et al. 2003, p. 3).  It does therefore provide a shift from multi-variant, reductionist, economical perspectives to events and the minutiae of practitioners’ activities, often highlighting but certainly not exclusively, the moments and movements of the CEO (Reckwitz 2002; Regner 2003; Whittington 2006).
In this process perspective, borrowing from practice thinking, organizations are seen to be an evolving “mesh of practices” within which individuals have latitude in the extending social fabric (Greenwood et al. 2008; Lounsbury and Crumley 2007; Schatzki 2002, p. xii).  Therefore, in fairness, SAP in its process credentials, does attempt to move away from Cartesian dualisms and body-mind distinctions towards the ideas of ontological being, action and emerging relationality implicated in a “participant world view” (e.g., Cooper 2005; Heidegger 1927/1962; Hendrixx 1999, p. 346; Schatzki 2005; Schutz 1932/1967; Schutz and Luckmann 1973 1989; Vaara and Whittington 2012; Wittgenstein 1969/1979).  This has often been clouded by lack of rigorous and consistent discipline.
Unquestionably SAP “embraces a network of actions ideas, people and agendas” (Carter et al. 2008, p. 85) and it is claimed: “there is certainly no special orthodoxy” (Jarzabkowski and Whittington 2008a, p. 101).  However, “What is mostly being researched are the deliberate doings of intentional agents”, but not contemplating the unaware register influenced by prior socialisation; moreover, these efforts largely ignore the primacy of practice (Chia and Holt 2009, p. 125).   
More recently, there is a growing advocacy in SAP for sociological theorizing, skilled, broad performance and the construction(s) of embedded practitioners, not least the CEOs (Vaara and Whittington 2012), but it must be conceded that Cartesian thinking is never far away.  As indicated SAP’s eclecticism can, and has led to messy, confused boundaries and terms of practice (Chia and Holt 2006; Chia and MacKay 2007; Chia and Rasche 2010; Tsoukas 2005 2010a b) compounding theoretical vagueness (Geiger 2009).  Overall, this onto-epistemological imprecision and inherent “equivocality makes for ambiguity” and questions the rigour of SAP as a school (Carter et al. 2008, p. 85).  This has resulted in calls for more clarity including greater epistemological and theoretical depth and differentiation from process (Chia and Rasche 2007 2010; Ezzamel and Willmott 2010; McCabe 2010; Orlikowski 2010; Rasche and Chia 2009) and for critical reflections about the future developments of SAP (Rouleau 2013).
Further, SAP has very close, if questionable connections, with micro-foundational perspectives that have primary focus on rational and utility maximising agents (Eisenhardt et al. 2010; Felin and Foss 2005; Foss 2011; Teece 2007).  This “strong individualism” seeks to root the origins of organizational change in the character of individuals and their deliberate interactions rather than in practices.  Although arguably not within the SAP purview itself (Vaara and Whittington 2012), by affiliation and association this perspective increases leanings towards Cartesian ontology and “methodological individualism” (Foss 2011; Tsoukas 2015, p. 61). 
Indeed, the SAP school itself ambiguously defines strategy as “An activity of practices, not something a firm has, but something people do” (Johnson et al. 2003; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007).  In this way “Individual agents are seen as the initiators of practice rather than themselves products of social practice.  The tendency is for the basic locus in strategy-making to remain the individual, or the individual organization rather than the social practice itself” (Chia and MacKay 2007, p. 219).  These latter scholars continue by suggesting that analytical primacy is often given to an actor’s visible, present doings, rather than how these have developed and been gained by “culturally and historically shaped tendencies and dispositions acquired through social practices internalised by actors” (p. 226).  Given that the practice movement takes its emphasis from a relational epistemology that decentres the human subject in situated, relational materialism, overall it is difficult to deny that in many SAP perspectives resistance to decentring remains (Tsoukas 2010) and this leads to some philosophical tensions with distinctively non-Cartesian PBA (Chia and MacKay 2007). 
Further, Whittington’s (1996, p. 732) re-affirmation that SAP is concerned with “How managers actually do strategy” relates SAP, in this and other ways, to paradigmatically different theories of strategic action, particularly those of the resource-based view  (Dierickx and Cool 1989a; Johnson et al. 2003 2007; Chia and Holt 2006) and to the more closely aligned distinctive competences (Regner 2008).  Both these theories of action are subject in their ‘static individualism’ to variance thinking, but in their confused opacity process-practice theories are discernable (Chia and MacKay 2007; Whittington. 1996 2007).
However, perhaps this over intellectualising on drawing boundary lines (Holt and Cornelison 2013; Holt and Mueller 2011; Wittgenstein 1951/1953 §§ 68-69) should not deflect from SAP’s contributions.
The earlier work of Burgelman (1983a b c), Mintzberg (1973 1978), Mintzberg and Waters (1985) and Pettigrew (1973 1985a) on strategy and context, clearly links SAP to practice-process articulations (Whittington 2006a; Vaara and Whittington 2012; Tsoukas 2015).  How agency, structure and action are stressed in social systems, cultures, institutions and organizations has come to the fore, be it critically or constructively realized, and this deserves attention (Archer 1982 1988 1995 2000 2004; Bhaskar 1978 1979 1986 1989; Bourdieu 1990b; Foucault 1977; Giddens 1984; de Certeau 1984; Reckwitz 2002; Ricoeur 1992; Stones 2005; Schatzki 2002; Sztompka 1991; Weick 1995 2001).
In re-emphasis, SAP scholarship, despite its thraldom in foundationalism, is spiritually rooted in the essentiality of philosophical world views (e.g., Heidegger 1927/1962; Dreyfus 1991; Schutz and Luckmann 1973 1989; Tuomela 2005, Wittgenstein 1951) and like PBA it connects with sociological (Archer 1982 1995; Mouzelis 1991 2000; Sewell 1992; Stones 2005), anthropological (Ingold 2000; Ortner 1984 2006), activity systems (Engestrom 1999; Leontiev 1978; Vygotsky 1978) and feminist accounts (Kristiva 1979; Martin 2003), along with ethnological (Garfinkel 1967; Lynch 2001) and discursively analytical considerations (Boje 2001; Fairclough 2003; Schatzki 2017; Vaara 2010) and other contributions.
Importantly, the eclectic richness of these philosophical, ontological, epistemological, theoretical and methodological differences should not be seen as an inhibiting impediment.  They are to be applauded as essential explanatory and complementary springboards; templates to commission catholic critique and nestings within which to launch further penetrating and focussed investigations and where in their intersections they could hold much affordance in inquiry (Regner 2015).  (For a recent review, see Gholsorkhi et al. 2010 2015 and chapters within these volumes).  However, as pendants of aggrandisement grand philosophies have sometimes been appended promiscuously as ornaments to give credence and gravitas and this is clearly to be deprecated, whilst even their legitimate applications may promote vagueness and stifle new ideas (Carter et al. 2008; Blom and Alvesson 2015).
Commonly, SAP emphasises ‘practical reason’ (Argyris and Schön 1979 1996; Dewey 1938; Bourdieu 1990b; Tuomela 2005), rather than the general and abstract, and involves observer reflexivity that focuses on the practices of intentionality.  The approach connects social behaviours and experience (Brundin and Liu 2015; Brundin and Melin 2006; Liu and Maitlis 2014) with actions that interlink multi-level practices (Balogun and Johnson 2004 2005; Beech and Johnson 2005; Johnson, Balogun and Beech 2010; Knights and Morgan 1991; Lounsbury and Crumley 2007; Mantere 2003 2005 2008; Rouleau 2003 2005; Sillince and Meuller 2007; Whittington et al. 2006).  Not least domains of contexts (Jarzabkowski and Spee 2009; Nordquist and Melin 2008) mediated by material resources (Le and Spee 2015; Orkikowski 2002 2007), tools, artefacts (Jarzabkowski and Wilson 2006; MacIntosh et al. 2010; Molloy and Whittington 2005; Seidl 2007) and formal modes of doing are critically examined (Bourque and Johnson 2008; Hendry and Seidl 2003; Hodgkinson et al. 2006; Hoon 2007; Jarzabkowski 2003 2005; Jarzabkowski and Seidl 2008; Jarzabkowski and Wilson 2002; Paroutis and Pettigrew 2007; Whittington et al. 2006; Whittington and Cailluet 2008). 
In re-iterations, SAP spans across, and within, contesting environmental boundaries (Jarzabkowski and Spee 2009) by linking agency, structure and systems of action in practice (Archer 1982 1995; Bhaskar 1979; Bourdieu 1990b; de Certeau 1984; Engestrom 1999; Gomez 2010 2015; Feldman and Pentland 2003; Jarzabkowski 2004; Whittington 2010; Schatzki 2001a), making it particularly resonant with structuration type theories (Cohen 1989; Jack and Kholeif  2007;  Jarzabkowski 2008; Whittington 2010 2015; Sminia 2009; Giddens 1979 1984; Stones 2005; Sztompka 1991).
Other theoretical perspectives have been explored within SAP approaches including complex adaptive theory (Campbell-Hunt 2007; Jarzabkowski and Wilson 2002; Leontiev 1978; Vygotsky 1978), Heideggerian coping (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Chia and Rasche 2010; Tsoukas 2010a b 2015), activity theory (Jarzabkowski 2003 2005 2010; Jarzabkowski and Wolf 2015), actor-network theory (Dennis et al. 2006 2007; Johnson et al. 2007; Chapman et al. 2015), Foucauldian practice (Allard-Poesi 2010 2015),  Bourdieusian praxeology (Gomez 2015; Gomez and Bouty 2011), community of practice (Jarzabkowski and Wilson 2002), Wittgensteinian ‘language games’ (Mantere 2010  2015), discursive rhetoric (Rouleau 2005 2010; Samra-Frederdricks 2003 2005; Fenton and Langley 2011), practice theory (Sminia 2005), narrative and text (Barry and Elmes 1997; de la Ville and Mounard 2010; Ezzamel and Willmott 2010), systemic (Seidl 2007) and critical discourse theory (Vaara et al. 2004; Laine and Vaara 2007; Mantere and Vaara 2008). Similarly, the role of sensemaking, following Weick, (1979 1995 2001) has received attention (Balogun and Johnson 2004 2005; Cornelissen and Schildt 2015; Heracleous and Jacobs 2008; Hodgkinson and Clark 2007; Holt and Cornelissen 2014; Rouleau 2005; Rouleau and Balogun 2011; Stensaker and Falkenberg 2007) and so have the implications of power (Ezzamel and Willmott 2008; Laine and Vaara 2007; Mantere and Vaara 2008), identity work (Oliver 2015) and routine dynamics (Feldman 2015).
SAP studies have been made in a variety of contexts and situation, for example, universities (Jarzabkowski 2003 2004 2005 2008; Jarzabkowski and Seidl 2008), multinationals (Jarzabkowski and Balogun 2009; Paroutis and Pettigrew 2007), venture capital firms (King 2008), orchestras (Maitlis and Lawrence 2003), hospitals, (Denis et al. 2011; Von Arx 2008) and corporate versus peripheral practices (Regner 2003).
Clearly, in its catholic research SAP has mobilized a variety of conceptual, exploratory and explanatory resources.  Methodologically, qualitative interpretation is common, sometimes augmented by direct observation, but quantitative method is not without potential and is used in triangulations and in digitally based innovative data collections and analysis (Laamanen et al. 2015).
Of course, this collection and listing of works can, or even should, be criticised for lack of detailed interpretation, which space here denies.  Nor is it comprehensive (see Golsorkhi et al. 2015), but it does indicate that in a relatively short time SAP has ignited much scholarly interest in the situated practitioner, practices, praxis and in contesting ecologically deterministic views.
Clearly, practitioners who do strategy remain centre stage (Whittington et al. 2003; Vaara and Whittington 2012).  In this context, Jarzabkowski and Whittington (2008a, pp. 101-102) define strategic practitioners widely “…to include those directly involved in making strategy – most prominently managers and consultants – those with indirect influence – the policy-makers, the financiers, the media, the gurus and business schools who shape legitimate praxis and practices.”  However, as already implied these practitioners are sometimes misrepresented as explicit agents, belying their constituent or constitutive part as resource carriers within the composite practice that is the consummate enterprise agency (Reckwitz 2002).  This, once more in re-emphasis, allows the spectre of methodological individualism to linger (Chia and co-workers 2006 2007 2009 2010; Tsoukas 2010a b 2015). 
SAP, in its concern and emphasis on those who do, who impact and who carry out the work of strategic conduct when manoeuvring within practices, tends to diminishes the significance of complex aggregations of practice that when bundled together form the enterprise, that is its agency.  In this way it attunes more with activity systems (Blackler 1993; Blackler, Crump and MacDonald 2000; Engestrom 1987 2000; Vygotsky 1934/1978) that place a conceptual framework around the focal subject although in any particular set of activities this isolation is questionable (Jarzabkowski 2003 2005 2010; Jarzabkowski and Wolf 2015).
In repetition, in its ebullience, SAP has been perhaps somewhat cavalier in its glossing (Garfinkel 1967), “Over promising” in its eclectic optimism and in its scholarly doxa and ethno- and anthropo-centric agenda (Bourdieu 2003; Johnson et al. 2003, p. 5).  It has certainly disappointed desiderate practitioners, who lament, as yet, “unfulfilled expectations of relevant and instrumental help” (ibid.).
In the search of management literature, with the notable exception of Jarzabkowski and Wilson (2006) on actionable knowledge, and despite explicit concerns for practical relevance, there are hardly any systematic, epistemological reflections on the conditions and possibilities of generating relevant instrumental knowledge.  Certainly, there is little evidence of empirical prescription for finding a way through the more visceral messiness of the practitioner world (Splitter and Seidl 2011; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2011).
Consequently, there has been some concern in academic circles about the over “dominance of abstract theorizing” (Bower 2008; Lounsbury and Hirsch 2008) in SAP.  Paradoxically, in a continuing critique, Carter et al. (2008) and Clegg et al. (2004) call for more theoretically advanced and critically oriented studies to explore identity and power.  Chia and MacKay (2007, p. 217) challenge the lack of differentiation from process and call for a “post processual” approach to theorizing, elaborating strategy in the logic of practice, whilst Rasche and Chia (2009) discern a lack of reflection on different strand of practice thinking.  
Returning to the practitioner perspective, Langley (2010) questions the divergence from the original concept of  “a societal shift towards better everyday strategising praxis empowered by more effective practices and a deeper pool of skilled practitioners” (Whittington 2006, p. 2006).  She argues that SAP lacks vigour in developing knowledge that would improve practice through instrumental use of research findings, much in line with Watson (2011, p. 212), and claims that more action-based, pragmatic research is essential.  Similarly, Sminia (2011b and 2012) and Sminia and de Rond (2012), see, perhaps, some predilection with content, tools, techniques and the artefacts of practice and their beneficence, rather neglecting the constitution and enactment of strategic practices process and performance.  In like vein, Antonacopoulou (2008, p. 115) sees SAP remaining largely “focussed on the tangible and observable” it fails, for example, “to provide a clear understanding of how soft and hard aspects of activity combine to create an effective practice”.  Again, Ezzamel and Willmott (2008) contend that some SAP scholars, whilst adopting the primacy of practice, maintain their focus on conscious attentions and deliberate intentions of the strategists, neglecting their relational aspects and pre-reflective dispositions shaped by their histories and interests.  In like critique, Sandberg and Dall’Alba (2009) in advocating a world-view of relationally entwined practices, more accurately aligned with PBA, suggest that few SAP scholars have either ontologically or epistemologically adopted these notions.  Rasche and Chia, (2009 2010 2015) similarly claim that much of SAP scholarship, with its predilection on the explicit in terms of practitioner meanings and actions (Antonacopoulou 2008), misses the fundamental nature of how strategy is conceived by practitioners when dwelling or being-there at the coalface (Hutchins 1995; Ingold 2000).
Noting of these criticisms, particularly those of Carter et al. (2008), Jarzabkowski and Whittington (2008) in an analytical counter mostly disagree.  In rebuttal they claim the prosecution’s attentions, whilst valuable and often instructive are mostly misplaced and are often answered in the eclectic richness of the differences embraced by SAP.
In a more recent critical perspective of SAP Blom and Alvesson (2015, pp. 405-427), as self-confessed non SAP scholars, review many of the short-comings of the SAP approach and go on to suggest ways in which “critical management studies can be used productively within the SAP agenda” and whilst likely to be anti-managerial it might add much that could enlighten or glean new understandings of critical perform ability.
Generalising once more, this commonwealth of plurality within SAP is seen, not as an inhibiting impediment, but as complementary nestings from which to launch further more rigorous penetrating and focussed investigations (for a recent review see Golsorkhi et al. 2010 2015 and chapters within).  However, in its catholicism it does question what is its specific contribution?
Despite the criticisms, SAP has done much to enhance our understanding of how strategy making is enabled and constrained, but there is a need to go further in the analysis of the “critical and social practices to unleash the full potential of these perspectives” (Blom and Alvesson 2015, p. 413; Chia and MacKay 2007, p. 219; Chia and Rasche 2015, p. 44; Tsoukas 2010, p. 60; Vaara and Whittington 2012).
In summary, despite its promising aspirations, SAP, in particular and with its progenitors the resource-based view (1986a 1991; Dierickx and Cool. 1989a b; Peteraf 1993; Rumelt 1984; Wenerfelt 1984) and distinctive competence perspectives (Prahaled and Hamel 1990; Teece et al. 1990; Teece et al. 1997) disappoint and may be losing way.  Not discounting palpable relevance, there is seemingly a danger of some SAP scholars becoming unduly embroiled in artefacts and introversions.  Others, “who do not necessarily share the same understanding of strategy or practice” in their fashionable eagerness and search for comprehensiveness, have adopted and proliferated ideas that further clutter SAP clarity (Tsoukas 2015, p. 58).  These often add, but in their multi-vocality can dissipate, confuse and blur the focus on practice primacy and understandings of practice and practicing (Geiger 2009).  In its enthusiasms, SAP is in danger of obscuring itself from the more fundamental phronetic, “life world view” of practice perspectives and its situated poiesis/praxis relationalities (Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 105-111).  What constitutes “useful managerial doing” and importantly has relevance to the desiderate management practitioner is the interplay between reflecting on practices and practicing (e.g., Geiger 2009, pp. 129-144). 
2.5	SOME OBSERVATIONS ON STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT THEORETICS
This focussed account of management and strategic theoretics indicates that social behavioural influences of CEO becoming, transitions and transformations have received little analytical attention in some schools of scholarship.  In other more dominant schools, not considered in this review, valuable perceptions are often predicated on cognitive Cartesian traditions and Newtonian rationale, subjective aspects are largely disregarded (for review see Bromiley and Rau 2016; Mintzberg et al. 2008).  Thus, strategic theoretics tend to concentrate on structures that emphasize firm advantage and positioning, rather than the personae, thus diminishing the dynamics and feelings of the CEO who, in participation, is largely responsible and accountable for driving the orchestrations of strategic practices.  In short, “classical social theory has tended to overlook the constitutive social significance of emotions and affects” (Reckwitz 2017 p.116).
Further, as indicated in this review, interpretive management theoretics still have some difficulty in coming to grips with the implicit and explicit tensions that exist between emergence and intentionality.  Moreover, differences between participating individuals are often glossed over or consensually assumed.  This is significant in the decentred ‘felt’ world of the CEO where situated subjectivism is much involved in actual outcomes and performance. 
The understatement of practical coping in all but the practice-based approach is concerning and even here pre-reflective activity and emotions that dominate and pervade human activity and identity are rather demurred.
Thus, management theory largely falls short of explaining the wellhead of practice.  It disregards the constitution and the processual dynamics that make up much of the temporal dimensions of CEO conduct.  Here, CEOs often act emotionally and subjectively; as carriers of practice, they exist, emerge and become, embodied and entwined within a prevailing world of continuous processual movement and social interests.  
Therefore, although raised in passim earlier, it is now clear that the theoretical accounts reviewed here are often somewhat incomplete.  They do not, by most measures, reflect the subjective aspects of CEO temporal existence in timespace (Schatzki 2010a).  Classical management theories do not, at large, draw on the suffusions of emotions and subjective identities in established meanings and structures of experience, when practitioners, immersed in the indivisible flows of time, take action in the present, historicized in the past when predicating the unknown future.
2.6	WEAVING TOGETHER THE THREADS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE IN TEMPORALITY AND CONFIRMING THE RESEARCH QUESTION(S)
CEOs and organizations are undeniably influenced, both positively and negatively, by deterministic factors that in their practices they have little option but to accommodate (Camilus 2008).  However, how ‘free choice’ or management usefulness is created, mediated, embedded and sustained and by what manner, in what way, by what means and in what circumstances remains a field of some considerable conjecture. 
It appears from this review that how CEOs emerge, bring about, manage and embed nurturing business practices has been little examined empirically, despite extensive theoretical groundings.  As already aired, there is a need therefore, to engage closely with and understand the ‘goings on’ and ‘doings’ of CEOs as they transition, emerge and run businesses (Benner 1984; Dreyfus 2014; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Porter and Nohria 2010).  Accordingly, the separate, narrated manoeuvrings of a small number of CEOs as they emerged and dwelt in the ‘felt’ world of situated business are the focus of this thesis.
The evidence presented in the literature review provisionally suggests that a practice-based approach infused by identities, sensibilities and emotions appears well suited for an empirical study of CEOs.  This has a potential to disclose the CEOs in their temporal everydayness, presaged in the past, absorbed in the situated present and swayed by persuasions of the future (see section 2.7).  The grounding ideas of process philosophy, practice thinking and affects, also presented earlier in this chapter, provide some fitting theoretical templates and possible analytical guidance.  These are scaffoldings that appropriately support the temporal realities of emerging and continuing to play the business game, in a welter of tensions, affects and concerns that are the ways of CEOs’ becoming (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Reckwitz 2012 2017; Schmidt 2016 2017).
Time, its duration or passage has agency apparent in the emerging identity of CEOs and is reflected in their situated roles, doings and emotional activities.  However, in temporality, the past, present and future are indivisible; they have no beginning or end, any feigned boundaries that are drawn to facilitate scrutiny “may reflect poorly on the experience of being” (Hernes 2014, p.28).  This has some consequential, analytical bearing on the interpretation of CEO becoming, where occasions of intense experience and interest may be encountered “in the mesh of practices and orders continually taking place” (Reckwitz 2002; Schatzki 1996 2002, p.189 2010a). 
In the interests of knowledge and understanding these experiences lay claim to be interrogated.  Any abstraction from persistently changing, indivisible temporality, albeit for ‘precise’ examination, creates arbitrary boundaries and discrete fabrications that are figments of process reality.  However, such abstractions can legitimately hold second order validities that have verity, if not vitality.  Importantly, Jarzabkowski et al. argued elsewhere that pragmatically they have analytical probity (Jarzabkowski, Le and Spee 2017, p. 236; see also below and section 3.4.3).
Temporality, or process time, as already stated, in its infrangibility is an active force that matters and its application is appropriate when considering the transitioning and transformation of neophytes into accomplished CEOs and onward.  However, compared with the mechanical objectivity of Cartesian clock time, process time by being non-linear, qualitatively determined, subjective and in some degree endogenous to events, remains analytically underprivileged in most organizational studies (Chia 2010).  Indeed, it has been concluded elsewhere that  “The ‘mattering’ of time, by which entities are given their form by the passing of time remains, as yet, largely unexplored” (Hernes 2014, p. 32).  
This study of CEOs attempts to shed light on their everydayness, the ‘mattering’ of time, subjectivity and their significances.  It requires fitting narratives, an appropriate analytical framework and, as stated, some pragmatic acceptance (see section 3.4.3).  Clearly, the narratives must distil the ongoing personal histories of CEOs and disclose something of their motivations and feelings during contingent interruptions affordances and actions.  These vectors become significant in the trajectories of the CEOs’ manoeuvrings as, in the temporality of their practices, the world unfolds in the flows of everydayness (Schatzki 2010a).  This existence in continuous “average everydayness” can be defined in temporality as “being-in-the-world which is falling and disclosed, thrown and projecting…. both in its being alongside the ‘world’ and its being-with others” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 181) .   
This establishes in Heideggerian concepts, the inextricable themes of temporality, in thrownness namely, the past having fallen, the present in falling and the future in projections.  As already implied, in abstraction these concepts have ‘pragmatic’, analytical probity although they are in reality continuous and indivisible (Chia 2010; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 374; Langley and Tsoukas 2017; Tsoukas and Chia 2002; Reinecke and Ansari 2017 again see section 3.4.3 this thesis). 
Table 3 illustrates a simple temporal framework drawn from this review and thinking.  It provisionally announces the themes of an onto-epistemological backbone that will analytically link the empirical study together and potentially illuminate performative becoming.  Importantly, this framing evokes the notions of sensemaking, identity and emotions stressing their pervading suffusions in temporality.
In expectation, from this framework the experiences and involved praxeology of the CEOs will emerges as they learn to play and continue to play the business game.  In this subscription, it defines the analytical approach (Table 3 below and Table 4 in section 3.4.3).
TABLE 3

THEMES OF ONGOING TEMPORALITY AND CONCEPTS
(Primary source Heidegger 1927/1962)











.  * ACTIVITIES OR THEIR EMERGENT ENACTMENTS INVOLVING HUMAN INTERSUBJECTIVITI3ES CAN ONLY TAKE PLACE IN THE LIVING PRESENT, WHERE THEY ARE INTERPRETED IN SENSEMAKING, PERCEIVED IN IDENTITIES AND DISCERNED IN EMOTIONS.  THE PAST IS THE DEPARTED PRESENT, WHILST THE ANTICIPATED FUTURE STATE ACCOMPANIES THE ACTIONS TOWARDS ITS ACCOMPLISHMENTS.  BOTH FLOW INTO AND DEPART FROM THE PRESENT INDIVISIBLY (HERNES 2014 p.56; LORD, DIN AND HOFFMAN 2015).  THEREFORE, ALL DIMENSION OF TEMPORALITY, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE IN THEIR OVERRIDING  INTERCONNECTEDNESS  ARE  PERVADED AND SUFFUSED BY SENSEMAKING, IDENTITIES AND EMOTIONS UNDERWRITTEN, ORIENTATED AND ORIENTING IN SOCIAL PROCESS (SEE SECTION 2.3.7).

These temporal dimensions and associations will inform the basis of a processual, practice-based approach as provisionally indicated above.  This should allow a better understanding of how CEOs’ existence (being) engages with the present, based on memories of the past and anticipations of the future in relentless becoming (Gephart et al. 2010; Wiebe 2010).
This framework will be further considered and developed in the following methodological and methods chapter (see section 3.4.3).  There, in outline and in concerns of process disjunctions this provisional, temporal framing is confirmed and transpires as an appropriate, empirical analytic for answering the proposed research question(s).  
In a brief recall of emphasis, in chapter 1 it was argued that a researcher who has made the professional journey of realisation is well suited to get inside this temporal emergence and call it out.  This involves a lens of practical understandings and common appreciations.  Despite all its asymmetries biases and inevitable subjective guidance, the inquiry is likely to reveal “analytical generalizations” of the CEOs.  That is, those accepted understandings of interruptions, affordant actions and projected assertions commonly experienced and shared.  Within this temporal space, business values and needs often have functional commonalities.  Accordingly, although CEOs are idiosyncratic in background and demeanour (see also for example, section 3.4.1.4; 3.4.1.5) it is likely that have more in common than divides them; certainly emotions and feelings are rarely absent (Tsoukas 2009, pp. 286-287;).
Confirmed by Yin (2009, pp. 38-39), previously developed theory can be used as contextual templates with which to compare, condone or corroborate empirical findings.  Many will be considered here and used appropriately. 
However, it is heavily stressed by the author that:
 “It is the journey that is the reality.  Where, in a flux of temporal process, identity, experience, meaning and emotions (being), lay in the very act of travelling when finding a way (becoming).  Reality is always simultaneously approaching and departing, the essential inquiry is not in reaching a static destination of ends, but in this journey.”
Accordingly, this inquiry in its findings attempts to answer the underlying questions. 
1.	How do idiosyncratically developed backgrounds, motivations and experiences influence, develop and endow CEO performance?
2.	Where do strategies arise that are often rationalised in overt deliberations, but in enactments are more often subjective, in-the-moment actions that are frequently pre-reflective?
3.	What actually goes on within the tacit or overt processes of affective management practice, particularly when the resourceful activities of the CEO, who is responsible and accountable for organizational configurations, are interrupted?
4.	Although organizational decisions are principally regulated and made sense of by the identified CEO, what other inputs and vectors influence strategic choice that lead to performance outcomes, be it survival, continuity, change or termination? 
5.	How are strategic choices sensibly constituted into meaningful forms and communicated by the CEO, then managed for the many diverse stakeholders and continually reframed for the active practitioners in the mutability process and organizational praxis? 
6.	In what way do emotional feelings and subjective affects give reasons that impact on the level of relational practice performance?
7.	What are the personal perceptions and feelings of the CEO and what is the spectrum of the hopes and fears that they experience when undertaking the roller coaster of their always emergent careers?
However, in appreciating the ineffability, idiosyncrasies and huge organizational divergences in the world, combined with research constraints, the localized realty of this studies’ findings, although hopefully encouraging in their richness, will inevitably be more modest, but still revealing.
It follows that the tentative research questions already indicated in section1.0 bear confirmation and reaffirmation:
What influences the emerging realities of Chief Executive Officers’ existence   
and how in strategic conduct are they embedded in and create nurturing 
practices that promote, at least minimally, the survival of their enterprise in
an ever-changing world?
Or more concisely:
What is the reality of the developing CEO phenomenon, their being and   
becoming within the temporal conduct of the firm?
Or in dissection: 
How do CEOs learn to play the demanding business game?
How do CEOs believe they engage in organizations and lead?
How do CEOs believe cope with all the vicissitudes?
Why would CEOs want to do it?
Does this make them different from the social herd?
Or perhaps naively, but from very broadly significant perspective
Why is it that millions of disparate companies worldwide survive, but others don’t, is this by chance, good management or both?
These questions imply that CEOs, when embodied, embedded and identified within practice manoeuvrings emotionally configure and carry agency, however it is the aggregated practice that is the agent, However, this does not deny the temporal comportments of situated being and becoming in social existence.  
As indicated these transformational doings and feelings of practice in the temporality of duration and existence are expected to be revealing but, where pre-reflexive ineffability governs, these can never be completely understood, merely theorized.     
However, the temporal transitioning of CEOs and their further accomplishments enables change to be seen as an experience of becoming within the prehensions of past-present-future relationships.  








Different components of practice have received uneven attention in the strategic   literature.  Mostly the position of the CEO has been implied en passant, however their temporal becoming has not been directly singled out or problematised in practice theoretics (Porter and Nohria 2010).
This study inquires into the unfolding temporal existence of a small cadre of CEOs.  It is given testimony by the separate assertions of their doings, attitudes and feelings as, in the past, present and future, they emerge, dwell and aspire within the visceral world of business.
Clearly, any appropriate analysis of this data must accord with, and tackle, this temporality and activity.  A methodology is proposed and developed to frame an appropriate empirical accommodation and analysis.  This offers interim findings ordered in temporal dimensions that are separately discussed and brought to a completion in the final conclusions where the contribution, limitations and of the potential of the work are considered.  In the round, the study is a tractable, qualitative, small sample case.  It is disciplined and designed with manageable methods that, in timely execution, allow informed readings of the CEOs’ disclosures. 
3.1	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION
The chapter briefly re-introduces the investigational topic and a short general perspective follows.  A research methodology planned to answer the research question(s) is then outlined, couched in appropriate ontology, epistemology and praxeology.  Concerns, criteria, composition and the qualitative methodology are discussed.  The modus operatum and opus operandi of the selected analytical method is critiqued and a thematic framework of analysis is announced for the empirical work.
3.2	INTRODUCTION
In re-emphasis, the investigation will examine what really goes on in the engine room of CEO development, by revealing and exploring their motivations, perceptions, insights and understandings of their emotionally charged beliefs as “timespace” they gained experience, competence and continue in strategic practice (Schatzki 2010a).  
As Giddens (1984, p. 334) pithily remarks: “Why do they act (think) as they do?…..  this is an invitation to enter into the cultural milieu and make sense of it” and where Foucault (1982a, p. 787) cogently observes: “Often people know what they are doing, why they are doing it, but they do not know what doing it does.
In short, the thesis considers where and when do CEOs believe they learn to play the business game?  What do they believe they do?  How, where and with whom do they do it?  And, personally, why?  It is about their temporal becoming and continuing motivations.
3.3	GENERAL RESEARCH APPROACH
Clearly, the fundamentals of valid research “involves sets of decisions regarding what topic is to be studied amongst what population, with what research methods for what purpose” (Babbie 2008, p. 122).
Logically, a research study requires a contingently coherent methodological design (Duberley et al. 2012; Johnson and Duberley 2003) and the appropriate application of methods in order to gather, interrogate, analyse and develop data in ways that provide explanations that lead to greater understandings (Buchanan and Bryman 2009; Denzin 1978 1998; Creswell 2007; Corbin and Strauss 2008; Miles and Huberman 1984; Yin 2004 2009).
Explicitly, the design of this study considers the nature of the phenomena under investigation, namely the CEO, their development and their teleoaffective conduct as outlined in the research question.  Equally, the design has regard for evaluative rigour to ensure meaningful inferences and is sensitive to local environments and, in particular, the persona of the participants.  All ethical admissibilities and any health or safety issues are taken into account, as is the potential audience.  As a matter of sense, the investigation must be feasible within time and investigative constraints 
This research proposal is unified by an onto-epistemic “strategy” that illuminates both the overall investigative structure and the aims and objectives of the proposal and outlines appropriate methods (Bryman and Bell 2007, p. 68; Easterby-Smith et al. 2008; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Langley and Lusiani 2015; Corbin and Straus 2008).  Such “strategies” are necessary for disciplined guidance, analytical probity and to definitively characterize “the plan of action, process or design, lying behind the choice and use of particular methods” (Crotty 2003, p, 3). 
3.3.1	RESEARCH STRATEGY, PLAN, GROUNDING AND UNDERPINNING
The research strategy of the thesis is grounded in the argument that the emerging world is too complex to be tested by conventional, causal, statistical methods.  In its indeterminacy, history can only be interpreted, current realities in their transient zeitgeist only captured in description and future, contingent probabilities merely conjectured.
Essentially, the design is legislated by ontological and epistemological stances, i.e., philosophical-theoretical groundings of the nature of reality and warranted ways of inquiring into the world in question (Audi 2011; Burrell and Morgan 1979; Deetz 1996; Reed 2009).  These “validate the selection, adoption and deployment of particular and appropriate research methodologies sanctioning their suitable assignments in the study” (Blumberg et al. 2005; Bryman 2004 2009; Bryman and Bell 2007; Duberley et al. 2012, p. 15).  As such, these commitments underwrite the substantive research domain and tacitly organize theoretical and methodological variation (Johnson et al. 2006).
As previously suggested, a qualitative, process-practice based approach mediated in emotions, where practices are order producing, meaning making, identity defining, reality shaping activities is fitting.  Here, constituency in temporal doing is judged appropriate to respond to the research question(s).  
Ontologically, the study concerns the emergent unfolding (becoming) of the participant CEOs, whilst foregrounding situated aspects of “practical- accomplishments-in-the-moment” (being) where, over time, they learn in continuous self-(re) structuration and appear increasingly competent in performance (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017, p. 11; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Jarzabkowski et al. 2017; Langley et al. 2013; Schmidt 2016 2017; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).
Epistemologically1, by a qualitative, interpretive research method (Denzin 1989;
Denzin and Lincoln 2005; Gadamer 1960/1975; Schutz 1932/1967 1962; Schutz and Luckmann 1973; 1989), the work traces the engagement of the bodily embedded, affective activities of the participants in positions of practice (e.g., Barsade and Gibson 2007; Duberley and Johnson 2003; Garfinkel 1967; Reckwitz 2002. 2017; Schatzki 2002 2006).
In praxeology, it is an eclectic approach that has relevance to ways of doing, “embracing phenomenological considerations and overlapping rich ethnographic descriptions” of CEO development and strategic accomplishments (Garfinkel 1967 1974, p. 16 1991, p. 11; Lynch 2001; Gherardi 2012b; Watson 2011).  Existence is captured in the experience of becoming within the temporality of space and time (e.g., Bergson 1911/1914; Cooper 2014; Heidegger 1927/1962; Heraclitus 540-480 BCE, see Nayak 2014; Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2002; Styhre 2002; Whitehead 1929/1978), but it is not incompatible with a situated conception that reality is opened up by social activity itself (Schatzki 2010a).
Accordingly, the study (Yin 2004 2009) takes its onto-epistemic inspiration from the constitutive process of CEO of practice existence (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Hayek 1948; Schmidt 2016 2017).  It is rooted in existential phenomenology (Heidegger 1927/1962), whilst drawing on temporal situational aspects set in emotional encounters (Barsade and Gibson 2007) and interpreted in sensemaking ( e.g., Maitlis and Christianson 2014 ; Weick 1995).  The aim is to “grasps the very nature of things” (van Maanen 1988, p 177). 
In summary, in this inquiry, primacy is given to practice, the “phenomenological practices of lived experience” (Denzin 1989; Cresswell 2007, p.57; Gherardi 2012b), which both fashions the CEO and the business world.  In a sense, it is a study of the reproduction of performances in process, granting that “practice approaches are a primary way to study organisations processually” where emotions are never absent (Nicolini and Monteiro 2017, pp. 110-126). 
3.3.2	PHILOSOPHICAL, THEORETICAL FRAMINGS AND TEMPLATES
The onto-epistemological methodology and methods adopted in this study are considered appropriate and defendable.  Not the least, “the research strategy embeds a metaphysical and theoretical perspective” (Crotty 2003, p. 3) and “informs the whole research and frames potential outcomes” (Duberley et al. 2012, p. 18). 
These framing perspectives were drawn out and highlighted in the Literature Review (Chapter 2, sections 2.3 through 2.3.10).  
They are ideational perspectives pointing to the appropriate research design and methods by considering what temporal information and preconceptions might have been, might be relevant and might be projected, when investigating the research question(s) (Büthe 2002).  Ontologically significant, they provide the epistemological trajectories of the research and further prescribe nesting and contextual support for insightful and coherent explanations of inquiry (Johnson 2015). 
3.4	METHODS AND METHODOLOGY
Methods elevate the knowledge possessed and needed by the researcher, the embedded skills necessary to undertake research and they also fundamentally determine the relationship between the researcher and the researched (Blumberg et al. 2005; Clough and Nutbrown 2008; Hussey and Hussey 1997). 
By accepting the methodological perspectives of positioning, nesting and other knowledge of domain constructs, a researcher with a similar experience can more easily step into the world of the researched and contemplate their processual meanings and doings.  It is, of course, generally acknowledged that each and every researcher and researched has idiosyncratic, temporal baggage that will uniquely influence their approaches and interpretations.
Typically, methods and tools play a supporting role in the research design chosen, but methods have a more central, crafting role where emergent events are important; however, they do remain the means to an end in exposing realities and warranted truth of how practices work (Watson 2011).
Moreover, as aired previously (section 1.5), espoused strategies are seldom the realized strategies.  Modifications or realignment of the research “strategy” and related methods will be open to nuances as the study progresses, but in assisting this wayfinding, they must always remain coherent (Balogun et al. 2003; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007).
Yet, at the outset, a clearly defined research plan articulating a navigable pathway is necessary (Blumberg et al. 2005) in order to codify the initial sense of the meanings of the participants and to provide a base line for contrasting any existing conceptions and emergent trajectories.  As already stated, that in this thesis a process practice-based methodology will be adopted (Yin 2009), more specifically a constructionist/relativist approach that assumes that regular patterns of human behaviour are framed in ethnographies of emotional everyday life (Easterby-Smith et al. 2008; Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Stake 2006). 
In summary and recapitulation, the research plan for this work is a qualitative, practiced-based approach involving an interconnected ‘triangulated’ nexus of process, practice and practitioners (Reckwitz 2002; Whittington 2006a).  The plan is authored and embedded in metaphysical and theoretical perspectives.  In its temporal dimensions it is designed to reveal and understand the narrated process recalls of the development and established practices and contemplations of a cohort of accomplished CEOs.  A researcher who has undertaken a similar journey will examine the grounding histories, individual values and motivations, accomplishments and any over riding emotions declared by each participant.  It is anticipated that these likely ‘close-with-co-productions’ will provide unique and simultaneously hold rich common insights of strategic conduct.
3.4.1	 OBJECTIVE, CASE, SCOPE, CONCERNS AND PARTICIPANTS
The initial dimensions and basic structure of the plan will now be outlined.
3.4.1.1	OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is to answer the research question(s) consolidated in 
    What influences the emerging realities of Chief Executive Officers’ existence   
and how in strategic conduct are they embedded in and create nurturing 
practices that promote, at least minimally, the survival of their enterprise in
    an ever-changing world?
3.4.1.2	  CASE
In reiteration, globally, a huge variety of business enterprises operate and in different “situated”, circumstances survive, whilst others don’t (Contu and Willmott 2003 Jarzabkowski 2008, pp. 366-37).  It is adduced that, within the enterprises that survive, some common processes of favourable business conduct exists.  Given that the selection and ongoing conduct of business strategy is a prime responsibility of the CEO, their antecedent development in continual becoming and their management actions must figure highly. 
A time constrained, qualitative investigation of this presumed logic was considered appropriate and was undertaken in a locally, centralized way.
3.4.1.3	SCOPE
Practically, it was only possible to focus in depth on the activities of a limited number of accessible CEOs operating in the UK without any reciprocal responsiveness making the study asymmetrical.
The limited, white, Anglo-Saxon focus on a small cohort of participants may be appear contestable and problematical, but the study is not concerned with external validity through statistical sampling, but with analytical generalization, from elucidating the particular, given its commitment to qualitative case methodology (Yin 2004, p. 32).  In its limitation, the study is concerned with explaining the richness of CEO phenomenon and the significance of their personal actions and sensitivities in strategic conduct.
The methodology follows the view of Tsoukas (2009, pp. 286-287) that a small sample of richly endowed cases allows “analytical refinement” that often better inform understandings by trajectories of “heuristic generalizations.”  Here researchers have a better chance to be creative, “since proximity to reality and feedback from the object of study forces tests of analogically derived conceptions of what is going on” (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Flyvbjerg 2004 p, 392).  The constructed realities of those who participate are considered pivotal, but the traditional, wholesale generalizability of positivism is challenged and is rejected for what Kincheloe and Mclaren (1994, pp. 138-157) call “accommodation”.  Significantly, the researcher used an awareness and interpretation of a range of existing, knowledgeable texts and experience to assess similarities and differences.  
Therefore, concentration on the development and conduct of a maximum of four accomplished CEOs each fulfilling a different experiential space is considered analytically acceptable and tractable.  Internal validity of the work is sanctioned by likeness to, and congruence with, the warranted philosophical and theoretical concepts outlined above that will appropriately be called on.  Rigour, confirmability, external validity, credibility and dependability will critically rely on the integrity of researcher/researched reflectivity.  Clarity of explanation will be indispensable conditions of this study (Baxter and Eyles 1997; Lincoln and Guba 1985). 
Importantly, before proceeding further, University ethical approval was sanctioned for the work and the participants each signed an appropriate consent form (see Appendix 1 for example).
3.4.1.4	CONCERNS
Given that any deniability of the interpretive bias of the researcher (JLB) is impossible (see also sections 1.0 and 1.3), this study takes actual capital from his extensive subjective, ‘native’ experience, or “unique adequacy” (Sayer 1992, pp. 69-70).  Value is ascribed to empirical sensitivity in collecting and interpreting common experiences (Garfinkel 1967; Fletcher 2010; Nicolini 2012, p. 145).
In effect, the researcher is the fifth invisible participant, who, by involvement in the data framings and explanations and in selecting and editing the personal reflection of the other participants, cannot be divorced from his interpretations, however neutral they aspire to be.  Indeed, his experience, interest and involvement are implicit throughout and explicit in auto-ethnographically direct interjections where appropriate (see sections 6.7; 6.7.1).
It is argued that the ‘lived’ compatibility and correspondence of researcher and researched, all having “been-there”, is a unique advantage, where many experiences clearly overlap, engaging a mutual “familiarity” of ‘felt’ subjective circumstances (Goffman 1974 1977; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 193-194; ibid 1985, p. 187).  It provides for desirable “close-with-relations” (Balogun et al. 2015, p. 453) and importantly co-productions all sanctioned with complementary empathetic personal interventions and vignettes or views and augmented by illustrations of the researcher. 
Arguably, having common experiences in undertaking a similar journey should more readily lead to greater penetrative understandings and more insightful analytical interpretations (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Nonaka et al. 2001; see also section 2.7; 6.7).  However, by exercising a participant/researcher objectivism (Bourdieu 2003) and a “reflexive perspective” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992; Schimdt 2017, pp. 149-150), tensions are minimised (Bourdieu 2000 2003).  
In short, there is virtue in the common “dialectic of experience (Gadamer 1960/1985, p. 355) that might light up new ways of seeing.  However, the great spectre of bias, prejudice and self-indulgence must be controlled and the problem of cognitive limitations must be recognized (Ellis 2004).  These can affect validity, reliability, credibility and integrity of the study (Baxter, and Eyles, 1997; Bryman and Bell 2007; Klein 2017; Makridakis 1990; Tversky and Kahneman 1974).  Incontestably, the data accumulated does admit personal and privileged reflections of the researcher (JLB) and, despite heedful care, repressed influences and edited bias cannot be ruled out.
3.4.1.5	PARTICIPANTS
The background and baggage of the researcher has already been declared (see section 1.2)
The other participant CEOs or equivalents were initially filtered and selected from twenty senior and accomplished industrialists proposed and introduced by a neutral, well- connected business figure.  A further five were considered, including the managing partners of international law and accountancy firms, the CEO of a major investment bank, a former Chief Constable and a senior NHS administrator, each with formidable reputations.  After eliminating those personally known to the researcher, a preliminary round of face-to-face meetings was undertaken, screening eighteen for their highly accommodating attitudes, openness, frankness, lucidity and interest.
The proposed study, with its personal connotations, interventions and intrusions, was invariably greeted with interest by potential participants and the researcher was immediately recognized and accepted as a member of ‘the club’, often with much anecdotal enthusiasm and professional humour (Lave and Wenger 1991).  A difficult and somewhat subjective selection of the final four participants was made from a re-interviewed short-list of eight and by further discussions with academic supervision.
The following very brief biographies provide a flavour of the participants.  An alphabetic tag that is maintained throughout the empirical work identifies each CEO.
(AB)
(AB), a committed family man in his late sixties, is a highly regarded former CEO with many years experience, and now is a multiple non-executive director.  An articulate northerner of protestant background, he has a family history steeped in the work ethic and industrial manufacturing.  Essentially practical, he bears some psychological scars from the industrial decline of his domicile city that he continues helping to rejuvenate.  Holding many prestigious professional, civic, educational and charitable offices, he has received national accolades of success, including a LL.D (Hon.Causa) from his local university.  Deeply wedded to his industrial heritage, this highly intelligent, slightly manipulative product of the city’s finest grammar school, called on accountancy as the medium of his intervention into engineering and higher management.
After much management experience and three abortive attempts to build a business empire, he led a rapidly growing precision engineering company for over 10 years and still remains on the board.  This highly competitive organization, employing a unique, patented, modular, manufacturing approach effectively provides a rapid bespoke service, supplying valves to the time critical chemical and gas industries.  Since its inception and now with multiple international locations the company has enjoyed a 19% compound annual growth rate and a consistently enviable profitability.
AB a man of no mean talent, enterprise or reputation, describes himself as a “no-nonsense worker, having little time for moods or emotions”, although enduring them in others.  He is motivated by his competitive spirit realised in the logic of financial metrics and takes pride in the work place environment that he has helped to achieve.
(CD)
(CD), the scion of a successful business family, is the product of a distinguished school, followed by Sandhurst and an eighteen-year honourable military career. 
Currently, he is the CEO of a hundred-year plus, highly reputable, mid-sized, family company supplying instrumentation to the food and consumer industries.  Over a short 6-year period (CD) turned around a messy, ill-managed business.  This involved business re-organizations, rationalizations and consolidations at home, whilst simultaneously internationalising the manufacturing arm with a substantial on the ground investment in Thailand.  Subsequently, the company has delivered consistent growth and has doubled profitability. 
Although initially inhibited by his paternal ancestry, he is now apparently financially and psychologically secure.  He confidently portrays himself as a patrician owner, with a sense of entitlement and is a somewhat bureaucratic, yet ambitious leader, of this now successful firm.  (CD), sardonically, perhaps even arrogantly, considers his commercial landscape as a muddy, muddled, sometimes bloody and often bedraggled, dissembling playing field, where he ruthlessly competes in his own style. 
Now in his mid years, he “is not particularly motivated by the high life” nor by charity, but his wife and family rank highly.  In his extracurricular activity, he controls and monitors, almost ex cathedra, the restoration of a formerly neglected, world renowned brand mark, a valuable industrial ‘appellation d’origine’ that adds value and prestige to local productions and goods.
(EF)
(EF), approaching his mid forties, in the context of the studied cohort is perhaps the most insecure and self-doubting, but represents himself as a real scrapper and survivor.  He describes himself as “from a somewhat underprivileged background, who pulled himself up by his own bootstraps”.
Much influenced by his father’s entrepreneurial spirit, by his own early experiences and by his formative employment years, he now holds and has held for a considerable time, a position of authority and high prestige in the retail-hosting industry.  Unquestionably, (EH) is talented, committed, hard working, respected and open in demeanour, certainly during the intimacy of interviews he wore his heart on his sleeve.  However, otherwise, he is probably constrained by his accountancy background; he harnesses analysis and calculation, often in the political sense and is no soft touch.  He can ‘use’ others in metis, but paradoxically he wants to be liked and expresses much concern for both pastoral and charitable welfare.  Interestingly, (EH) likens much of his job to some warring effect, in analogy often referring to “being in the trenches”, “going over the top” and “leading by example”.  Despite his long tenure, (EF) remains highly ambitious, currently cementing professional opportunity in a major capital investment that currently proceeds apace.
(GH)
(GH), again in her mid forties, can be located as a cultured, thoughtful and aware individual who is ambitiously energetic and full of commonsense.  Raised in a financially comfortable, entrepreneurial family she was privately educated at an all-girls school.
Disorientated and desolated at eighteen by her father’s sale of the family retail empire, university was as paternal dictate.  A number of jobs in the financial world followed graduation until undertaking an MBA at thirty, after which she gained senior multinational experience before heading the strategic policy unit of a major firm.  By her choice, this was followed by wide SME experience in business creation mostly abroad, before rising to become the European CEO of a US corporation.  Currently, now the CEO of a rapidly growing debt servicing company and at the time of interview she was much involved in its £200 million plus sale to a US multinational organization.  As a mother and wife, that circumscribe her professional life, she additionally sits on the board of a Management School, still finds time “to encourage female talent in industry” and is active in charitable work.  Unquestionably, she is energetic, highly intelligent, competent, impressive and in her fulfilment an emotionally stable, but involved and engaging person.
Summarising, each participant was different, each was talented and successful, each was an engaging personality, a good storyteller and each was generally enthusiastic about their job and importantly in taking part in the study.  They all accepted its intrusive nature and their critical involvement within it.  In retrospect, their open heartedness, forthright candidness and their acceptance of sometimes-clumsy interventions by ‘a now has-been’ made the study fascinating and rewarding.  With regret, this participative study is solus ipse, in orientation focussing on the CEO and lacking reciprocal inputs from subordinates and other stakeholders.  It is Anglo-Saxon in culture, perhaps lacking geographic broadness, but the richness and frankness of the participants’ considered contributions does in “analytic refinement” allow “heuristic generalizations” and adds considerable authentic validity (Tsoukas 2009, pp. 286-287).
3.4.2	DATA AND COLLECTION DETERMINANTS
With a commitment to a practice-based, contingent criteriology (Johnson et al. 2006; Johnson 2015) and following Gherardi’s (2012b) commendations, the inquiry lends itself to a qualitative, phenomenological, case study methodology (Yin 2003 2009) where “ethnographic interpretation is a favoured method” (Ackroyd, p. 532 in Byrne and Ragin 2009; Eisenhardt 1989 1991; Fitzgerald and Dopson 2009; Langley 1999 2009; Pettigrew 1990 1997; Tsoukas 2009). 
At first sight, the method of inquiry used may appear over simplistic, processually problematic and open to bias.  It involved data collection and methodological coding of the rich narrative recalls of the researched participants that were solicited, selected, collated and analysed by the knowing, ‘native’ researcher (JLB).  However, as aired earlier, implicit in this construct is a fluid, nexus of iterative triangulations implicating dynamic processes, material practices and involved people including the researcher, where any act of reflection needs the active participation of humans in making the world present.  Moreover, this was not just a clinical appraisal, but integrated managerial commentaries, qualities and feelings iteratively discussed and often confirmed by the researcher’s personal experiences.
 Necessarily, the recall data is segmented for analysis from a continuously resonating nexus of historic movement, doings and emotional affects, where each is emergent, dynamic and irretrievably interconnected, not least, entangled with the future.  It is in this very compounding dynamism where social reality is perpetually fluxing and changing that labile, temporal considerations offer opportunities of insights.  However, isolating discrete ‘events’ from continuous process undergirds an instrumental paradox (see later section 3.4.3). 
In such fluidity, or “reality in flight” doing, or being, flourishes in both unaware and aware, situated action that remain central to becoming, otherwise continuous performativity (Pettigrew 1990, p. 270; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).  However, in these circumstances it is difficult to disambiguate and unpick particular and precise influences in often-tenuous streams of causality.  Further, to describe them in terms of unbiased metrics or indeed in any language symbols at all is problematical, since language always underdetermines reality (see section 6.7).  However, heuristic, generalizable conditions are discernable and delineated in the temporality of the participants’ recalls in the chronologically evolving phenomenon.
In methodological detail, extensive semi-structured interviews, noting the recommendations of Alvesson (2003), Alvesson and Ashcraft (2012), Alvesson and Karreman (2011), Cassell (2009), Charmaz (2014), Charmaz and Belgrave (2012), Fredrickson (2007), Khan and Cannel (1957), Kvale and Brinckmann (2009) and Manning (1967) and alive to the concerns of bias, subjectivism or prejudice, were carried out.  Later transcribed, the audio-recorded interviews initially took place in the boardrooms of the participants’ organizations perhaps highlighting and establishing their authority, but often subsequently devolved to their personal office space favouring less formal, more relaxed ‘free’, intrusively accepted, conversations (Watson 2000 2003 2011).  In these circumstances, literally and metaphorically, jackets came off and relaxed more unguarded reflections followed.  However, these were always “controlled by the requirements of coherence and logic” (Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 5).  Many other informal chats took place during or after factory or firm tours, the ordnance and ordinance of the latter invariably revealed to the knowing-eye well managed and untroubled facilities that clearly included industrious people.
Further, a considerable number of sundry, supplementary conversations occurred, sometimes over breakfast or lunch, or in coffee bars or over drinks and not exceptionally over dinner at homes.  These added further ‘free’ reflexive exchanges that were ascribed in field notes (Watson 2003 2006 2011).  Any ambiguities were resolved by e-mail or in telephone conversations.  All conversations and observations were accumulated and consolidated into the empirical data.
Seemingly, the parties found the experiences enjoyable.  The participant CEOs invariably claimed that it was a cathartic encounter, since they seldom, if ever, had a chance to unburden themselves to someone who understood, was empathetic and who had lived through similar unforgiving circumstances.  For the researcher, the participants’ friendly openness coupled with their amazing lucidity and fluency in expressing the richness of their experiences, their hopes, fears and personal revelations of living were flattering and frankly gratifying, but not unfamiliar. 
This amiability of course, does not dismiss the importance and the open-endedness of well-considered questions, but emphasises that any interpretive research design must be essentially flexible in order to mine below the representational surface.  
Indicative questions were formalized, as given in Appendix 3, but softer, more informal overtures were used to solicit answers in the actual interview.  This approach was generally appropriate in the relaxed relationships that existed and considered more conducive to frank revelations.  The more loosely structured, but still disciplined questions, took the following form, but were left open to interpretation by the participants whose assertions were always privileged.

1.	Please briefly tell me about yourself.  What made you what you are and shaped you?  This is a big question and inevitably intrusive and in conversation will expand, but as a prompt we might start with your
[Origins and background 
Formative years and education 
Early career path until your current company
Importantly please highlight any significant events, people and
things, private or professional, that influenced you.]

2.	Would you now please elaborate on your career and particularly in the last, say, five years, highlighting your current role and any obvious significance that you see as important? 

3.	Now on a personal reflexive note, considering your history and immediate situation who and what do you think and believe you are and how do you believe that you function particularly in the conduct of strategy? 


4.	Impertinently, given its cavalier use what do you believe strategies are and does your organization have one?


5.	How do you believe strategies are developed and executed in your organizational experience?
[What contextual and institutional considerations primarily form them? 
Who are the internal drivers of strategy and what motivates them; e.g., 
profitable survival, stability growth etc., or something personal and 
entirely different?
How are they communicated, to whom and for what reason?]

6.	What would you say your organization sees as its principle competence?




Customer, after sales service and their flexible integration? 
Coherent ideals etc?]

7.	In your experience, how and how far are strategies formally and objectively defined e.g., are they visions or documented plans or both?
[Are they entirely logical, rational and numerately quantified and
deliberately executed? 
Are they qualitatively and subjectively determined, executed
and enacted drawing on tacit life and domain experience?
In particular, how far do embodied beliefs, passion, emotion, and feel
for the game engender and influence choice?
From action to passion, through what mechanism, reaction or 
influence is this kind of active passion formed and performed?
From ‘who (re) acts’ to ‘what occurs’.  How is the affect 
produced, felt which mediators are present?
From making to feeling. How can certain people tentatively help/cause 
events to occur? 
How is a feeling for the game actively accomplished? ]

8.	How do you believe that you make ultimate choices?
[Rationally analytically, or experientially based intuition, gut feeling,
best guess etc?
Does the process differ between short and long-term approaches?]

9.	How do you accommodate inevitable contingencies?
[What process of adaptive judgement do you employ, given the speed
of events and partial information, restricted resources and “political”
influences?]

10.	Again, how do you believe that you make these contingent choices, rationally, unemotionally or do intuitive judgements occur, in instantiated or short and long term choices, if so do you trust them?

The notes in brackets [….] were the researcher’s personal aide memoire and only rarely needed as prompts.
Much in these questions appears leading, but in fact most of the participants’ declarations and clarifications happened as they naturally developed their narratives, often answering the questions and those considered more formally (see Appendix 2) without them actually being directly posed.  However, the researcher did carefully interject at times to re-direct narratives towards experiences of specific interest and, it is not denied, became involved in supplementary ‘free’ exchanges with the participants in order to get beneath the surface and try to explore the implicit world of meanings rather than the explicit world of propositions.  Certainly, this involvement of the researcher was not entirely neutral; it imposed presuppositions on the investigation that demand constant researcher reflexivity and self-awareness (Blumberg et al. 2005; Haynes 2012; Johnson and Duberley 2000; Schutz 1932/ 1962).  However, these judicious interventions focused narrative flow and cohesion and added to the inter-subjective understandings, cemented relaxed relationships, increased openness and added informal authenticity to the study.
The recursiveness between researcher-researched pre-understandings and the newly acquired ‘ mutually understood’ formed a “hermeneutic circle” where the parts can only be understood from the whole, and the whole from the parts, and this cycling instilled a greater penetrative and informed understanding (Alvesson and Skoldberg. 2000, p. 53; Gadamer 1960/1985, p. 283; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 152-153).  It follows that hermeneutic considerations are generally extremely helpful in, amongst other things, “the thematic identification of interview patterns of qualitative data” and have particularly acuities in certain phenomenological approaches (McAuley 2004, pp. 199-200; Packer 1985).  Given these narrative contours, ethnographic (Garfinkel 1967 1991; Lynch 2001) and also auto-ethnographic (Anderson 2006; Anderson and Conway 1993; Ellis 2007; Ellis and Bochner 2000; Bluck 2003: Parry and Boyle 2009; Reed-Dannahay 1997) analytical opportunities were available to be drawn upon and scrutinized.  It should be clearly noted that the researcher, the previously invisible participant, turns to auto-ethnography and other personal reflections, but only when such abstractions augment those of the studied participants, for example, in experiences of personal, embattled emotions and other affects (see sections 6.7; 6.7.1). 
Of course in any ethnography the past is malleable (Bakken et al. 2013; Kaplin and Orlikowski 2013), nor are the narrative stories produced and the participants’ comments strictly at the level of pre-reflection, nor as originally felt, but are an interpretive objectification of their subjectivity (Bourdieu 1990b, preface; Musson 2004).  However, in historicism, they reflexively highlight, albeit self editorially, what the participants believed was said and what was done during the doings of practice as they were happening in the becoming of strategic outcomes (Ricoeur 1984a b 1988 1991 1992 2005).  By closely examining their affective identity, roles, style and modus, the interpretive perceptions of the CEOs provide a telling second order approximation of their realities (ibid. 1991 1992 2005; see also sections 6.5.3; 6.5.4; 6.5.5).
Analytically, it is recognized that their narratives are constructed stories and are highly edited, ‘autrebiographies’ (Goodley et al. 2004).  That is, they are narrations of ‘oneself as another’, involving prefigured revisions and configured rationalisations of selected ‘histories’ that are impressed by the current investigative circumstance and situations (Ricoeur 1984 1988).  These ‘autrebiographies’, or conventionalised expressions of experience, reflect a constructed mimesis of personal experiential truths.  They are the CEOs’ interpreted, privileged ‘fictions’ drawing temporally on past, present and predicated futures as their stories unfold, one thing because of another rather than one thing after another.  These reflective fabrications become ‘emplotments’ of their sentiments, affective tales of what they believe has made them into what they are today (Ricoeur 1984 1992 2005; Mallet and Whapshott 2011).  Perhaps, more accurately they are favoured, managed identities manifest in their reflective “theories-of-action, assertions that may differ in time in different circumstances and with a different interrogator” (Argyris and Schön 1978 1996; Hogg 2001; Van Knippenberg and Hogg 2003; Hogg et al. 2005; Turner 1985 2004). 
As already noted, the cultural emphasis and background of the researched and researcher is white Anglo-Saxon and because of this their narratives and the analysis may, unwittingly legitimate their current selves as normative.
3.4.3	 PROCEDURES: CODING, CATEGORIES, PROCESS CONCERNS AND TEMPORAL ANALYTICS
This inquiry, rather than producing an idiosyncratic theory of practice, is more interested in the social sensitivities and the mysteries of CEOs’ activities, despite the fact that much of the deep immersion in the phenomena and going from data to interpretation involves theorizing (Alvesson and Karreman 2007).  In answering the research question, that defines what the case is, it is the abductive understanding of sociomaterial doings of practice and evolving patterns of emergence that is consequential (Alvesson and Skoldberg 2017; Hanson 1958 2008; Whitehead 1929/1978).  
In this pursuance, three, approximately one hundred minute, formal interviews were recorded for each of the four participants and these brought near “saturation” (Corbin and Strauss 2008, p. 145).  Each interview and additional field notes were then transcribed and loaded onto an Nvivo program.  Serving as raw data, these collections were subjected to an initial line-by-line examination to get a feel for initial categorizations and possible coding that ultimately delineate “objects” of contemplation (Arendt 1971, pp. 21-27).  The second “coding round” concentrated on activities, initially labelling descriptions and approximate grouping within “categories” (Corbin and Strauss 2008, p.159).
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* Actions always take places in the present, but in suffusions “certain phenomena can pervade the past practices and the future providing a kind atmosphere in which actions are performed” [and later reside] and also where “practices are carried forward” (Hui et al 2017).
Nevertheless, the temporal categorizations of past, present and future, however sensitively ordered and finely granulated, necessarily fractured the flow of process with apparent boundary lines [“Grenze”] (Wittgenstein 1951/1953, §65, §67).  Moreover, in their abstractions, these categorisations appeared somewhat lifeless, further arbitrary reductions of the fluid, ‘felt’ assertions that were already abstractions of reality in the primary narrations.  These sociomaterial categorizations had cemented into hardened, notional Cartesian certainties or segmented “measures of the human mind” (Arendt 1998, p. 267).  In this form, they were no longer live embodied or ‘felt’ realizations, but static propositions to be looked at.  This abstract concretion of data seemed alien and “a violation of the [fluid] movement of strong process ontology” (Langley and Tsoukas 2017, p. 13) because in creative reality and the nature of phenomena “boundaries do not sit still” (Barad 2003 p.817).
Characteristically, such categorical ordering organises individuals, collectives, entities and objects into segmented, delineated species frozen in time-space “as social facts” (Durkheim 1895, p.52 1964).  This notionally allows Newtonian ascriptions of attributes and qualities to be elevated, tested and validated in analytical deliberations, assigning potentially, specific, aetiological outcomes. However, in reality, the world is never still, much is hidden, social order is in constant flux and in temporality, living contexts resists disentanglement.   Moreover, the dimensions of social temporality are suffused and pervaded by identity and emotions and need to be made sense of, in order to credibly proceed and progress (see pervasive concepts in Table 3 and Table 4) i.e., the vitality of the social movement of temporality is invariably embellished by experience, understanding, identity and emotions. “Every movement… lacks the distinction that separates events and brackets off… divisible units” (Bergson 1988, p. 188).
In deliberation, the exacting segmentation of data with seemingly explicit boundaries caused much personal angst for the researcher and this somewhat arbitrary precision and analytical delineation of continuous, emergent movement in flow was not readily dismissed.  However, this was somewhat mitigated by the pervasive, arguably unifying fusions of identity, emotions and constant sensemaking in the prehensions of process and social temporality (Whitehead (1929/1978 part 111; see section 2.3.2).
  Moreover, as Langley and Tsoukas (2017, p.5) point out that when we subject it to scrutiny    “the experience of temporal flow is more real than the discreteness of past-present and future structures we ordinarily notice, but segmenting experience into discrete items is necessary for the [analytical] management of active beings on purely pragmatic grounds.”
(For a comprehensive review of process organization studies see Langley et al. 2017 and for a process theory of organization see Hernes 2014).  
Nevertheless, over-precise, sociomaterial categorization, its overlapping preoccupation, conjunctions and arbitrariness were initially very problematical for (JLB), this naïve, debutante researcher (Carlson, Carlson, Hunter, Vaughn, and George 2017; Carlson, Lambert and Lammers 2017; Langley and Tsoukas 2017).
In the researcher’s search for palliation, there was an appreciation of Zundel (2012, p. 119) who points out that:
“The basis for understanding being, and therefore the arbiter for reflection, is not thought, reason or timeless and static versions of reality, it is life itself (Heidegger 1979, p. 437).  And to authentically understand life, we have to accept it as finite, and that each life’s moments is a unique event.”
However, Zundel quickly points out that:
“Heidegger’s aim is not isolated entities, difficulties, or signals which can be subjected to more or less rational thought and sequential considerations, but at our entire being-in- the-world.” 
 “Reflection” for Zundel, “is not a purely intellectual project, but a sense of our lives that we attain when we are concerned with life itself.”
This underlying Heideggerian abstention from Cartesian categorisation and arrangements suggests an open-ended sense of the hidden latency in knowledge and experience (Cooper 2005).  This sense lies in living a ‘felt’ life (Ingold 2010) and the “interfolds of its connections, where things matter” in the doing (Gadamer 2004, p. 128).  Life links the temporality of becoming, “a heralding of the future to come revealed through experience  [past in fallen], in the thrownness of current encounters [present in falling] and the ‘not yet’ conditions of possibilities” [future in projection] (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 145; Hernes 2014, p. 40-42).  Here, behaviour is essentially “behaviour-in-particular-circumstances” (Wittgenstein 1980 vol. 1 p.314; vol. 2 p. 148).  This implies entification, but by prehensions, life’s behaviours circumscribe the indivisible of temporality (Whitehead 1929/1978; Hussenot and Missonier 2016; Schatzki 2010a).
 In this debate Cooper (2014) agues that social process can be understood “as a divided state of being in which human agency is forever suspended between ceaseless acts of making and their constant recession” (p. 585).  Here process and recession are recursive versions of each other in an infinite series of acts that never complete themselves in a mobile flux and flow of relationships (Whitehead 1929/1979).  “Reality is thus the continuous division and suspension of human agency as a series as infinite acts and events” (Cooper 2014, p. 585).
Following Cooper’s vision and further reflexive, critical consideration of others, the researcher (JLB) accepted process reality as the continual (re)synthesis of acts and events of temporality (Hernes 2014; see also section 2.2.1).  In bracketing the irrevocable indivisibility of process, the spectrum of sociomaterial entification entrains segmentations that can, more credibly, take on pragmatic categorisations of temporal social orderings and arrangements, a stability of reproduction in the flux of change.  This allows ease of comparative analysis but still sits uncomfortably with the infrangibly fused, overlapping of ‘felt’ life in the making (Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Ingold 2000; Langley 1999 2009; Pettigrew 1990 1997; Folger et al. 2017). 
Yielding to snapshots of reality, where past and approaching future meet in the present  (Thomson 2011), still left open an uneasy feeling of arbitrary cementations and the thought that things could be otherwise (Bergson 1911/1914; Giddens 1984; Khander 2017; Luhmann 1990; Whitehead 1929/1978).  However, it was recognized and pragmatically accepted that segmenting experience into discrete items is necessary “in order to explain how moment-by-moment enactments [of being] shape the flow of experience over time [becoming] and to place those aspects that are enacted in the moment [the doing] into the fore ground of the analysis” (Jarzabkowski, Le and Spee 2017, p. 236).  However, such pragmatism inevitably “tends to distort reality and conceal process dynamics” (Reinecke and Ansari 2017, p.408).
Table 4 indicates the categories and subcategories selected, but in their reductions much residual overlapping occurred, rendering these distillations aspects of simplexit-complexity (Vogus and Colville 2017).  Moreover, the inclusion in the table of the enumerated occurrences in the combined narratives is misleading because their numerical value does not necessarily announce the importance of a category.  However, very generally they do represent, in immediacies, the focus of thinking of the participants’ past and future, albeit, influenced by the interview context and questions.  
Of course, it must be surmised that alternative categorizations may have produced somewhat different perspectives and conclusions (Gherardi 2012b); “the data can speak in different ways” (Corbin and Strauss 2008, p. 50).  In conventionalist terms “knowledge is variably constituted according to the paradigm or metaphor deployed” (Cornelissen et al. 2011; Johnson and Duberley 2000, p. 66; Morgan 1986 2016).  This assertion of infinite plasticity smacks dangerously of “a relativist, post-modernist hard dogmatism, where ontologies and subjective epistemologies coalesce” (Johnson and Duberley 2000, p. 91 ff.) and “where paradoxically truth remains a malleable concept” (Johnson et al. 2006).
In re-emphasis, the ultimate coding categories of adjudged significance were finalized and warranted in good faith, a compromise of common-sense, “always objective”, even in subjectivity, and in in-line with and sharing ongoing experiences of each participant (Whitehead 1929/1978, p.158).  In short, “there was a conceptual ordering” (thrownness) (Corbin and Strauss 2008, p. 54) in the temporality of departing pasts (fallen) living presents (falling) and approaching futures (projections) (Heidegger 1927/1962).  However, in a prolix of emphasis this remained a mere iteration of abstracted patterns.  Bis, it did not capture the reality of the implicitly happy, enthusiastic or explicitly excited explosions, nor the animus and dolorous deliberations of the participants’ in their self-interpreted telling during interviewing and descriptive conversations of their edited realities. 
Of course, the virtue of this episodic uncovering allowed similar temporal periods of the participants’ evolving lives to be revealed and compared.  This ultimately allowed “analytical refinement” and better-informed understandings of any “heuristic generalizations”.  The ‘native’ researcher, the largely invisible fifth participant, ultimately interpreted these abstractions better enabled by experience and academic reading to mine, gloss and grasp the meanings inside the construction of the scripts.  In a spirit of ‘verstehen’ and appropriate self-revelation, the researcher, with inevitable biased knowledge and experience, reflexively became part of the data and subjective analysis.  As argued, within social inquiry the logic of the “double hermeneutic” of researched-researcher adds greater reliability, but for any augmentation by first order auto-ethnography, the responsibility lies entirely with the researcher, in this case the invisible fifth participant (Giddens 1984, p. 374). 
This evolved methodological approach may appear acceptingly pragmatic even leading, but none-the-less, it has utilized the theoretical language of social emergence, temporality and practice in its coding rounds and importantly revealed and affirmed weighty empirical abstractions and findings (Levin-Rozalis 2011; Peirce 1931-58, 1955;Van de Ven 2007).  In ethnographic recalls, it honestly questions, examines and is open to the complexities of individual way finding, becoming and performance.  In empirically elaborated journeys of temporality, it implicates sensemaking identities, beliefs, roles and emotional feelings of the participant CEOs and those of the researcher with auto-ethnographic interventions (Watson 2011).  The approach is not atheoretical given its plurality of conceptual positioning and nesting within a philosophical framework.  However, practice work by definition remains essentially practical (Zundel 2012).
Ultimately, it remains that these categorisations are a compromise, since they entertain reflections of ‘stability’ in indivisible flows of process (Hernes 2014, pp.31-38).  In mitigation, they are drawn from expressions of the situated embeddedness of the CEOs “being-in-and-amidst” in an ever-changing world.  Iteratively and significantly, these categories were associated with the temporal themes nurtured in “thrownness”: the past (“fallen”) and the future (“projection”) implicating interruptions/breakdowns of the present (“falling”) in performativity, pervaded by sensemaking, identity and emotions (Heidegger 1927/1962 pp. 133-140, 147-151, 175-181; Chapter IV, V).  This forms the basis of the analytical approach that glues together the inquiry, its disclosures and findings. 
In its evolving openness the approach is further endorsed by Van Maanen (1982, p. 138) who indicates that “There is no easy or pre-formulated answers to the dilemmas of fieldwork, since one cannot know what one is getting oneself into until one gets into it”.  Additionally, it has been claimed, “Interpretation is an art that cannot be formalized” (Denzin 1998, p. 338).  However, without some formal structure, neither integrity nor validity, in the form of confirmability, credibility, dependability, and transferability can be authenticated and research becomes meaningless (Baxter and Eyles 1997; Lincoln and Guba 1985).  Accordingly, this temporal architectural structuring of data, whilst accepting the primacy of practice-process, allows the logic and subjective considerations of ongoing sociomaterial CEO becoming to be diagnostically investigated.  Importantly, it invites discussion and critique of their empirically disclosed accomplishments when delineated in findings.
This overly long consideration of methods and coding categorizations is a reflection of personal a journey by the researcher to the city of Dis and back (Dante 1265-1321/1993), a perturbing, very real journey, undertaken by (JLB), who was historically positively fixated.  As a former closed system, theoretical scientist and later, a more liberal CEO engrossed in business and Newtonian metrics, he found Cartesian thinking difficult to renounce.  Well out his comfort zone, when personally transitioning into an embryonic process, post-modernist scholar he fretfully found a way.  Accordingly, essential becoming was not just confined to the four CEO participants, but was also continuously revealed in the new career and in the ontological conversion of the researcher. 
Recognizing that acting towards a way of being (a teleoaffective end) is the future whilst departing from states is the past dimension and acting itself is the present, the empirical structure of the thesis takes on the constitution and constituents of each category, singularly or in some consolidated co-ordinations.  In this way, it thematizes ‘temporality in thrownness’ in the empirical chapters, namely: Chapter (4) The Past and Present: Thrownness, Fallen and Falling; Chapter (5) The Present: Falling; Chapter (6) The Present and Future: Falling and Projections.  Chapters 6 represent a fusion of co-ordinating, pervasive actions in sensemaking and identities when being-there-and-amidst in the entanglements of emotions and the environment.  Chapter (7) draws together this analytical framework in The Final Conclusions and Observations.










Subsumed in social process, we are all involved in the business of life.  We are conceived, born, live our lives in social tensions and die leaving uncertain legacies.  In living, we dwell in a temporal flux, anchored in sociomaterial practices.  Here, “thrown” into the flows of time, we amass experiences through participation, adopt survival modes and have directional expectations (e.g., Bourdieu 1990b; de Certeau 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962, p.135; see also section 2.3.4. this thesis).  
The professional transitions and the life of CEOs in the narrower church of commercial enterprise are not dissimilar.  In the incessant, ongoing entanglements and turbulence of commercial life they challenge and experience many vicissitudes with both euphoric and stressful insistence.
Fathered in the streams of time, CEOs carve out in “thrownness” a temporal existence of things past, present and future.  Circumscribed by the “fallen” past, the result of a continuously waning present, their current actions and problems at hand are, in “falling” influenced by their histories, values and future “projections”.  In this entangled performance, much involving doings and sayings, the past becomes an object of reflection offering interpretations of experience and meaning, whilst the future engages objectivities of hope.  In human temporality, inherent in the past, dispensed in the present and contemplated in future activities, all are suffuse in performativity by sensemaking, identities and emotions.
In emphasis, the present is a transient, felt existence, a “being-in-the-world”, an articulation of activity, in which CEOs are “absorbed” in an ongoing struggle “to tame the intrinsically nomadic forces of reality”.  These same forces, in the past and in the envisaged future, influence the CEOs’ emotional enactments and continually call for attention (Chia 1999, p.244; Greco and Stenner 2008; Harding and Priebaum 2009; Heidegger 1927/1962,  pp. 175, 346; Schatzki 2002; see also section 2.3.4; 2.7). 
Clearly, in their actions and transitions of becoming, ongoing volitions, experiences, encounters and the continuing emotional challenges of CEO life are important social constructions that need to be understood (Berger and Luckmann 1967; Brundin and Liu 2015; Grand et al. 2015; Hernes 2008; Ingold 2000).  However, any consideration of an objectified CEO smacks of positivism and strong methodological individualism, essentially a Cartesian approach.  In contrast, this inquiry de-centers the CEO who is “thrown” into and “dwells” within an already existing, albeit temporal world, of which they are a part (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 61-63, 181). 
This analysis opens up access “to reflexive forms of knowledge and the mental elements of social practices [albeit embodied in and] expressed within increasing relational knowing how” (Schmidt 2017 pp.144 152).  In this becoming, CEOs are better represented in temporality by “transformational dynamics” implied in the relational conditions of “methodological situationalism” (ibid. pp.149-150).  Otherwise, a nexus of habituated temporal presence, an interconnectedness of sensemaking, identity and feelings in the continuous manifolds of “being”.  Or more simply, what or who the CEO is (Cooper 2005; Hernes 2014, p.199).
“Here self and the world are not separate entities… like subject and object… but self and the world are the basic determinants of existence itself in the unity of the structure of being-in-the-world ” (Heidegger 1982, p. 297). 
In short, “existence is nothing but concerned absorption in the world “(Heidegger 1985, p. 197) where, in the temporality of social unfolding, relational trans-individualism prevails.  It is an ontology of the  “thrownness” of being, individuated interconnectedness and interdependence in an affinity of “prehensions” giving form in the present whilst mapping a future (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Ezzamel and Willmott 2008; Hussenot and Missonier 2016; Tsoukas 2010 2015; Whitehead 1929/1978 part 111).
By its temporal structuring and examination of CEO and its investigation of their practices and emotions, this work moves towards what-it-is-like-to-be-there in the encroaching significance of time (Cooper 1986). 
4.1	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION
This particular chapter is essentially concerned with the temporal past of the involved participant CEOs.  However, it very briefly considers the inextricable involvement of time and temporality and then sketches the ontogenesis of human development.  It raises the question of the distinctiveness of the CEOs and their evolving experience.  The past and its impact on the present are emphasized, whilst CEO aspirations are considered.
After a few working definitions, the chapter empirically sketches out the participants’ declared proclivities, dispositions and backgrounds viewed by them as consequential in their groundings.  It announces examples of their early emotional career experiences where many conations still remain significant in their present-day routines, understandings, deliberations and continuing working praxis.
In this way, the chapter affirms the CEOs as embedded, embodied and relational “beings” that are “thrown” into the milieu between what has been (past) and what is to come.  Although this chapter primarily concerns the past, it considers with what it is like “to-be-there” when initially “falling” into the mantle of CEO leadership (present) and their concerns for future (projections)  (Heidegger 1927/1962; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962).
In short, the chapter looks at what goes into the making of CEOs; how the past presages the present where they emerge as embodied fields of emotional concern and continuing works in progress.  Distinctively, they are recognised as situated, participants leading and working in a mesh of complex practices​[20]​ in the temporal world and to which they continuously aspire.
4.2	INTRODUCTION 
“Time is invention or it is nothing at all”, stated Bergson (1911/1914, p. 361), when making the distinction between the analytical concept and personal experiences of time.
Analytical time (chronos) or objective clock time is an overarching and compelling regulator in the work and life of a CEO (Bakken et al. 2013; McTaggart 1908; Mintzberg 1973; Reinecke and Ansari 2017; Schatzki 2006 2010; Tengblad 2012).  However, past, present and future dimensions of personal time (kairos) are pressing, inextricably linked engagements of temporal flow, movements and matterings that are always significant in continuous experience and development were temporality is an active force of process (Bergson 1889/1910; Chia 2002; Cooper 2014; Hernes 2014, p.32; Heidegger 1927/1962; Mead 1932 1934 1938; Weik 2004 2011; Whitehead 1929/1979; Ramo 1999).  Here time is a resource, events and things are constantly related to a now that is expanding from what has been into what is yet to come (Bakken et al. 2013).
World-time, a different perspective, associates experiment and play, decoupling exploration from exploitation where time is not understood as a resource or thing.  We already reckon with its spans of significance when tarrying in the “disclosedness of the world” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 87 364 419; March 2006).  Here, “getting on with life time is not a theoretical concern for us”, but “a sympathy with things” (Bakken et al, p. 18). 
Turning to human development it is certainly not evenly aligned (Coll et al. 2014).  Day, Harrison and Halpin (2009) assert that biological forces, considered highly significant in child development, may be far less significant in adult development (Goodwin and Goodwin 1996).  Moshman (2003), sees epistemic cognition, moral development and identity formation as maturing propensities suggesting that the role of experience is much more instrumental in adult development and embedded judgement (Kahneman and Klein 2009).  This gives credence to the debate that CEO competence has always been implicitly about post-childhood development (Day et al. 2009).
Human development is therefore seen as a practical ongoing, yet an emotional accomplishment (Day et al. 2009; Fischer and Pruyne 2002).  It involves both intrinsic and extrinsic inputs over time, dynamic interacting webs or “tangled threads and pathways” in the manner of life (De Rue and Ashford 2010 2014; Ingold 2008, p. 214; Komives and Dugan 2014; MacNeil 2006; Murphy 2011; Stevens-Long and Marchaud 2003; Thelin and Smith 1998; Uhl-Bien et al. 2007). 
Since the forces of human development combine creatively in contextual conjunctions, in this way, there are many multiple possibilities of expanding realities (for reviews see Arvey et al. 2014; Day 2000; Day et al. 2009 2014; Ingold 2000; Latour 2005; Stevens-Long and Marchaud 2003).  CEOs are necessarily exposed to a huge variety of experiences and consequential landscapes where problematic encounters are usual and contingent.
Accepting this, and their shared humanity, what distinguishes CEOs from their ‘anyoneness’​[21]​ (“das Man”: or the they: anyone), but is common to their type? 
It is largely ‘tradition’​[22]​: i.e., their dispositional temperament and any inculcated values, cultural or practice, gained by exposure in participation (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 434; Schatzki 1992, p. 87).  Competitive dispositions and background values, “habitus” (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 53 1998, p. 8) circumscribe future direction within changing domains (Schatzki 2010a), whilst combative urgency provides momentum to emergent actions and subsequent development.  An understanding of how aspirant CEOs initially come into the orbit of business play, their affective competitiveness and intelligibility and how this is sustained is important for elucidation of the research question. 
In short,
 “What influences the emerging realities of Chief Executive Officers existence ….  and how are they embedded in and create … practices?” 
4.3	EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVE
Empirically, the work in this chapter or in the whole thesis is not intentionally biographical (Fenton and Langley 2011; Goodley et al. 2004; Bluck and Habermas 2000; Shamir and Eilam 2005; Shamir et al. 2005).  It rather considers narratives of practice “that dig into the life world of strategists” in order to capture and further understand their actions, meanings and emotions in temporality (Berteau 1981; Rouleau 2010 2015, p. 462). 
This chapter, by opening up the past histories and predilection of four participant CEOs, touches on their familial background, patriarchal and other mentoring influences.  It speaks little of their puberty and teenage social life, but concentrates on aspects of the past that reflect their professional and relational concerns.  
Hence, the interest moves toward later maturing and the continuing concept of ‘the self’ within the emerging world, defined by G. H. Mead (1934, p. 135) as,
“The self is something which has a development; it is not initially there, at birth, but arises in the process of social experience and activity, that is, develops in the given individual as a result of his relations to that process as a whole and to other individuals in that process.” 
Thus, a CEO is not some isolatable, ready-made, autonomous unit but rather emerges “as a locus of development” within a field of social relations and practices (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Ingold 2000, p.3; Schmidt 2017).
In iteration, this development involves the “thrownness” of “being-in- the-world, the “falling” and “projections” of CEOs “for-the sake-of-which….,”  [or the final point], “in worldliness” ….”  Where, “the potentiality-for-Being gets its leeway (Spielraum)” or “room for manoeuvre” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 189; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp 61-63,145) 
This account differs from that which locates the spur of action in individualized cognitive dispositions because it centres on sites of practice.  It examines emergence in processes of worldly “being”, reflecting the proclivities and affective compulsions of situated, social life (see earlier chapters. particularly sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.11 in this thesis and also Schatzki (1996) for more detailed discussion).
Analytically, “being” embraces all the modalities of “is”: that something is (Dass-sein), how something is (Wie-sein or So-sein), or what something is (Was-sein).  In sum, “being” is the “how” of the possible accessibility of entities, the mode in which entities can manifest themselves to entities in attunement of affectedness (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 134 ff. division 111 chapter 1; Haar 1992, p. 159; Schatzki 1992, p. 85).  It is about living and existing in the emotions sociomaterial encounters.
Elaborations and examples of early historicisms and practice follow as this chapter unfolds, but first some key definitions.
4.4	DEFINITIONS: VOLITIONS, AMBITIONS AND (DE) MOTIVATIONS
Volition characterised in the OED as the act of will [willingness] is a projection of [a person’s] energy and holistic preparedness or inclination to chose or achieve something.  It is the agonistic framing of possibility in “worldhood”: a determination that emotionally addresses affordances in a movement “towards-this-for-the-sake-of-which” (Gibson 1977 1979 1982; Heidegger 1927/1962 section 111 also pp. 84-86; for review see Brown and Lent 2016: Lent 2005; Sheu et al. 2010; and formatively Nietzsche 1883-1888 and Spinoza 1632-1677 ‘Conatus’ briefly quoted in Hjorth and Holt 2014).
Ambition, namely an embedded, bodily aspiration for distinction or an ardent desire for success, is either fulfilled, endures in practice or dissipates overtime; in extant meaning, it is continuously formed and reformed.  Accordingly, ambition is enlightened and influenced by the availabilities and opening of opportunities and other significances.
Motivation is an embodied incitement within a practice, or the incentive to drive or act in a particular way: “there must be an affective incentive to participate in the practice” (Reckwitz 2017, p. 119).  Motivations therefore are states of affairs to which an actor reacts or in whose light the actor acts.  A motivation is responsible for the initiation, persistence, direction and vigour of goal directed behaviour.  Contrastingly, de-motivation in dialectic contradiction deflates enthusiasm, zeal and confidence.
In summation, volitions, ambitions and motivations are embodied conditions of will, interest and aspirations that sustained and drive human endeavour as “they strive towards whatever they believe is desirable” (Hayek 1952/1999, p. 15).  They are vectors not only of combative competitiveness, but of concern that in arousal and affective fulfilment invoke teleological propensities, be they altruistic, egocentric or destructive (Gabriel et al. 1999; Fineman 2008 Giddens 1984; Kets de Vries and Miller 1984; Kets de Vries and Balazs 2011; Plato, 380BCE/ 1967; Schatzki 2002 2010).  Accordingly, as aetiological, bodily processes of practice they act in a particular manner exciting movement, most often in a way that makes sense to do so at the time; they not only move us, but are integral parts of our movement (e.g., Aristotle 350 BCE /2004 194I; Schatzki 1997 2002 2010a; Wittgenstein 1958).
4.5	DASS-SEIN: THAT-IT-IS, THAT SOMEONE IS MOTIVATED, AMBITIOUS OR DEMOTIVATED
Anecdotally, vox populi often suggests that CEOs are driven personalities, with clear ambitions coupled with an adamantine resolve and commitment; colloquially, they have ‘light in their eyes and fire in their bellies’.  Not always ‘heroic’, they are often perceived to be motivated implacably towards ends, sometimes selfishly.  Literated examples range from Greek mythology to ‘airport’ CEO biographies, whilst philosophy and the history of scholarship, although more analytical, does not generally eschew this idea (Marius 1966/2012; Law 2007; in passing sections 1.5. and 1.7).
As previously indicated, recent practice approaches have moved away from aetiological individualism, now seeing situated, embedded practices as composing agency (Schmidt 2017).  However, in many conceptions practice space leaves significant latitude and avenues for embodied human manoeuvring often mediated by affective volitions and underpinned by ambition (Schatzki 1995)  (see earlier chapters here).
4.5.1	ANALYSIS: CEOs IN-THE-MAKING




AMBITIONS AND (DE) MOTIVATIONS
AMBITIONS
Participant	Early	Emerging	Enduring
 (AB)	TO WORK NOT TO STUDY
TO BE A GENERAL MANAGER PUSH BOUNDARIES
REWARDSBE SUCCESSFUL INDEPENDENCE	BEING IN CHARGE
INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY
POWER
BUY OWN BUSINESSACCOUNTABILITY	SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
PRESTIGE AND RESPECT
CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT 
RETAIN ENTHUSIASMSTATURE AND PRESTIGEAUTHENTICITY
(CD) 	BE A MILITARY OFFICER BE SUCCESSFULINDEPENDENCE	BE PROFESSIONALLEAD BY EXAMPLEACCEPTANCE AND RESPECT ACCOUNTABILITY 	PATHWAY TO SECURITYFAMILY BUSINESSBUSINESS DURABILITY ACCOUNTABILITY UNENCUMBERED BUSINESS INDEPENDENT AUTHORITYAUTHENTICITY
 (EF)	UPWARD MOBILITYSECURITY AND STABILITY NOT BE PUT DOWN BE SUCCESSFUL FIGHT DEMONS	RESPECT AND ACCEPTANCE SUCCESSFULREWARDS AND POSITIONPOWER AND AUTHORITYACCOUNTABILITY	CONTINUED SUCCESS FULFILMENTTHE BIGGER GAMEMAKE A DIFFERENCE HELP PEOPLEAUTHENTICITY
 (GH)	RUN FAMILY PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE BE SUCCESSFUL	INVOLVEMENT AND RESPECT PRAGMATIC RECOGNITION EXPANDING HORIZONSPOSITION AND POWER ACCOUNTABILITY	ACCEPTANCE AND GROWTHWORK/LIFE BALANCEDIVERSIFY EXPERIENCE POSITION AND POWERBEING GOOD AND FAIRAUTHENTICITY
MOTIVATIONS
Participant	 Early	 Emerging	 Enduring
(AB) 	HOME ENVIRONMENT WORK ETHIC PATERNAL ENTREPRENEUR SIBLING RIVALRY FOCUSSED AMBITION ACADEMIA A MEANS TO AN END FOLLOWING IS BORING STUBBORN AND STRONG CALCULATIVE RECALCITRANT CHALLENGES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 	BEING IN CHARGE INDEPENDENCEWINNING, BEATING COMPETITION WITH MEASURED RISK RESPONSIBILITY WITH AUTHORITY POWER, INDEPENDENCE OF ACTIONS MAKING RISK REWARD RESPECTBEING COUNTED MARKET OPPORTUNITIES SATISFYING CUSTOMERS FINANCIAL REWARDS 	SOCIAL ACCEPTANCEPRESTIGECOLLECTIVE SUCCESSWELLBEINGCARING AND EFFORTABHORS MALINGERERSCIVIC RESPONSIBILITYENTHUSIASMCURIOSITYONGOING CONTRIBUTIONOWNERSHIPWINNING
(CD) 	HOME ENVIRONMENT ENTREPRENEURIAL WORK ETHIC FOCUSSED AMBITIONACADEMIA MEANS TO AN END CALCULATED RECALCITRANCE FOCUSSED CHALLENGES 	SURVIVAL IN AMBIGUITYPOSITIVE ATTITUDEDETERMINED NOT TO BE BEATENLEADING WITH RESPECT CALCULATED RECALCITRANCE BEING COUNTED FOLLOWING AND GIVING CLEAR ORDERS FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY RUTHLESS IF NECESSARY MACHIAVELLIAN FINANCIAL REWARDS 	FAMILY SECURITY EFFORT/ HARD WORKBUSINESS LONGEVITYPRUDENCE/ PATIENCEADAPTABILITYCURIOSITYENTHUSIASMDETERMINATIONWELLBEINGOWNERSHIPWINNING
(EF) 	HOME ENVIRONMENT PATERNAL FLAIR AND NOUS STREET SAVVY WORK ETHIC ENTREPRENEURIAL UNCERTAINTY DEFENSIVE /AGGRESSIVE SOCIAL VULNERABILITY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES ACADEMIA MEANS TO AN END 	AGGRESSIVE COMPETITION KILL OR BE KILLED RESPECT RUTHLESS FEAR BURDENED OF RESPONSIBILITY SELF PROTECTION ENVIRONMENTAL POTENTIALS INTRIGUESTRUCTURED PLANNINGPRAGMATIC SENSEFINANCIAL REWARDS	ASPIRATIONAL VISIONSRECOGNITION PRESTIGEPASTORAL CARING APPRECIATION CONTINUED SUCCESSOWNERSHIP TEAM BUILDINGWINNINGHONEST INTEGRITYFEARWELLBEINGWINNING







(AB) 	CONFORMISM ROTE LEARNING RIGID DISCIPLINE LACK OF ENTERPRISE LACK OF GOALS LACK INITIATIVE BOREDOM 	RIGIDITY BEING OVER MANAGED LACK OF SCOPE RESPONSIBILITY WITHOUT AUTHORITY DECEPTION BULLSHIT ARROGANCE 	SHORT-TERMISMLACK OF CARINGDISINTERESTSELF-SEEKINGSMALL MINDSDESPOTIC MANAGERSDEVIOUS PRACTICES
(CD) 	IRRELEVANT SCHOLARSHIP LACK OF PEDAGOGIC INTEREST EASY DISTRACTIONS ANTECEDENT FAMILY INFLUENCE   	DISAPPOINTMENTS  POLITICS RED TAPE ARROGANCE OLD GRUDGES FRAUDULENT CLAIMS 	LIARSCHEATSDEVIOUSNESSPRETENCE BULLSHITLETHARGY
(EF) 	SUPERIOR ATTITUDES CONDESCENSION ASSUMPTION OF RIGHT (S) 	CONFLICTING MESSAGES BULLSHIT DISHONESTY CHEATING AND LYING  SUPERIOR DISINTERESTTALKERS NOT DOERSLACK OF CAREUNJUSTIFIED CRITICISM	LACK OF VISIONLACK OF INITIATIVELACK OF COURAGEMOANING NOT DOING IDLENESS
 (GH)	DISPOSAL OF FAMILY BUSINESS LACK OF SELF GENERATED GOALS PUSHED TOWARDS UNIVERSITY NOT COMPLETELY FLYING THE NEST BULLYING (MASCULINE) 	WASTING TIME OPPORTUNITIES MISSED PROCRASTINATION UNTHINKING ACTIONS SUBORDINATES NOT KNOWING BRIEF DISHONESTY WATCHING, CRITICISING NOT DOING	LACK OF CARE SUPERFICIALITYBULLSHITLACK OF ENTHUSIASMPOOR THINKINGINDOLENCE
4.5.2	VOLITIONS IN PRACTICE
A quick scanning of Table 5 reveals much of the CEOs’ embodied proclivities and their emotional dispositions as they wrestled with the happenings or events​[23]​ of their professional life.
As defined, volitions, as conditions of action, are highly significant.  In emotions, they mediate the wilful, self-affirmation of the CEOs’ personal and organizational goal performances.  They befall and continually sustain practices in motivational relevance (cf. Davidson 1963 with Schatzki 2010a).  Of course, in practice, human activity in the present combines both something that is done wilfully, e.g., teleological goals (Schatzki 2010a, p. xiii) and some things that just happen e.g., unexpected consequences (Giddens 1984, p. 9-14).
Consciously or otherwise, the wilful grasping of opportunities and serendipitous circumstance seemingly composes and manufactures much that is ongoing in the practices of emotional CEO life.
4.5.3	AMBITIONS IN PRACTICE
Each participant had situated idiosyncratic aspirations, but an underlying theme was discernable.  All the participants wanted their practices to be ‘successful’ (AB, CD, EF, GH), although at an early stage success is not specifically defined (Kets de Vries 2009), but in later recognition, security and the prestige of winning figure in their desire for fulfilment.
Only one participant, (AB) overtly recalls the driving ambition, “to be wealthy and enjoy the fruits; to achieve a lot.”  A general interpretation of success at this stage and seemingly enduring for all the participants is one of an overarching, yet idiosyncratic, self-realization; announced and motivated by an increasingly emerging behaviour of competitive and combative attitudes in practice (see later). 
In early maturity (AB) and (GH) enjoyed the life and practices of a ‘comfortable’, home or the surrogate, secure, school environment (CD).  Security was not uppermost, but rather the implied “acceptance” of their lot, occasionally yielding to the desire for youthful “independence”.  Growing up in a less privileged background, (EF) voices issues of “security and stability” and sometime later “inferiority and oppression”, but grasps the importance of “upward mobility” (see below in their apprenticeship). 
As their careers progressed, a dominant ambition is to be “respected” (AB, CD, EF, GH) and “accountable” (CD, EF, GH) manifest in undertones of “position” (EF, GH).  “authority” (EF) and “power” (CD, EF, GH).  As accomplishments accrue, maturing ambitions and attendant values tend to vary in detail, reflecting their differing circumstances, but as stated, there is an ongoing desire for self-fulfilment recognized in “authenticity” (AB, CD, EF, GH) and ultimately crystallizing in “prestige” (AB).
Insightfully, (AB) now nearing or at the end of his executive career and financially secure, covets “stature, respect and his significance in society”.  He energetically retains and maintains many of his historical aspirations and satisfactions, gaining fulfilment in “non-executive directorships and professional and civic roles”.  (CD), the principal owner of a private business was, and remains, “deeply committed to its longevity and growing success” and “my unfettered dominion”.  (EF) “continues to fight his demons of early inferiority”.  However, even in success (EF) retains an unquenchable thirst for the “bigger game” with visions of increasing responsibilities, whilst recognizing the contributions of “his team” and his general aspiration “to help people”.  (GH), married with a young son, was resolute “in getting on with it and not refusing an interesting challenge.”  She craves for an “equitable, life-work balance”, a diversity of expanding professional experience and personal growth, “but not denying” her emphasized, “natural role in motherhood”.
In sum, all the participants make accountability and authenticity with self-fulfilment the enduring imperatives of their continuing existential ambitions and their conditions of material improvement.  Affects were clearly intoned and were often facially visible during narrated commentaries, but the participants seldom made any attributions to the acquisition of wisdom.  Rarely did power, authority, financial rewards or security surface in early development, but in maturing asides this subtext undeniably simmered, possibly as comparative measures against others.
4.5.4	MOTIVATIONS IN PRACTICE
Motivations, being more abstract than concrete perceptions, are addressed a little more.  The springboard for their motivations was consistently offered as the “entrepreneurial, work ethic” that existed in their parental homes.  Each participant claimed to have been greatly influence by their fathers, mothers tending to play a supportive role (AB, CD, EF, GH).  This is interesting, but not heuristically generalizable, for many a work ethic and leadership drive is instilled by other factors, not least crises (e.g., Thomas 2008; Strauss and Corbin 2008). 
With maturing experience, increasing tensions and accountabilities the participants indicated “concerns and responsibilities for sustained, business, earnings growth and enterprise competitiveness etc.”  (AB, CD, EF, GH).  At this stage and by their interpretations, they increasingly recognised that they and their organizations had much to lose. 
The participants ascribed or implied the difference between winning and losing as transcendently significant and “a powerful emotional motivator” (in general compendium AB, CD, EF, GH).  This was strikingly conveyed in their comments about actions, often ruthlessly pursued: 
“I know what drives me, it is not enough to succeed; others must fail” (AB).
“If you’re out to destroy somebody in business it takes a couple of years, but you’ll get there” (CD).
“It’s dog eat dog” (EF). 
“I wouldn’t trample on people, but if they are in front of me, I just get on with it” (GH). 
Clearly, prestigious promotions, real business ownership or its proxies are considered by the participants as highly desirable or coveted.  In narrative, they consistently personalised their activities by the epithet “my business” as a condition of their success, registering a warranted or real ‘ownership’.  Any loss of this psychological surrogate or real ownership enshrining tangible or intangible success is evidentially, emotionally abhorrent (AB, CD, EF, GH).
Circumscribing any accoutrements of success is often the very “fear of losing them” (EF) with “loss being construed as failure” (a general voicing).  At this juncture, there is an expectation or realization that winning brings with it desired rewards.  However, success is often a reflexive perspective; emphasized by the participants in their maturing rhetoric as “responsibility, power, prestige and stature”; less directly financial, but this is mirrored by the desire for “independence, security and respect”.  These dimensions, not highlighted in their development became, in maturity, deeply rooted that were, and remained, strong motivators for all the participants.
Additionally, winning brings,
“An enviable confidence and an increasing ability to understand the rules, exercise them, and stay in the game” (EF).  
“Habituated, it establishes not least enterprise and personal security” (CD).
“Organizational cohesion and pastoral care is promoted and becomes endemic” (GH).
“It becomes a virtuous circle, attending to stakeholder demands and other satisfactions” (AB).
It is clear that winning brings fulfilment that recursively feeds back into certitude, and a further resolve that cements the personal confidence of the CEOs and in emotional contagion suffuses the organization. 
Interestingly, the words ‘personal competitiveness’ or ‘personal combativeness’ were not overly emphasised or were subordinated in organisational reference, but their underlying thrust is clear and implied throughout their narratives.  In repetition, the combative desire for “success at the cost of others”, expressed in “winning”, “driven”, “destroy”, “dog eat dog”, “trample” and “power”, particularly when stimulated by repressive circumstance, or antipathy in others.  Simply the “fear of losing” is visceral, and unrelenting, although perhaps (GH) is more discretely combative.
Unquestionably, observations of the current attitudes, approaches and charismatic demeanours of the participants suggest that success is highly meaningful to them.  The palpable ethos of combative, competitiveness is reflected in their current persona and in the artefacts of success surrounding them.  Since competitiveness is so take-for-granted in the role of CEO, the participants seemingly felt that it hardly warrants even an historic mention.
The question that such issues as ambitions and motivations qua competitiveness were raised at all caused incipient amusement amongst the participants, reference often being made to the credulity of ‘the significant others’.
“My wife thinks I am crazy, why do you do stuff like that!”  (AB).
“The boys below see me as a bit of a Santa Claus, but I have the ability to bite as well…but I am not moody… my wife would say that too!”  (CD).
“God, we never see you faltering, you always seem confident…but my new partner thinks otherwise!” (EF).
“When I say that I am not ambitious, my husband just laughs…. may be I don’t know what ambition is!” (GH).
Enduring motivations express concern for “curiosity in the continuing expansion of experiences and consolidated success” (AB).  Along with “financial and identity security for themselves and their organizations”, there accompanied “a broader concern for the greater good”, but unquestionably there was a streak of “ruthlessness” (AB, CD, EF).  However, perhaps here the flavourings of personal vanity in largesse promoted and titillated their self-esteem (see later).
Interestingly, for (GH) her motivations retain a very pragmatic approach to success, balancing work and family demands, but not denying her desire for continued professional achievements.  (EF) openly talked of a continuing “fear” but in subtext, it was clear that that all the CEOs at times had experienced considerable “anxiety”, perhaps contrasting and explaining a common component of and the desire for “wellbeing”​[24]​.
In sum, the participants’ personal motivations were necessary, but not a sufficient condition of action; any practice must “entail a specific motivation to perform it.  Motivation is where affects come into play; there must become an affective incentive to participate” (Dewey 1938/1988; Mead 1934; Reckwitz 2017, p. 120).
It is clear that the participants all took their motivation for granted and their ambitions as natural consequences, but undeniably each had a deep emotional commitment to business and its inter-subjectivities.  Perhaps, it was de-motivational factors that most exercised them.
4.5.5	DEMOTIVATIONS IN PRACTICE
De-motivations, in some sense, appeared more idiosyncratic and more frustrating for the participants.  This was perhaps because they were embodied in the nature of their relationality with others and identified with stuff that dislocated and interrupted their own volitions.
In this way (AB), in his younger days was inclined to recalcitrance and early work experience disappointed by lack of enterprise and by what seemed “bureaucratically imposed impotency” and certainly by the lack of delegation.  This emerges as a lingering “great intolerance of responsibility without authority” and “people that don’t care.” 
(CD), arrested by early career decisions, was disinterested in scholarship and easily distracted, “by more exciting things”.  Like all the participants, he sees “academia very much as a means to an end and not an end in itself”.  However, most dispiritingly for (CD), and his familial generation, is the incontestable success of their grandfather, a self-made, ennobled peer, and that of other immediate male antecedents.  “Things and their success appeared so overwhelming”.  Saved by the institutionalised, doctrinaire resilience of a public school education and his military career, he recounts, “I was a stubborn little bugger; the system wasn’t going to beat me.  I just learned to play it, but in the end one couldn’t win.”  The others of his familial generation “stepped out”, as far as possible, from any competitive stress “opting for a quiet life.”
“Sensitive to his working class background” (EF) found behaviours at his ‘senior’ school at first de-motivating, by what he “felt as superior attitudes and condescension”.  However, his maturing competitive spirit aroused deep, emotional, visceral energy; “I had to achieve, I had to drive on, you had to be ruthless to the very end.”  This ruthlessness, what he later terms “a mercenary attitude” becomes sedimented, erupting forcefully when (EF) is confronted with oppressive and dishonest circumstances.      
Further, procrastinations and shortcomings in effort, vision and initiatives of associates, both drives and frustrates (EF) who cites “Their fear of the unknown, lack of confidence, absence of courage is depressing, you really have to nail them to the cross.”  This weakness in others contrasts his somewhat volatile, entrepreneurial approach that is reflected in his angst and not least drive (Dew et al. 2009; Sarasvathy 2001).
(GH), with expectations of future control, the disposal of the family business by her father, when she was about 19, was a serious de-motivation where she “resorted to tears.”  This sudden and seemingly unexpected circumstance left her, initially, without clear personal goals.  At her father’s insistence, but with little enthusiasm not gaining the personal independence she desired, she attended a local University.  On graduation, she was subjected to “early workplace masculine bullying”, and unsurprisingly, she now “abhors unthinking, dictatorial actions and demands”.  (GH) has little time for “procrastination, obfuscations, wasting time and wasting opportunities”.  These de-motivators endure, not helped “by any lack of rigour, poorly thought out briefs, indolence and lack of enthusiasm or caring in others.”
For all participants, early de-motivations involved domination by others and later the weaknesses or disinterest or sometimes “lack of moral fibre” of some (AB), that they all, currently, take personal steps to eradicate.  At the very least, in their narratives they are alert to the problem.
In sum, de-motivations figure quite prominently in the recall of the participants and appear to hold important long-term lessons by which they set their own standards of approach.
In general summary, the current study confirms that volitions and their inflexions are emotional responses to affordances that are perceptions circumscribing possibilities of action.  Such responses do play a major part in the life and choices of the participant CEOs; they have a significant impact on their competent development and the shaping of subsequent business conduct.
After this excursion into the participants’ emotive, emerging and maturing attitudes that conceptually differentiated and shaped each of them, some aspects of how, where and when, they learned to play the “game of life” and business is now examined (Bourdieu 1990b, pp. 80-82).  Not surprisingly, since many of these attitudes endure, they continually reappeared in the narrations as justifications that informed purposiveness, behaviours and the drivers of becoming. 
4.6	WIE-SEIN OR SO-SEIN: HOW SOMETHING IS WHEN MAKING SENSE OF THINGS
Each of the participants acknowledges that real experience is continually announced by hands-on actions while living and dwelling-in-the-world.  An implied world of embodied doings, organized in ‘habitus’, modes of emotional experience providing practical sense that finds a way (Bourdieu 1990b ; Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Heidegger 1971; Ingold 2000; Merleau-Ponty 1962/1966; Schatzki 1996 2002 2006 2010). 
“Of course life at times is tough; you have to make sense of it.  Giving up is not an option.  You call on your life experiences, you rationalise, you justify and sometimes you just intuitively guess” (EF).
“Throughout life you make mistakes and things go wrong, but you have to get on with it.  You must try, try and try again” (AB). 
“Life doesn’t stop and wait for you it has to be grasped and wrestled with, but that doesn’t mean you stop thinking and applying commonsense” (GH). 
“In harms way you are acutely aware of life, so it is in business when things collapse around you, you can’t hide forever.  You reason and with gut instinct you climb out of your hole and get on with it” (CD).
As previously emphasised, practice is grounded in fluid, habituated, pre-reflective coping that, when significantly interrupted, requires reflective adjustments, a sense of effort, in adaptations and accommodations (Dreyfus 1991 2015; Heidegger 1927/1962).  These copings and dislocations of life are the spaces where expertise and competence are constructed (Brenner 1984; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005) by “being there and stepping up to the mark” (EF).  Here, in temporality, repair, maintenance or subsequent deliberations open up possible new horizons and future trajectories, but calculation is mediated in emotions (e.g., Lok and de Rond 2013 or anecdotally more comprehensively in de Rond 2008).
[N.B. interruptions and their significances will form the greater part of the next chapter.]
4.6.1	HOW THE PAST INFORMS BEING
The concern here is for the way in which experience and associated skills accumulate and are learned continuously by emotive actions in embodied encounters when contributing to “tradition” and “habitus” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 21, 383; Bourdieu 1990b, p. 53 ff.).  In short, it is about being accepted and learning continuously how to play the business game that in Bourdieu’s term involves “capital” and “field” or social context (ibid., pp. 63-68 also Bourdieu 1984, p. 101 1990a, p. 14).
In narrated emphasis, the CEOs placed much weight on the way they felt and that their emotional involvements significantly contributed to shaping their present day dispositions and actions that are “embedded in and create and nurturing practices” as raised in the research question.
Again, for analytical convenience these preoccupying, participant experiences are logically and pragmatically bracketed into chronological phases, discernable as artefacts of interregnum periods that offer episodic, structural yet idiosyncratic commonalities and analytical platforms (Langley 1999 2009; Sminia 2012 and see debate in sections 3.4.2 and particularly 3.4.3).
4.6.2	HOME ENVIRONMENT AND SCHOOLING
It has been suggested that recalls from infancy and early childhood lack self-interpretive acuity, clearing in pubescence, but take on particular significance with maturing adulthood and increasing worldly exposure.
All the participants reported that they had entrepreneurial fathers and that a work ethic that impressed and dominated their home environments.
(AB)
“My father was self-employed and both my parents had a tremendous work ethic.”
“My father was both ethical and highly moral.  I have never forgotten his discipline in important things and my mother’s even-handedness.”
“I attended the best school in the city and although I cut corners, somewhat paradoxically defying the family work ethic, I did well.”
(CD)
“Of course father had a big influence, as did Rugby my school.  Father was very nice, but you were not going to get any sympathy if you let the side down.  Mother was cut from the same cloth and very supportive, 
My father set up his own business with a loan of £10,000 from his father, although father was largely ex officio, it did quite well.  Ultimately, it became the parent company of this business.
My paternal grandfather was a self made peer.  He was incredibly successful, as were his sons.  This was too much for most of my generation in the family, all of whom, beside myself, opted for a quiet life.”
(EF)
“My father had a major influence on me.  He came from a very deprived background and was, of necessity, very entrepreneurial; over time, he owned a myriad of small cash businesses.  He was very streetwise and knew where the deals were to be done.  Actually, a few notches up from a barrow boy.  I still call him Arthur Daley.
My father instilled in me that if you wanted to get on in life you had to be ruthless, work incredibly hard, be very focussed in what you were doing and trust only the few you knew were dependable”
I attended an excellent school, populated by the children of professional people; mostly I found it daunting.”
(GH)
“I was born into a wealthy background where the work and business ethic was very strong.  My father had built up a business that I hoped to run, I cried for a week when he sold out.
I was educated privately.  My father was absolutely adamant that I should go to University which, lacking independence, I did with little enthusiasm.”
Each of the participant CEOs is the youngest in their families and, with the exception of (AB), whose charismatic elder brother became an engineer, all escaped sibling rivalry.  Other siblings are all recounted as largely “docile” (GH) or “uncompetitive” (EF), or reproachfully as “underachievers” (CD).  They are deemed by the participant to have “opted out” (CD) or to be inactive in competitive life.  How far these dismissive comments by the CEOs were self-vindications or vanity was not clear, but they contrasted with the competitive tenacity, resilience and the particular persistence that were their own currency.
Peer rivalry is present in competitive schooling, but is little mentioned in the general social environment.  The acquisition of adaptive competitiveness in early maturity is certainly claimed or implied by the participants.  It was seen as an essential disposition of success, however they defined this.  Indeed, it was a unifying theme, e.g., “Life in general, but business life in particular is all about competitive wheeling and dealing and just being smart and lucky” (EF).
None of the participants exhibited any real teenage delinquency, but pushing the disciplinary boundaries appeared common.
Self-visions of their teenage years are interesting and perhaps there is an element of how they still feel about themselves:
“I was the black sheep of the family” (AB). 
“I was stubborn, always right but now I know better” (CD).
“I was spurred on by people who told me I couldn’t do things; this hurt but I became hardened and street-wise” (EF).
“I suppose I had a degree of entitlement, but this got knocked out of me, but maybe not all of it ” (GH).
All the participants see schooling as a means to an end, offering future mobility.  They were rather indifferent to its academic blandishments, but certainly none were failures.  No teacher is named as particularly influential, although (AB) was impressed “by the man management of his deputy head.”  Nor did any of the participants claim any school office, e.g., prefect, but all were apparently “Organisers”.  Good or slightly recalcitrant they all began to recognize quite early the benefits of intrigue, deviousness and the power of control, tacit or overt: 
“I took somebody else’s homework and handed the papers in” (AB) or “I knew the system and how it worked and used it to my advantage” (CD), more prosaically “You had to recognize the environment be focussed and very deliberate on how you moved” (EF).  Knowing smiles accompanied each of these comments, particularly (GH) when she claimed that she was “a good organiser.”  Already a degree of resourceful, guileful combative metis (situated resourcefulness) is present, things are not always as they seemed; the embryonic CEOs were not paragons, nor were they unprincipled (Detienne and Vernant 1978, Klein 1986; Mackay et al. 2014).  In other words, quite early in life they began how to appreciate how the game may be played.
Paternal influence is an abiding reference for all the participants, but for (EF) his engagement and interface with the savvy activities of his highly entrepreneurial father is particularly profound.  However, accepting minor crises, by most standards all the participants experienced “a charmed existence” (CD).  Apart from (GH) on the sale of her father’s business, none reported any great emotional angst or apprehensions or depressions that can occur in puberty and early adolescence; presumably, if this happened it was discounted or edited out.
Summarizing, a disciplined, but creative, stable, work-oriented home, or surrogate environment along with competitive schooling dominated the recalls of their pubescent years.  Apart from slightly youthful renitence, the participants generally positioned themselves as well adjusted, well behaved and disciplined.  Although assertive, they showed little delinquency, rather some artful cunning, little more than considered mischievousness.  Interestingly, in their glossing of early days, sport and peer social activities appear less significant than home influences and schooling.  Scholarship initially is not given a high priority, although all reported that they were in the top academic quartile.
In short, in an environment of tolerance, resilience and growing competition, the message that they convey is already that of adaptive, pragmatic doers; they “organised” and “just got on with it ” (EF, GH). 
Perhaps they share a way in which they (selectively) draw on their pasts to essentially describe how they still see themselves now.
4.6.3	TERTIARY EDUCATION AND EARLY WORK EXPERIENCE
Tertiary education and initial work experience are significant interjections and this development phase is certainly emphasized by the CEOs.  Stand out events, things encountered and personalities bore important and consequential weight contributing to hands on experiences and influences that became the foundations of their competences and approaches in later working life (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017).
A few examples are outlined below:
(AB)
“I wanted to be wealthy.  I realized that the quickest route to the board of directors was to become a finance director.  The day I finished my accountancy articles I started work in manufacturing.  This shaped my life.”
“I had an immediate boss who, micromanaged and I found that de-motivating.” 
“The finance director was a real motivator, he delegated authority, but if I messed up I was in real trouble.  That was great for me.”
“The chairman would say that looks good, but have you considered this or that.  These were always valuable contributions.” 
“These were the three people who influenced and guided me.  I decided that what I wanted in life was authority and responsibility.” 
(CD)
“When I joined the military, the Colour Sar’nt at Sandhurst taught me what the armed forces was about in order to get the best out of it”. 
“At the Regiment, the Company Quarter Master Sergeant and older ex Regimental Sergeant Majors took me under their wings and I learned from the inside the rules of the game and how to make the system work for me.”
“I learned that Company commanders have their own strategies, mostly it’s about their own careers.  Delivery is done at a different level you have to be able to translate it into reality for the soldiers on the ground.”
“I became a battalion adjutant; we were in harms way.  My CO was very capable, tough and merciless, but a fantastic bloke to work for.  He was always pushing himself and the battalion, but it was a family.  He had a massive influence on me.”
(EF)

“Accountancy seemed to offer a breadth of possibilities.  In my articles I became obsessed, it was dog-eat-dog; of the residual group of entrants I was top against all the Oxbridge types.”
“I lined myself up to be a partner, but realized I wanted something more dynamic, not just a bean counter and joined this company in 94.”
“At 28, after exposing my boss as an embezzler which revealed the darker side of business I was confirmed as finance director” 
“The new Centre Director ‘Essam’ was a powerful influence on me.  He was very people oriented, I was more analytical, more clinical, more mercenary, but he often overrode me.  I guess I learned that business is about people, but externally it remains about numerical performance.” 
“In 12 years the business grew and got fat until the credit crunch hit; being in the highly geared property and consumer sector every thing crumbled down.  With new group management, the more subjective ‘Essam’ left under a cloud.” 
(GH)
“On graduation, I worked for a major investment bank where there were abusive, masculine overtones.  Then I worked at a couple of large international accountancy firms.”
“Brought up in the world of smaller business, I now began to understand larger businesses.” 
“After 7 years of work experience, I did an MBA at the London Business School; it was just brilliant.”
“I then joined XXX a large plc, as ‘bag carrier’ for Sir John XX, the Chairman.  I now learned how things work at the top and how organizations cannot absorb many ideas at once.  The skill is selecting the right ones and repeating them until there is no ambiguity.”
“I ended up running the corporate strategy team at XXX, but it all seemed academic, unreal, and abstract.  It felt like funny money.”
“A friend of a friend was looking for a strategy director for his smallish business with a broader agenda, so I joined this company where I learned an awful lot, particularly about international business.” 
“On the way I had a couple of other great mentors and still have, who were, and are, just fantastic.” 
Each participant considered this formative period as enduringly significant.  Partially by design, or by serendipity, “they involved themselves in positions to participate as competent players” (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017, p. 8), or better “mitspeilers” (ibid., note 1. p. 22 cf.; Fligstein 1987 1996), learning to play “the business game” and its entanglements as opportunities unfolded (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 82).  Their careers began taking on a discernable form, shaped by defined rules of engagement and learning, helped by the input of respected and powerful figures, bosses, mentors and other roles models (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2014).  All the participants frame career discontinuities and interruptions, moments when the practical activity of routine engagements is disturbed or disjointed in some way, as very instructive and relevant.  In different and often uncomfortable ways, such circumstances demanded interpretation, reflexive creativity and exposed the embryonic CEOs to new realities.  In short, when dislocations occurred the participants had a momentary sight of bodily, mental, cognitive, emotional and physical resources coming together that bear on the forming and accomplishment of all practices (Barnes 2001).
These years are regarded as highly competitive and, in unpractised naivety, sometimes confusing.  Essentially, they are times of discipline and deliberate instruction, not always pleasant, but ingrain in the neophyte CEOs self-affirmation, career motivations, ambitions, practices and upward momentum (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005).  At times, each participant admitted to being outside their comfort zone, perplexed and a little lost (Holt and Cornelissen 2014).  For example “Initially, as a platoon commander at 20 I was a bit at sea” (CD) or “Despite my honest endeavour I was confronted with such utterances as ‘what the bloody hell do you think you are doing’ or what are you playing at?”  (EF), whilst (AB) considered “Expectations were unreasonable, once more I had responsibility with no authority, I hated that.” and (GH) found that; “My job was to fix the machines, whilst the traders yelled at me.  I am not cut out for that, nor their febrile bullying.”
The participants all respond with much application, tenacity and determination, by adapting to the stuff of circumstance that offered, as well as difficulties and frustrations, opportunities admittedly not always visible at the time.  After adversities and setbacks, by refocusing and grasping new horizons all the participants went on to fight another day and generally conceded; “resilience and dedicated commitment is a lesson well learned” (e.g., AB, EF).  
The daily grind and continual demands are often taken for granted, or it is referred to dispassionately in the abstract, verbalized as the familiar “you just get on with it” (AB, CD, EF, GH).  Voiced, or clearly inferred, are the underlying passions, emotions, the fears, euphoria and the relentless growing desire for control in the then demanding present, never mind their projected future.  However, they all declared, exemplified by quoting (GH) “your emotions are rarely publicly displayed except for effect, although they remain ever-present” (this will be considered later relating to embattlement in the temporal flux (see sections 6.7; 6.7.1), but emotions always remain relevant in business.
Climbing the lower rungs of management hierarchy, as emphasized, demands a personal commitment, the making and seizing of opportunities and resolute, rigorous application.  It is resilience in on going, emergent, expansions of “know that, know whom and know how” (Ryle 1945/46, p. 15) that allows them, as competent carriers of relevant skills, to swim, metaphorically, in bigger and bigger pools of responsibility, albeit often shark infested. 
This learning curve is steep, continuous and relentless; it entails the accommodation of very many interruptions, demands, adjustments and frustrations.  When opting for the ‘business game” (e.g., CD, EF) each of the participants had to sensitively find out how to play it (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017); “in the moment find a way” (GH).  This latter expression is significant, representing, as it does, the temporality of being in approaching becoming (cf. Chi and Holt 2006 2009; Chia 2017b).  For each, this was different, but the many common properties of management and leadership were amassed and sharpened on this journey.
In summary, in this study the participants declare and present themselves as situationally driven, combative competitors.  They are shaped by their historicity (self edited past) and become skilfully enabled by confronting many testing events (actions in the present) and by accepting and grasping opportunities (future affordances), not always of their making.
Reflecting, it is not surprising that many other potential aspirants refuse the challenge, or lack the will, to dwell-in-a-world of such pendulating, demanding, emotional and often embattled circumstances.  Here, in position, isolation, responsibility and loneliness, decision-making can be frightening and highly stressful (again, see chapter 7).
4.6.4	BROADENING MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE AND PROFICIENCY
By this stage in their career development, all the participants had, in their different ways gained many skilful competences in functional roles e.g., finance, strategic formulation and ‘man’ and military management, but now they are advancing toward general management.  Importantly, they recall themselves as having “a continuing commitment and appetite for advancement and are increasingly ‘politically’ aware” (AB).  Now they “know why and what they want” (GH) that is “they know most of the questions, but not all the answers” (CD).  However, they all saw and calculated the need for broader and expanding experience.  They recognized the need for further managerial skills and increasing political adroitness in order to decide the “appropriateness and the acceptability or oughtness of when and what to do next, where and with whom.” that only comes from hands on experience (Schatzki 2002, p. 80).
In short, whilst they have specific functional expertise, they are aware that they still lack the general, broad and emotional competence of a practicing expert and the embodied intuition of “know how and where to make it happen” (AB. CD, EF, GH).
Much now depends upon the on-going accumulations; the accrual and embedding of appropriate, situated experience (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2014) itself often contingent on the unforeseen or unintended consequence (Giddens 1984, pp. 9-14).  Each participant emphasized, in their narratives, a litany of significant points in their evolving careers, the more important of which, perhaps are highlighted and commented on below. 
However, it must be recalled that these are present day reflections of the CEOs and are selections made to establish their present day understandings of themselves, the caring, competent credentials of foresight, opportunism, resilience, persistence, fortitude, ability and leadership.
(AB)
“I decided to leave my first company because I wanted bigger and wider company experiences.  After a successful time elsewhere, I was invited back to my former company.”
“I became group accountant and progressed to commercial director when I attempted unsuccessfully to hive of a division of the company as a nucleus for my future ownership ambitions.  I also became a non-executive director of a separate Anglo/US operation.”
“My firm was taken over, by a multinational; initially it was very interesting, and I learned a lot, but I had responsibility without real authority so I joined the Anglo/US firm full-time.”
“I attempted to take over the company, but failed and it was sold to an Australian multinational with whom I stayed for some 9 years broadening my experience, but once more I became frustrated by lack of authority.”
“Yet again, with financial backing I made an offer for another company, but at the last moment it fell through.  In all I attempted 3 takeovers to stake my independence.”
“Through the offices of a banking friend I joined this firm, and for 9 years or so I was the CEO in which time we grew both profits and turnover by a 19% compound annual growth rate.”
“Latterly, I have been a non-executive director with social, some continuing strategic responsibilities and the identifier of other opportunities.”
(CD)
“My army career progressed well but, disappointingly, I failed to get into Staff College, despite excellent reports.”
“I hit the decision point and left the army and was fortunately able join this company where my father was non-executive Chairman and sole shareholder.”
“I recognized the potential of leveraging the existing financial power and goodwill here into a group of companies, in other words capitalizing on internal growth and buying profitable size without dilution.”
“When my father died I took over the running of the company for the next generation.  We are running it prudently, for cash preservation with sound investment.  In the last 6 years, whilst enshrining profitability, we have doubled the turnover and expanded into Thailand and are poised to do it again elsewhere.” 
(EF)
“In 2008 the world economy faltered and our unfettered growth collapsed.  In this highly geared retail sector, everything was crashing down.  The new management team at the holding company completely discounted people and was only interested in short term financial metrics and returns.  It was a satanic combination.” 
“My boss departed and I was guilty by association, the writing was on the wall, but by guile I hung on. 
“My due diligence showed that we needed to sell half the assets and take the costs down, although it might break in a nasty way, we had to adjust to this cold dawn.  
“We went through an incredible change.  There was the commercial imperative, but the people here needed someone to trust and believe in.  They needed a good leader.  I had to stand up and be counted.”
“The belief had to be there and was vindicated as we restored our growth trajectory which still happily continues.  We now have an exciting future, except for the spectre of e-retailing.”
(GH)
“I left XXX amicably and joined a small science-based firm as strategy director.  It was quite a transformation for me from a big company but I learned so much.
“My new company had a turnover of £50 million when I joined growing to £100 million when I left some 5 years later.”
“I had great fun moving the production from Corby to China, less fun when all our money got stuck in exchange regulations and we could not pay the bills, but that’s another story.”
“Further we opened up in Japan and then I acquired companies in Korea, Brazil and Russia.  Almost inevitably we were taken over by a US multinational who wanted an established entrée into China.” 
“Next I joined, as their European CFO, a privately owned US company with a turnover of £1 billion, but losing money in Europe.  I reorganized it for them and we started making money.” 
“Giving birth to a son at 40, after a short leave I returned as CEO Europe including all the non US businesses; acquiring responsibility for Middle Eastern, African, Indian, South American and Chinese assets.  Some 5 years later, whilst still reporting into the US, I was responsible for a turnover of £150 million.”
“I then thought where do I go from here?  I will never be the group CEO I am not part of the founding family.  Then our nefarious Chinese partner overnight stole the factory in China that was a 50/50 joint venture producing over 60% of our needs.  This was catastrophic.”
“I stayed on and after much time away from home we stabilised the boat and rebuilt the business; it was extremely difficult, but I learned a lot.  However, given my new family responsibilities the whole situation was becoming untenable.” 
“I had a mature conversation with my Chairman and we agreed on a plan.  I found my replacement and amicably left the organization; they paid me off quite handsomely and also financed some out-placement.” 
“Actually I ended up at this present company because I knew the owner.”
This phase in the life of the participant CEO is particularly revealing, it largely represents the pathways between the functional and the general corporate expertise of actually leading and being solely responsible for a business.  In Heideggerian terms, it is “transitioning”, the movement towards the “forsake-of-which”; they are almost “there”, but “not yet” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 237, pp. 241-246).  It is “the coming-to-presence-of-forms” yet the actual ‘order, functions and arrangements in general leadership-activity’ is not completely understood nor fulfilled.  This involves a further broadening of their knowledge and responsibilities in ever-changing circumstances.  They recognize that this can only come from many more encounters, experiences, connections, interventions, interactions, reorientations and the continuing sedimentation of situated, adaptive skills along with wider understandings. 
This broadening is sometimes by design, for example, “I decided to leave because I wanted bigger company experience” (AB).  At other times happenstance played a part, for example “the company was taken over by a multinational and although I learned a lot, I became frustrated by lack of authority and by my failure to take it over” (AB).  Alternatively, “We were taken over by a large US conglomerate who, through us, gained entrée into China” (GH).  Some time metis played a role; “My boss departed when I exposed his dishonesty” (EF).
Often, frustrated ambition was instrumental in interventions, e.g., “I left the army with the intention of levering the financial power here into a group of companies” (CD) or “I am never going to be global CEO that’s family.  I don’t want to be doing this when I retire, so constructively I left to seek another position” (GH).
Their learning is always ongoing, yet again crisis is often the source of critical learning, for example, “However, at that time the factory in China, producing 60% of our product, was stolen.  I was extremely difficult but I learned a lot” (GH).  Alternatively, “In 2008 a new oversight management was installed.  Their interest was only in metrics and return.  Given the economic down turn, it was a satanic combination.  We had to adjust to this cold dawn” (EF).
At others times, circumstances of disappointment played a role for example, “I attempted to take over the company, but it was sold to an Australian multinational” (AB).  Alternatively, “I failed to get into Staff College, despite excellent reports and support.  This was disappointing and with some sadness I left the army” (CD). 
However, although direct personal competition within and without their peer groups figured quite highly in earlier career recalls, it was less highlighted in their later development.  This implies that competitive rivalry was taken for granted and discounted as the received norm, or perhaps, intentionally suppressed because unpalatable intercessions did not show them in a good light.  However, in reminder, all the participants declared their behaviours and general ruthlessness, e.g., “it’s not enough to succeed, others must fail" (AB), “it was dog eat dog” (EF) “I will tear someone’s eyes out for an extra percent profit” (CD) etc.
Importantly, in most of the recalls there is a general grounding of combative competitiveness enhanced by a resilience, flexibility and tenacity of temperament that is underlined in the following extracts, e.g., “In all I tried 3 unsuccessful times to take over companies to stake my independence” (AB).  Or yet again, “After much necessary, but painful restructuring in the last 6 years, whist enshrining profitability, we have doubled the turn over and expanded into Thailand and are poised to do it again elsewhere” (CD).
Good fortune and personal connections are not discounted; in fact, these often played an incisive role in career progression.  For example, “Through the offices of a banking friend, I joined this firm and for 9 years I was the CEO” (AB), or “I was fortunate and able to join this company where my father was non-executive Chairman and sole shareholder” (CD), or “Actually I found this job because I knew the owner” (GH), or, yet again “The entrepreneurial owners seem to like me and considered me a likely lad” (EF). 
At other times, elements of uncertainty and stressful insecurity do surface, e.g., “If I am honest I often don’t think that my things are good enough, sometimes I feel unworthy and that I will be found out and I feel threatened by others” (EF).
In sum, in “becoming”, or learning to play the business game, the participant CEOs portray themselves as receptive yet unfinished, affordant fields of accomplishment made possible by their temporality, a background historicity, their adaptability in situated encounters and their resolve.  However, it is probable that their accounts of their increasing skills and dimensions of agency emphasize, edit and portray preferred reflections and images they would like others to receive.
4.7	WAS-SEIN: WHAT SOMETHING IS LIKE WHEN YOU GET THERE
In the emotionally driven ‘apprenticeship’ of a CEO, hands on skills and expertise are acquired.  Naturally, mistakes are made during the steep learning curves, but help, advice and guidance is usually to hand and support is commonplace.  “Up to this stage some internal responsibility has been vested in you, but not final external accountability” (AB).  When the pinnacle is crested, a very different vista unveils. 
4.7.1	WHAT THE CEOs FOUND WHEN THEY FIRST MADE IT 
Summarily generalized in the comments of the participants, there is for the first time, “a growing awareness of full and total responsibility for a business” and, importantly, “for all the associated people” (e.g., (EF) his emphasis, but reflected by all the CEOs). 
Buoyed by the euphoria of success, they quickly moved out of their historically familiar comfort zones finding the incessant and variety of demands initially overwhelming.  Leading a business was beyond anything they had previously experienced, for example reporting to a board of directors or being publicly accountable to the myriad of, not necessarily, unified stakeholders.  The CEOs were all surprised that actually running the business, anticipated as their primary focus, was actually more constrained than expected (Porter et al. 2004).  In the broader scope of the job, there was a range and intensity of both internal and external responsibilities, regulations and demands that craved their direct attention; not least the critical world of financiers, investment bankers and the press.  Balancing all these expectations, both short and long-term and the contingent contextual happenings, both operational and totemic, became highly challenging and the constant scrutiny and interpretations of their actions alarming.  Despite the trappings of power, its constraints and judicious applications had yet to be understood.  Nor are the weights of organizational history, industrial positioning and limits of resources always fully appreciated.  Moreover, although much experience and expertise has already been acquired, the tempered intuition of the expert is still not fully developed (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005). 
“The destiny of many is thrust upon you; for them both your intended and the unintended actions are highly consequential” (CD).  Former relationships and relationality change and, in a very real sense, “you feel alone” (GB).  In the ambivalent flux of the temporal world, there is an awakening trepidation that “much that you have done, are doing and will do, or will be claimed to be done in your name is not directly controllable” (GH).
In this turbulence of uncertainty and diverse anticipations, emotions run high.  “Opportunities, exhilarating in prospect, are sometimes damning in consequence; seductions are everywhere and their blandishment can almost be irresistible” (CD).  “Too much information of doubtful quality, often ‘politically’ vested, is offered to you and you are fated with only difficult situations” (AB).  Momentarily, in the verdancy of newness degrees of fear, panic, dread and funk even terror alerts the mind, “judgements are expected, decisions must be made, actions must be taken, there is no alternative” (GH).  Although voiced or implied by all the participants, this is generalized in the words “you have to be there, to really understand it.  Whatever the circumstance you have to step up to the mark and be counted” (EF).  Here, in temporality, repair maintenance or subsequent deliberations open up possible new horizons and future trajectories, but calculation is moderated in emotions.
In newness, consequences seem opaque, but in their ongoing substantiation, life is irreversible and far from sovereign; “rational control approaches a myth.  You cannot be everywhere, nor should you try, delegation is essential and trust is implicit” (GH).  Interruptions deny the comfort of habit, but open up new horizons, worlds of both hope and despair.  Adaptability, flexibility, resilience and resolve governed by reflexivity are key; “impetuousness is a destroyer, but procrastination is a thief.  Balances must always balance” is the mantra, echoing his accountancy background (AB).
At this stage of their development further experience can only be gained and learned in the doing; manoeuvres of practice accountability in temporality is the ground rock; “Expertise is not yet to hand ” (CD), but will bring “windows of greater knowledge, tools, understanding and wisdom” (GH). “In a very short time, you learn a lot about things, stuff and much about human nature, your own included” (EF).
Generalized by all the participants, in newness competences need fleshing out, enriched and honed; respect and legitimacy is certainly not a given, but must be earned.  Simply knowing how to use power and time needs to be learned.  Confidence is fickle, doubts abound countering hope, conversely “overconfidence in hubris is misplaced and is often disastrously revealed” as related by (EF) when discussing an erstwhile boss.  However, early CEO practice, when moderated by sensitivity discretion, humility and caring can offer much in its brittle brightness and unjaundiced observance.  They still have edges yet to be abraded and refined; knowledge not wisdom, but their new ideas and creative enthusiasm can be the catalyst of future performance.  Regrettably, with age and longevity habits of ultra-conservatism can become fixations.  Wisdom, the adage has it, comes with the patina of age, “to know is always to owe” and there is no fool like an old fool (Chia and Holt 2007).  A CEO, who in arrogance, never de-briefs or holds a post mortem or reconsiders in thorea the consequence of actions or never admits mistakes; worse, who believes their own publicity is culpable (Zundel and Kokkalis 2010).  “To be wise is to be learned about our own ignorance and to acknowledge the limits and limitations of formal knowledge and its sometimes undesired effects” (Nonaka, Chia, Holt and Peltokorpi 2014, p. 367).  Neither nous nor even metis are not entirely foreign to most debutant CEOs, but in their more astringent forms require honing (Mackay et al. 2014; Nonaka et al. 2014).
Competences have emotionally shrewd and workman-like origins that recognize in authenticity and sensitivity the environmental demands, particularly those of people.  However, frustrations, angst and psychological pain are constant companions for all CEOs, but are compensated by euphoria in success and fulfilment (see later chapter 7).
In any organization, people are the practitioners of efficacy, knowledge and wisdom, but intelligence without commonsense is dangerous.  Moreover, people have their own volitions, vested interests, priorities, values and discretions that can, wittingly or unwittingly entangle stuff in emotions and impact performance.  This is no less true of private life, but in work life, pressures can become obsessive, where the cry must be again the mantra: “Balances must always balance” (AB).
In general audit, these points were made by each of the participant CEOs and were familiar to the researcher, but were voiced explicitly in summary by (GH):
“The most satisfying and most infuriating things in all organizations are the people and their connections; if it were not for people and emotions, business would be easy’.  She continued, “Management is never simple, people and things butt in with problems that need fixing” adding “getting people to understand and act more cohesively is difficult.  Rational, irrational and emotional expectations are never compatible and vested interests are rarely shared.  You have to be there to really understand it, being wise is not easy.”  
To hold the Heideggerian virtues of resoluteness and commitment in caring and the pursuit of life’s projects is not unique (Dreyfus 1991; Heidegger 1927/1962; Reedy and Learmonth 2011: Tomkins and Simpson 2015).  However, these future entwinements and anxieties of leadership and management, both personal and in interface with others, fore ground many of the concerns that the CEOs registered and must sensitively accommodated (Sandberg and Dall’Alba 2009). 
Perhaps, the most significant observation on this chapter is that in their individual diversity how little the declared approaches of the CEOs differ.  This is best highlighted by the practically observation.
“Organizational leadership and management is about grasping opportunities, recognising appropriate resources and providing resources, but it is predominantly about people, their preoccupations and perceptions and relating to them and handling them ” (GH).  Here there is a concurrence with explanatory practice thinking, as advocated by Schatzki (1992, p. 85 ff.).  “Being”​[25]​ is the “how” of the possible accessibility of entities​[26]​, the mode in which entities can manifest themselves to entities.” 
 Simply interpreted, this means that CEO existence in the job depends largely on how they act, behave or comport themselves in contingencies by enthusing and co-ordinating others in successfully mastering relational practices and achieving competitive outcomes.
These contemplations will be elaborated in later chapters where some repetition is necessary.  The interpretations are concerned with the approaching frontiers of CEO “becoming” with its constitutive temporality, where “being” is never absent.
4.8	FINDINGS
In summary, this chapter provides an initial perspective and empirical overview, or better, insights into the makings of four accomplished CEOs.  It concerns and considers their past, in particular their backgrounds and their formative incitements for entering industry.  The empirical evidence outlines how, in their early working careers, they learn to play the business game and then progress in an emulative, combative world.  It became apparent that their careers developed less by design then by grasping opportunities.
The evidence suggests that the maturing qualities of managing and leadership are grounded in experience rather than epistemic knowledge and are continuously developed in emergent practices of sociomateriality.  Here over time, in affective appropriateness, CEOs are enabled, but learning remains hands-on and is always ongoing.
A social constructionist view of CEO professional development suggests that it links process, practitioners, and their practice values within a plenum of interconnected social movements revealing outcomes; it is an extending nexus, suffused with emotions and affects.
This study of the emergent CEOs is founded in their beliefs and recalls.  With additional interpretative reading between the lines, the following preliminary findings hold and are offered.
1.	In temporality, CEOs are idiosyncratic fields of concern, organized by acquired skills of the past, whilst actively striving with engaged emotions, towards what is yet to come.  In praxis, they share much when separately pressing towards desirable outcomes for which they held accountable
2.	Generally, the CEOs presented themselves as dynamic, emergent productions, embedded in practices, selectively responding to environmental affordances.
3.	The volitions, desires and motivational drive of the CEOs are presented as wilful solicitations for action.  These affectively charged emotions, seeded in the past in early experience, play into life choices, business determinations and performance. 
4.	CEOs are grounded in ‘tradition’ and ‘habitus’, the influential baggage of their past life that in sociomateriality is continuously emergent.  In a brew of anxieties and euphoria, involving criticisms and blandishments, they learn to play the business game by hands on involvement, often problematised or encouraged by the actions of other people. 
5.	CEOs are revealed as leaders and managers, the privileged recipients, bearers, constructors and guides of business enterprise.  Here, they are the carriers and conveyors of potential agency that, when transmitted in emotional resolve, configure actions of continuity and performance. 
6.	The CEOs are presented as combative and competitive contestants often displaying heightened, even obsessional, dispositions of involvement.  Here, knowingly or not, they seemingly find gratification in emerging environments that are not always conducive.
7.	Expertise and the credibility of the CEO are presented as assiduously earned when engaging in on-the-job activities.  This demands resilience, intelligibility, emotional resolve, management commitment and compassion, whilst offering creative novelty in extending futures.
8.	In “being” CEOs are presented as always unfinished fabrications of past and present practices; “movements in trajectories” constantly instantiated in and instantiating “a-coming-together-of-forms”, or “becoming”.  In a fusion of interconnecting experiences, meanings and relationalities accommodating perishing practices and the approaching future CEOs dwell uncertainty, but must find a way.   
4.9	DISCUSSION
Despite being predominantly based on Anglo Saxon culture and a small sized sample the broad initial sweep of these findings set in place a “heuristic generalization” of some common dispositions in the development and conduct of CEOs (Tsoukas 2009, pp. 286-287).  Of course, every CEO is idiosyncratically unique and could have acted “otherwise” in different or unexpected circumstances (Giddens 1984, p .14; Luhmann 1990 1995, p. 3).  Moreover, the hermeneutics of interpretation will vary with the researcher and circumstance, but nonetheless resemblances between CEOs prevail (Wittgenstein 1951/1953).
In general aspects, the emergent CEOs are embodied lives and responsible managers embedded within the ‘world’ of business practices.  In continuously fluxing process, over time they accrue skills grounded in the past, and take on greater responsibilities in the here and now, whilst prospectively engaged in the future.  Their temporal structures of the past, present and future are understood to shape and have been shaped by ongoing human actions (Giddens 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962; Orlikowski and Yates 2002).  However, this temporal structuring, is neither independent of, nor fully determined by, human activity, but recursively exists in confluences of process where it is “chronically implicated in its production and reproduction” (Giddens 1984, p. 374).
In this way, CEOs are accountable, unfolding, on going constructions of history, cultures, practices and aspirations.  Their continuing productions of temporal performance are organized by skills and “knowing in practice” mediated by experiences and emotions (Corradi et al. 2008, p. 26; Gherardi et al. 2007; Ingold 2000; Strati 2007).  CEOs are always decentred works, immersed and situated in practice in an already existing world.  Although, in learning how to play the business game (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Corradi et al. 2008) they retain degrees of discretion, particularised in practice by unfolding expertise, namely a growing “ feel for the game” (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 66; Nicolini et al. 2003).  Over time they become “experts in play” and performances (Benner 1984; Dreyfus 2015; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986 2005, but wisdom is not always to hand.  (Nonaka et al. 2014).  Despite displaying many faces to the world they remain their own realities, a nexus forged from history, sociomateriality, selected beliefs, competitive know-how and interrupted, ongoing events.  In short, their “habitus” or “inherited tradition”, is always in the making that provide responses to the affordances of possible futures (Bourdieu 1990b, p. 53 1998, p. 8; Chia and Holt 2006 2007; Gibson 1977; Goffman 1959; Mead 1934; Dewey 1938; Schatzki 2002 2010a; Tsoukas 2015; Wittgenstein 1969/1979, par.  94). Thus, their movements are driven by continually changing contextual configurations in response to the ever-changing environment; what dominates is doing and rapid adaptation to contingencies when ordering the trajectories of desired outcomes.
However, although competing in practices of fluxing circumstance and despite huge organizational disparities and diversity there are common functional activities that CEO do; they do many of the same things in a similar manner in order to find ways forward.  Indeed, in their individual and situational uniqueness they must acquire and master both universal and exclusive skills of competence in managing common and idiosyncratic sociomaterial arrangements of business.
Subjectively, the “becoming” of a CEO is a process of increasing awareness and familiarity and, not-the-least understanding humanities preoccupations.  It is a turbulent and tangled world where emergent wisdom and the competitive ethics of engagement are expectations.  However, knowledge and expertise do not identify practical wisdom, this requires experiences and nous and their critical, prudent applications, sometimes underwritten by judicious metis, a skill of the resourcefully shrewd and perceptive (Mackay et al. 2014; Nonaka et al. 2014).  Nor does practical wisdom fully identify the commitment, tenacity, resilience and sometimes ruthlessness demanded of a CEO, both in their development and ongoing pursuit of professional and business efficacies.
Managing and leading is a practical art of painful acquisition, but lived experience is an essential feature that must be engaged (Aristotle 350 BCE /2004 194I; Chia 2005; Mintzberg 2004).
In sum, CEOs in temporality are their own historicities, abstractions of a continuously emergent process of experience and contingent self-construction.  In wilful commitment to the present, they are circumscribed by the past and hold expectations of the future, but are emphatically mediated by suffusions of emotions and the contingent happenings.  To become an accomplished practitioner is to participate, dwell, and have a “feel for the game”; this demands an often-onerous learning trajectory when combating the realities of the job.
CEOs are real ongoing, unfinished, sociomaterial accomplishments of resolve, continually committed to a “coming-to-presence-of-forms-orders-functions-and-arrangements” (Cooper 2014, p.585) in “transitive movement” and performance, whilst “being-in-the-world” of continuous competitive activity (Heidegger 1927/1962) .
This “deseverance” (ibid. p. 105), or departing of the yet influential past attends them, yet their current and future destiny lies in identifying and grasping opportunities.  It then becomes a matter of striving, fixing, coaching, coaxing, co-ordinating, persuading and cultivating organizational commitment, whilst wisely organizing and marshalling flexible, yet appropriate resources.  Subsequently, it falls to the CEO to lead and govern these vectors of movement along pathways of significance of which they are, in every sense, a part.  However, in the emotional entanglements and contingencies of “being-there”, when finding a way they often only know as they go.  Progress; many times reflect stumbling rather than precision in work that is never complete.










In the previous chapter, the influence of the past and its pervasive suffusions on four CEOs was considered.  The relevance of volitions, background and early careers were emphasised in a temporal context.  It became clear that their careers were much interrupted by circumstances and emerged not as a cemented consequence of pre-planning, but largely by their grasping situations and opportunities that befell them
5.1	CHAPTER OUTLINE 
This chapter primarily considers the present dimension of the participant CEOs in temporal continuity and “thrownness.”
 By re-directing attention from the “fallen” past, this chapter, in temporal continuity, takes on the further Heideggerian neologism of “falling”.  This has meaning in the “Present.”  The present is generally defined as “the horizon within which entities can have bodily presence” and accordingly where all actions occur.  However, in this chapter the present in “falling” is restricted to actions and considerations of “curiosity” or the “potentiality-for-seeing, an ontological position of what is coming next.”  Accordingly, “Curiosity, a craving for the new, is futural”, but is not without a discerning temporal past. 
This chapter examines CEOs’ existence in the temporal flow of time where “the present, in curiosity, never arrives at any other horizon of its own accord.”  This singular absorption to “not tarry” requires a “distraction” making it open to change.
The chapter sums up the present in its “curiosity” and “distraction” as a reality presaged by the past, but importantly attended by interruptions and dislocations in actions that predicate “futural” horizons (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 346-347).  Interruptions and their affordances are seen as necessary condition that moves “curiosity” on and with it the future in continuous existence.  Simply, interruptions and particularly their affordances in the present offer actions of an unfolding future that in advancement is authorised and settled the by CEO.
The chapter highlights their present encounters and absorptions.  CEOs learn from the experiences of “an ongoing series of practical activities” that become part of their temporal past (Giddens 1976, p.81).  In this way, CEOs accrue expertise by “being-there” when “dwelling” and embedded in unfolding temporality.  This grounds their contributions in the present that attend possible future projections (e.g., Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2014; Heidegger 1927/1962 1971; Ingold 2000; Polanyi 1958, p. 195). 
5.2	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION
This chapter very briefly considers experience as the solicitations of, and recalls from, embedded bodily memory.  It then reflects on paradoxical CEO work and submits that interruptions give vitality to existence and continuing experiences by shaping and advancing temporal being in the social context (Bergson 1911/1914; Hernes 2014; Rescher 1996; Whitehead 1929/1979).
The chapter provides empirical examples of interruptions of various magnitudes with defining impact on organizational practice and contrasts some theoretical thinking.
The chapter then concludes by suggesting that CEOs think or behave as they do because of encounters where they shape and are shaped by others in the practices of organisational wayfinding (Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2008 2009; Heidegger 1927/1962, Div.1; Ingold 2000; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962). 
5.3	EXPERIENCE
Human experience petitions or appropriates historic event flows and activities (ereignis Heidegger 1971, p. 127) as implicit or explicit memory “traces” (Giddens 1979; 1984, p. 25, 45).  These inform a fusion of understandings, skills and affects “orienting the conduct of knowledgeable agents by structuring current activities” (Bourdieu 1977 1990b; Giddens 1979 1984, p. 17).  In a sense, experience is an interpreted “illuminating archive” (notionally after Derrida 1996, p. 3) of “practical wisdom” (Aristotle, 350 BCE/2004 NE Book VI §8), providing a unique referential landscape in memory.  It has been further described as “an aspect of presencing of the past (Giddens 1979; 1984, p. 45), “the presence of the past in human activity” (Schatzki 2010a, p. 219) that is “drawn out by the situation in which we are absorbed” (Wrathall, p. 15, in Dreyfus 2014), giving some temporal context to our “everydayness” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 370-372) of “being-in-the-world” (ibid 1927/1962, Division One, Chapter II and p. 391).
Yet phenomenologically what we experience is “heterogeneity”.  Experience is tied to the particular time of its recall (historicity) making it malleable and subjective;  recurrence modifies the experience “the same never remains the same” or “one cannot step twice in the same river” (Bergson 1889/1910, p.153; Heraclitus 540-480 BCE cited in Nayak 2014, p.37; Langley and Tsoukas 2017, p. 5).
5.4	INTERRUPTIONS/DISLOCATIONS
At the primal level, interruptions are happenings that dislocate the flow of process during cosmological furtherance in the making.  At the human level, they have a social significance; in dynamic conjunction, they interject by (a) terminating, or (b) largely retaining the status quo of particular flows of sociomaterial activity or (c) potentially opening up new currents of flow for the exploration of further horizons.
Accordingly, in creative work, embodied humans sense, draw on and harness interruptions and their affordances, providing a teleology anchored in, or carried by, materiality, not ordinarily deficient in emotions (Bergson 1911/1914; Giddens 1984; Callon 1986; Gibson 1979/1986; Latour 1987 1999 2005; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962; Reckwitz 2002).  In underlying existential flows, interruptions are relational activities and principally, with other initiatives, shape and disclose the dynamics of “magmatic”1 being and becoming (Castoriadis 1975/2005, p. 343; Tsoukas 2008).  Here emotional being is a “self-interpreted mere transient existence”, in the continuous movement of their becoming, itself an unfinished work of temporality.  (Bateson 1972; Bergson, 1889/ 1910; Bourdieu 1990b; Giddens 1979 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962 p, 15-16; Hernes 2014 2017; Schatzki 2013; Sztompka 1991). 
As outlined in the literature review, interruptions are kinetic activities, energetic excitations, vectors of inclinations that initiate and attract attention toward affordances, thereby triggering opportunistic responses that inform the flow of future existence.  In the social realm, interruptions offer all manner of affordant possibilities of teleoaffective projections whose selections involve the precarious pathways of life.  (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Derrida 1982 2014; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Gibson 1979 1979/1986; Ingold 2000; Schatzki 2010a; Van de Ven and Sminia 2012; Whitehead 1929/1979).
By their energetic ubiquitous activity, interruptions underpin the potential connections, transitions and outcomes of commerce, (e.g., Chia and Holt 2006 2007 2009; de Certeau 1984; Mintzberg 1973 1975; Porter 1980 1984; Porter and Nohria 2010; Tengblad 2012 etc.). 
As indicated CEOs must accommodate and harness interruptions by adjudging and settling their potential outcomes, namely affordances; by so doing, they are both the recipients and conveyers of agency (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 61-63; Reckwitz 2002).  Acting towards a way of being (an end) is the future dimension of activity, departing from states of affairs that motivate is the past dimension of activity and acting itself is the present dimension.  However, CEOs remain themselves unfinished accomplishments continually defined by their activity in ongoing process (Bateson 1941; Bergson 1911/1914; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962; Schatzki 2002). 
5.5	CEO LABOUR
CEOs in all “modes of involvement” are caught between relative quiescence or ‘sameness’ and the confusions of ever changing external realities and demands (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 74-75), whilst simultaneously engaging in a multiplicity of internal organizational injunctions (e.g., Mintzberg 1973 1975; Porter and Nohria 2010; Tengblad 2012; see also chapter 1 section 1.5; 1.6).  Thus, in re emphasis, CEO life and schedules, however planned, are impacted by a variety of contingent interruptions, confounded by partial knowledge, inadequate resources and lack of clarity (Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Weick 1979 1995 2001).  Sensemaking, meaning structures and emotions are ever-present suffusions of this reality (Gabriel et al 1999) where CEOs often act in subjective states-of-mind (Camillus 2008) making logical outcomes contestable (Sminia 2009 2010). 
Paradoxically, “because we are pattern-searching and pattern-ordering beings” (Chia and Holt 2009, p. 98), CEOs in teleological coexistence attempt to arrest mutable process by adaptations of management control, seeking a new order to establish security, continuity, survival and fulfilment (Heidegger 1927/1962; Prigogine and Stengers 1984; Schatzki 1996 2001a b 2002 2010a b 2012 Tsoukas and Chia 2002).  The ‘beleaguered’ CEO is expected to cope and respond by giving visible and coherent leadership; little wonder that stress and anxiety often prevail (Bass and Bass 2008 etc; Bourdieu 1990b; Dreyfus 2014; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Chia and Mckay 2007; Giddens 1984; Heidegger 1927/1964; Tsoukas 2010; Vaara and Whittington 2012 see sections 1.5; 1.6; chapter 2).  In palliation, their personal fulfilment is highly coloured by organizational success, a psychological imperative that largely defines the competitive CEO (Kets de Vries 2009). 
5.6	EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES
As previously established, personal success for the CEO mostly implies winning the business game, often at the expense of others; this is the determination of their continuous competitiveness, but the flip side fear of losing haunts them (see section 4.5.4).
For example, in re-emphasis, (AB) a very experienced CEO claimed, “I think that the most successful business people are driven by fear of failure.  I am not one of those.  The drug of success drives me; it’s the competitive spirit.  It is not enough to succeed; others must fail”; whilst another (EF) asserted his belief that, “The most driven people are the most tortured people; they are the most critical of themselves.  I often don’t think my things are good enough.  I still have that fear”.
To win requires many things, not least competitive volitions, combative aptitudes, competences, assertiveness and serendipity, but without grasping opportunities or dealing with threats revealed by interruptions in affordances the game cannot even be played (Reckwitz 2017).
The frequency of interruptions, their magnitude, intensity and direction can make their impact profound or trivial.
5.7	INTERRUPTIONS: EXPERIENCES OF THE PARTICIPANT CEOs
Major interruptions, implying profound changes in business, are relatively rare often associated with the disturbingly unexpected; however, they are significant in impact and realignments.
For example, after 12 years of expansive business sameness, the credit crunch of 2008 hit the shopping centre where (EF) was financially responsible.  This in passim was mentioned briefly in chapter 4, but here he reflects in more detail:
“Historically, we were not commercially driven, the consumer boom had persisted and that had created a long line of retailers pleading for space.  Our retailers did well and we did well. It had been like shooting fish in a barrel” (EF).  
This retail hosting business, itself in the highly geared property sector, serviced an extensive, credit sensitive, retail environment with a discerning consumer base; all relied on cheap money.  With dramatic effect, in 2008 debt finance came to an abrupt and disruptive stop, much was threatened. 
“Everything crumbled down.  It hit us massively” (EF).  Coinciding with this severe business downside, the previously light touch corporate oversight of the shopping centre was supplanted by an aggressive management style.  There was “a concatenation of satanic condition” (EF).
The situation demanded business measures that (EF)’s boss was ill-equipped to deal with and he “departed” leaving (EF) in the “hot seat” facing a new and highly uncertain horizon. 
By contrast, and much more often, trivial or less nerve-shattering occasions occur and these are usually the components of a more incremental, purposive mode of existence.  In their less extreme excitations, they frequently pass unnoticed giving an impression of benign ‘stability’.  They are usually accommodated habitually have by routines of unaware coping, and have cumulative accountabilities.
Recall, that this pre-reflective coping, termed by Heidegger “ready-to-hand” or as “being available” is an ontical understanding of “being” the personal ability “to manage something…. being competent to do something” (Dreyfus 2014; Heidegger 1927/1964, p. 69 ff., 143, and in 1985, p. 298; Howard-Grenville et al. 2016). 
As (GH), a practitioner with a broad international base, observed: 
“As a CEO, you are constantly monitoring situations and you face, or make, millions of germane interjections.  There are an awful lot of micro decisions that one makes.  A lot of those decisions are instinctive, intuitive, barely noticed and you bundle them up and suddenly you have a macro attribution, not necessarily by intention.  At other times things demand your deliberate attention.”
In re-emphasis, every interruption, significant or trivial, predicates the termination of some part of the old and opens up fresh prospects or affordances; every interruption archives, sustains and reveals, but enactments have to be settled.
For (EF), when facing “satanic conditions,” old realities perished and new, more ominous, prospects came dramatically and emotionally into focus and the future looked onerous.
“The new reality of the situation became very clear to me; I recognized the magnitude of the economic downturn and its likely continuing impact on the business, the organization and on myself.  This retail business was a major asset and with the new corporate oversight the whole thing might break in a very nasty way and I could very easily be fired” (EF).
A maelstrom of events had interjected and had problematised the organization, its structures, culture and the ambient, emotional environment.  Neither routines of habituated unaware coping, taken-for-granted in the past, namely “ready-to-hand”, nor the tried remedies of old, namely “presence-at-hand”, worked any longer (see sections 1.4.2; 2.3.4; conclusion 4).  Major transformations realigning the present and future effort were strategically inescapable.  With the fracturing of the past, comportments of aware deliberations were now needed entailing critical thinking, analysis and re-allocations.  This involved conscious formulations for redirecting the future business trajectory and new, assertive actions that were contextually appropriate (Lacoste and Grosjean 1999).  Such deliberate work in the “present-at-hand” (Heidegger 1927/1964, p. 70-74) is recognizable as that of overtly, ‘formal’, intentional strategies.
(GH), in her different circumstances, realised in retrospect that small apparently insignificant dislocations can offer potential opportunities or threats.  Each ‘happening’, when settled, may accumulate with others and without deliberate design, incrementally amplify and build strategic patterns of consequence (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Weick 1979 1995 2001 2003).  This takes place in the mode of “ready-to-hand” without reflective consciousness.  It involves the circumspective processes of unaware, routine actions that call on prior values, customs and rules of embodied-embedded habit and unreflective self-will, albeit leveraged on the fulcrum of on-going experience with inclinations of the not yet (Bourdieu 1990b; de Certeau 1984; Dreyfus 1985 2014; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 69-74; Howard-Grenville et al. 2016; Nietzsche 1974; Ryle 1963; Schatzki 2001a; Shotter and Katz 1996, p. 225; Taylor 1991 1993; Weick 1995; Wittgenstein 1969/1979).
She perceptively describes:
“Every day you make all these micro decisions, without real thought and intuitively calling on your experience and habits.  When you are driving home you think, ‘Blimey!  I have suddenly been moving us in that direction.  Did I mean to do that?  Well maybe I did!  Now I recognize that, how do I explain rationally my intuitive or seemingly subjective actions and feelings that I put together?
From that may emerge a formal strategy” (GH).
As she further observes:
“The new flow of ideas is often triggered by something going on in the background; it is an hiatus of the past and in present that will be ultimately closed by future actions.  Frankly, it is intuitive.  There is an awful lot of that going on all the time.
Equally, when you are CEO you are never not at work.  Ideas pop up all the time…..What’s that about?  How would that play out? These are often the basis of a more formalized strategy”. 
(GH)’s insight that strategy is only born operationally when things get done highlights the directional temporal pathway.  Imbued in habit and routine (the past) she emotionally traces the movement from strategising or doing-in-the-moment (the present), to emergent, embodied comportments consciously speculating on and directing new directions (the future).  This was brought about in response to interruptions of “embodied-embedded coping” and the recognition of engaging deliberate intention (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Dreyfus 1991 2014, p. 257; Heidegger 1927/1962; Mintzberg and Waters 1985).  Familiar remedial recipes (Heidegger 1927/1962; de Rond 2008; Grinyer and Spender 1979; Lok and de Rond 2012; Spender 1989), intuitive heuristics (Howard-Grenville et al. 2016; Feigenbaum and McCorduck 1983; Newall and Simon 1958), or the designations of more formalized, purposeful, strategic activities are brought to the fore (e.g., Andrews 1971 1987; Ansoff 1965; Hatten and Schendel 1977; Learned et al. 1965; Porter 1980 1985; Schendel and Hofer 1979; Selznik 1957), in an attempt to contest the indeterminate solicitations of the emerging future (Argyris and Schön 1978 1996; Chia and Holt 2006 2009).
Generally, such temporal transitions in strategic process mark an interruption of routine strategising, where the past equates to a sunk cost, and the injection of connecting practices based on deliberate strategy.  All are underwritten in sensemaking and sense giving and then sanctioned in management of meaning where they collaborate in the emotions of realised outcome (see following chapters).
However, the two realms of strategic logic, practical coping and that of deliberate intent are different, importantly each complement and inform a “reality in flight”, the actual outcomes (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Tsoukas 2014; Mintzberg and Waters 1985; Pettigrew 1992, p. 11 1997, p. 338; Shotter and Tsoukas 2014a b).  But here is always an affective tension, a potential dialectical conflict between the two.  On the one hand, habituated strategising-in-the-moment furnishes flexible, pre-reflective realizations in the contingent here-and-now.  On the other hand, an alternatively more rigid, ‘arrangement’ of strategy, although often in practice tactically adjusted (Mackay and Zundel 2017), provides an intentionally planned significance that presumes some stability a speculative future (Chia 1996; Tsoukas and Chia 2002; Chia and Rasche; 2015; Hernes 2014).  In familiarity and use, unsurprisingly, elements of intentional considerations can become habituated and called upon in recipes and in skilful, pre-reflective, routine coping (Dreyfus 2014; Pentland and Feldman 2005). 
Unquestionably, major interruptions in crises, although far less frequent, tend to be concretised in memory, as do recalls of more recent ones, whilst others diffuse and fade in history (Bennis and Thomas 2002; Kahneman 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 2000).  In Chapter 4 (sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4), the participants cited examples of early experiences that they believed were significant, warranting deliberate actions.  These were often associated with crises, or career transformations, but not exclusively so.  Often they were moments of overt emotions, significant encouragement, or moments that shattered illusions and were daunting, personal events.  Clearly, they were recognized, not “blind” (de Certeau 1984).  Many were long in the telling and some were offered in emotional confidence.  As examples, a few of these will be repeated, edited and briefly reconsidered, whilst others are offered in highly condensed and distilled paraphrase.
It will be recalled that under ever increasing work pressures and with growing family obligations (GH) was contemplating a career move when 
“Overnight 60% of our product was stolen by a nefarious Chinese partner.  After much absence from home and effort we stabilised the boat, but it confirmed my concerns.” 
This crisis crystallized in a decision for (GH), who amicably left and found a new job more conducive to her family circumstances.  
After only two years at the shopping centre (EF) meteor-like became the finance director.  It followed the abrupt departure of the two most senior executives; the less senior because of arrogance, the more senior the result of (EF)’s revelations.  He states, “The first guy didn’t like to be challenged, but I definitely blew the whistle on the Centre Director for dishonesty.  Something was a lot wrong; I stuck my neck out and ended up with daunting responsibilities.”
After 18 years in the military, (CD) without any major setbacks failed to get into Staff College, “I was shot down by a former CO, who may have had legitimate reasons, but contrasted my other stellar reports supported by General Sir Mike Jackson.”
This failure led to the premature closure of his soldiering and the grasping of opportunities afforded by his family business. 
(AB), the now erstwhile CEO, glossed over much of his early mid-career, but remained committed to “to acquiring his own business.” 
“After my third abortive take-over attempt I was invited to a meeting here.  I liked what I saw and, despite my predilection for ownership, in a sea change of my stance, I joined this company as CEO.”
These digests of significant interruptions were sharply life changing and the CEOs became animated in their telling.  Contrastingly, the continuous accumulations of lesser interruptions have accountabilities; in their ubiquity and in routine, they build into significance.  However, since they were too numerous, largely lost, suppressed or dismissed from the consciousness of the participant CEOs they were given little moment in their recalls.
In temporal summary, interruptions prompt closures of the present, add to experience of the past, and open up or are set up by perceptions of potential futures.  In high excitations, significant interruptions proffer affordances, immediate possibilities of transforming realities e.g., pathways of new business and adventure (Breslin 2008 2011; Chiles et al. 2007; Chiles et al. 2017; Seo and Creed 2002; Wiltbank et al. 2006).  Lesser interruptions of quiescent activity, or apparent stability, reproduce, sustain and maintain, but ultimately signify.  An example might be the buttressing of a privileged market position and advantage (Porter 1980 1985), not radically changing, but building, gestating and re-enforcing competences and capabilities (Helfat et al. 2007; Helfat and Peteraf 2003 2009; Selznick 1957; Teece et al. 1997).  They accumulate as the pathways (Schreyögg and Sydow 2011; Sydow et al. 2009) and patterns of evolving strategy (Chia and Holt 2008 2009) and certainly build in consequence. 
Irrespective of magnitude, all interruptions collaborate in ultimate outcomes or realised strategy and finding a way (Chia 2017b; Mintzberg and Waters 1985).
5.7.1	INTERRUPTIONS AND EMERGENT (RE)ALIGNMENTS
Of course, interruptions are sometimes ambiguous, they can maintain the unpredictability and uncertainty of business life and the resulting realignments and adaptations can be difficult.
One CEO reflected:
“Organizational stability is a myth; business is always on the move.  I get interrupted all the time; they often seem opaque and their consequences are not always clear.  There are always organisational and external anxieties to be fixed.
Being a CEO is like driving a car looking through the rear window, you don’t get to see the potholes, but you sure as hell you get to feel the craters!” 
Another offered, “There is always change.  That is good.  However, being amidst it you don’t recognize it, it creeps up and bites you on the backside; sometimes, metaphorically, it is difficult to sit down.”
Here, processual movement in the moment is rarely clear but the emotions, tensions and bruising of uncertainty are obvious.
This was confirmed by (EF):
“There are always needs for alignment.  I spend a lot of my time making sure that we are all pointing in the right direction, but invariably people’s egos come into play and consciously or unconsciously people drift off and are pulled in different directions.  There is often a conflict in how things work out, but you have to damn well make sure that they do so satisfactorily! ”
Such comments again confirm the unpredictability of CEO life where in contingency many things happen, seldom foreseeable with often-stressful consequences that need fixing and any meanings managed (see next Literature Review and section 6.3 ff).
5.7.2	INTERRUPTIONS AND DIRECTED (RE) ALIGNMENTS
In this light, continuing with (EF)’s story. 
Following the disruptive credit crunch of 2008 and the impositions of a new antagonistic corporate oversight, was initially, presently anxious and concerning (EF).  However, he quickly recognized that the organizational future was portentous and his own, in particular, was in jeopardy, “Tarred with the same brush as my now former boss who had been let go, I sensed the writing was on the wall, guilty by association, I felt that I was on my way out.” 
Although feeling extremely vulnerable, as an experienced accountant and an “old hand” in the firm he was well equipped with relevant skills and importantly a real knowledge of the business.  Proactively considering what it was best to do, he could of course resign, but he alighted upon a positive scheme.  First of all, “I need to do due diligence,” itself an interruptive exercise, to understand the appropriate asset base for the new economy and reveal potentials.  “I thought I could see what I have got to do now.  I recognized that I had to sell off half the assets and to get the cost base down.”  This idea he quickly followed with a determinate business plan.  It became very clear that any arrangements of the future required “painful choices and needed precipitous, determinate action.”
Unquestionably, his actions in formulating a plan were deliberate and influenced by his assessment of the present, contrasting but building on the past and speculating on the probabilities of an unknown future.  Again, the past was a sunk cost; it was the present and the future that mattered.  Of course, they were emotionally interpreted from an embedded, situated “practical intelligibility and understandings” that directed his anxious comportment (Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-82).
The significant interruptions that had befallen (EF) provided for the closure of many streams of his recent history, but, in re emphasis, revealed other orders and arrangements (Schatzki 2002) perceived as potentials, namely affordances of a future that might be (Gibson 1979/1986).  These affordances of new horizons were seen initially by (EF) as the foreboding predicate of job loss, but also the potential, precarious novelty of leading and managing in an uncertain, unforgiving future.  Nothing at that point was settled, possibilities were there, but they seemed onerous. 
In this uncertain environment, these affordances offered (EF) some potential, temporal agency for determinate practice action (Emirbayer and Mische 1999; Hernes 2014) Sztompka 1991), but without selection and actual execution they would have remained mere sterile, mute and uncomfortable perceptions.  Therefore, with trepidation (EF) decided to act positively, manoeuvring, with determination, but initially without any approvals, he grasped the situation.
“I thought long and hard then determinedly struck back.” 
“We had to adjust the business and the organization to face the cold dawn, we really needed to put a brave face on it and put our best foot forward, if we were negative we would flounder.  I stood up to be counted, rallied the troops, and led from the front” (EF).
Implementing his plan was seen by (EF) as deliberate, thematically isolated, but in practice it drew on processes of embodied-embedded experience, sense making, emotions and skilled actions in the present and future, both of himself and his people.  However, decisions over the final settlement of this combative intervention were deliberate and agential, seen by him as his alone, although eventually he gained approvals and gained accommodations in the practice executions, i.e., praxis.
Generalizing, interruptions as all actions are the agency of the present providing perceptions of an array of affordances of the environment.  What it provides or furnishes, t circumscribe many possible actions, some more appropriate than others.  Opting for choice is characterised by sensemaking, strategic thinking or in experts it often occurs intuitively and likely occurs by pattern recognition pervaded by emotions (Dane and Pratt 2007; Dreyfus 2014: Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Klein 1998/2017 2008; Weick 1995 2001; Wrathall 2014).  However, it, and subsequent settlement, is always individually determined in the moment by “what it makes sense to do next”, orchestrated by “the practical intelligibility, practical understandings and emotions”, an affected, present acculturated knowledge of the CEO lodged in practices  (Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-82) (again see section 2.3.5 later here and also the next chapter).
In short, process reality, life and the interest here, that of the practice of strategic conduct, is informed by many streams of interruptions and their confluences in process; by their legacies, fusions and activities they are probabilistic, terminal, reproductive or generative.  Significant or trivial, in terminating some part of the old, maintaining the immediate and opening up fresh prospects, every interruption archives, sustains, and reveals.  However, interruptions posted in the present can and most often do predicate and seemingly counterintuitively draw from the ‘inevitability’ of the future.
5.7.3	CONTEXTUAL PARADOX
Endeavours are constantly interrupted by internal or external happenings that deny or flatter stability.  In business, too much stability can be stifling, potentially leading to strategic drift (Johnson 1987), or a core rigidity (Leonard-Barton 1992) and even industry decay (Porac et al. 1989).  Conversely, un-mastered interruptions can lead to anarchic chaos and even demise (Gould 1989; Porac et al. 1995; Porac et al. 2011; Romanelli and Tushman 1983; Tushman and Romanelli 1985).  Accordingly, interruptions lay siege to a contextual paradox of balance.
Interruptions predicate different levels of opportunities or threat, but any activity have costs.  On the one hand, economic and emotional because some interruptions dissolve existing ‘sameness’ leading to closure of thoughts, efforts and energies and they invariably have sunk costs.  On the other hand, innovative costs, because they can reveal aspects of newness and novelty may, if adopted, be generatively rewarding, but these also warrant emotional and future investment.
Achieving a sensible balance between closure, stability and growth, conceptually seen as terminations, reproduction and transformations lies with the CEO.  Performance depends upon many circumstances, but always implies effort, with the balancing of effects and affects, invariably governed by motivations, resources and opportunities.  To ‘make it happen’ the CEO must constantly monitor both the organisational and external environment and by delineating their affordances, select and find a way.  It is always a compromise of economy, emotional harmony and intensity that moves the organization along pathways to an acceptable future. 
5.8	STRATEGY MANAGEMENT 
The closing and opening of strategic pathways is a major preoccupation and responsibility of the CEO, although many other people and organizations are directly or indirectly involved (Finkelstein et al. 2009; Laine and Vaara 2017; Regner 2003).  This is the stuff of strategy and actions predicating the outcomes of the visceral present and the ever-approaching, unknown future. 
In academia the term strategy has many definitions derived either from nomothetic coverings or contrastingly from abstract interpretive concepts.  Notionally, these considerations are based on the static, bounded, Newtonian rationalities of positivistic objectivism or on dynamic intersubjective and emergent behaviours (Cyert and March 1963; Helin et al. 2017; Langley and Tsoukas et al. 2017 March and Simon 1958).  Thus, onto-epistemological preference ranges from emphasizing the modulations of ‘being’ in situated stability or the actions of emergent ‘becoming’ in the ongoing temporal flux (Chia 1999 2017b; Tsoukas and Chia 2002).  Put differently, there can be bifurcations between Parmenidean substance or content and Heraclitean process, or that which already exists, over that which is continually unfolding (Johnson and Duberley 2000; Nayak 2008).
As already indicated, business practices are effectively and affectively undertaken by configurations of people and arrangements of material stuff, although actor-network theory does additionally suggest other organisms sharing common life (Callon 1986; 1999; Czarniawska 2017; Latour 1987 1992 2005).  Practices and their performances are authored by environmental circumstances and resources but animated by the identity, emotions, values and the historic perspectives of those people involved (e.g., Bourdieu 1977 1990b; for other reviews see Brundin and Liu 2015; Bryman et al. 2011; Day et al. 2014; Gabriel 1999, see later chapters here).  Materiality refers to interconnecting nets of entities and artefacts, usually physical things including technologies in which people are enmeshed and where actions are anchored (e.g. Czarniawska 2017; Leonardi 2017; Orlikowski 2000 2007 2010; Orlikowski and Scott 2008; Carlile et al. 2013).  In sum, people in both pre-reflective and conscious deliberations enact business activities where they configured the agent of doing, which is the practice itself.
In earlier empirical considerations, (GH) found that her habituated, routine work came together in experience without conscious direction.  In the moment, she implicitly ‘knew how’ to act, but had little cognitive awareness, nor any idea of the cumulative consequences (Giddens 1984, pp. 41-46).  However, in retrospect these outcomes could be seen as the coping patterns of strategy, a coherence of implicit continuity and change that seemingly just happened and which could be constructively extended and further built upon (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Chia and Rasche 2010; Dreyfus 1991 2014; Tsoukas 2010a b).  In effect, she was unwittingly and purposedly strategising or autonomically generating strategic activity-in-the-moment by implicit “know how” (Heidegger 1927/1962; Ryles 1945/1946).  In life this anti-Cartesian, pre-reflective ‘know how’ is the greater part of our worldly doings (de Certeau 1984), and a priori, privileges the ‘know that’ of conscious deliberate activity (Heidegger 1927/1962).      
Contrastingly, the deliberative Newtonian strategic approaches of (GH) when attempting major business reconciliation are seen as cognitively apperceptive and  conscious ‘know that’ (Andrews 1987 1971; Ansoff 1965; Hatten and Schendel 1977; Learned et al. 1965; Porter 1980 1985; Schendel and Hofer 1979).  These Cartesian, Newtonian deliberations, certainly had a place in his overt strategy formulations but less so in their enactments (Antonacopoulou 2008; Dreyfus 2005 2014).  When seeking to minimise the role of  Husserl’s conscious subject, Heidegger’s thesis signified such deliberations as “present-at-hand”, existentially involving an “embodied-embedded comportment” or “being directed towards for the sake of which” (Dreyfus 1991 2014, p. 257; Heidegger 1927/1962 p. 137, 1982, p. 58; Husserl 1913/1964).
Newtonian ‘Know that’ has clear associations with Aristotelian episteme and is knowledge purposefully applied with contemplative intention (Aristotle, 350 BCE/2004 Nichomachean Ethics Book VI. §8).  It relates to knowledge arrived at through analytic rationality with the aim of ‘eklaren’ in the methodological correspondence with the physical sciences.  As a codified strategy, it propositionally describes explicit resources articulated in expectations of a desired end state or stable, yet speculative, vision, lending itself to quantitative planning and ‘what if’ questions (Ansoff 1965; Glaister and Falshaw 1999; Learned et al. 1965; Mintzberg et al. 2008).  It is investigated using Popper’s (1959) falsification by hypothetico-deductive methods with the aim at producing monothetic knowledge that can be generalised (Johnson et al. 2006).
For example, in his rehabilitation from the “satanic conditions”, (EF) consciously thematised theoretically acquired knowledge derived from his reading, background and his professional training.  By further scrutinizing evidence acquired in more recent contextual experience including taken-for-granted recipes or other heuristics of practices (Spender 1989; Tsoukas 2015), he cobbled together a propositional strategy of Newtonian structures and speculative perspectives.  In this way he revealed a ‘know that’, which led through ‘what if’ questions to ‘know what’ situations that he processed consciously and by acculturated deliberations into “knowing what sensibly to do next” (Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-82).  Operationally, this involved (EF) in extensive analysis and forward planning, formulating evidence-based and future strategic propositions that appeared rational within his experience and understood rules of engagement.  It presumed a speculative ‘static future’ that he believed possible and an accommodating strategy that was coherent and could be verbally expressed and implemented.
However, emotionally in its enactment it involved much more; at that moment he ‘knew what’ he had to do, but not entirely ‘how to do it.” 
In some repetitious elaboration,
“I unravelled a plan in terms of numbers and hard commercial facts rather than the historical softer approach.  It was clear it was going to be a difficult and uncertain, cold dawn.  It wasn’t just about satisfying the holding companies, it was about convincing my team to do these things and go ‘over the top’ with me into the uninviting, unknown future.  They had to put their professional lives in my hands, be motivated, believe and identify me as being a good leader.  Essentially, it became and continued to be an emotional selling process” (EF).
However, within the mutating future even the best-laid plans (schemes) can and inevitably will be interrupted (Burns, 1759-1796 1985) in unpredictable ways; “no plan survives the enemy“ (CD), implying the contingently unexpected or the unintended (Giddens 1984), where “things could always have been otherwise” (Luhmann 1990, p. 133).  Therefore, a codified strategic plan can only be at best a ‘prognosis of probabilities’.  Although often fallaciously understood as concretised (Whitehead 1929/1979), it can only be theoretical, requiring in implementation constant tactical adjustments to solicitations, with any proposed enactments likely to be modified and adapted by the dictates of ever changing open-ended process.  As related by (EF), “It never quite works out like that”. 
In short, in order to comply with the caprice of contingent chance, otherwise interruptions in organized flows, strategic patterns must be constantly appraised as they unfold and be readjusted, when appropriate, in conscious enactments.  In the reality of execution, strategic pathways are always dependant and emergent.
5.8.1	STRATEGIC PLANNING, FLEXIBILITY AND DOINGS
The participant CEOs when scrutinised, recognized that in practice intended or deliberate intentions are invariably fused with emergent consequences to become the activities that realize outcomes (Mintzberg and Waters 1985), i.e., intentions give direction, but actions govern reality.
For example, as (AB) reflected: 
“We know exactly where we want to be, we have a deliberate strategy to get there, but you have to be opportunistic and flexible at the same time; things happen in daily life.  For example, out of step with our plans, we pragmatically, but prematurely backed a man and he now successfully runs South East Asia….” 
Or as (CD) indicated: 
“In principle we are sticking with the knitting, we are staying with what we know, but recently we have just done an opportune deal.  You have to continually revise and adapt.  Things always move on, rigidity is debilitating.”
Moreover, (EF) offered: 
 “I am not decrying structure and planning, but reality is not that.  Rigidity is unrealistic and we who have to do things must have flexibility to respond to ever-changing circumstance.  People are always doing things making problems that need sorting out.  My job is to be infinitely flexible and to adaptively respond to these daily happenings.  I plan as best I can, but really mostly I am a fixer.”
This throws into question the concept of deliberate planning and long term strategic theorizing; distal, theoretical metrics are not the logic of practice as it happens-in-the-moment, or of doers-in-the-doing (Angwin et al. 2009; Ansoff 1991 1994; Bresser and Bishop 1983; Mintzberg 1990b,c 1991; Tsoukas and Sandberg 2011; Splitter and Seidl 2011).
Further, (GH) enjoined in a community of sympathy: 
“We stumble along resolving day to day happenings and post rationalize them as though we had prescience.  I do not deny the importance of visioning, foresight, asset positioning, resource allocation and all that strategic formulation stuff that aligns with direction setting.  But unquestionably, in implementation, daily reality is the master moderator, or more accurately a rapacious protagonist.”
As related, in these practices voiced by the knowing CEOs, both ‘know how’ and consciously acquired ‘know that’, i.e., experience and evidence are linked in value context by ‘know what’ that provides a sense of ‘what to do next’ in their daily involvements.  This “for-the-sake-of-which” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 84-88) or that “way of being” (ibid. Division 1) moves adaptively towards ends (Schatzki 2010a, p. 115); a teleology, certainly not devoid of individual emotions and vested interest (Schatzki 2002 2010a, p. xiii). 
Throughout their contextual narratives, the CEOs imply that what they say and do in practice is affectively guided by their “practical intelligibility” that spells out in emotions “what it makes sense to do next” (Schatzki 2002, p. 74, 75).  Emotions are part of the work that people do; CEOs as “leaders are passion generators”; in their doing and rhetoric, contagiously emotions are always there (Gabriel 1999, p. 213).  (For a more recent review see Brundin and Liu 2015 and for empirical evidence, the next chapter). 
Implied or voiced by the CEOs, in practice, orders, arrangements, rules of engagement, understandings, teleological goals and importantly affects overlap in execution.  These framings (Goffman 1974), and enactments are continually (re)adjusted and adapted to accommodate interruption in countering or countenancing change (Cox 2012; Schatzki 2002, p. 87).
Try as they might to plan, in reality CEOs are more reactive than proactive.  Re-quoting (EF) “I plan as best I can, but really mostly I am a fixer.”  This process of  “bricolage” (Garud and Karnøe 2001; Garud and Van de Ven 2002, p. 222) induces, or creates in flux, a (con)fusion of intention, emergence and affectations producing the realized strategy that ‘happens’ or just appears (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 29-31; Mintzberg and Waters 1985).
5.8.2	STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 
In their practice narratives, the CEOs argued that ‘deliberate strategy’ explicitly defines “what needs to be done, by whom and when, what needs to be acquired and why, in order to achieve an expected, yet speculative, result” (paraphrasing CD).  It is based on some probable future, stable state predicated without any certainty by intuitions of intelligent guesswork, reasoned extrapolations or limited alternative planning scenarios.
As implied, the credibility of a long-term deliberate strategy is highly questionable, so much unforeseen can happen.  However, the value of understanding current competitive positions, of intelligent forethought and the consideration of resources for speculative enterprise should certainly not be dismissed.  They offer a considered vision of a possible future and respective requirements, a road map and a vehicle to benchmark against.  As Weick (2001, pp. 346-347) sagely puts it “any old map will do” if it bears relevance, it makes people think and gets them going.  Further, apparently stable, states can persist for some considerable time or new stable states can be guessed correctly.  Deliberate strategic formulations have concern for such notions as “swot and fit” and other variance treatments (Andrews 1987; Learned, Christensen, Andrews. and Guth 1965) when strivings for “distinctive competence” (Selznik 1957, pp. 42-46).  These strategies move towards attaining the goal of “competitive advantage” (Porter 1980) underwritten in capabilities, resources and material assets (Teece et al. 1997, p. 510).  They can also be concerned with maintaining the organization’s privileged position within competitive environments emphasising generic strategies of cost leadership, differentiation or focus (e.g., Porter 1980, pp. 34-46 1985 1990). 
However, new and more radical environmental conditions often concern a considerable step change, whilst other transformations can occur more gradually by more even continuous shaping.
For example, quoting (EF) on reflection:
“In those early days the Shopping Centre was in a unique situation with no comparable competition.  The demand for our expanding retail space was met by equally persistent consumerism and this lasted for a long time in a predominantly stable economy of cheap money.  Our strategy was simply defined: continued expansion, or just more of the same”. 
As already inferred, significant changes often originate in crises or conflicts (Bennis and Thomas 2002; Charmaz and Mitchell 2001; Charmaz 2006; Corbin and Strauss 2008; Shamir and Eilam 2005; Shamir et al. 2005; Thomas 2008).  In business, they can be catalysed by e.g., economic upheaval, the arrival of new aggressive competition, or in reorganizations, divestments and takeovers, or the appointment of a new CEO.  These can incite intense emotional reactions that can impact the essential culture, values or raison d’être of the enterprise or of an individual, demanding more adaptive, often radical resolutions (e.g. Argyris 2003; Argyris and Schön 1974 1978 1996). 
Examples have already been cited in this study, others will follow, for example: 
“In the post-crash environment, shopping centres now have to constantly improve their retail offerings.  However, administratively it is always about having the right experienced people, by nurturing or bringing in new talent, promoting, demoting or letting other people go.  Often, the latter is very painful, but it is for the greater good.  These demands are ongoing.”  (EF)
Or, “When my father died I took a deep breath and aggressively pushed on with our expansion in Thailand.  It was a formidable risk, but it became a business renaissance” (CD).
Or, “Until my arrival the company had been home-based, with one or two small agents abroad.  Now we have over 230 locations in 104 countries with physical plant in many and a global network of support staff” (AB).
Such paradigm shifts are often described as “institutional entrepreneurship” (e.g., DiMaggio 1988, p. 14; Smets et al. 2015) or individually as entrepreneurial identity re-construction (Alvesson and Willmott 2002; Cope 2005; Lok 2010; Watson 2009).
Again citing (CD), when narrating his dealings with a delinquent company and giving clarity to a somewhat diffident group.
“We pre-packed the failing company and got the bank off our backs and pulled the two perplexing companies together, getting rid of two MDs.  I became the recognized CEO with the clear intention of building a much larger group for myself and my family from this seed corn”. 
In these and many other ways, ongoing learning-in-action builds up experience and is the product of being-there.  Knowing-in-practice is acquired by continued practice exposure and understanding of environments, both internal and external, that combines with flexible strategic thinking (Gherardi 2001 2006 2009a 2011 2012b; Orlikowski 2002; Senge 1990; Starkey et al. 2004; Wenger 1998).  This “being-there”, or “dwelling-in”, is an immersion in the processes of the practice-as-strategy.  By perceptions, iterative actions and adjustments CEOs prospectively finds a way “without necessarily passing through consciousness”; “decisions and actions emanate from being  in situ and occur sponte sua” (Chia and Holt. 2006 2009;  Chia 2017; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 61-63; Dreyfus 1991 p.27; Ingold 2000; Schatzki 1996 2001a b 2002 2005 2006 2014; Tsoukas 2010 2015, p.49).
5.8.3	STRATEGIC LOCATION, SELECTION AND RESPONSIBILITY 
At the firm level strategic activity is the responsibility of the CEO, but operationally it occurs throughout the organization at many different levels where it is functionally and politically significant (e.g., Finkelstein et al. 2008; Burgelman 1983a b c; Regner. 2003).
Over time circumstances shift, cyclical demise and new conditions emerge, demanding fresh continuous abetments and coordination.  The participant CEOs recognized the ubiquity and spread of strategic work within their organizations, but each was emphatically clear, as exemplified by (AB) that “ultimately, the buck stops with me!”
The principle duty of the CEO is to identify and lead the organization forward by finding an ethical and sustainable way (for accountabilities see section 1.6).  Hugely simplified, this involves responsibilities for the identification of market opportunities, the development of products and available, often unique, resources, not least positive cash flow and the co-ordination of appropriate people, whilst ensuring chains of supply and end customer satisfactions (Porter 1985; Teece et al. 1997).  Broadly, defensible organizational positions are created, as already aired, either by cost leadership, the differentiation of unique products or services or by focussing most effectively on a particular customer segment or product line.  “These singly or in combination, but not stuck in the middle” can create unique competitive advantages that provide sustainable, positive cash flows and acceptable outcomes (Porter 1980, pp. 34-46). 
For example, (AB) clearly recognized:
“The key strategic thinking and practice behind modular seal components backed by effective customer service are the unique focus and active foundations of the company’s continuing prosperity.”
This modular approach, a protected intellectual property, was capable of customizing a multiplicity of complex technical demands and allowed a uniquely rapid bespoke, order fulfilment (Baldwin and Clark 1997).  Accepting the necessity of extended inventory costs, this concentration on customer service was a core competence, a competitive advantage that could not be easily matched (Hamel and Prahaled 1994; Porter 1980 1985 1990; Teece et al. 1997).  As usually happens with profundities “It was so blooming obvious, but nobody had thought of it” (AB).
For (EF) “the whole concept of out-of-town, bricks and mortar retailing is a classic example of strategic thinking, now a common retail reality”; one that he progresses daily to its maturing significance and where “new expansion is ongoing”, despite on-line retailing occupying his concerned attention.  
Likewise, for (CD):
“The low cost commodity production in Thailand strategically and uniquely complements the specialist premium UK production ‘Made in ………’, but we still need to get closer to our customer base.  Whatever, we will stick to the knitting and not over diversify.”
This highlights the perennial problem of controlling costs, the importance of specialization and brands and not least customer relationships, whilst not being blind to changing circumstances.
For (GH), market discontinuities offered possibilities: 
“The hitherto neglected business model that serviced a space between creditors and debtors both in strategic thinking and action defined our “raison d’être.” 
Again, this spotlights the importance of identifying market imperfections and grasping the opportunities available.
However, in either stability or change, radical or otherwise, the consideration of capabilities and balancing still remains somewhat arbitrary in theory, but practically necessary.  Again echoing (AB), “balances must always balance.”
The practices of the total enterprise must be commonly and coherently aligned in pathways of sustainable success in response to changing environments.  Without the competent action of people nothing constructive happens; “an organization is just a frozen configuration of agency”, a sterile disinfection (Taylor, p. 386, cited in Robichaud and Cooren 2013).  The job of the CEO is to instruct or induce the organizational way of actively ‘doing-in-the-moment and yet ‘thinking-in-the-future.’  Importantly, the CEO must cultivate, nurture and energise, take hold and lead the movement.  In short, in the ‘now of practice moment’, as a carrier of agency the CEO must make the actions and doings possible when “being-there-amidst-and- amongst”; “sein-bei” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 53-57 1982, p. 297).
5.8.4	STRATEGIC WAYS OF BEING IN THE WORLD
Briefly, “Being-there” (ibid. pp. 132-148, p. 347, 350) or “bringing-to-presence-of-forms-in-the-way-of-being” and “dwelling-in-the-world” constantly underscored the participants’ narratives in temporal becoming (ibid., p. 54, pp. 61-63; Heidegger 1971, pp. 146-148, p. 160; Cooper 2014, p. 585).  Since in process, “ways-of-being” (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 25-28) are always in the making, they are the acts of embodied living.   
Regrettably, the static abstractions from CEO narratives are self-editorials that inevitably lose dynamic vitality and remain snapshots in second order recalls (see section 3.4.3).  What it is really like can only be experienced in the doing, neither narration nor analytics in their interpretations can ever fully reveal.  “You have to be there and feel it” (EF) by dwelling and living there (Heidegger 1971; Ingold 2000).
“To understand, you have to be part of it and it is part of you.  It is an addiction that just demands more and more of you.  It can be an all-absorbing passion, at once sweet and painful, where life balance flies out of the window.  My divorce is testament to that” (EF).
“Being involved is motivational, like being under fire, in total absorption, opportunities vested in positive living drive you on” (CD). 
Or as (GH) puts it, “Your entangled involvement inspires personal energies of commitment, a power that spurs you.” 
In ‘doing’, these energies of being-there engage emotions with identity, self-command, resilience, experience and other animated architectures of relationality (Cooper 2005).  These supporting dimensions have productive valence both within and without the organization.  “Not-the-least, it is your involvement, your pride and competitiveness, a little stubbornness and guile that emotionally pushes you onwards.  In you compulsions, success is sweet, but you always live in uncertainty” (AB).
As (GH) pragmatically summarises “When you’re there, interruptions and the unexpected just happen, you have to live with it and just get on with it; someone has to.” 
Summarising, interruptions, affordances and actions, implicit in a temporally departing past, gravid with experience in the present, press onto an unknown future.  In the fleeting, living present, CEOs live and dwell, where both the past and future determine the occupations of ‘what is being done’, it is the intersection of what is believed ‘has been done’ and ‘what might be done’ (Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2010a).  This ‘now-of-practice’, whether actual coping with the organizational present, or making provisions to engage an unknown future, is the existential way-of-being of the CEO.
5.8.5	STRATEGIC PRACTICE
Echoing previous iterations, the conduct of strategic practice, past and forward movements are fused in active processes, which predicate an unknowable future (Chia 2017b; Emirbayer 1997; Hernes 2014; Schatzki 2010a; Willmott 2017).  This spacio-temporal confluence dissolves objective reality and subjective desires in being; making individual human existence somehow dependent on activity and on shared socially accepted practices (Heidegger 1927/1962; Schatzki 2010a Schmidt 2017).  Paraphrasing, once more, Goffman’s (1967, p. 2 ff.) famous appellative, ultimately in process “It is moments before men, not men before moments.”  In short, moments of action create the CEO, without these energetic vivifications there is nothing but corporeal detritus.
It follows that recognizing existence or being is privileged in actions of work and caring, Dreyfus (1991 2014), but largely reversing the Cartesian tradition by ‘I do therefore I exist’, predicating that interruptions afford the possible future pathways of becoming (Bergson 1911/1914; Whitehead 1929/1978) or possible ways-of-being, or what things might become (Heidegger 1927/1962).
This brings to the fore, ways-of-being when dwelling in the dimensions of strategic action, the analytical point of this empirical study.  In Schatzkian (2002) conceptions, the scene, or site, of their practice locates and acknowledges the sociomaterial conduct of each of our participant CEOs.  In each case, this conduct is unconscious and conscious, reactive and proactive.  It referentially implicates the idiosyncratic historicity, domain experience and immediacy of their separate backgrounds, environments and judgements.  The continuing interest is with how these accomplished CEOs utilize their emotional human capital (Burt 2000), that is their practical intelligibilities gained in practical understandings over their lifetime of experience.  By this acculturated background and by considering the legacies of their organizations, the past, immediacies and prospective environments how do they attempt to shape and sculpt a desired future?  (Bourdieu 1977 1984 1988 1990ab 1998 2005).
In short, in strategic conduct, “Why do CEOs believe, act and think and behave as they do?”  Giddens (1984, p. 334).  The observable features of practices are important, but what really matter are the outcomes.
5.8.6	STRATEGIC COPING 
It is not necessary to argue differences between leadership and management competence; this has been debated elsewhere in detail and with great authority (e.g., Burns 1978; Bennis and Nanus 1985; Kotter 1985; Yukl 1989 2002 2008; Zaleznik 1977).  Moreover, any differences are arbitrary; both are necessary for an accomplished CEO.
Recapping, it has already been argued that skilled competences are learned in practice, ipso facto, doing.  Accumulations of experience add continuously to the assemblage of ‘know how’ and ‘know that’, imbuing actionable knowledge (Argyris 2003; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2014).  This knowledgeable experience, insinuates into both sense and actions, where the present is illuminated for further skilful attention (Schatzki 2002, pp. 75-82; see also later chapters in this thesis).  This actionable knowledge directs and moulds the capabilities of practice; it is the archive of a knowing CEO, always partial and, at times, beyond precise articulation (Polanyi 1966 1967 1969).  It is the arbiter of sensemaking and judgement buoying resilient actions and instilling rigour and resolve, but dispensed in emotions.  Although obvious, it is worth restating that knowledgeable experience is essential in coping with strategic conduct.
 
5.8.7	STRATEGIC PRESCRIPTIONS
Examples of the declared activities of the CEO participants have already been outlined, but a general perspective; what might be termed their “theories of strategic action” is of particular interest.
“Theories-of-action” underwrite all human action.  They are of two types; “espoused theories” concern what people believe or say they do or intend to do, but not their actual behaviour in practice.  What they actually do is addressed by the “theory-in-use” (Argyris 1980 1989 2003; Argyris et al. 1985; Argyris and Schön 1974 1978 1996, p. 13).  In short, what people say they do and what they actually do can be very different.
CEOs’ “theory-in-use”, what they actually do, is the major concern of this study, since it is a reflection of actual strategic conduct.  “Espoused theories” are advocated and anchored in interpretations, visualised or fabricated from noetic memory, whilst “theories-in-use” are validated in the reality of emergent of doing.  The CEOs’ “espoused theories”, in their explicit frames of reference, nest in temporal strategic intentionalism, but in their retrospective expressing, they reflect their substantive beliefs.  Nevertheless, in the canon of management they have a position of totemic importance and occupy much conatus and executive effort; they are not without putative merit, but their concrescence is denied in their enactments of doing in emergent process.  This current section concentrates on perspectives of ‘espoused theories’, initially what they claimed they did; whilst, in Chapter 6 section, they will be contrasted with the CEOs’ all important ‘theories in use’, more nearly what they actually did.
For example, (AB), an accountant by training, now a multiple non-executive director, rhetorically questioned the word ‘strategy’, but continued to use it.  Claiming “rational logic” as his lodestone, he espoused: 
“You have to develop a business plan for your company, know your business objectives and then clearly say how you are going to get there.  You’ve got to have an explicit line of strategy, be very specific about your future and you have got to develop your supply chains, production, market positioning and your organizational structure and customers along those lines.” 
He then added the codicil:  
“At the same time you have got to be opportunistic, but not without that fundamental rationale.  The core business has to operate on logical lines, mindful of its legacy, but be responsive to its future.” 
Elsewhere in his narrative (AB) associates the “core business” internally with the exploitation of scalable engineering modules (section 5.8.3), but here he is outwardly concerned with markets and firm structures implying value and effective supply chains and customer satisfaction within a governing discipline of intentional planning.  Separately he cites and emphasizes “the search for competitive advantage through customer service” (AB).  Generally, he subscribes to a dynamic resource-based view “to build markets by expediently matching unique product modularity and markets” that, over time, demands “progressive internal organizational change and alignments” (AB).  However, despite his espoused Newtonian rationale, in his strategic behaviour or ‘strategy-in-use’ he later claims that he is mediated by subjective calls on experience, feelings, understanding emotions and ways of being (see section 6.5.1).
(CD), the principal owner of a private, family business that embraces 100 years of aggregated history, took over the responsibility for running this manufacturing firm after 18 years of soldiering.  With little need to satisfy external shareholder agencies, he values his own independence and the flexibility this offers.  He had this to say, ‘espoused’ in military terms, but managerially familiar:
“Your strategy designs where you want to get to, your ultimate business aim, below that you have the operational and then tactics, the more immediate activity.
Actually your aim can be written down, operational plans can be quite firm in time scales, but tactical bits, in the here and now of execution, must be flexibly adaptive.
In my experience, no strategy or plan totally survives in the face of the enemy, in reality things go wrong, often in a big and messy way, and emotions tend to rule.
Myself, for this business, I have an end state in mind that is conscious of our history and to expand it successfully for the next generation.  It is not a grand or rigid plan in that we must do this, or we can do that.  Nevertheless, it is a plan aimed at cash preservation and continued longevity by building a resilient body of businesses within a controlling group” (CD).
His aim or business intentions emphasise his stakeholder vision of organisational (institutional) “longevity” and “planned cash preservation” as his heuristic end game.  
(CD) has pragmatically doubled market revenues by product penetration and firm positioning.  Having moved into a prudently ‘planned’ geographic expansion elsewhere, he now sees the need to improve the specific opportunity set of the firm in intensity behaviour and performance.  He sees “that a further organizational adjustment towards a greater sophistication and accommodation will be necessary in the move towards a larger business grouping” (CD).  However, in his ‘strategy-in-use’ he takes on a cynical attitude towards rigid plans, adopting a more flexible people perspective, personally relating to emotional gut feelings and gut reactions (section 6.5.1). 
(EF) is a CEO, trained as an accountant, has a long standing within a retail-hosting business although he has experienced some changes in ownership.  Currently, a major international property company and a national pension scheme jointly own the operation, both of whom he must satisfy.  His initial perspective is a classically ‘Newtonian’ approach.  He voiced: 
“Annually, by dictate I have to present a formal strategy document.  Recently I drew up an agenda for our planning meetings.
I said, ‘First and foremost let us understand what our investors are expecting of us’.  I then went from macro down to micro in terms of understanding environments outlining what the world economy is doing, what our national economy is doing and what our local economy is doing and what the demographics and individual household circumstances are like.
You are saying, ‘our environment has been affected by many things and it will be affected in the future; these need to be discussed.  We need to get where our investors aspirations are, where their values and politics want us to be, e.g., the level of return and their cultural demands.  We then try to build a plan to achieve this.
If we believe, that these aspirations are unachievable we then have to massage the investor’s anticipations, reigning in their expectations, re-aligning them with our realities; this is often a contentious negotiation.
Sensitive to politics, I finally present a more holistic strategic understanding of how things might be in some hypothesized future, underlining the uncertainty of  he speculative metrics, which are always an over-simplification” (EF).
He then moderates this somewhat rational approach by his concerns of “contentious” behaviour and “reigning in expectations” but he retains intentional expectations, yet “underlining the uncertainty of speculative metrics”.  These are further outlined below and later in his theory-in-use (see section 6.5.1).
He continues,
“This strategy is a guidance and not to be taken as a rigid dictate, in final outcome it will be different.  But by being a nurturer, co-ordinator and fixer you have got to damn well appear in control of it somehow.  Unfortunately propositional strategies get set in stone; consequently there are always conflicts and some political chicanery surrounding them” (EF).
(EF) emphasizes strategy formulation.  He tends to see formal strategy as a medium to placate shareholders rather than a tool of implementation where sometimes “conflict” and “political chicanery” occur.  However, he harbours an overall concern for all stakeholders and an expansionary vision.  His “planning” is a positivistic, rational approach, none-the-less it is a picture of a ‘constructed reality’ that he believes should be accepted as guidance by the investors.  He concedes that the potential rigidity of the propositions belies operational flexibility and that it is often thrown off course by circumstance and vested interests.  He comments squarely on legacies, divergences and environmental perceptions and on his own adaptable, flexible stance towards strategic emergence.
GH is the only female CEO participant.  With an MBA, she has perhaps a wider industrial experience and perspective.  Accordingly, she adopted a slightly broader approach and espoused theoretical projection.
“Strategy formulation is about post rationalizing the world and future anticipations.  In identifying market imperfections your strategy must make sense of this and be acceptable to others.  Additionally, it is about ensuring the organization’s capability to respond.
Implementation is about pulling strands together and continually assessing them by considering their efficacy and their potential consequences.  It may be about strands that are already in play or strands that you have or intend to have, or have unintentionally, brought into play” (GH).
She further commented: “The power of perspective is very important and the way of looking at a business from a distance.  It is particularly hard in a small business because you are right on in there.  But, you do hear the bubbling, burbling often emotional noise that is so important” (GH). 
(GH) is concerned here with the logic, perspectives and constraints of strategic formulation, about opportunity, coherence, continuity and capability.  She emphasizes the “post rationalization” of emergence and that implementation is about “pulling the strands together”, but here espoused thinking still retains a symmetry and neatness, not available in the messy real world (see section 6.5.1).
However, elsewhere in her narrative, her strategic emphasis is on “ill-defined boundaries”, on “subjective sensitivity” and limited “degrees of freedom” offered or constrained by contextual legacies and “the organization’s capability to respond to these understandings.”  She tends to fall into the tent of the dynamic resource-based view, is sensitive to the stakeholders and “to the noise of potential opportunities or problems”, with a strong product and positional resolve she sees the significance of strands of dynamic capabilities, but in tenuous nature debates their origins.
On the initial invitation to discuss strategic conduct, the thinkings of the CEOs were channelled towards espoused strategic formulation with a passing, yet knowing reference to implementation.  Perhaps this initial orientation on formulation suggests the relative ease of articulating an objectively stylised approach largely voiced in the language of positive rationality, underlining ideas of control and authority.  It contrasts the greater difficulty of elaborating the minutiae and convolutions of idiosyncratic enactments that are the everyday, situated habituations of the sayings and doings of emergent happenings.  These later populate their narratives and are more akin to their “theories-in-use” (e.g., Argyris 1980; Argyris and Schön 1974 1978 1996, p. 13 and see section 6.5.1).  Or perhaps, in the early relationships of the research, the espoused theories are what they thought they ought to say.
Moreover, at this stage the participants all evoked, with varying irony and detail, passing reference to substantive, academic, sociomaterial theories that strategically lay claim to either artefacts of market and firm positioning, organizational competences, shareholder values and agency, or stakeholder politics and other organizational axioms.  However, they were not entirely dismissive, but participants were rather incredulous.
Here and more so in their wider post-rationalized generalizations of implementation they all implicitly or explicitly called more directly on the experience of their personal histories and emotions, on organizational legacies and on available resources to contest the impact of advancing internal and external fields of flux. 
In these ways, they mirrored the earlier recalls of the myriad of CEOs encountered over the practice years of the researcher and endorsed the analytical approach (see sections 1.2, 2.7 and 3.4.3).
5.8.8	SOME EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT STRATEGIC TALES
The underlying are just a few lessons learned from their life moments that in relevance the CEOs recalled and shared.
For example, (AB) in a vignette from his schooldays recounted that in a cross-country championship he formed an alliance with a more accomplished athlete to cross the winning line together.  However, a seemingly underrated junior overtook them, “We said, let him go,’ cause we’ll catch him up.  But we didn’t catch him up….”  (AB) continued, “What a lesson that was in competitive analysis.  You’ve got to judge your competition.  If they are stronger than you, don’t stick your head above the parapet; you develop your strategy to get round it.  But the real lesson here was to be vigilant and humble; out of the wilderness will come your competition, even your nemesis.”
In like manner, (CD) clearly recognized the important elements of business management when, as an instructing officer at Sandhurst, he noted that: “At this stage the cadets don’t really understand.  You have to be what they expect you to be, bordering on the omnipotent and that puts a lot of pressure on you.  However, I ended up with a sword of honour winner and a runner up.  Some of it was circumstance, some of it was politics, some of it was my ability, but most of it was the cadet’s efforts and commitment and, not the least, good luck.  Not much different from business!”
Early in her career (GH) was told by a mentor, “The best training you can ever have as a manager is to have children.”  (GH) continued to elaborate on this relevance:
“My young son, whatever he has on his mind comes out immediately; it’s often demanding and problematic, then there are the moods…...
There are a lot of outbursts and interruptions in organizations like that.  They can be naively innocent, but can also involve vested politics and that implies indulgent pre-thought.  Often they are insensitively demanding, but, these voices, like wave-makers, should not be ignored, neither should the brooding thinkers, they all have their part in creativity, but it can, at time, be demanding and sometimes destructive” (GH).
(EF), in reflective mode volunteered, “I do a bit of charity work and I am constantly frustrated by people who don’t have the capacity to deal with things or are just too lazy and selfish; these you have to cajole or even coerce.  The people you least expect step up willingly and the ones you think should just don’t!”  His declared remedy and conclusion in business was, “To bring the best people on board.  To drive the business forward, you have to have the principle resource, the people.  But above all you have to take them with you; you have to be authentic, credible and believable…”  (EF).
Inevitably, these self-explanatory comments are a small sample of the richness of their reminiscences, but they do provide, in emphasis, some personal insights into how they believed that their practical understandings come together from a whole range of experience.  (Other examples will be forthcoming in later chapters).
As mentioned, substantive strategic theories, either in their singularity or in plurality found some limited appropriateness amongst the CEOs.  However, the participants rather glossed over them or they idiosyncratically customized them.  There were occasional references to “competences”, “capabilities”, “positioning”, “advantages”, “values” and “resource materiality” and so on.  However, these terms of art were rarely acknowledged in any great formality or defined in any detail.  The greater emphasis of the participants, in broad narrative, was much more on the general constructs of e.g., “continuity”, “performance”, “dynamic change”, “noises”, “caring”, “wellbeing”, and the compelling realities of “business metrics and cash flow”.
Often their thinking, frustrations and concentrations were particularly centred on people and their strategic capabilities, e.g.,
“People make or break business.  They can be constructive or destructive, helpful and awkward, generous and selfish.  I suppose that is part of being human, but their self- interested wellbeing makes management difficult” (EF). 
Or “I like people who care, are interested, and who will go beyond the call of duty, that’s always of course given their ability” (AB).
Then again, “This constant frustration about ‘why’.  Why can’t other people see it?  Why do they procrastinate?  Why do they do it that way?  This why, why, why” (GH).       
Not-the-least “There are people who are dogmatic all the time, one trick ponies.  You say to yourself. ‘What are they trying to tell or sell me?  But there is nothing there, it doesn’t work or I can’t see any future value in this rigidity” (CD).
Certainly, the participants did not discount notional business metrics, perhaps over concretised in the setting of value, when calibrating a fixed point of performance, nor their significance as momentary controls, nor certainly, their importance to stakeholders or the external world. 
“Your ideas in credence must always be supported by figures” (CD), or “I am fact and figures driven, these hypotheticals are demanded” (AB).  Again, “Clearly you and your stakeholders are interested in survival, cash flow and profitability” (GH) or “There’s always the commercial imperative of getting the financial metrics right, however notional they may be” (EF).
In short, based on their many years of empirical experience, all the participants seemingly discounted academic theories of strategy as largely unhelpful in directing performance.  One saw consultants as “purveyors of snake-oil” (AB).  However, when the CEOs had recourse to produce formal strategies, nominal metrics and elements of academic concepts in their espoused theories of action they particularly called on ‘swot’ and ‘Porterian’ privilege, along with other cognitive legacies of content theory.  None-the-less each participant retrospectively underwrote their own theories of action with a codicil of flexibility, implicating emergent constructs and emotional understandings where metrics were speculative.  This begins to hedge espoused theories of content towards processes of actual theories-in-use where the doings, sayings and emotions of practitioner are more exposed (Argyris 2003; Argyris and Schön1974 1978 1996; see section 6.5.1).
5.9	BRIEF REFLECTIONS ON STRATEGIC THEORIES
Where older scholastic theories of strategy tend to stall is in the articulations and implementations of practice (Schmidt 2017, pp. 141-143).  In the daily praxeology of teleoaffective “sayings and doings”, humanity in its wholesome, yet messy, affective complexity, is largely absent from these theories (Abel 1958; Gobi and Lincoln 1989 1994; Lincoln and Gobi 1985; Johnson et al. 2006; Johnson 2015; Lessnoff 1974; Outwait 1975).  Happily, increasingly, as indicated in the Literature Review, there is a greater understanding of strategic conduct within processes of temporality and practice that accepts ‘being’ and privileges ‘becoming’ in living actions.  Here, the strategy-as-practice school, although more recently eschewing Cartesian advocacy, certainly prevalent in its early catholicism, is now more relevant, attempting more practical understandings of dynamic doings (Vaara and Whittington 2012) but still falls short on pre-reflective actions and announcements of performativity.
However, even here, there is still often an academic conceit that ‘invents’ ideas, but does not have the experience of the pressures of coalface reality.  “Unless you have been there” (EF) etc., etc., actually living-in-this-messy-world of practical knowing and doing it is hard to understand let alone articulate and analyse it faithfully.
In fairness, amongst many practitioners there is also often a dismissive arrogance towards the advocacies of scholarship or misunderstanding of its ways.  The practitioners seek more prescriptive, hands-on help, not necessarily the analytical intention of scholars, in their search for explanations.  Practitioners covet the “praxeologically important in reflexive practices” (Schmidt 2017, pp. 141-154).  However, in repetition, to the world at large neither theory nor practice dominate; what matters are the outcomes derived from the features of practice.
5.10	ISOMORPHISM OF STRATEGIC CONDUCT
In Chapter 4, it was suggested that all human beings project the same most general ways in which things can be (Dreyfus 1992; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 164, 167; Schatzki 1992, p. 88).  In the disorderly world of business, the participants presented further evidence of this isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 1991) by their similar ways-of-being when mastering interruptions, albeit each in different settings This ‘know how’, ‘know that’ and ‘know what’ and contingent ‘know when’ is tempered and honed by ‘knowing whom’ in “having-been amidst-or-alongside-each-other-in-the-world” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 54).  These corresponding ways-of-being are horizons of intelligibility and possibilities brought about by the fluxing interruptions and interconnections of similar, if not common ways of striving.   
This flux of ‘felt’ experience, although separately and idiosyncratically occurring, shares a common fabric of activity where, in the widespread parallels of strategic conduct, the contrarieties of businesses survive and often prosper.
This study is an empirical affirmation of a familiar, yet cogent ‘theory’ offered by Mintzberg and Waters (1985) (see sections 1.2; 2.3.4; 5.7.1).  Here, Newtonian, deliberately ‘structured’ rationalities or, as Heidegger (1927/1962) disposes, directed comportments, dissolve with subjective pre-reflective dispositions and other emergent actions, affectively, coalescing inseparably into an embodied-embedded pursuit of realized outcomes (e.g., Tsoukas 2015).  Moreover, it provides evidence of an ontological view that ‘interruptions are a priori activities/actions of privilege in the-coming-to-presence-of-forms in the doings and events of human activity, movements finding relationships in the continuity and trajectories of processual becoming’. 
Founded and continually grounded in mutating experience, the participants endorsed in their practice recalls, empirical support for ‘interruptions and affordances as constitutional in becoming’, even if they did not precisely described it.  This proposition has the unqualified merit of actually being encountered in empirical practice, not theoretical suppositions, helpful in explanation as these latter may be.
Interruptions, so argued, catalyse activities of practice as well as being components of practice and are indeed practices themselves.  By such means, an unfolding continuity of interruptions upholds and is upheld in what is essentially a process theory of practice. 
Generalizing again, the strategic conduct of the participant CEOs is grounded in their experience of historic dispositions and legacies, personal and otherwise.  Accumulated capital of mixed sorts: symbolic values, economic, cultural and social resources are strategic endowments that when combined with effective aptitudes, volitions and affective attitudes become ‘distinctive competences’ (Selznik 1957).  These competences of continuous learning and conditioning, invoked in ‘habitus’ (Bourdieu 1990b), reflect both unaware and rational copings where unknowns can be settled or remain unsettled, as they unfold.  This not withstanding, current strategic conduct and emerging trajectories are peppered with chance and control is always partial and precarious and in our experiences of emotions there exists far more potential for the exercise of agency than is commonly thought (Downing 2000). 
5.11	GENERAL EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES AND FINDINGS
This chapter concerned the narrated lives and activities of four CEOs in different businesses and particularizes their experiences in the leadership and management of strategic practice.
5.11.1	EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES
It is clear that interruptions take on a profound metaphysical hypostasis in this study (Rescher 1996).  The processual concepts adopted in this work are now accordingly enumerated and briefly reviewed.
1.	Interruptions are very common energetic agents that, as activities in the present, dictate perdurable process and accordingly are inextricably involved with, or instrumental in things on the move and realms in the making. 
2.	Interruptions, in assigning human existence, are enabling, transforming activities, generating movements of privilege in the coming-to-presence-of-forms, entities, doings and events in the trajectories of unfolding becoming.
3.	 Interruptions, in human temporality, are paradoxical activities of closing and disclosing where the old fades into experience and potential new realities are unveiled.
4.	Interruptions precipitate an array of affordant perceptions, or the immanence of future actions, offered by the environment.  Sense must be made of them that when particularized in an attuned stance, allow deliberated or intuitive determinations.  These add further appropriate interactions in the flows of continuous process.
5.	Legislated by interruptions, the path forward is defined in wayfinding trajectories of future outcomes; in any moment the ‘what may be’, not a firmly predicted ‘what will be.’
In résumé, interruptions go on all the time, situated excitations of energy, subsumed in and contributing inexorably to process, experience and the contextures of future practice doings.  They are both the catalyst and the architects of outcomes.  They compose and constitute the vast currents of ‘duration’ a conceptual and irreversible confluence of creative movement.  Any ‘causalities’ are reaches of infinitude, mere probabilities that peradventure nominally converge and emerge in a superabundance of entanglements and interdependent indivisibility.  Temporality is not problematised, time is irreversible and chains of cause and effect proceed in a path dependent fashion, but the causative origins are often lost or opaque.  These incomputable currents are where all things are in the making and practices are continually and unendingly produced or reproduced in interplay.  Interruptions constitute and compose the realities of outcomes and experience.  All imposed categorical reductions become arbitrary, making analysis subjective (see section 3.4.3). 
Ostensibly, ‘quiescent stability’ or reproducible ‘sameness’ is only intelligible against a dominant background of more active interruptions.  However, all the assemblages or streams of processual fluid flow are not similarly affected by a given interruption; each stream has particular co-ordinates of relevance in temporality.  Some, conditioned by immediate appropriateness or ‘sameness’, are little impacted, maintaining levels of integrity and relative coherence, others are subject to varying degrees of change and ‘newness.  In this manner, the tentative ‘fixity and integrity of experience’ is an event, where other interruptions and their attendants leverage obsolescence in terminations or advancement in existential temporal continuity.
In sum, interruptions are encompassed in the kinetic energies of creation that when impacting other energetic streams of existence have the potential to change their architectures, trajectories and consequently their future, but in reproductive ‘sameness’ they forge apparent stability.
This general conceptual backcloth now situates the following empirical findings.
5.11.2	EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
The study views CEOs as a work in progress, an ongoing emergent accomplishment in being and becoming brought about by the essential transforming experiences of temporal processes.  These findings so far address something of the emerging realities of the CEO as they encounter the ever changing business world; how they make stances to accommodate the inevitable contingences that befall them and how empirical reality is often far different from that often proposed by much academic theory. 
The insights enumerated below hold little new for the experienced, discerning CEO, yet they are basic truths that are seldom unveiled being largely taken-for-granted, yet they affirm much philosophical and theoretical thinking that has not previously been endorsed by empirical findings.
1.	Leading the organization is the responsibility of the CEO, whose principal opus operatum is strategic conduct.  This, in actuality, is much about doing and fixing, but does not dismiss theoretical planning. 
2.	Strategic conduct is about balances that balance in temporality.  By delineating, assessing, managing and mastering internally or externally originating interruptions that offer affordances, the CEO takes a position on the present practices, attuned by history, and speculates on, and is influenced by, orientations of the unknown future.
3.	The neophyte and transitional CEO addresses affordances selectively, instructively and adaptively engaging archived experience and that of others in deliberate effort.
4.	The expert CEO with experience, whilst coping ‘in-the-moment’, more readily addresses pattern recognition by intuitive, seemingly effortless, affectively charged judgements in skilful pre reflections.  However, in break down the expert assumes modes of reflective deliberate effort.
5.	Both pre reflection and deliberations, in their different ways, energise, combine and guide the organization along pathways that ‘make it happen’ in realized outcomes.
6.	By these guiding movements, the accomplished CEO arranges organizational configurations, which in enacted praxis provide outcomes of performativity that contribute and connect with the needs of others in the wider business world.
7.	Skilful coping is not some rare and exotic category of CEO behaviour; it is the product of background, experience and affects; it is simultaneously the highest and most basic form of engagement and privileges all deliberate intentions.
5.12	DISCUSSION
In general, the conduct of strategy is a far from simple accommodation.  It is a response to directional, but often complex solicitations, critically revealed by environmental interruptions that take place in a nexus of entangled, emergent process, practices, people and their emotions. The proficient CEO must make sense of the confusion by identifying the orders and arrangements of sociomaterial, emotional practices that in fusions of intention and emerging coping configure a realised strategic performance that at least, suffices (see following chapter 6).
This is the ‘now of practice’, actions when dwelling in the moment, that are circumscribed by the past and foreshadowed by the yet to be.  It is the preoccupation, presentiment and contemplations of the CEO, whether actually coping with the immediate, or exhorting by intentional provisions, ways to engage in performance (Schatzki 2006).









In this temporal inquiry, the previous empirical chapters considered how four accomplished CEOs were influenced by their family and social backgrounds and also by their personal volitions, expectations and opportunities when responding to the disruptive interruptions of professional life. 
These formative encounters charted their career trajectories and in continuing accumulations shaped their ongoing present actions and future anticipations.
In this processual transformation or becoming, their temporal strategizing was circumscribed by the past as well as directed towards the future, here the past is “historicized together with the future” (Hernes 2014, p.38), whilst “creative changes with their own unique character are taking place” (Shotter 2006, p. 592).
6.1	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION
This chapter continues to examine the empirical contours of CEOs’ work and their ways-of-being within temporal structures, nested in permutable process.  It concerns the pervasive subjectivity of ‘reasoning’ in being or identity and in the overarching affects in living or becoming that animated the participant CEOs in their performances.     
The enactments of active doings occur in the present, where they are shaped by past experience, future notions and not least the contingent problems at hand.  In passage, for the idiosyncratically identified CEO, things are often emotional, complex, opaque, and ambiguous.  In frangibility and the unexpected, matters require constant consideration, conciliation, compromise, synthesis and repair (Chia and Holt 2006 2009; de Rond 2008; Giddens 1984; Lok and de Rond 2013; Luhmanns 1995). 
This chapter considers the suffusions of the sensate intelligibilities of the CEOs, affecting their demeanour, identity, roles, perceptions and emotions that creatively govern communication and guide teleoaffective choice leading to pathways of organizational outcomes. 
Essentially, the chapter is an examination of an evolving temporal nexus of practice, practitioners and process wherein the subjective suffusions of this terrain are empirically mined and explored.  Given the richness and intensity of the participants’ modes of actions, encounters, meaning structures and states of mind within many moments of practice their narrated disclosures were extensive and this demands some detailed exposure.
6.2	INTRODUCTION
When learning to play the business game the studied CEOs engaged their bounded rationalities, but in emerging life and management things become more subjective, messy and less logical (Simon 1955 1957 1991; Mintzberg 2009; Mintzberg and Waters 1990; March and Simon 1958; Simon and March 1976).  Much is ambiguous and open to interpretation.  In their search for understanding, meaning and control CEOs usually are identified in their leadership by assertive states of mind and actions, often in opaque and febrile situations (Cyert and March 1963; Finkelstein and Hambrick.1996; Gabriel et al. 2008; Simon 1987 see also section 1.6).
Heidegger (1927/1962, p. 137) reminds us “Openness to the world is constituted existentially by attunement of a state of mind” disposed in attitudes of being.  “An act of understanding… is that which must be encountered… in the phenomenon of the world (ibid p.86).  “Meaning the ‘upon-which’ of a projection in terms of something becomes intelligible as something; it gets its structure from fore-having, fore-sight and fore-conception (ibid p.151).
Understanding and appreciating meaning structures located in the temporal processes the what has been, the what is now and the what could be, is the foundation of knowledgeable leadership (e.g., Emirbayer and Mische 1998; Hernes 2008 2014 2017, Hernes and Maitlis 2010;Schultz and Hernes 2013; Helin et al. 2014).  Behaviours, identities, roles, styles, cultures and emotions in enactments and doings intertwined in an already existing world are the mannerings of management.
By “being-there-toward-possibilities” (Heidegger 1927 1962, pp. 148 236 261), whilst accepting present accommodations and mindful of the future, the CEOs must make sense of the circumstances in which they find themselves.  This is logically indispensable before acting, “determinately” and projecting pathways of preferment, albeit within limited degrees of freedom (Schatzki 2002, pp. 232-237; Schatzki 2010a, pp. 177-179 and section 2.2.1).
This chapter continues to explore empirical examples of the present infused by notions of the future by dissecting temporal flows of CEO work in way finding (Chia 2017b).  It takes a view on sensemaking, identity and public and private disclosures of emotional performance, shaping outcomes (Brown 2000; Weick 1985 1988 1990 1993 1995 2001; for general review see Brown et al.2015; Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Smircich and Morgan 1982; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2015 and sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 in the Literature review).
6.3	BEING-THERE-TOWARD-POSSIBILITIES IN PERFORMATIVITY
Performativity is the consummation of an action.  It is theorized as an “emotional activity” (Schatzki 2010a, pp. 121-139) occurring by and through behavioural accomplishments that work “towards which”, the primary “for-the-sake-of-which” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 84, 86-88).  This latter term is not seen as a final goal, but rather as a “self -interpretation that orders and informs all actions” (Dreyfus 1991, p. 95).  It is reflected in “theory-in-use” (Argyris 1980; Agyris and Schon 1978; see sections 5.8.7 and 6.5.1) and gives a generic meaning to what a person in a given capacity does (or is) when “being-there-and-amidst” (Heidegger 1927/1962 chapter IV).  In this way performativity serves to establish a long-term fulfilment of certain actions or a sense of being; e.g., those actions maintaining the identity, say that of a father, sister, CEO or, in reification, an organization etc.
Differently, performance is the act, or consequence of doing, and is often ranked in accordance with an established preferment, e.g., best practice, or relative role accomplishments.
However, as outlined in earlier Chapters (sections 1.4.3; 2.3.5), “what it makes sense to a person to do” in the moment is specified by their “practical intelligibility” (Schatzki 2002, p. 74, 75), the historicity and background of individuals.  It is the accumulation of what people know, but cannot always express (e.g., Polanyi 1967), that largely determines or influences teleological feelings and temporal cognitions.  i.e., this illumination of practical experience is circumscribed in values, beliefs, perceptions, desires, wants and other emotional connotations.  Consequently, in determinations, “practical intelligibility” is inflected by these latter affects that have, in themselves, no automatic demand on traditional reason.  So modified, “practical intelligibility” has its own rationale, that is, it makes “emotional sense of what to do next”.  When executed “emotional sense” is not necessarily rational sense, but involves subjective feelings, undertaken in “practical understandings”, in itself, generally knowing how to do things, that is the accepted ways of doing that embellishes practical adequacy (Sayer 1992, pp. 69-70; Schatzki 2010a, p. 117, 127; 2002, p. 79). 
Accordingly, a CEO is a ‘role’ qua performance; behaviours constituted by the many practices and actions that give identity where emotions are seldom detached (e.g., Dreyfus 1991, p. 95; Ashkanasy and Humphries 2014) and (see sections 2.3.8).
Pre-empting later details, a few exemplars of the participants’ emotive feelings, e.g., those associated with antagonistic power, heedful caring and compassion are given below.  These and other primary emotions such as, fight or flight, love, euphoria, angst, fear, guilt, uncertainty and stress, associated with actions of passions and responsibilities are also (re) considered later (see sections 6.7 and 6.7.1).
In narrative recalls, the CEOs often dismiss the significance of overt power, but in their leader-centric actions they certainly covet and incline towards emotional control (see sections 4.5.3:4.5.4; 4.7.1; 5.8.3; 6.4.3; 6.4.4; 6.4.8).  Moreover, they are usually insistent, competitive and committed in their conduct.
Take (EF), the retail hosting head, confesses:
“I don’t think of myself as wielding power.  I am positive and committed and, I hope, decently driven and that there is mutual respect; it’s about connections and relations.
Yet ‘we,’ the business and I must perform.  There are things that must be done.  I do take painful and unpopular actions.  There are always people’s emotions, hidden agendas and politics to contend with.  I am burdened by all these and squeezed from many directions; control and leading is hard.  In extremis, I can be aggressive; I admit that I did once, in my professional life, get close to actual violence when I was falsely and repeatedly accused of duplicity.”
However, although I can be harsh and sometimes dismissive I try not to humiliate people.  I like, and much prefer, making a difference to their lives in a positive way.  That is usually mutually beneficial.”
As listed in Table 5, but amplified here (GH), the female CEO indicates: 
“I don’t like bullshit; I want the facts and honesty.  I believe in one set of truths, but I try to be open and to listen.  As the boss, I am quite happy for someone to upstage me if they have something credible to say, but there had better not be any surprises.  I have only once genuinely lost my temper; I will occasionally stage-manage a loss, one on one, so that there is emphasis, but no public humiliation.
There is a time to be combative, but there is a time to be considerate.  ‘We’ are all here to serve the organization; it has to perform.  For the moment, I just happen to be the figurehead. 
However, in repetition never underestimate the emotional power of the boss banging the table.”
Further (CD), the business owner, seized on frankness, rectitude and straight forwardness in trading, when he emotionally claimed:
“ ‘We’ position ourselves as honest brokers. ‘ We’ are a 100-year-old firm and must exude reliability fairness and integrity, ‘we’ found our trading on being honourable and trustworthy to which I am emotionally committed.  Any one stepping outside that line is gone.”
(AB), the former CEO, whilst maintaining his tough stance in general, volunteered:
“I have no time for malingerers, I want a team who I don’t have to batter round their heads to do their job, who have a thirst and the right attitude; who individually are responsible in their authority.  If they aren’t ‘we’ get rid of them.  I don’t think that I am an emotional person, but my subordinates often are.  Authority brings power and this demands some wisdom.  In my job I try to exercise commonsense and I expect the same from them, but we are all human.”
Generally, against this backcloth the CEOs appear to be focussed, tough, dedicated and resilient contestants who challenge their organizations, connections and rivals in competitive supremacy.  However, power is seen as relational space, where both the CEO and “the others” meet.  Each protagonist, by different degrees of discretion, values and wants, seek to influence the other (Hambrick and Finkelstein 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 118, pp. 126-130, p. 170; Kleindienst and Hutzschenreuter 2010; Mesle and Dibben 2017).  Certainly, the CEOs bear privilege and apparent authority, within and reflected outside their immediate operations, but often in many contentions, emotions are palpable and passions can run high.
As (CD) antagonistically volunteered: 
“I think that we are principled and honourable, but I will rip somebody’s eye out for a percent of margin because that is business.”
(EF) peremptorily voices, before softening:
“It’s about getting the focus right.  I am good at recognizing environments.  I need to be quite surgical; I am not afraid to make decisions and will cut and sever, but not savage, when I see fit.  I don’t enjoy it but I am a very determined individual and will see things through.
It is about being right with the organization, how we can move forward, how things should look and how together we get there.  For me this is an emotional commitment and I care deeply.” 
Assertively, (AB) observed:
“I think first!  I always try to think first before I commit.
Some businesses want to grow, so they grab any opportunity, there is no rationale, certainly no reasoned thinking.  Here, we have objectives that we aggressively pursue, but at the same time, we have got to be opportunistic, coherent and people savvy.
Without people there is no enterprise, success is about people, however difficult they may be.”
Once more, (GH) thoughtfully offers with a telling codicil:
“Strategy, for want of a better word, depends on the organization, the position it has got and its legacies.  The whole business here is about a market that didn’t exist; it is a recent creation arising from a market imperfection.  I am concentrating on platforms, implementation modes and organizational capabilities; we are a service company that is all about people and their intelligence, commitment and emotions.  Mostly all appears well, but metaphorical blood is not a stranger to me!” 
From these few performance exemplars, it is clear that what a CEO does is largely situated and relational, but ultimately is often deterministic.  In-line with practice theory, the CEO’s performance is inescapably embedded in the social condition.  The participant CEOs recognized, but not explicitly so, that organizations are theoretical abstractions.  When reified, organizations assume temporal dimensions, coming into being as bundles of inter-related actions enjoined in praxis, modulated by sensemaking and emotions.  They are a mesh of  “practices and arrangements”, a “context whose inhabitants are inherently an entangled part of it” where desires, cognitions and emotions join together in varied combinations to determine human behaviour (Schatzki 2002, pp. 122 146, 2005, p. 471, 2010a, p. 125).  It is clear that the CEOs’ manoeuvrings are laden and dispersed in affective behavioural actions; emotions often determine what is done.  What the CEOs do is what they are, how they are, and what they understand.
The participant CEOs do recognize this.  However, they were clear, that in business practice the complex catenations of doings and happenings have to be dealt with, they must be made sense of, ordered and decisively directed to provide coherent, meaningful outcomes.
6.4	SENSING, SENSEMAKING AND MEANING STRUCTURES IN PRACTICE
Sensitive, temporal discernments and emotional activities lie at the very heart of organizing, giving traction to coherent human behaviours that guide and drive enterprise, however, certainly for CEOs all is not rational, but entertains much subjectivity, embracing “emotional sense” (Balogun et al. 2013; Maitlis et al. 2013; Weick 1979; Smircich and Morgan 1982; Schatzki. 2010a p.125 and sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 in the Literature review).
6.4.1	SENSING IN PRACTICE
Sensing is a metaphor for a mode of ‘active’ response to affordant engagements in the world.  It is best understood as an awareness that is mined and affectively brought to the fore in bodily prehensions (see section 2.3.6).  Sensing simply is inherently an organising or organised phenomenon concerned with the possible relationships between things by way of our sensate feelings (Hayek 1952/1999).
In practice, sensing is not generalizable or necessarily objective and is often emotionally bounded, but it allows us to approach that which we cannot always quite discern.  In this enjoinment ‘cognitive’ sensing is often given such associated sobriquets as instinctive, gut feelings, hunches and vibes in the application of heuristics and intuitions etc. not-least in the instantiations of expertise (Betts 2011; Dane and Pratt 2007; Dane, Rockmann and Pratt 2012; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Lieberman 2000). 
The sensing expertise of an accomplished CEO provides “in the twinkling of an eye and the heat of the moment” a notion of what should be done “in terms of objective probabilities, that is in response to an overall, instantaneous assessment of the whole, seen not always as they are, but in their impending positions” (Bourdieu 1990b, pp. 81-82).  This facility reflects the knowledge and dispositions of the vastly experience CEO as they sensitively find a way: the very qualities that engaged this temporal inquiry.   
In short, sensing is both reflective and anticipatory but is always immediate, and cannot always be reduced to rationality.
6.4.2	SENSING THROUGH THE LENS OF THE CEO
The effective CEO is highly reliant on sensing and its consociate sensemaking; CEOs are commonly expected to provide leadership in unclear, often value laden or emotive circumstances, where facts are blurred and not easily analytically computable.
To put it metaphorically, as one participant CEO did: 
“To make it happen, a CEO’s sense radar must be astutely and acutely attuned and amplified to signals.  That is how things come to the fore, can be worked on and get done.   
That’s how I read and judge situations and people.”  (GH) 
Amongst the participant CEOs, there is awareness that sensing in all its sensibilities is indispensable.
For example, (GH) was concerned about the efficacy and workings of her Spanish subsidiary:
“It was just an accumulation of bits of happenings that in ‘reading’ one feels.  I heard that incipient buzzing, a rumouring symptom.  I was getting a lot of noise that all was not well.    
On investigation there had been no reason to doubt my feelings that I had picked up via the noise and now I have another problem, one of its resolution.”
In a similar manner, (AB) when deciding to become CEO of an attractive company, although coveting independence, he rapidly developed a sense of potential accommodation.
“I liked what I saw and heard.  I took a liking to Chris (the principle shareholder) and his proportionate approach.  I liked the factory and the eager young man who gave me a tour.  Above all, I liked their general enthusiasm.
I could almost taste their aspiration.  Importantly, I sensed that I could buy into it and make a real contribution.”
Again (CD), when on the acquisition trail:
“I can walk around a prospective company and sense that it is well run or not.  Often there is no potential there.  What are they actually trying to sell me?  I can’t see any value.
In other companies, there is a sense of value.  It’s the people too; you recognize authenticity, balance and professional honesty. 
Sometimes what is offered can be seriously tempting, but it is prudent to smell the coffee first, then sensitively take a little taste, then take a sip that you savour for the deeper flavours, before you even think of drinking a draught from the seductive cup” (CD).
(EF) when faced with the ‘satanic conditions’, (already referred to in Chapter 4 and 5) had recourse to sensing his vulnerabilities, “I was tarred with the same brush and I sensed the writing was on the wall, I felt that I was on my way out!” 
These examples are merely indicative of the ongoing sensing of often subjective; yet palpable ‘affordances’ that the participant CEOs commonly confront and encounter.  It is not just sensing something; it implies circumspective concern and has the character of becoming affected in someway.  Each CEO, in their different situations, claimed to be highly attuned to the resonance of such epiphenomena.  They see the sweep of their sense antenna as consciously, or unconsciously, always watchful and vigilant.  “A CEO is never not working.  You are constantly probing and sensing, often unconsciously and then, from some inkling, a substantive idea erupts” (GH).
It is evident that this social, sensitivity is an embedded and trusted tradecraft of the experienced CEO and operates emotionally where the aesthetic balance between, stability and change is constantly in play.  
Quoting Barnard (1938, p. 235), in his prescient “The functions of the executive” wrote, when describing the process of management:
“The terms pertinent to it is ‘feeling’, ‘judgement’, ‘sense’, ‘proportion’, ‘balance’, ‘appropriateness’.  It is a matter of art rather than science, and it is aesthetic rather than logical.”
Sensory modalities are inscribed in sensations, traced in experience, thinking and emotions, when responding to what is talked of and what is actually said and done when “dwelling in practice” (Polanyi 1958, p. 195).  More, they are about recognizing the animations of body language and particularly the faces of others; scenting fears and hopes; touching on desires and savouring success; appreciating all the tensions and anxieties in a complexity of competitive, social obligations.  They are about the CEOs’ own and others’ aspirations, wants and needs and, not the least, favourable and menacing moments of circumstance.  They involve conjunctions of “sensible knowledge and knowledgeable bodies” (Gherardi 2012, pp. 49-75) that enable the discovery of the subjective conditions of knowledge and comprehensions of what is going on that needs attention, namely the attributions and prehensions of sensemaking 
In the above quotations, a ‘sense’ of sensemaking or making sense of things is already discerned, a sensory modality already suggesting the intertwining indivisibility of CEO prehensions with deliberations that feed into sense giving, the management of meaning and coherent action.
6.4.3	SENSEMAKING IN PRACTICE
Sensemaking is central in rendering intelligible many equivocal and complex encounters by contributing to refined and reasoned knowledge (Maitlis et al. 2013; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962; Vuori and Virtaharju 2012; see also section 2.3.7).       
As outlined in the Literature Review “Organisational sensemaking” is endowed by the collective wisdom of the firm that distils from many sources of knowledge and realities (Chia 2017b; Argyris and Schön 1978, p. 9 1996, Gherardi 2012).  It augments the CEO’s “practical adequacy”​[27]​ (Sayer 1992, pp. 69-70) and this aggregation likely guides their “determinate actions” (Schatzki 2010a, pp. 175-187).  However, the CEOs’ sensemaking and determinations can be idiosyncratically vested giving their ongoing inputs into practices and their directions a distinctive personal bias.
This notwithstanding, active sensing, perceptions and judicious selection by the CEO play a crucial role in the processual organization/environment nexus.  Such articulations largely contribute to, and “explain how an organization succeeds by sensitively seeking out and exploiting environmental opportunities” (Chia 2017b, p. 113).
However, sensemaking activities are difficult to disentangle, since they are ongoing embedded, not always conscious, productions (paraphrasing Maitlis et al. 2013, p. 224; Colville et al. 2013).  Nevertheless, this embodied knowing in its temporal articulations discloses “actionable knowledge” and “how matter comes to matter” and have meaning in the present, whilst conscient with the past and future (Argyris 2003, p. 423; Argyris and Schön 1996, p. 6; Barad 2003, p.301; Barad 2007).
In this study, the CEOs empirically emphasized that these practices take place in the present and are usually “contested with only limited resources and incomplete knowledge” (EF).  In their work “uncertainty intertwines all manner of things, stakeholders demands, market economics, cash flows, artefacts, bodily-habits, tastes, styles, preoccupations and psychological emotions” (GH).  These conditions are always in-the-making or the-receding (Gabriel 1999; Hernes and Maitlis 2010; Maitlis et al. 2013; Hernes 2014; Levinthal 2011; Powell et al. 2011).  In this temporal fluidity the strategic role of the CEO is in “the continuous search for, and examination of, market discontinuities and opportunities” (GH), and “to make sense of them” (AB).  Then “to select and decide upon a plausible, yet speculative future or at least such probabilities” (EF) and by “developing and matching resources to opportunities, position the organization” (CD), subsequently “directing and personally leading the way forwarding anchored in sociomateriality” (JLB).
(For published, assonant correspondence, see, for example, Barney 1986a b; Dierickx and Cool 1989 a b; Chia and Holt 2007 2009; Barad 2003; Hambrick and Mason 1984; Hambrick 2007; Ingold 2000; Leonard-Barton 1992; Nelson and Winter 1982; Mellahi and Sminia 2009; Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Sminia 2014; Teece et al. 1997; Weick 1979 1995 2001; Vaara and Whittington 2012).
Born out by the empirical claims of the participants, both sensemaking and decision making, albeit occurring at all levels and conditions of organization, is within their final jurisdiction.  The CEOs are aware that they cannot know every detail, things go on without their knowledge, and they must trust in delegation, but the ultimate contested choice, decision and responsibility is theirs.  Thus, defining organizationally “what it makes sense to do next” (GH) is uniquely that of the CEO: it is vested in their privileged “accumulated practical experience” (CD), and “know how, involved in execution and performance” (AB) and in their “notions and underlying emotions” (GH).
In sum, the “realized practical adequacy” of the CEO is idiosyncratic and their determinate action is temporally disposed constituted in their becoming, where it particularly relevant as a component of the aggregated primary agency of practice (Sayer 1992, pp. 69-70).
What matters is the “practical embodied form of knowing-how” (Schmidt 2017, p. 144) and its articulation in present practice, where praxis anchored in materiality creates future outcomes.  A present directive remains unsettled until the CEO, first makes sense of the affordances offered by the environment, then makes a choice and takes a determinate action.  Prior to this nothing organizationally is settled.  This choice, the determination of practice configurations, excites the manoeuvrings of situated praxis and future performance (Hambrick and Finkelstein 1987, pp. 378-379; Kleindienst and Hutzschenreuter 2010).  It must be noted that choice arises from a want, need or neglect, doing nothing is a choice; in business, choice determines future trajectories, at bedrock survival. 
As the participant CEOs repeatedly stress, “the go or no go”, the ultimate “final decision and buck stops here” (AB, CD, EF and GH).  This withstanding that their determinations reflect the counsel and opinions of others (not admittedly always heeded), but are internally moderated and directed by their own personal and organizational histories and the emergent uncertainties of the problem at hand (Kaplan and Orlikowski 2013; Rasche and Chia 2009).  There is no hiding from their ultimate responsibility, each participant CEO insists, “that it is theirs’ and theirs” alone.
Therefore, all sensemaking, choice, determinations and behaviours emerge from distinctly personal processes, albeit manifestations of social, spatial/temporal situations, history, practices, (dis)locations and emotions (For some relevant exegesis cf Bourdieu 1990b; Kaplan 2011; Kaplan and; Klein et al. 2006; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962 1989; Kaplin and Orlikowski 2013; Starbuck and Milliken 1988; Weick 1996  2001). 
Importantly, in emphasis, nothing happens ante eventum until, in “personalised mindfulness​[28]​ of actionable knowledge” the CEO embracing materiality in “practical intelligibility” and “practical understandings”, makes a choice.  This choice, often espoused as rational, is invariably emotional although leading to a “determinate enacting or performance” (Schatzki 2002, pp. 75-78; ibid. 2010, p. 175).
Bis, organizational practice moments and movements, knowingly or not, are mediated by sensemaking in determinate maneuverings of the ‘felt’ experience of individuals, acting on behalf of the organization itself nested in process.  However, in leading the organization, the CEO is ultimately accountable; the organizational determination, its resources, compliances and shaping, behaviours, balance, direction and congruent energising is the held opinion and leadership responsibility of the CEO. 
However it is wise to recall Spencer’s, (1850 pt, 1V p. 8) aphorism “Opinion is ultimately determined by the feelings and not the intellect.”
6.4.4	SENSEMAKING THROUGH THE LENS OF THE CEO  
Sensemaking concepts reverberate in practice thinking at all dimensions of temporality and actions, that when viewed through the lens of the participant CEOs and find empirical endorsement. 
Briefly, the practice of management and leadership is far from sterile.  It is a fluid, fluxing, visceral reality; a temporality (Zeitlichkeit) fragmented in the present by many tensions, polyvocal demands and expectations, where these circumstances can often be likened to a state of striving embattlement besieged in by untenable demands and expectations.
“You have to be there or have been there to understand its savage embrace” (GH) and “embattled, you bring it all together and find a way” (CD).  “There is no cartography to navigate by, except your own, it becomes part of you and you are part of it” (EF).  
“The bigger the business the harder it gets, the bigger you are the greater the risk you take, but in fairness the bigger the capital buttressing.  It is usually a measured risk, but always tinged with apprehension and concerned feelings” (AB).
Sensemaking in this oppugnant cauldron of everydayness, CEO ​thoughts, perspectives, reason and logic can become hostage to Sisyphean or baleful activity. 
”You are burdened in many aspects; but you are expected to be optimistic and cope despite seemingly impossible odds” (EF). 
However, despite this “burden” and other overt worries, the CEOs in their expertise, accommodate much, often without reflective awareness, sometimes seemingly intuitively. 
For example,
“I often find that I have resolved a messy problem without realizing how I have done it.  I guess your experience kicks in, about which you are almost unaware, and you just do it” (CD).
Or, “Previously I would have spent days on a problem that today, with experience, would be one short, instant reply. ‘  Do that, don’t do this”.  That’s fine.  That’s the way most problems are solved” (EF).
Of course, over time experience provides significant personal accumulations of “habitus” and derived “capital” in the practice “field” (Bourdieu 1990b, pp. 63-68 chap. 5; Bourdieu. 2005, p. 69).  The CEOs in their “practical intelligibility” and “understandings” become accomplished, with a well-grounded repertoire and inherent appreciation of temporality (Benner 1984; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 201; Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-78).  The intrigues of people are well learned.  Politics and the vested happenings of others, who in temporal becoming, are sometimes fractious mischievousness and emotionally confrontational must be handled.
Unsurprisingly in self-defence and self-defining, or even in self-defiance, the participant CEOs are repeatedly unapologetically leader-centric in their claims.  Although acknowledging the contributions, processes and outcomes of all ‘followers’ and involved ‘others, they countenance no illusions about their own singular and solitary accountability.
“The buck stops here, but I have an absolute responsibility to ensure my decisions are appropriate, clear and understood and not used perversely” (EF).  
Or “Certainly I have the authority.  We have leadership and delegation at all levels, but make no mistake I am ultimately answerable and responsible.  I take the decisions where my future and that of the organization are at stake” (AB).
In like manner, “It is all about matching the short with the long term and not putting egos before roles.  It is about the drive for the future, what might and can happen and what you can squeeze out of the organization.  But, rest assured, you are ultimately responsible, particularly in terms of performance” (GH). 
Alternatively “Middle management are functional and in a sense communicators.  They will put in an opinion, they jockey for position and resources and are often devious and highly prejudiced, but they are not ultimately accountable save for their functional operations.  I cannot afford that luxury, I must balance perspectives; I might have a bias, but then I carry the risks.  The buck stops here” (CD). 
Again, these CEOs, who are at the coalface, firmly believe that the ultimate sensemaking, decisions and the meaningful direction of business is uniquely theirs; the nomadic environment, its vicissitudes and mutations are to be coped with and this is ultimately their responsibility. 
The CEOs understand that the inherent nature of their role and organization is circumscribed in temporality and underpinned by organizational communications (Luhmann 1995; 2000).  Both internal and external knowledge is pivotal, being informed by, and informing others, using experience, sensing, sense creation and sense giving is always to the fore.  They accept their hierarchical position as legitimately given, but their sense giving or persuasions and “management of meaning” historically chronicles and defines their own and others actions in the present.  Thus, “guiding a common reality” of a contemplated possible future (Smircich and Morgan 1982, p. 261; see below).  As such, their current experience and perceived positions, actions, attitudes and behaviours define their professional identities and those of their associates and that of their collective organizations (for recent review see Oliver 2015 and see sections 2.3.8; 2.3.9; 6.5.3; 6.5.4).
Moreover, the CEOs are aware that their position is underpinned by management knowledge, a mutable resource that transiently influences, constrains and legitimises their business practices and pathways (Johnson and Duberley 2000).  Their sensemaking serves to reflect and generate degrees of closure, continuity or change (Van de Ven and Sminia 2012), but its selective character excludes a number of interested voices (Habermas 1974 1984 1987).  It is not possible for their sensemaking to acknowledge all the many ambient ante- and intercedents that pervade temporal dimensions or all sensitivities created and modulated by internal and external environmental change.  Understandably, their practice narratives all had the underlying temporal theme, “how did we get to where we are now, where do we want to be and how do I sort it out” (e.g., CD).
Empirically, all the participant CEOs pragmatically recognize that sensemaking is not merely a top down process, it is a social presence continuously occurring axiomatically within and outside their organizations where functional, or interest laden relations affectively compose or contest sensemaking in localized wants and needs. 
 For example, internally: “No doubt the managers work out ways amongst themselves” (EF), or externally: “our suppliers, customers and we, have our own interests that in reciprocity are mutually important, but we have to know what makes sense to them and their needs” (GH). 
Importantly, this bottom-up and reciprocal intra-organizational movement is mostly understood as the components of realized strategy if not always appreciated or labelled as different ‘rationalities’ (Wittgenstein 1951/1969, § 7).  However, it requires CEO work for it to be congruently orientated into, or change, the larger canvas (Balogun and Johnson 2004; Burgelman 1983a b c; Mantere, 2003 2005 2008; Sminia 2005; Wooldridge and Canales 2010).   
However, acknowledgement by the CEOs of subordinate intra and inter-organizational sensemaking is not an invitation to anarchy, or contrarily paralysis by complexity, nor prolonged philosophical quiescence or destructive recalcitrance (Burgelman and Groove 1996 2007a; Damasio 1994 1997).  As one participant put it “In any firm there can be only one real truth that is established by the CEO in an active coordinated engagement” (GH).    
Generalised, it is “being-in-the-world-amidst-others, with a common-towards-which” (Heidegger 1927/1962 Chapter 4) involving “being-there-toward-possibilities” (ibid. 1927/1962, pp. 148 236 261), (see further below). 
To quote a couple of CEOs: 
“I am quick to understanding the environment and I am flexible, but I know that I cannot control everything.  That said business would be simpler if it were not for people and their particular, often-peculiar, interpretations of my directives” (CD).
“I spend a lot of time ensuring that people toe the line, not least in anticipations.  You have to work with a myriad of external and internal, often emotional, influences and fragile egos thrown at you and then go on” (EF).
Again on another occasion and repeating a significant proposition made in Chapter 4:
“I suppose in all organizations the most satisfying and infuriating aspect is people.  I spend an awful lot of time trying to get people to act more cohesively and pointing in the right direction (mine!), but egos often come into play” (EF).
Separately, (GH) observes:
“We, the board, do all talk a lot, more about problems than opportunities.  There comes a point when I say, to the executive directors ‘enough!  I can do without all the drama, hyperbole, and egos and this often self-indulgent microanalysis.  I appreciate their concerns, but they must grasp the big picture and look at the opportunities we have.
I then try to make some sense of it with the non-execs.  Then I communicate and act; but ultimately, the determinations are mine.  There can only be one truth” 
(CD) Offered:
“I try to limit ‘democracy’ to a strategic cadre of my directors: how they see things and feel.  It’s a team, I can’t do it all, but I am fairly clear on what I want them to do.  Every thing really comes from here.  I then let them manage until they mismanage.  Undoubtedly, things go on above and below them that they don’t see.” 
Again, the CEOs believe that it is prudent to draw on all available knowledge and knowing when affordant opportunities are considered.  Not least an informed input from the Board of Directors or from functional specialists.  This is a situated, sensemaking that draws collectively on specialist frames of meaning, on transitional systems and reflective forms of knowledge (Goffman 1967, p. 2 ff.; Schmidt 2017, p. 150).
However, the CEOs are emphatic that the ultimate strategic decision, the determinate ‘go or no go’, resides with them.  “Accepting the need for unity and coherence the final decision and buck stops here, any consensus is myth; you find this out very quickly if things go wrong” (EF).
Thus, the CEOs by sensemaking adjudicate settlements in processes of emotionally charged, embedded and embodied advisements and consultations (Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962) or informed intuitions (Sadler-Smith et al. 2008).  Their decisions are marked less by a perfection of consensus than by “the refinement of the senses”.  “What gets better is the precision” (Chia 2017b p 114.  Geertz 1973, p. 29).  However, in their ‘wisdom’, accomplished CEOs reflectively must make sense of this vested complexity.  
In short, sensemaking correlated in organizational performance is determined, the CEOs aver, within meanings, structures and intentions that are embodied and embedded, but not without continuous re-enforcement (Abatecola et al. 2018; Stinchcombe 1965).  They are always open to interpretation when dwelling in an existing already changing world.  This performativity is an invocation of a “weaker form of individualism” that acknowledges the affects of trans-individual, socially situated interactions on individual behaviours and dispositions without diminishing the confining primacy of individual choice or degrees of freedom over social circumscriptions (Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 122-129).  However, this freedom must not be confused with the legitimate primacy of practice agency over that of the individual, who, in their manoeuvrings as carriers of agency influence the constitution of practice, but in enactments of praxis the aggregate practice of the firm is the agent.
In interim summary, although not verbalized in scholarly jargon, the participant CEOs are acutely sensitive in recognizing their relationships and communications in their domain and that to the world.  They are aware that their sensemaking and sense giving is incorporated and embedded in themselves and, when exposed, is transposed in interpretations by others.  None-the-less these meanings must be managed and consistent.  They are central to leadership activities and affective, strategic conduct.  If mismanaged they become inherently equivocal and amplify existing ambiguity and create further uncertainty, confusion and conflict.
Empirically, in the assertion of the CEOs their responsibility and accountability is never doubted: 
“I need to be fair and proper and act with integrity, but you can be too bloody democratic.  Trying to get consensus never really works it becomes muddled.  I believe in a good degree of participation and yearn for informed knowledge, but if you try to get consensus from all and sundry it will never be right, it will never be optimal” (EF).
Or commented by yet another participant:
“I have always been a bit opinionated; people say you think you’re always right.  Well, I suppose that I do appear like that to some extent.  I recognize that this strength is my greatest weakness as well; when you think you are right, you may not be, but I do listen to what other people think, but ultimately I must be my own man.”
Unbridled ‘consensus’ just does not work; it is the origin of confusion, conflict and dissension.  I would never go beyond my personal principles, but finally I decide.
I do not have any problems with making decisions, but they must be clear” (AB). 
Yet another participant suggests:
“I have a bias for action; I think that I am driven by timelines.  I will allow myself, or others, to contemplate data or think through and analyse up to a certain point.  This translates into a time when, ‘I have to make a decision!’  What I try to do is some risk mitigation and I draw on historic parallels and my experience, but I guess often my personal gut feelings operate, not least in the speculative future.  It is about perspective and with increasing perspectives and experience you honed down the potential opportunities and risks, and you make determinations more easily” (GH).
Finally, a further observation:
“In strategic formulations you draw on everybody’s experience and you listen to what they have to say and importantly you hear. 
Finally, you have got to make a judgement.  Ultimately, as CEO, it is your responsibility where the present and future, or potential, trajectory of the organization lies and this is based on your personal, often private judgement.  I am not afraid to make decisions, but they must be upheld.  I am the final arbiter” (CD).
Importantly, whilst the CEOs “initially” believed that they base their sensemaking and decisions on logical rationalism, all refer to the involved subjectivity of other people, rather in passim neglecting their own.  However, all implied teleoaffective comportments in their determinate action; one (GH) refers directly to “gut feelings” or another “I just do it” (CD) and yet another “I suppose there is intuition there, but I can’t get round numbers easily” (AB) and “then there are leaps of faith” (EF).
The CEOs’ interpretation of their personal roles in sensemaking and giving and in determinate decision making of strategic conduct is so emphatic that it was voiced many times and ways.  In polysemic emphasis, other examples are quoted here. 
“Management by consensus is an illusion.  At best, in so far as it can be, management is a negotiated autocracy, at worst a self-seeking dictatorship.  None-the-less I know that my ‘dictates’ are always interpreted by canny, vested interests and politics.  Locally, within the firm, they are accepted as an inherent, irritating evil.  These internecine tensions are always there that can only be contained by persuasion or unpalatable retribution” (AB).
Or:
“Of course I listen and take counsel from others, but ultimately there is no consensus.  Senior management is not a democracy, nor is leadership, but a benevolent, or not so benevolent, monocracy.  You take all the information, compress it, summarize it and then you alone have to make the determinate decision. 
You find a pathway through it.  It doesn’t just happen you make it happen!  It’s my job and mostly my money that is at stake.  If there is consensus at all it is in the general acceptance of my decision, or perhaps that is what I like to believe.”
These citations place the CEOs in their sensemaking and practice perspectives as autocratic, or ‘monocratically’ centralized in the configurations of practice.  However, they are decentralized in the execution of practices and become just another, but significant, carrier of agency with presumptions of compliance.
Each participant CEO wished to believe that they are benevolent pastoral leaders, but this was conditioned by circumstances, when acting for the greater good.  Clearly, they have little truck for consensus and see themselves as strong and responsible, decisive and accountable for their businesses overall, but also as reasoned caring persuaders, nurturers or fixers.  Importantly, they imply that their sensing and sensemaking is an affective, ongoing, generative effort of creative direction pervading and infusing temporality; where inevitably things could always have been otherwise and unintended consequences do happen.
In summary, their temporally constructed sensemaking is a sensitively reasoned context of relevant history, the material circumstance at hand and a foreshadowing future.  By persuasion and conviction, organized people comply with the CEO in understanding and emotionally accept what is going on (Weick et al. 2005, p. 416).  In emphasis, the CEO’s individual determinations, whilst singularly solitary and personal, take place within sociomaterial practices of which CEOs are a constructive, constituent and constituted part, but in re-emphasis it is the aggregate firm that is the primary agency.
In repetition, prior to actual “performed activities”, what a CEO ultimately does remains open.  “Nothing is settled, nothing is guaranteed everything is indeterminate, but not necessarily undetermined; the performance is only settled by what the individual actor [the CEO] finally reasons and does” (abridging Schatzki 2010a, pp. 175-187).  However, “understanding, knowing-how and emotional desires are necessary elements and qualities of a practice in which the single individual participates, not qualities of individuals” (Reckwitz 2002, p. 250). 
This places practices as the essential, situated feature of temporal agency, reflecting knowing how and knowledge, wherein embodied CEOs manoeuvre and affectively play a part, anchored and anchored in materiality.
6.4.5	SENSE GIVING AND THE MANAGEMENT MEANING IN PRACTICE
The continuing managing of sense giving, coloured by sensing and sensemaking, importantly provides expectations of business agreement and direction, both internally and to the world at large, minimising the possibility of the misinterpretation of meanings.  These meanings and their management actions define the CEO and their people, their organizations and associations and importantly their business trajectories and “wayfinding” (Chia 2017b; Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 159-186; Ingold 2000, pp. 217-242).  CEO sensing, sensemaking, sense giving and the management of meaning are the essential requisites in the creation and constraints of organizations that author, persuade and govern strategic conduct.  However, in the realities of enacted praxis CEOs only ‘really know as they go’ and, in this sense harbour, projections of the future (Chia 2017b; Ingold 2000).
Unquestionably, the management of sensibilities and meaning is recognized as a communicative imperative in an attempt to establish “one set of truths” (GH), by ensuring organizational and stakeholder congruence in the coming time (Smircich and Morgan 1982).  Leadership turns on the persuasive ability to ascribe and ‘sell’ truth-values that provide plausible direction and meaning that is acceptable to organizational networks.  Here “Meaning is that wherein the intelligibility of something maintains itself.  That which we can be articulate in disclosure by which we can understand we call meaning (Heidegger 1927/1962, p.151). 
In short, meaning is that which the intelligible understand when projected from a backcloth of experience, the situation at hand and the future.  Simply, meaning is expressive significance that must be managed in teleoaffective, temporal performance to material ends consistently allowing no equivocal ties.
6.4.6	SENSE GIVING AND THE MANAGEMENT OF MEANING THROUGH THE LENS OF THE CEO
The participant CEOs directly refer to the management of meaning in dramaturgical expositions of sense giving; it is their projection of projections.  Specifically inferred in the “enquiry in use” where roles, communicative styles, language and visual aids it gives a sense of definition and expectancy in different settings (Argyris 1980; Chia and Holt 2009, p. 126; Goffman 1959; Turner 1962) essential to social life (Schatzki 2017).
For example, (EF) offered:
“I attend a lot of business meeting.  Each is important in staging but it is often about communicating a common message and receiving feedback, but each audience requires a different language and style.  However, despite this juggling I have to be consistent and unambiguous in my message.  It must be simple, plausible and unequivocal and importantly offer ideas that can be bought into.  Often visual aids are helpful.
The message must suggest a clear intention, however, I would be naïve if I believed that subsequently ‘Chinese whispers” and political manipulations didn’t happen from time to time” (EF).
For another participant, the role of storytelling involves visioning (Goodwin 1994) or “knowledge pointers” (Gherardi 2006, pp. 76-81).  (GH) knowingly paraphrased Martin Luther King in her proposition:
“I have a vision, share it with me and together we can make it happen”.
She continues,
“The vision I paint has to be plausible, realistically achievable and have a personal resonance with the people; it is about your own self-beliefs and getting people to buy into and share a truth with them.  In detail, although conceptually identical, presentations and their persuasions vary with the audience.  With your own staff, it might be ‘Let’s imagine’, with investment bankers it will be more about ‘the numbers’ and financial nuance” with non professionals, ‘It is like this….’ and so on” (GH).
A further participant (CD) emphasized the role of acting:
“As an effective leader I have to be a good actor, persuasive and a player of roles.  I have to be able to play the part, no matter what.  I have to be a chameleon, adapting to the environment and the organization.  In reality, it is an adopted mode where much is staged to get what I want.  So I play an appropriate role, you cannot afford to be a ‘one trick pony.’  However, I must be genuine and authentic in my beliefs; my reliability and honesty must shine through.  I must make people comfortable, including customers, in the knowledge that I will and am looking after them”
Meanings and their actionable interpretations are sometimes advocated provocatively in opposition to established practices as “sense breakers” (Aula and Mantere 2013; Pratt 2000, p. 464).  These are interruption in conformities that stimulate consideration of new horizons (Lawrence and Maitlis 2014; Mantere et al. 2012).
“The board communicates well with each other and we have an open style.  Of course, I like people to question and offer ideas and I will occasionally play Devil’s advocate, because I think that is healthy in crystallizing and clarifying views.  It is my role to balance the business and ensure that our objectives are well argued and clear.  In the end I must take the organisation with me, knowing our journey will never be straight forward” (AB).
The assumption of styles and roles figured highly in the communicative lexicons of the CEOs as they seek to influence stakeholders (see more below).  In their staging of sense giving, whether written, oratorical or symbolic, skills were important, emphasised by physical presence and manner.  The use of a repertoire of graphics, media illustrations, objects and artefacts and other non-verbal textures were commonly mentioned in order to illustrate, clarify and endorse projected meanings (Blumer 1962 1966; Hodgkinson et al. 2006; Jarzabkowski and Seidl 2008; Mead 1934 1938; Le and Spee 2015; Seidl and Guerard 2015). 
Both in their descriptions and in their rationalizations of sensemaking and particularly in sense giving the creative devices of analogy and of metaphor were commonly employed in persuasions (Cornelissen et al. 2011; Heracleous and Jacobs 2008; Morgan 1986).  Drawing from the quotations, given immediately above, analogies and particularly metaphors abound in securing stakeholder accord: “I have a vision”, or “I paint” (GH), or in the dramaturgy of “staging” or in “juggling” and concern about “Chinese whispers” (EF) or by “playing Devil’s advocate…because it is healthy” (AB) or “I am a chameleon” or in the negations not being a “one trick pony” (CD).  This invites insights, but risks distortions.
The metaphor, in its excitations is a biasing agency; in its colourings of meanings, it invites the elevation of the rational and propositional and often ignores the human condition (Morgan 1986; Maitlis et al. 2013).  In error, emotional connections can be created that are ingenuous and illusory, not seeing, nor reflecting reality.  However, well-selected metaphors can be illuminating and in their evocations can offer new framings and perspectives of affordances, cues and excitements, which are more easily comprehensible and understood (Cornelissen, Holt and Zundel 2011).
In re-emphasis, whatever way conveyed, sensemaking and sense giving create meanings that shape the possible and they must be carefully managed, misrepresentations easily occur.  Stressed in the CEOs’ comments, “There must be a coherent, an unequivocal organizational understanding of what we are about and what to do next” (EF), however, “if you try to be too clever people will lose the plot” (AB) whilst another offered, “just keep it simple and clear, detail leads to distortions” “GH).
Or, in an independent caution, “My business approach is highly restrictive, it is on a need to know, but there are functional needs at different levels and these must be managed.  However, I am conscious that meanings can often be conveniently readjusted, sometimes misappropriated to serve the individual” (CD).  
However, it is in praxis enactments rather than interpretations that the CEOs couple complex processual events in meanings and constructions where in temporality they connect the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of operations (Anderson 2011; Hernes 2014; Luhmann 2000).
As mentioned, settings, paraphernalia and artefacts create a contextual scene for sense giving.  For example, hierarchical formalities, physical arrangements, seating and presentation order and the like can both embellish and confirm ‘power structures’ in sensemaking and sense giving (Seidl and Guerard 2015).  However, increasingly, existing forms of communication and traditional formalities are being supplanted by e-techniques that more easily accommodate unscheduled access and distance.  This notwithstanding, the participants all believe that, where possible, sensemaking and sense giving is best achieved and dignified “by a physical presence and integrated and instilled by direct conversations and suitable exchange” (GH).  Such commutations, whilst clarifying objectives, also help to cement relationships, organizational shared values, underlying beliefs and the meaning girding aspirations.
For example, 
“I generally like people, their enthusiasms and their convictions, ideas are everywhere, but organizationally we must sing the same song in tune, hopefully in my key” (AB).
All the CEOs emphasized that management-by-walk-about and visits provided their embodied identification with the organization, its embedded objectives and intended pathways.  “I take time to walk about and work on being approachable; they should know that I am human and that I care” (AB).  Often casual exchanges promote a sense of engagement and unity ensuring that all echelons are “on the same page of the same book” (CD).  Equally, or perhaps even more important and difficult to convey is authentic trans-organizational communication, both in sense giving and receiving.  “Reading the market” is seen as crucial; “listening to and explaining to customers is always right” (GH).  “Understanding your suppliers, chains and pathways cannot be underestimated, they rank with customers and their wants and needs” (CD).
In emphasis, ambiguous cues, written, verbal or symbolic (Blumer 1969; Mantere 2008; Mantere and Vaara 2008; Mead 1934 1938; Watson 2010) can lead to misunderstandings, whilst for people with particular vested interests they can provide shifting meanings and opportunities allowing layering of political distortions or manipulations implicit in different language games (Sminia 2005 2011a; Smircich and Morgan 1982; Wittgenstein (195I/1953 § 7). 
Distance, culture, segmentation and stratification of operations can lead to greater subjective interpretations; any opacity or ambiguity at the centre magnifies at organizational peripheries.  Conversely, exposure to other tangential confluences often increases local subjectivities (Regner 2003).  For example, “I have to be particularly careful with my international entities, sometimes they misunderstand and are over generous with their customers and a little mendacious” (CD), “I suspect over empathy, perhaps, on purpose for they locally know more and are protective of their clients” (AB), “Equally, I can misunderstand them” (GH).
Sense giving and the management of meaning not only give congruence in business direction, but often an ambient tone or mood (see also later section on corporate ethos and sections 6.0-6.9 on emotions). 
(AB) proudly expounded:
“People say that there is a corporate ethos, an aura about this place.  I can sense that myself when I walk around; it gives me confidence when I am showing a customer around.  Remember that whatever you are selling, be it an idea or jumbo jet, you are selling yourself first, but importantly you are selling what is behind you and all that you believe in.  People, including customers, like success; they will go the extra mile or even pay a little extra to be part of it.” 
(GH) offered a further perspective that engaged meanings:
“At 45 I am one of the oldest here.  We have a very large open plan office where we all sit with no apparent hierarchy.  It contrasts my previous job where I had a large office and was guarded by a PA; things then really had to be broken before they got to me.  Here people just come to me for a chat and this is often where ideas come from and meanings are clarified.  At the least, it makes me aware and fully involved, but there is a danger of being swamped in detail and losing the greater perspective.
She continues, 
“Here it is all about curiosity and engagement, these are two-way streets that help to develop ‘one set of truths’, but the organization has to be open and open- minded.  Sometimes it is hard to get the balance right given the many ideas that flow and of course there are prejudices, naiveties and ambiguities and inevitable constraints.  None-the-less, I must decide based on commercial intelligence and organisational inputs, but ultimately that decision is personal and solitary although it often requires common groundings.
It appears that physical work structures create types of behaviour to which you have to adapt.  Here, it’s continuous strategising in action all the time.  In previous jobs I had to schedule walk-abouts and communications sessions, here, you don’t have to, it’s all happening, but it needs crystallizing and formalising; I have to schedule time for that.  For thinking…  I just go home!” 
I am minded of my mentor Sir John, who claimed, ‘my job is to choose one or two good ideas for this organization and constantly repeat them.  No organization can take a hundred significant ideas; my job is selecting the right ones and repeating them until they become unequivocally part of the fabric.  There can be no misunderstanding, no argument.’ 
Action and strategy is all about perspectives, the angle and the distance from which you view.  However, decisions have to be decisive, meanings clear and not lost in the telling, no arguments.  Never underestimate the emotional power of a CEO banging the desk; it’s not a popularity contest!”
In a similar vein (EH) commented:
“Transformations are happening all the time, not least corporate change, and this is not always within your control.  It is often is governed by external circumstances subsequently distilled by your recognition of, and focussing on, opportunities and circumstances.  It’s all about getting the right perceptions seeing the right things, it is not about a little personal microcosm; it is a much bigger game than that.  I have to help, nurture and encourage and occasionally coerce my people.  I am constantly juggling, but you have to have integrity and be authentic, to be believed and your clarity and ethics must be unimpeachable.  Any turpitude is quickly exposed 
People have impressions of you and their expectations are not always what you intend.  What you have in mind and what you are projecting can be two different things and you must be very careful, like truth, meanings are contextual. 
I play down power it is hard at times.  The essence of good management is engagement in commonly accepted understandings and moving ahead together.  You all have to stay in the same game and play within the rules, but you must adapt to the prevailing environment.  Expectations must not be too rigid; you must not lose spontaneity and flexibility,
Personally, I know that I cannot demand respect or automatic support.  I must earn it.  As far as possible you have to appear to relate to each person and each person must be clear that they are respected and that you care.  This demands your understanding and consistency in meaning and actions. 
I am not afraid of decisions, sometimes they can be soul searching and very painful.  Often instinct is significant in decision making and intuitions are important in strategic foresight.”
At this stage, it is apodictic that the CEOs hold great store in their sensible discriminations and their management.  It is clear that the context and perspectives of past occasions is highly regarded by them and dominates much of their present management effort and future discretions.
(CD) had this to say implying a certain sense of entitlement:
“I don’t think that I have a conscious style; you are what you are.  However, I do assume a variety of roles with different stakeholders.  In this organization, I have a leadership role making sure that our… actually my, general objectives are clearly understood.  In execution, I am conscious of the past, but I have to be flexible.  I can be aggressive, a bit difficult, but always aware and knowledgeable because I have to make the ultimate calls.  This role is very personal, individual and solitary, but I do not need consensus, even if it was possible, but I do need compliance.  This firm is financially independent; the major decisions are mine alone, but I do listen.”  
To recapitulate, interruptions that highlight opportunities range from the trivial to worldly and from the momentary to the attenuated; the triggers engaging sensemaking and its associated concepts reflect the complexity of these perceived shifts.  Impact can in extremis threaten important ‘planned’ initiatives, organizational identity and at worst survival.  In Heideggerian terms, disturbances can be “conspicuous” indicating concerns, whilst obdurate “obstinacy” and “obtrusiveness” may occlude.  However, all in openness bring to the fore ways of involvement, the for-the-sake-of-which of future projections (Dreyfus 1991, pp. 77-85; Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 73-75. 84-89; Porac et al. 1989 1995 2011).
For example, a crisis befell (GH), “when her former organization lost over 60% of its turnover” from a sequestration of production facilities by a recalcitrant Chinese partner that led to a messy withdrawal.  Or, in growing speculation, “the looming threat of e-commerce to the static retail concept serviced by large out of out of town, bricks and mortar shopping operations” (EF) has now become “an ongoing foreboding”.  Other examples include the pressing need “to consolidate and stabilize operations to form a sound financial base on which to build future operations at home and abroad” (CD) and “ the life threatening development costs of high duty gas seals that allowed access to the huge oil and gas sector” (AB).
Renewed sensemaking, sense giving and interpretations of meanings invariably occur after the installation of a new CEO or the impositions of external consultants.  Embedded management can resist the imposed CEO or other prescriptions by supporting existing organizational identities and legacies.  Here intentional sense breaking may not be enough.  This opposition can leave the new incumbent being temporarily isolated and the enterprise depleted by unresolved internal tensions.  A new order and respect must be physically or politically established and new meaning managed.
For example, (EF) at one stage had to, 
“Stabilize the sinking ship.  There were certain guys who were wedded to the old guard.  I could see that they were not happy and that they were working negatively against us.  I needed to be clinical….  I determined that I would get a new team and move on.”
Equally, time often erodes utility, but sensemaking authors redesign.  As another participant (CD) offered:
“I am applying a scalpel to the organization, some of the people are better moving on; their utility is getting less and less to me…  There is a two way loyalty, but I have no problem getting rid of people when they are done, they are done.”
An example of an original sensemaking mistake was offered, its intention and meaning were distorted in operation, but this was rectified by further sensemaking and action by (AB).
“As we grew and evolved I changed the structure.  We introduced operational directors in a matrix system.  One was an absolute disaster, he was probably the most talented, but he thought he was infallible.  He was good at design and engineering, but as a general manager he was incompetent, so I got rid of him and reconfigured the management structure.” 
Of course, learning by reciprocal sensemaking is common in negotiation, for example (GH) in a critical takeover observed,
“My chairman, who is very successful, argued throughout the process for every last cent; my tactic would have been on a number of occasions to have given earlier.  In fact, he walked out of the negotiations twice, but finally got the deal he wanted.”
This negotiation, like most, was a management of meaning.  It was an iterative reciprocity of sense giving and sensemaking until one party realized no further meaning was being revealed, their own sensemaking then determined that situation could only be broken by meaningful action.  Namely, in this case, paying the demanded cash price for the business.  Throughout the Chairman had not changed his position although in metis (Detienne and Vernant 1978; MacKay et al. 2014), he allowed his obdurate meaning to be misinterpreted to his advantage.
In brief summation, it is clear that the context and perspectives of sensible discriminations and their management is highly regarded by the CEOs as significant in their temporal becoming and dominates much of their management effort and discretions. 
6.4.7	EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SENSIBILITIES
In their emotional performance, the participant CEOs disentangled and attempted to manage the contingencies of the business world.  By applying perspectives of sensible possibilities, they established clarity of purpose and meaningful enactments, circumscribed by the past yet orientated towards the future.  These perspectives and their applications are enumerated below 
1.	Sensemaking, sense giving and the associated concept of the management of meaning by their acumen and persuasions are approaches that underwrite common understandings between people.
2.	Human temporality is suffused with sensemaking.  Sensemaking and its consociations are disambiguating activities that commonly take place in, and give direction to, the living present.  However, in the presents now closed, namely the past, they remain a pervasive constituent.  The past in its retellings is malleable and open to interpretations and needs to be made sense of.  Likewise, they are implicated in the future, which is open to contemplations that also require to be made sense of and meaningfully considered.  Consequently, in these discernments, the past and future are ‘historicized’ within, and influence the living present.  In this way, sensemaking pervades all human dimensions of temporality; in the past, present and future it has a breadth of significance.
3.	These consociations are the tools of management and leadership that give clarity and guidance to work and organizations creating, embedding, nurturing and instilling, the practices of strategic conduct or their terminations.
4.	Like all human endeavours in the ever-changing world, without care and management sensemaking and sense giving can be fraught with irrationalities and misunderstandings.
5.	Sensemaking and its attendants inhere indigenously within process and emergent practice approaches, whilst in static, positivistic management models sensemaking is exogenous, but undeniably called upon.
In sum, the conduct and performativity of actions is made plain and specified by sensemaking and its affiliations.  The environment and the proclivities of humans in practices (the present, in falling), are condition in temporality by habitus (the past, in thrownness), and by contemplations of the unfinished turbulence of becoming (the future, in projections); all are mediated, not least, by emotions.
Effectively and affectively sensing, sensemaking, sense giving and the management of meaning are implicit in temporality, where, constituted in and constitutive of human sensate behaviours, they lead to actions that are ‘accepted’ and comported in the coherent doing and outcomes of prehensive practices.  In short, they underwrite, describe and prescribe performance in continuous becoming.
6.4.8	EMPIRICAL FINDINGS ON SENSIBILITIES
The world in which the CEOs both dwell, create and (e) merge is their socialized way of being that is inspired by their for-sake-of-which.  This study sees the participant CEOs as always works in progress, dwelling embodied and embedded within demanding practices coexisting with the realities of an already existing world.  It is a becoming that is not always clear or announced; sense, understanding, meanings and the ways and means of outcomes have to be deciphered, co-ordinated and put in place albeit in a constantly changing world.
Interpretations of the participants’ narratives, moderated by theoretical insights and the personal reflexivity of the researcher, allow certain findings to be drawn.
1.	The CEOs see themselves as eventful, temporal leaders, disambiguating organisers and unequivocal managers in a complex nexus of processual contexts, sociomaterial configurations and teleoaffective considerations.
1.	CEOs are constitutive and constituents of practice configurations, carriers but not agents in themselves.  The agent is the aggregate practice informed and enacted in praxis by value-laden ways of doing. 
1.	As the principals in strategic conduct, each participant CEO, in response to contingent interruptions, attempts to redefine their organization’s competitive space in the light of sensible appropriateness.  Immersed in the flow of process and time, their configuring judgements, choices and actions carve out the temporal existence of things.  Namely of the past in thrownness, the present in falling and the future in projections revealing ways of being and pathways of outcomes. 
1.	The CEOs recognize themselves as the symbolic and processual signifiers of organizational doings and expectations.  By their determinate actions and persuasions they are the prime vectors, predicators and conduits of organizational configurations, and the sensibilities of meanings and actions.
1.	 These actions of the CEOs are based on their particular judicious sensing and their solicitous sensemaking of affordances.  These actions are enshrined in practical intelligibility, a notional articulation of how they believe things worked, work and how they may work better.
1.	Each CEO insists that, although others often influenced them, they are responsible and accountable for the final, determinate decisions and the disseminations that ultimately guide their organizations.  These judgments and decisions are temporally orientated, sociomaterial and multiple but, although being tempered in relational acquaintances, they remain uniquely emotional, personal and solitary.
1.	The actions of the CEOs, their individual sensemaking, sense giving and their management of meaning, although highly personal, are social architectures.  They are constructions, directed by their own experience and reasons, although influenced by the dispositional attitudes of others and the overarching temporal context.  None-the-less as the responsible chief executive ‘the buck stops with them’.
1.	CEOs, by sense giving, attempt to persuasively shape others in an envisioned, preferred organizational and business reality.  This moulding may, on occasions, require active sense breaking to overcome entrenched organizational flows and individual legacies.
1.	The CEOs are fully aware that their received and projected sense giving is, in its self, subject to biased interpretations.  These interpretations can sometimes be mischievous, and accordingly there is a need for the continual management of meaning to ensure organizational congruence.
In short summation, it follows that the CEOs as sensemakers and sense givers are identified by the sense they make or not, the meanings they project, and certainly by their actions.
6.4.9	COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION
 Again, these comments are not restricted to the quoted observations, but to the wider text offered by the CEOs and some interpretations of the researcher, who may be guilty of editorials that confirm his own ‘felt’, but not forgotten experiences.
Each CEO’s sensemaking, be it prescribed in implicit, unaware, pre-reflective habituations, in proven recipes, intuitions or more obviously in deliberate actions, is governed by their practical intelligibility and understandings.  This practical adequacy, that is their idiosyncratic, personal and emotional being, modulates their enactments within reaches of practices, i.e., “what it makes sense for a person to do next or projections-for-the-sake-of-which”(Heidegger 1927/196 pp.145, 147, 384; Schatzki 2002, p.75).
This supports and connects the canonical contentions of the CEOs.  For example, in their determinate positions they found, and emotionally emphasized, that:- 
“Consensus is myth, it never really works, it is always non optimal and at worst unrealistic” (EF); “unbridled consensus is the origin of conflict and dissention” (AB).
“In reality, the decision you alone make is based on information that is compressed, honed down and considered; it takes in what is the case and human propensities.  You assess the ‘pros and cons’ and consider if it is plausible then you make the judgement and make the decision that determines the ultimate action” (CD).  “If there is collectivism at all it is in informed guidance and knowledge, often contested, that you interpret and may choose to accept or dismiss” (GH). 
“The ultimate decision is always yours.  However, acceptance of your sense, reasoning and judgement is your expectation; this demands the persuasion and execution of a common and coherent co-ordination of organisational effort.  Effective management and enactments occur in settings of persuasive agreement and committed compliance not coercion or dictat” (AB, CD, EF and GH in distillation).
The highlighted procedures, of course apply to determinate actions and effective executions.  All final determinations are ipse solus novit in the end.  However, such determinations take place when absorb in the world, where in weak individualism or within trans-individual manoeuvrings the decisive CEOs are carriers or constructors of agency within, and of practice.  Although they have some agency in configurations and structuring they are not the ultimate agent of practice; in emphasis, this primacy resides in the aggregated social practice.
However, the CEOs clearly acknowledge that their management of the organization is, in comportment, leader centric; a cultivated compliance by the follower is expected and largely assumed.  Each CEO decrees that organizational acceptance, consent, or tractable acquiescence is necessary, without this, destructive discontent can linger and ferment.  This emphasises that sensemaking, management and organizational decision-making and the behaviours that stylise leadership and governance is pivotal, but ideally persuasive.   
Moreover, sense giving and meaning established by the CEOs highlights the idiosyncratic nature of their knowledge that characterises their persuasions and performativity.  Within its contextual staging and conditioning, sense giving stresses ‘what it is supposed to convey’, not necessarily what is wise.  By its meaning and management, in organizational terminations, it emphasises ‘endings and exits’; in stabilization and reproducibility ‘continuing ways of doing things’, but in textures of advancement, meanings aspire to ‘ways of hope and fulfilment’. 
Sense giving and understandings offered by the CEOs are normally intended to be reasoned, plausible, authentic and directional.  Their successful dissemination makes use of indexical behaviour and expressions of the CEO persuasions whose meanings are received, interpreted and commutated by the listener.  Linguistic clarity in oratory or writing, using rhetoric tropes, analogies similes, metaphors and other symbolic advocacies are used to embellish comprehension.  This is often illustrated and augmented by the use artefacts or visual aids. 
The CEOs make much of their role-play (see later in sections 2.3.9; 6.5.4).  They emphasize thespian prowess and the significations of e.g., appearance, dress, positioning, staging, timing, and mannerisms.  These aspects of dramaturgy and symbolic interactions, including word play, are powerful supplements in any sense giving and have important consequences in the observable management of meaning.  The CEOs believe that there is an aesthetic and emotional, often evocative, even impassioned way in which sense is offered and meaning conveyed. 
In general, storytelling and stylistic modes of telling or visioning underscore the textures of processual intentions.  Content apart, stylistic, sense making by the CEO is determined and circumscribed by specific sociomaterial and temporal settings.  Hence, style is a contextualised modality, albeit attuned to different audiences, and intended as a focussed, usually simplified, specification of prospective organizational action (Langley and Lusiani 2015). 
However, the participant CEOs accepts that sense giving ‘is in the eye of the beholder’ and therefore is dependent upon the recipients’ receptiveness.  It is argued that, whilst sensemaking occurs individually by the differentiated CEO, its organizational cogency it is determined by collective coherence and acceptance. 
In their sense giving CEOs interpret and give meaning to their experiences and present organizational circumstances and expectations of what might be.  This demands the management of meaning that champions significant social interactions, the definition of the local realties and the demarcation of competitive space and precise, congruent understanding.
In re-emphasis, the participant CEOs believe that they need a relational dependence, where they lead and followers accede and where the CEOs’ sense giving and their management of meaning represents a co-ordinated, accordant governance.  However, it is often the case that a hierarchically direction is interpreted in a diaspora of organizational intentions and action and this must be controlled and managed.  The CEOs maintain that by proselytising their own convictions, perceptions of a near and distal future, and the acceptance and adoption of these orderings by the recipients in a commonly binding understanding animates the performance of the enterprise.  For the participant CEOs “There can only be one truth”, albeit generated by their actions, within the complex spaces of practices and individual behaviours.  Without this ‘accepted or consentience’, the organizational meanings, the behavioural aspects of, the effectiveness and the hegemony of leadership is denied.
In gainsay, it is recognised that visions can be floated, but for their acceptance they must be realistically achievable and have personal resonance with the involved people i.e., for governance their must be assent.
The CEOs also believe that functional and dysfunctional power is sensed by their subordinates as, invariably, hierarchical confidence or otherwise reverberates throughout the organization.  The old adage that ‘respect and real leadership must be earned, it cannot be dictated or demanded’ was a common canon.  In short, there was the acceptance ‘that people should work with you and not for you’, (Or as one CEO put it, not necessarily humorously, but in my way!) 
The exercise of power demands that leaders possess gravitas, the competence and savoir-faire to find ways and take the organization with them in the short-term demands of immediate action and in the future.  The future requires a more speculative modus, where it appears that the individual CEO, recognizing the mere notional quality of metrics and the unpredictability of plans, largely sense this in ‘leaps of faith’ and notional allegiances. 
Summarising, in the broad reaches of ‘felt’ time CEOs are socialized, embodied ‘beings’ that in complicity dwell within sociomaterial practices working towards organizational outcomes in ways of methodological relationalism (Ho and Chiu 1998).  Here, pre-reflective routine practices, when interrupted, span into perceived affordances demanding reflective deliberations.  Within this expectant milieu, the CEOs claim that they are, and will be held accountable for unfolding organizational actions.  Moreover, they further espouse that in solus ipse they ultimately determine the actions that strongly influence the construction of practices that privileged organizational outcomes. 
Seemingly, this conjecture theoretically aligns the CEOs with methodological individualism.  However, in practices, within the already undivided world, their embodied corporeality is decentred in instantiated, emerging situationalism (Schmidt 2017   Here only weak individualism or trans-relationalism (Chia and Holt 2009) prevails in individuation (Ezzamel and Willmott 2008).  This acknowledges the affects of social interactions on behaviours and dispositions without suppressing individual choice.  Moreover, it does not discount any CEO comportments of explicit episteme and crafting techne, the latter actions being instrumentally marked by “poieses”, where in “praxeology it has to do with the actions of material creation” (Nicolini 2012, p. 26).
In short, this is the world in which the CEOs dwell, create and (e) merge; it is their socialized way of being (Chia and Rasche 2015; Heidegger 1927/1962; Tsoukas 2015).  It follows that the CEOs as sensemakers and sense givers are identified by the sense they make or not and certainly by their manoeuvring actions; essentially, CEOs are organization makers (Collins and Moore 1970).  
This embodied subjectivity takes in notions of themselves along with approaches that lead to realised outcomes, hence encompassing logic, identity and emotional human behaviours in temporality and this now stands in need of further consideration.
6.5	HOW THE CEOs SEE THEIR JOBS: WHO AND WHAT THEY ARE
Briefly, in their narratives, the CEOs conceptually situate themselves as visionary leaders, as the principle strategists and the general managers responsible for organizational resources, cohesion, well being and performance.
They maintain their job is to recognize enterprise opportunities and to bring together appropriate resources and, by effective and affective engagements, contest, guide and continually produce desired outcomes.  They can, at different times, be objectively rational, affectively subjective, veiled or explicit, often testing or testy and sometimes appear mean spirited, at other times generous.  Attitudes and emotions remain a substantive feature in strategic conduct constituting much of “the warp and weft” of business and daily life (Fineman 2008, p. 239).
6.5.1	ESPOUSED THEORIES-IN-USE AND ACTUAL THEORIES-IN-ACTION
Building on the work of Freud and Jung, conscious and unconscious reasoning in management processes has been examined by Argyris and Schön (1974 1977 1978 1996), whilst more recently some scholars have highlighted Heideggerian perspectives (e.g., Chia and Holt 2006 2009; Tsoukas 2015).  The former scholars (see section 5.8.7), disposed to positivism, assert that the theories that people explicitly espouse about their activities are not the ones that they use when taking action (Argyris et al. 1985), further people are often unaware of the theories they do use (Argyris 1980).
By anchoring more acutely in the human condition and the behaviours of the participant CEOs, theories-in-use become clearer.  This concerns the subjective actions of the CEOs during actual strategic behaviour or “what they really do, or what they are about” and what they feel (Argyris 1987, p. 93).  Here, in enactments “values, affects and “desire” moved to the fore (Argyris and Schön 1996, p. 13 1980 1989 2003; Gabriel et al. 1999, pp. 293-294). 
The empirical evidence outlined below, provides just a sense of what the CEOs ‘face and actually do’ in their jobs and provides a flavour of the problems and affective realities of CEO work.  It is confined in parsimony towards their creative strategic conduct.  It contrasts what they initially ‘believed or thought that they did’ in their “espoused theories” or perhaps more objectively ‘what they initially judged and thought they should say’ in conformity with stereotypical interviews, (Argyris and Schön 1996; section 5.8.7).
A caution, the CEOs’ personal “theories-in-use or action” (Argyris, Putman and McLean Smith 1985, p. 82) or ‘what they actually did’ are based on their assertions, not on direct observations and therefore are arguably espoused.  However, they are the product of penetrating iterations and are analytically couched in the researcher’s own temporal experiences.  Explicitly, the participants relate more strongly to their ongoing, daily and subjective behaviours during practical strategic implementation than was offered in their originally theoretically espoused theories (see section 5.8.7).
An example of this is given by (EF), the head of a large retail hosting operation:
“I drew up a strategy set against a projected background that cascaded from general economics to our specific environment and focused on our aspirations.
In practice of course, this rational, theoretical approach is problematical, things change unexpectedly both for our investors and us, egos and ambitions are also in play.
Fixed strategies often harbour controversies and mean different things to different people and audiences.  There are bizarre tensions of histories and ambitions pulling this way and that, rather than in one direction and these contradictions lead to confusion and inertia.  In attempting to fix the future, you are not planning ahead in any knowing constructive way rather you are abstracting the unknown and likely spinning a rope to hang yourself by.  Things will not go as planned.
In implementation, ‘strategies’ must be flexible; uncertainty and unlegislated change inevitably occurs.  Adaptability is vital; circumstances, interests, politics and emotions all need managing sensitively.  I spend a lot of my time trying to get people to adjust and act more cohesively using the right information and not go off and make prejudicial decisions or influence decisions in a disparate way.  However, the ultimate governing action or operational decisions must be mine and I just convince them to conform”.
(EF) then adds a significant codicil:
“A huge part of undertaking strategic formulation is about analysing hard factual components and speculating on their possibilities in the unknowable future.  We anguish over notional, material resources and outputs, but we seldom consider the emotional and relational needs of all our stakeholders.  This is crazy, because in practice emotions engage much of my, or our, every working day; they have an incomputable effect on the business.  Internally, it is certainly not the sole responsibility of the HR department and externally it can’t be.  We who are directly involved should address it both strategically and directly, not subordinate or even ignore its significance.  Emotional needs are a big part of doing in strategic work.” 
Here (EF) highlights initially the paradox of dominant strategic formulation (Prahalad and Bettis 1986), where traditionally, positivistic, rational approaches neglect the emotional human presence and trespass.  He goes on to emphasise that different local interests and needs in the strategic planning of change and implementation can give rise to “controversies” and “tensions” that in “contradictions” and “bizarre histories and ambitions” crystallize in “confusion” that drain energy and can lead to “inertia”.  (EF) appreciates strategic thinking, but abhors its fixations, the “likely spinning or a rope to hang yourself by” and the chicanery of hindsight.  He laments the down play of emotional considerations in strategy, but he does not shy away from his “governing responsibility” in finding a way that is always emotionally contingent.
(AB), the retired CEO, now a non-executive director, offers his theory-in-use or action:
“Formal strategy, in its conception, tends to be very specific, objective and rational, but it is always based on ‘educated’ speculation.  I tend to be very logical in its constructions and pursuance.  Perhaps I do not have too much emotional intelligence, but I know in practice often intuition and feeling for the game comes into it, perhaps more far often than I realize.  These, I suppose I call on subjectively, filtered in my experience.
My job is really is about understanding people and their emotions and, not least my own.”
(CD) the CEO (proprietor) of a private manufacturing business holds that: 
“Strategic analysis is number crunching and the declared judgement does not always involve the vital human condition.  Numbers are sterile; business is about people whose relations are all their about emotions.  Strategic analysis should involve an assessment of the human condition, but seldom does.  Vested hubris, greed, fear, anxiety, shame and despondency etc, along with herd mentality dominate many businesses and decisions; they are never voiced or recognized as potential constituents of strategies.  It is little wonder, environmental uncertainties apart, that few strategies ever really survive in the face of realities.  Not accepting the human condition, its prejudices, inflexibility and paradoxically its mutability can jeopardize near and longer-term end games; strategic visions and affects need to be nurtured to fruition.
 As a personal aside, numbers tend to confirm my ‘gut feel’ that is a perspective that I call upon on from experience.  But, if I can differentiate, ‘my gut reaction’ seems more immediate, even proactive.  Gut reactions are more instinctive and intuitive occurring in-the-moment and are more emotional.”
(GH) the broadly experienced female CEO, in some repetition, shared the following elaboration on strategies:
“I often start talking about data and analysis when formulating strategy.  It is much about achieving competences, about our competitive advantage and about market economics and our competition. 
Now that’s fine as a backcloth, but putting together a strategy is about expectations and hopes in uncertainty; in unfolding circumstances of change where adaptability in implementation is essential.  As CEO I will make untold decisions during strategic implementation that lead to new strategic orientations.  A lot of these decisions are instinctive or, perhaps better, intuitive, drawing on my and others experience, but all are coloured by historic and immediate moods and emotions.  Bundled up, they contribute to something that may be significantly different from that which we originally proposed.  However, our formal deliberations give a directional grounding, although they must be sensibly adapted in practice to accommodate contingencies and contextual change.
Unquestionably, the results of strategy bear the marks of emotional experience.  This affective, continuous realignment goes on all the time; we cannot isolate ourselves from others and certainly not from who and what we are.” 
 She adds further, “You can be as rational as you like, but I think that a huge part of strategy is about post-rationalising the world and making sense out of it.  Things often happen and we call it strategy.”
In similar perspective, generalizing (AB), the retired CEO and (EF) the retail hosting head offered:
“Although in mindedness I would like it to be otherwise, business leadership is certainly not rational.  Logic becomes a mangled reality and this concoction has to be dealt with” (AB).  “Leading has to be reasoned, but that doesn’t make it reasonable, however, it has to be done.  I try to be fair and logical about it, but sometimes I just wing it; mostly I just get on with it and struggle through”  (EF).
(CD), the principal owner of a manufacturing company, recognizing the contingent world succinctly offered a familiar, “All plans fail, there are always unknowns and the unexpected” and, added knowingly, “then there are people, their emotions and then there is their management!”
In editorial emphasis, these selected comments made by the experienced CEOs are telling and remarkably alike.  The realities of CEO life, in emotional investments are intense and profound.  The daily mutability of their strategic concerns is confounding and their compounding is inevitable.  The perplexities and the sometime insensitivities of business life are inescapable, but their heedful accommodations, however confusing and unpalatable, are the CEO’s job.  Their flexible, dextrous management in constructing organizational cohesion is indispensable; things do happen but mostly they have to be made to happen, decisions have to be made even when, as Lindblom (1959, pp. 91-99) states, they are “muddling through”.
In short, within these (ir) rational yet (e) motive practices CEOs are engaged in a creative process (Mumford et al. 2002 2012).  Life is capaciously expanding, but constraints exist and strategic terminations do occur.  Change is inescapable; adroit leadership and management are essentials.  Creative adaptability is always at a premium.  Things must be done, but this demand emotional creativity.
6.5.2	 STRATEGIC CREATIVITY IN TEMPORALITY
As (GH) offered on creativity:
“Someone has to be creative; all sorts of almost unintentional imputes from life’s experiences stimulate it.  These pop up, often unsolicited, in your mind in the form of vestigial ideas, intuitions affording leaps ahead into the future.  Creative or intuitive people can seemingly draw on this percipience or prescience more easily than others.  In the turmoil of business, it is difficult to identify creative sources and ideas; realized successfully they have many fathers, but in failure, they are orphans.
(AB) offered on creative change and managing temporal consequences:
“I am not creative, but I love being with people who are.  In life, you draw on all peoples’ aesthetic backgrounds, but your experience and historic knowledge is never enough.  Some things just have to be grasped in advance, for example, capital investment and potential financial structures.  Even so, I think that I am technically astute and number savvy; I love making decisions and overseeing change.  I don’t have any psychological problems in developing and moving the business forward, given the availability of resources, but in the moment this latter is not always a given and things can get very tense”
At a pivotal point when referring to a major prospective development that required serious external finance (EF) observed, in some temporality:
“This was the time to step up to the mark!  I said, ‘Come on we have this prize ahead of us, we have seen the vision of something great that can be created here.  The decision point is now, we can make it a reality or not.  We have developed a business plan, but this is only notional.  Here and now it is all about guts and belief in the future, or we will remain in the past.”
He continued reflectively: 
“Time and time again, in timidity, you stop doing things.  To make step changes you have to make leaps of faith.  If you don’t you are too objective and hide behind nominal numbers that take on the essentiality of fact.  It’s about having vision and the guts to do it; you’ve just got to go with it” (EF).
A more conservative, yet temporal view of creative expansion was offered by (CD) when running his business.  He identified the need to, “Have wool on your back before investing” metaphorically referring to the prudent antecedent need of liquid assets and sufficient free cash flow.  However, he continued:
“Facts are my prime judgement driver.  Judgements, particularly creative ones are always time based.  Some are determined instantaneously and are gut reactions; others, operational judgements, are more factual requiring a greater appreciation and consideration of the situation.  Some decisions need more timely judgements based on experience, knowledge and research.  Yet final determinations always implicitly involve tensions and uncertainties and, at best, are often emotionally informed gambles.  My grassroots investment in Thailand is an example.”
As the participants claim, in practice there comes a time when “leaps ahead” (EF) and “leaps of faith” (GH); “anticipations of the possible” (CD) are necessary, “something grasped in advance” (AB), where decisions are based not on economic calculus, but on acts of insight, or better, foresight (Dane and Pratt 2007; Duggan 2013; Heidegger 1927/1964, p. 122, 298; Lieberman et al. 2003).  Here, overcautious, analytical probity is seen as incommensurate with action and “paralysis by analysis” is a common attribution (Narayanan and Fahey 1982).  The resort to rational numbers or so called ‘hard facts’ “often provides an over analysed negation, that belies the opportunity” (EF) and “creativity is sacrificed on the hegemony of fallacious numbers” (AB). 
Undoubtedly, the CEOs, in moments of organizational inertia, see themselves in “solicitude” and “resoluteness” as catalytic triggers (Heidegger 1927/1964, p. 122, 298).  They realize “perhaps, more often than they care to admit” (GH) that organizational possibilities often turn on personal insight or on patinations of the future that are intuitively coherent without quantifiable metrics (Lieberman 2000; Maitlis and Sonenshein 2010; Simon 1987).
“I certainly take, ‘leaps of faith’, although I try to mitigate by risk analysis and so called commonsense” (GH), or in re emphasis “Determinations are emotionally informed gambles” (CD) and “To make step changes you have to make leaps of faith” (EF).
As outlined “Leaps of faith” are often the basis of highly significant CEO decisions, e.g., when (CD), despite his conservatism, “risked the business with the expansion in Thailand during the 2008 downturn” or when (AB) “accepted a scale and business changing customer order where we had to develop the appropriate resources and technology on the hoof” or later when they “speculatively developed a world leading technology whose costs were potentially company critical, but the rewards were exponential.”
Here, leaps of faith also involve foresight (Van de Laan 2010), attributions of the future, whose affordances in sensemaking and meanings must be currently and intuitively ascribed and where time and good fortune are often intangibles (Barney 1996a).  In quantification, leaps of faith bear verisimilitude to the “wisdom” of Bateson (2000, p. 306), meaning the “knowledge of a larger interactive system”, however transitory that might be.  Such leaps insist that knowledge cannot be complete in the form of a rigidly specified plan; it must refer to a ‘sense’ of wider patterns with which we are connected or might connect with.  Here management needs reflection and intuitive wisdom, perhaps serendipity not calculus.  It is not all about actual recovery from interventions, but about courage, not blind, but insightful, to move forward from stagnation in keeping with the ever changing temporal world.
Summarising, the above quotations confirm that the often-subjective nature of the participants’ behaviour can, and does, marginalize, or even dismisses rational logic.  Almost apologetically and defensively, the CEOs ally and call out “commonsense” (Giddens 1984, pp. 334-343).
Interestingly, although their recounted “leaps” are often given privilege in major, longer term, ‘opaque’ decisions, they occur intuitively across the spectrum of settlements.
As succinctly voiced by (CD), “When I think about it I succeed or fail quite often my gut feelings, perhaps I am more intuitively driven than I think.”  Or by (EF) “I suppose my gut feeling is my expertise showing through and this is largely what I get paid for.”  Or by (AB), “Facts have got to figure in everything, gut feelings do operate, but there has to be logic, even there.”  Or (GH), “In the end what else have we got to go on but experience, gut feelings and commonsense.”
It is clear, if seldom publicly admitted, that emotionally charged judgements play a huge part in the adjudication of practical intelligibilities (Schatzki 2002 2010) in deciding what to do next (Betts 2011; Dane and Pratt 2007 2009; Hodgkinson et al. 2009; Sadler-Smith et al. 2008; for review see Akinci and Sadler-Smith 2011; see also Duggan 2014 and Cokely and Feltz 2014).  Decisions, in this state become intuitive, or insights based on contemplative projections (sensemaking), possibilities, views, vision and personal beliefs all drawn from lived or imagined experience, environmental recognitions and speculation and “embodied in actions” (Dreyfus 2007, p. 101).  In the vernacular, they are gut feelings; the result of instant emotionally charged pattern recognition that defines expertise particularly in complexity (Betts 2011; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2014).  Perhaps, echoing in managerial dynamic capabilities (Chia 2017a), it is where “we let our inner voice speak to us” (GH).  In formality, they are encapsulations of temporal dimensions pervaded by sensemaking, identity and emotions.
Hence, intuitive insights often figured in the sensemaking of immediate, affordant decisions and particularly in precursive sensing and not only in the assumptions of longer-term speculative leaps involving futures.  
For example:
“I would say that I am governed more immediately by facts and the metrics of business than intuitions, but experience presumably accounts for much of my gut feelings.  They turn up particularly in my assessment of my business  feelings and of people, you just get a nose for contextual situations and for people, but whilst people are important you cannot run a business just on some second sight it must be grounded in some reality” (AB).
Or,
“Of course sensing and intuitions contribute most strongly when I feel that I have a problem brewing, usually with personnel.  Sometimes people grow on me, despite my initial apprehensions but not always.  Often in negotiating business transactions intuitions apply particularly in complexity and uncertainties when you have seemingly only your wits to call on” (GH).
Or,
“In naivety you are green, but intuitive wisdom comes with experience.  In my youth, I was exposed to a variety of things, not illegal, but involved a little chicanery.  Now I recognize intuitively the taste of prevailing contexts, particularly human deviousness.  I will react in kind, if necessary, to safeguard the organization” (EF).
Or,
“We have talked about sensing the validity and viability of a businesses which is based, albeit on observations and authored on fact, but the credibility of people is altogether different, who knows but themselves what is driving them?  You have to look them in the eye and make an intuitive assessment; sometimes if you are lucky it gestates accurately over time” (CD).
He continues:  
“Under pressure of a demanded decision, you can succumb to a gut reaction, which again is altogether different; it’s rapid and is connected and driven by with your current emotions.  Amazingly, or perhaps because it is seated in your experience of life, it often turns out to be right” (CD). 
The cryptic words of (GH) in prescience announce much of CEO reality:           
“I think that a lot more of this subjective stuff goes on in business management than is recognized or certainly conceded.  In retrospect we all want to appear rational.” 
In their “espoused theories”, outlined earlier (sections 5.8.7; 6.5.1), the participant CEOs suggest that their initial views have considerable empathy with positivistic scholarship, contending that intentional objectivity circumscribes strategy, i.e., rational formulations and deliberations.  However, as outlined here, in their more behavioural interpretations of their actual “theories-in-use” the CEOs generally accept that objective intentions in strategic formulations provide largely static directional expectations.  They concede that during their execution of strategy, unexpected contingencies invariably occur and importantly that subjectivity and affects influence their behaviour in their actual enactments.  Moreover, they confirm in their practices that realized outcomes occur when intended and contingent actions merge (Mintzberg and Waters 1985), when directed and enacted in pre-reflective and deliberate coping anchored in materiality, inter-subjectivity and affects. 
In summary, for the CEOs, when deciding strategically what to do, there is often uneasiness between rational considerations and subjective calls (Schatzki 2002, pp. 72-78), confounded by the argument that “often people have no reasons for many of the things the do” (Dreyfus 2007, p. 101).  The world as seen by the CEOs in their actual ‘practices-in-action’ is often disconcerting and confounding rather than serene and ordered.  It is acknowledged that decision-making is not always rational and in the messiness of the world it can be clouded with emotions or intuitively charged.  Moreover, in its routine habituations it sometimes appears to be without reason.  Essentially, some seminal decisions, termed ‘gut feelings’, are made in problematic situations and insightful leaps of faith are not uncommon (Betts 2011).
In short, re emphasis, the execution of strategic conduct when contesting mutating realities involves a nexus of process, practices and practitioners continuously enacted in habituated practical coping and intentional deliberations embodied in action and underwritten in emotion.  Affects cannot be dismissed they are deeply involved in the entangled doings of strategy.
When “Acting towards-ways-of-being-in-the-world” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 60-62), rhetorically, “How can we draw a (boundary) line [Grenze]?”  (Wittgenstein 19511953 §§ 68-69).  Certainly, there is no such thing as “emotion free spaces” in business management (Gabriel 1999, p. 215).  It is a felt existence known only by “being-there as being-with-and-being-oneself and this implicates identity (Heidegger 1927/1962 Div 1 Chap. IV p.114).
6.5.3	CEO IDENTITY
For brevity, these empirical incursions into identity are selective, circumspect and conservative and concern the attributed identity (ies) of the CEO.  Public identity is always in the eye of the beholder, whilst personal identity surrounds ontological notions of who and self (for background theoretics see section 2.3.8).
As (AB) the former CEO reflected:
“I have a formal position, by which I believe that I am identified, but I also have to act out many parts in order to get what I want.  Your job is rather like being an opera diva, but you not only sing and play the leading role, additionally you have to compose the music, write the libretto, stage and manage the performance, all have their pitfalls.”
Here, identity is seen as a defining, yet labile quality or attribute, constituted in the entanglements and the reciprocity of social interactions.  It is called out and applied in a multiplicity of roles and orderings to achieve outcomes.  
In some repetition (EF), the retail hosting head offered: 
“As a diversified participant you play many roles.  In leading, you must be authentically inspirational; it’s about people buying into the stuff, particularly you.  It’s all about acts of engagement, the identities that they construct of you and the meanings that they take away which, if you are not careful, may be different from those you intended.”
In this instance, identity is seen as highly relational; it concerns the projections, perceptions and intended meanings when engaged with of egos, emotions and circumstances in contested outcomes.  In these tensions, authenticity, honesty and resolve are important, but popularity is frangible.  “People like to be liked, but for a CEO this is not always possible, but authenticity should be, or ultimately you will be exposed” (EF). 
(GH) the female CEO suggested:
“As a CEO, you tell and identify with various stories; often it is about instilling meaning to incite actions.  You think you are a stable person, perhaps in yourself you are, but your identity seems relational, it differs with environments and people.  However, your meanings and actions should be unequivocal but your public identity, as a perception is I suppose, malleable, yet with some core values, I am always me and then again I am always emergent.” 
Here, identity is seen as a protean resource that is illuminated, in mutatis mutandis, and reflects both expectations and actions.  Again, in its multiplicities, public identity is seen as relational, idiosyncratically contrived and necessarily adaptable.  The emphasis is on a pliable emergent identity in continual production, but “I am always me” underlies residual self-existence.  In this (GH) attests to Heidegger (1927/1962, pp. 129-130) “I am given proximally to myself –‘mir-selbst’, where existence discovers the world in its own way… being-one’s-self-in-the-world”, where meaning must have clarity, veracity and an authenticity. 
(CD) the business owner claimed that:
“To be a good CEO you have to be a good actor, not disingenuous, not all things to all men, but it is a tool to father, or further, the movers and the shakers.  Are your projected identities manipulative?  In a way I suppose they may be, but they are not usually malicious or mendacious and all your actions probably sum up what really you are in your daily doings.” 
In a frank admission by (CD), public identity in its transmutable recognition, is seen as a potentially “manipulative” tool to be applied with benign intention.  These practices initiated to achieve movement reflect a persuasive, but private ‘myself’, an understanding of ‘self’, by uncovering existence within social interactions (ibid., p. 34, pp. 67-81, Schatzki 2010a and generally). 
All these empirical observations are self-illuminating, whilst illuminating others and confirm that much of life communication is dramatological theatre (Burke 1969; Clarke 2008; Gardner and Avolio 1998; Gardner and Martino 1988; Goffman 1959).
The CEOs when discussing their public identities and their meanings appear to agree that they are socially and continually constituted by reciprocal activities with proximal others.  More precisely, they and their identities are conceived from actions through which human beings coexist, interrelate and live.  That is, in their particular, and many strategic activities, individual identities coalesce, or more accurately, given their different ontological origins, “cross-fertilize in the production of practices” (Oliver 2015, p. 340).
In re-emphasis, in their assertions the CEOs see their public identities as momentarily realized achievements, but with an underlying stable understanding of self.  Who a CEO ‘is’ projected in ‘public’ is a mutating, evanescent identity that is acquired and garnered from ensembles of intersubjective, labile positions, roles and behaviours.  However, self-interpreting identity, ‘the me’ or “self ” comported in living, is reflective and deemed more stable, although amenable to development in a uniquely experienced world (Heidegger 1927/1962 Div 1 Chap. IV p.114 c.f.; see also  Mead 1934 p.135, referred to in section 4.3 ).
It appears that generally CEO identity is seen as a temporal notion, an emerging amalgam of everything.  It is what they have become from where they were, who they are seen to be now and what they understand themselves to be with some anticipation of the future, Simply, who a CEO ‘is’ in the moment calls in their resources or capacity of being at that time.
However, in becoming, CEO identity is a sensate and conscient ongoing production, constituted by a continuous self-understanding of its being or its own meaning.  Here identity is given credence and form by intelligible activity and by interpretation of this by others of behaviour.
In short, identity is the catchall of meaningful existence, an adequacy observed and constituted in practice and the practices of a stylised life.
6.5.4	CEO STYLES AND ROLES
CEO style is their perceived way or manner of doing things, a transient, aesthetic presentation or impression that is adopted, a demeanour that shapes and is shaped through their participant involvement in relational practices.  
Empirically, (CD) argued that:
“Identity is whatever you think you are or what individuals believe you are, but style depends on others’ view of how you do things.  It also depends upon the environment; your style at home is very different from that at work.  Style actually is an attitude that plays out inside the group you’re with or the group you are interfacing with.  It depends on, and is set by, what you are there to do, or what you bring to the party.  In short, style is the outward and perceived way you fulfil a role.”
This interprets style, the way of doing things, as an order of behaviour within a given context.  It is a proximate in ongoing identity, where identity is an outcome and an author of actions reflecting performativity while style is the manner giving emphasis and tone. 
Reverting to role (CD) continued:
“When you are in a leadership role, you need to be seen sometimes as very knowledgeable, always composed; they need you to be that, you have to be a stylised foil.”
This sees style as the affective embellishment of role-play, itself, as argued, a formatted or adopted engagement, where identity is adapted, as seen appropriate in the construction and facilitation of performance. 
(EF) suggests that:
“In my style I like to be inclusive, particularly with my key people and open with others as far as I am discreetly able.  I am told that my style is motivational, but I can be clinical when I have to be and sometimes hard and aggressive when it is necessary, but always, I hope, fair.”
Here style is again seen as behavioural, a constructing constituent of practices, moving activities along, with toughness and guile, but equity.  This ‘heroically’ tempers necessary action with fairness and agreeableness encompassed in “A desire to be liked, but simultaneously a little feared” (EF).
(GH) volunteered that: 
“Although ostensibly I have only one role which I identify as CEO, I have a number of styles.  I have, for example, a particular style when I stand up to speak to the whole organization and another for my intimates.”
Here role and style are seen as affective communication mechanisms malleable with the accountability of the CEO and recipients (see also section 6.7.1). 
(GH) further offered:
“I do believe in openness, and in repetition; I belief in one set of truth, meanings must be unequivocal.  Life is too complicated and fast moving to run two or three different stories, it is about one story.  Although it may be told in different ways, it is the same story and must be repeated until it is understood.  I also believe in reasonable friendliness countered by a little bit of fear.” 
(GH) concluded: 
“Of course I believe that there is a style of leadership.  For example, there is a style of ‘it is about me’, contrasting ‘is it about the organization?’  It really is about putting organization above personal ego.  Now, that is real style!”
This argues that, whatever the role or embellished style, a significant, authentic message repeatedly and simply advocated and emphasised, sometimes in awe, but offered in some humility is an emotional trump in the hand of the CEO that can have great impact on organizational action.
(AB) firmly advocated:
“I have a style of openness.  I am happy to talk to anyone and I think that they are happy to talk to me.  I don’t suffer fools, poseurs or malingerers gladly and I can thump my desk in real emotion.  Style has to be authentic or it will be ridiculed, it’s about caring and showing that you care.  Roles sometimes obscure contribution.  A good cleaner should be just as respected as a good CEO.” 
Again, we see style as the seeming advocacy of openness, a mannerly behaviour delivered and instilled explicitly.  However, implicitly there is selectivity and recognition.  For example, pastoral caring for (AB) is conditional; it is celebrated in performance and integrity, but given short shrift in fake posturing.
In general, the participants do not see the ‘whimsies’ of style as fleeting identities, embodying differing metaphorical existences and moment.  For the CEOs, their illuminating tendencies of style are expectedly, graphically and symbolically persuasive.  Style is a tool of expedience; its effect is determined by its received perceptions and interpretations and calls attention in sense giving.  Both the giver and receiver are conditioned by legacies and affects.  This then evokes taste, e.g., “a sense of what is considered aesthetically fitting within and between organizations, a preference for the way we do things together” (Gerhardi 2009b, p. 535).  This will be taken up briefly in later discussions on organizational ethos (see section 6.5.5).
In summary, style, natural or studied, is a communicative, public display of a particular identity.  Its discharge often occurs in individuality and in corporate roles, where images, attitudes and emotions are dramatised in bodily inflections and material ministrations. 
By the effective projection of mannered behaviour style colours, conveys and supports meanings and understandings.  In its commutation, it conditions the attitude and behaviour of others.  It portrays something of the ‘accepted the ways of doings around here’, an affective personification of emphasis not marginalizing taste. 
In short, individual CEO style approaches a chameleon-like proxy for identity that, in attitude and contexture, curries, induces and co-opts a responsive performance from others.  In its semiotic processes, it calls on symbolic interactionism and emerges as the result of different forms of engagement with different recipients (Mead 1934 1938; Biehl-Missal 2010; Blumer 1962 1966; 1969; Gardner and Avolio 1998; Goffman 1959; Mangham 2001; Mead 1934; Wenger 1998)
6.5.5	CORPORATE STYLES, CULTURES, ETHOS AND CEO CULPABILITIES
Corporate style is a lens on the organization.  It reveals to a discerning eye much of organizational significations and its energies, namely ‘that which it is’, metaphysically the underlying temporal essence, forever in the making (see section 2.3.10).
The CEO is accountable for this collective style, ethos and identity and must take responsibility despite the organization being a temporal distillation of its own, and others, relational historicities, cultures, legacies, living presents and emergent interfaces. 
It is apparent from the insistence and length of their comments that the participant CEOs held great store on the importance and impact of the reflected and broadcast corporate style.  This cultural identity indemnifying ethos or togetherness offered the CEOs a proxy for verbalising their underlying philosophies of corporate management and performance.
In this context (GH) made the following observations:
“The CEO is there to serve and lead the organization in a collective mandate that defines the way it goes about its business and presents its offerings.  This mandate is identified in the organization style and historic agency contributing to the present and future dynamic.”
She continued:
“Organizational style is highly visible.  I used to work with government ministries in Whitehall.  They were steeped in history and today’s major problems were just a pinprick in its history.  Moreover, in ministerial urbanity, the cynical, polished incumbents treated them as such.  Time there was an imposition and opportunity a mere consideration.
By contrast, here we are young, almost brash, but driven by our innocence; time is the essence and opportunities have to be grasped.  I suppose hunger has a lot to do with it.
Our culture is the embodiment of everybody here, but its ‘genesis’ comes from leadership and the physical working climate adopted, our open plan, our relaxed casual dress code our informality.  This all sets the tone and says something about our style and us.
By contrast, when working at a world top five accountancy firm, I was sequestered in offices not even allowed to wear trousers!  It was all about confidence in sobriety and conservatism. 
In general, the organizational ethos and presentational style echoes both internally and externally; it is the common face that we give out.”
This temporal insight is self-explanatory and confirms much that is contained in this current section; it embraces the ‘genesis’, traditions and the implicated artefacts of presentational style.
(AB) the former CEO when questioned about the development of corporate culture and how this had been instilled in the corporate style replied: 
“Frankly, it is about success.  Success is something recognizable and meaningful to all our stakeholders.  It is taste that permeates our business and runs deeper than market brands.  We focus on customers, giving such exceptional product and service that they never think about alternatives. 
As I think I said before, when you are selling, firstly you are selling yourself, your authenticity and integrity, then your product and services their uniqueness and their desirability and then the efficacy and honesty of your organization.  Perhaps the order may vary slightly depending on familiarity, but internally and externally people at all interfaces buy into that process. 
Our ethos and spirit comes from good clear leadership, good managers and fairness.  Internally, we all share and enjoy this culture….  There is no fear of redundancy, there are clean productive factories, there are appetising canteens, there are car parks, there are generous pensions, there are social and sports clubs ….  I could go on.  It’s all part of success and is important to people and they like to be part of it; they don’t want to lose it.  It is their emotional security.
The can-do and will-do within this organization is because its focus is clear, communication is good and it is friendly and we care.  Although as you get bigger it gets harder, but people still continue to respond just do the extra mile.
When customers come here they see it and when I go to customers I know that all this ethos is behind and supporting me.”
The identifying sentiment here is on doing, but valued shared doing, with concentration on the practices and conditions that instil, exhibit and perpetuate success.  It is this shared involvement and commitment supporting images of success that creates inspiring corporate identity, its upstanding probity, efficacy and allegiance.  Here management and hierarchical hegemony, even when occasionally coercive, is recognized as being structurally necessary when it is seen as clear, fair and considerate, liberally dosed with friendly and palliative caring.  It all appears to work.
(CD), the CEO of a family owned company, in some repetition, offered:
“We are an old company that is over 100 years old so that we have a legacy, a cultural provenance given by this longevity.  We are a family firm we are here to stay.”
When asked how he believed that his organization was perceived by his suppliers and particularly his customers.  (CD) first grounded himself and replied:
“The outward role we play out is what they expect of a successful very English company; our customers and all involved actually expect me to talk with a plumy accent and to epitomise the English gentleman.  Is that a sort of pantomime act?  Yes.  So how we are organizationally perceived often ties into my role of how I project myself and the firm." 
(CD), although previously circumspect, continued reflecting candidly on what he
believed to be the perceptions of customers:
“I think that 60% of the body of the Kirk think that we are good professionals, although old school, 30% think that we are very good professionals and 10% think that we are arrogant.  Within that 10 % some think that we are both arrogant and shits, others think we are arrogant and expensive.”
On the internal ethos (CD) comments:
“A lot of the people here have never worked anywhere else, they are only used to a beneficent autocracy [earlier stated as a monocracy]; that is they do what I want!
Some think that I am very highly connected and highly business trained, but finally it’s a team.  I can’t do it all.  I am fairly clear in what I want to do and be done.   I live on the principle let the manager manage, until they mismanage.
I repeat the boys down below see me as a bit of Santa Claus figure.  You get more out of them by being nice, but I bite as well.  I have no problem in making people redundant; when they are used up, they are used up.
Mostly you are projecting your integrity, your authenticity as a person, your reliability and your honesty.  This equally applies to the firm as well.” 
Again, quoted at length, (CD) sees his organization as a personification of himself.  The image that he advances internally reflects, in his ironic words, a “beneficent autocracy”, a caring that is mixed with considerable self-interest.  His management style is one of implied laissez-faire, but in entitlement, it is almost patronising and certainly his delegation is restrained and confined.  The external portrayal is that of an autonomous family firm of long tradition run by an English patrician, who, although steeped in authenticity is barbed with commercial metis.  ‘Perfidious Albion’ perhaps, although this he strenuously denies, placing honourable behaviour as a lynch pin of his probity.
On ethos (EF) of the head of the retail hosting operation proffered: 
“It is a reflection of the way and how you get things done, a framework of the way forward shaped by the past; what you are is what people buy into.  You do need passions to incite and enthuse people, all of whom are stakeholders, but you can be too slick, people like relationships to have a streak of humanity, basic and caring.  Metaphorically ‘meat-and-potatoes’ is satisfying, perhaps comforting and endearing and constructs the body that builds bridges. 
If professional sterility or arrogance creeps in, relationships can become too cold; natural, enthusiastic warmth and consideration does wonders.”  
(EF) continued, “However, corporate ethos and identity is a fragile thing and ambiguities arise, particularly when owners, CEOs, or major strategic changes occur leading to confusions and differences.  Then organizational ethos, like personal egos, requires careful nursing and (re) nurturing; this becomes the order of the day.”  
Here (EF) recognizes that minor transgressions can humanise a clinical, perhaps overly sanitised ethos of what you and your organization are.  Performative relationships require human reassurance and understanding and they are invariably affectively charged.  A smile, a shake of the head, a symbolic nod or even a raised eyebrow and of course passionate engagements, when controlled, often enthuse, avoiding detachment or adversarial behaviour.  Emotional signifiers in the human projections of corporate culture and cordiality are vital in relational transmissions and transactions.  Interjections of warmth and a nurturing humanity can resonate and promote fertile interactions; yet unexpected, insensitively or unannounced change can be highly detrimental (Corley and Gioia 2004).
“Great relationships and creativity need human animation” (GH).
The further words of (GH) offer a telling of digest,
Now corporate ethos is a big thing, it reveals of much the vitality and reality of the organization.  Amongst other things it depends on history, there is often the yoke of tradition, of struggles over the years; there is a lot of inertia there.  That can be a blessing or a curse.  However, as CEO you are the focal point and cannot escape its censure or applause, nor the future.”
In short, for each participant CEO, the ethos represents the organizational ‘soul’, a temporal presentation in all its modes, comporting, projecting history and radiating the living experience the ambience of the enterprise and its hopes.
The participants’ much edited interest supports the view that the organizational culture of the firm is both internally and externally portentous; it reveals much.  Ideally, it projects and conveys, in style, the appropriate competences and an image of an organization that it would be good to work for, and to do business with.
Further comments would just extend tautology.
6.5.6	CEO LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
It is not the intention here to go at length into the management practices of leadership.  Much has already been exposed during this and previous chapters.  It will be all drawn together ad rem, in the conclusions and discussions of the final chapters.
6.5.7	 EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES AND FINDINGS ON HOW CEOs SEE THEIR JOB: WHO AND WHAT THEY ARE
This enumerated summary is based on recalls, quotations and interpreted relevancies and traces some brief repetition.
1.	CEOs, as organizational principals, are expected to lead when contextually immersed in the sociomaterial clutter of the competitive business world.  This is a messy, demanding reality compounded in uncertainty, contingent happenings and entanglements of emotions that denies stability and the integrity of long-term planning and other positive, quantitative practices. 
1.	 Seeking organizational advantage in performance, conditioned by normative understandings, embodied CEOs are adaptable, nurturing, resilient and inquisitive.  They remain resourceful fixers and resolute, competitive combatants influenced by the past, yet embedded in the present and sensitively attentive to the future. 
1.	The context and content of the embedded CEOs’ individual histories, experiences and environments differ and are necessarily idiosyncratic, but functional similarities of the job remain.  Here, tensions between rational intentions and contingent happenings converge in realized outcomes, when contesting ever-changing circumstances.
1.	 In performativity, the CEOs purposively and/or purposefully probe the problematic seeking timely resolutions in grasping, organizational ways of being.  They are continually involved in practices that engage their skills and experience, these are sensibly grounded in experience and affects, key elements of theories-in-use that liberate or constrain. 
1.	In incomputable complexity or partiality, pattern recognition, gut feelings or emotionally charged, insightful judgements often mediate actions.  Leaps of faith imbued in foresights, made plain by their intuitive embodied ‘voices’, are undertaken more often than is generally realised, even by the CEOs themselves.
1.	Their self-perceptions and those of others illuminate both individual leadership and corporate identities by the manner and style of their projections.  Not solely based on conscious representations, CEOs move in ever-open sensitivities towards those outcomes that satisfice the contours of many stakeholders’ expectation.  
1.	Corporate ethos, the CEOs take as a reflection of their management, seeing it as a window into the organizational pastoral ‘soul’.  In their belief, both internally and externally, this esprit de corps exhibits the raison d’être of the organization giving meaning and vitality to corporate existence.  It can be contagious.
In summary, CEO management and leadership distil into the skilful formation and advancement of organizational preference by empathetic engagements, in suitable permutations of practices, or sometimes not in contestations.  In this ever changing reality, much is ineffable and affective behaviours often play a decisive role.  Simply, in the confusions of business, CEOs often just make do, drawing heavily on that which is immediately available and worry about the uncertainties of the unpredictable future over which they have little control. 
6.5.8	OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This part of the chapter concerns the reflections and the thoughts of four CEOs as they, in their haecceity, considered their jobs.  It reflects on how CEOs are embedded in and nurture practices of organizational survival in the ever-changing world.  Despite their idiosyncratic differences, their validation of strategic conduct and enterprise is remarkably consistent, reflecting the commonality in job function, responsibilities and the temperamental predilections necessary.  This corroboration re-emphasizes the common substantive role of the embedded CEO in the consideration, manoeuvrings and constructions of situated working practices (Gherardi 2006 2012).
However, the view that CEOs, or managers, are robots or cultural dopes are inappropriate (Garfinkel 1967).  Human beings are clearly not just another insensate variance to be applied in some context free, nomothetic, covering law.  They are sensate living beings where, in their sensible concerns and knowledge, they perceive the vistas of environmental landscapes that offer opportunities and impact judgement.  By emphasizing the human condition, the importance of emotions and affects become plain.  The embedded actions of the CEOs in strategic behaviour or what they believe they do, or what they are about, in their embodied enactments inevitably involve emotionally charged affects, where aesthetics desires and will move into the foreground.
The CEOs offer many vignettes revealing their emotional stances in their teleoaffective practices and in the underlying temporal dimension of their stratified leadership and management modes by which they are identified.  Conceptually, whilst accepting genetic implications and connectivity they perceive the CEO phenomenon, or themselves, as largely eventual.  They recognise that they are emergent, acculturated, wilfully, embodied-embedded accomplishments, not without emotions, but intent on current and future performance.  CEOs and their organizations become who and what they are, by what they are seen to do, which is always in the eye of the beholder.  Any practice agency of the participants, pre-reflective, intentional or intuitive manoeuvrings are habitually or teleoaffectively endowed responding to often ambiguous, changing circumstances when competing for supremacy.  Beyond formal titles and abstractions, this accomplishment equally applies to the structured dimensions of more constrained functional management and managers, for whose actions the CEO remains responsible.
Arguably, in a very general, simplistic sense, leadership is concerned with notions of influence usually given in motivational sayings and visioning, whilst management practice is about getting relevant things done, or the doings.  Contemporary consensus often considers the terms interchangeable (see sections 1.4.2; 1.4.3; 1.4.4), both involve understandings and undertakings of activities that in their interests, effects and affects are consequential and have relevance for both the doer and the done by.  Here the doer is the contextual custodian of those consequences, where relevance refers to the stakes and the investments involved.  In a commercial enterprise, many doings and sayings, what precisely is led and managed, where is it located and how is it harnessed and importantly who manages and leads the doers of these activities is pivotal: Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? 
Step up the practicing CEO who, in the overarching commerce of custodianship, is identified by what is organizationally done, “by being-there-and-in-and-amongst”, the organization and its performative outcomes, that “for-the-sake-of-which” they are responsible (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 311, 192; Heidegger 1982, p. 297; Heidegger 1984, p. 134).  Each practicing CEO had no option, but to “step up to the mark and be counted” (EF).  In emotional response to the many contestations of performance, by the imposition of resources and caring rearrangements, control is wrested by constant reconstructions, adaptations, adoptions and adjustments of practice involvement.  Undeniably, re-quoting GH), “A CEO’s work is never done... to which emotions bare witness” 
To re-cite Yannis Gabriel: there is no such thing as “emotion free spaces” in business management (Gabriel 1999, p. 215), it is a felt existence known only by “being-there.” 
In short, in performativity affects appear crucial.  This will be further taken up now
6.6	SELF, AS A STATE OF MIND: MOODS AND EMOTIONS
Ontologically, the term “state-of-mind denotes the most personally familiar and ontic way of being attuned to our mood and emotions in everydayness” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p.134; see sections 2.3.4).
Affects within business and organizational life, although all pervasive, are often played down (see section 2.3.11).  In some telling, particular emotional self-awareness and the intensities of individual bodily feelings are demurred and often given little limelight in studies of strategic implementation.  They have been hardly recognised in much of academic inquiry (Reckwitz 2017).  Moreover, they are difficult to describe, “for there is often nothing to perceive, only to reflect on” (Wittgenstein 1958/1968 §587), but their consequences in practice can be significant (Schatzki 2002 2010a).
However, as Heidegger elegantly points out when emphasizing the emotional turbulence of life’s pathways: 
“Man is always thrown back on the paths that he himself has laid out: he becomes mired in his paths, caught in the beaten track, and thus caught he compasses the circle of his world…. that entangles him….”  (1953/1959, p. 157).
Unsurprisingly, the CEOs in their jobs and determinations inject much of ‘self’, grounded in biological legacies, their “habitus” (Bourdieu 1990b, pp. 52-65) or practical intelligibility (Schatzki 2002 2010a), that all involve psychological demeanors (Ashkanasy and Humphries 2014).  As Hambrick (1989, p. 5) surmises “Biases, aptitudes, egos, experience, fatigue, emotions and other human factors” conspire in what happens to organizations.
6.6.1	REFLECTIONS ON MOODS IN CEO PRACTICE
This empirical section sketches the participants’ overt considerations of moods and their consequences (for some extant background see section 2.3.11).  Since, in their pervasions moods often pass unnoticed, the participants, despite being pressed, did not particularly highlight them.  Seemingly, they accepted their own moods and those of others as undergirdings to be taken-for-granted and to be handled and lived with.  However, in re-emphasis, moods have a “real impact” on the inter-relational and holistic tensions of “being there” (EF) and in emergence and becoming.
(AB), the former CEO and now a non-executive director, when probed several times on affects, moods and feelings, offered, in furtherance of his rationally objective claims: 
“I have little time for moods, mine or others.  When negative, they are often damaging and should be controlled.  When positive they can be motivational, but even then, often people get carried away.
I try to always be in control of myself and not let other’s moods get in the way.  I do care about people’s feelings, but in practice I count moodiness as generally unhelpful and self-indulgent.”
In diminishing his affective apparatus, (AB) belies his business success where, unaware, or unacknowledged, he inevitably, and often, must have commonly dealt with the interconnecting valence of moods and emotions, both his own and others.  (AB) clearly “cares about people” and his demeanour, outward success and workplace pride express much of his own emotions and his behaviour where it is reflected in his people’s positive attitudes and apparent moods.
Similarly, (GH) the broadly experienced female CEO was ill-disposed to discuss moods directly, either choosing not to recognize them or just accepting their pervasiveness.  However, the constant and sometimes childlike, moody demands of her subordinates she often found “irritating”, influencing her own moods.  Sometimes she found “her job lonely, solitary and frustrating,” yet at other times, “exciting and euphoric”.
Moreover, when discussing the protagonists during her recent experience of a business takeover, she offered a specific example, common in negotiations:
“In the acquisition I looked at the other side, I thought ‘how do I judge them?’  I must try to understand their moods and what motivates them.  They didn’t seem to listen and kept asking the same question over and over again.  My own mood darkened, but it was not my job to like them, they were just corporate soldiers protecting their corporation and their backs.
I quickly moved into a selling mode, I was there to deliver huge dollops of cash for my shareholders and my mood lightened.  The general mood became more positive and real negotiations got underway.” 
Here (GH) specifically referred the attitude of others that she translates into moods and to the darkening mood of her own contagion.  She relates how this negative state of mind arose and how in frustration she combated it by switching gear into another mode that lifted her energies.  In this way, she took charge of both herself and the situation and lifted the negotiations in a more positive valence.
When questioned directly (CD), the ex soldier, now private business owner, offered:
“I really don’t have moods.  My wife would say that too.  Certainly, I am not bipolar.  I am fairly balanced, calm and stable with a degree of equanimity.  I come to work to do a job.  I am not temperamental and the company reflects my character; it is fairly calm and consistent.”
(CD) certainly appears a stable, if driven personality and denies much impact of moods.  However, moodiness is overriding even if the mood is one of calmness and equanimity.  Since moods appear to have properties of contagion, the humour of (CD’s) mood does seem to be reciprocated, reflected in, and anchoring his stable organization.  However, recall that he “would rip somebody’s eye out for a percentage of margin.”
(EF) the head of a large retail hosting operation is perhaps more emotional, or more prepared to reveal his fundamental feelings.  When asked how far emotions and moods affected his choices and determinations he replied:
“Your discernable disposition, best described as your moods, affects the whole organization very quickly.  You can set the whole tone of the organization by how you conduct yourself.  If I am grumpy, that affects everything I do and how I approach people and how they approach me.  I can easily set, or rather, upset the mood climate. 
Moods affect people and their moods affect you; they are obviously contagious.  I believe in being positive and try to avoid negativity, but continually papering over cracks is the road to perdition, inappropriate pessimistic moods should be faced and chopped out.”
Here (EF) is sensitive to his own moods and those of others.  He recognizes that he is a mood setter and again that moods are contagious in relational reciprocity.  He claims that he makes determined efforts to adopt positive moods and positive emotional stances.  This was mentioned quite often in passim in his narrations.  The general positive ambience of his immediately observable organization seemed to reflect that. 
Generally moods, the participant CEOs somewhat reluctantly acknowledged, are human conditions to be accepted, even as irritants, but they demand some forbearance, ignored they can acquire pathological dimensions.  Moods, the CEOs recognized have underlying polarities of positive and negative affectivity.  Moods influence, and are influenced by and inculcate, for example, euphoria and excitement or fear, despondency and anxiety or other primary emotions that impact on performance. 
However, during the CEOs’ extended narratives, their tropes, tones, or ‘moods’ were often reflected in the underlying tenor of their telling, mirroring the fortunes and vicissitudes of their own careers.  Their accounts of liberating elations and embattled angst, were either mentioned in experiences, inferred in voice timbre or were bodily, certainly facially, observable during their comments.  Indeed, in a private recollection one correspondent was almost moved to tears by the depth of despair felt in when disclosing conspiring events that had been and still were deeply hurtful.  Other CEOs’ tones, as indicated in their choice of words and physical expression, became sombre in recalling failure, but often jubilant in success. 
In short, the moods of the CEOs, recognized or not, disclose, in their suffusion impacts that are often critical in performance.  Importantly, exposure to, or disclosure of mood humours in, and by, the ‘affective-self’ is catalytic, often reciprocated, and can be taken on in organizational contagion.
6.6.2	CARINGS, PASSIONS AND WELLBEING CONCERNS 
In the Heideggerian corpus (e.g., Sein und Zeit 1927/1962), caring briefly outlined is the affordance of humanity, it is ontologically concerned with existence and temporality; it forms and composes the a priori essentiality of being.  A much more restricted focus on concerns and solicitudes (fürsorge) is adopted here in a more laic approach.
Caring is commonly expressed in heedfulness and concerns, often in compassion empathy and understandings i.e., ‘verstehen’ (Weber 1968, pp. 94-97).  Passions are acute or chronic feelings with strong responsive behaviour often associated with rather intense emotions, e.g., acute outbursts of anger, resentment or jealousy in young love.  These may be considered as impulsive, hot passions.  However, in their more chronic guise, both passions and caring can be ongoing, e.g., in the warmth of reciprocated mature love or in devotion to duty or in the professionalism of organizational wellbeing.  Contrastingly, in extremis, they may take the form of prolonged feelings of unrequited love or vengeful latent animosity.  These latter, may be considered as rather cold passions or even spiteful caring that gnaw and are ultimately visited on the seemingly unpardonable.
Throughout the participants’ reticent narrations, cited variously here, there is general evidence of focussed caring.  Passionate involvements underwriting personal and organizational ambition, drive, commitment, combative competitiveness, resilience and tenacity, along with adaptability, form an emotional backcloth to their charged professional existence.  However, again when asked specifically about caring the answers of the CEOs tended to be demurred and mostly operational.  They used the word caring to cover heedful intentions, compassionate attitudes and empathetic behaviours.  Mentions of wellbeing are focussed on the proximal (“the they”) and, in general charity, towards other people, although the meaning of the term appeared obliquely in their own intimate self-concerns.
For example (AB), the older, now non-executive, when asked of his passions succinctly, but dogmatically replied: 
“Firstly, responsibility without the presumption of authority.  Without authority you are impotent!”
Secondly, understanding your customer needs and giving impeccable service!  Without this, you will fail.
Thirdly, developing of an effective team of caring people who have a thirst and the right attitude towards the job and each other and just get on with it, but always going the extra mile!  Without this excellence is impossible.
My own caring is about people in business and in life.  For example, developing managers, education in general and preparing kids for the world of work, and my being authentic.  In reflection, I care about those less well off.”  (Interestingly, this is confirmed, (AB) was awarded a DL Honaris Causa for services to the local university).
In like manner, (GH) the younger female CEO offered:
“I have a passion about people not caring or appearing not to care about their work; I also hate drama queens and procrastinators.  Personally, I have a real pride in the organization and what we have achieved.  I care both about the people and their success.  So my real work passions take in both frustrations and pride.  Outside work, my family, my charities and encouraging women in senior industrial positions are passions.”
Similarly the retail hosting business chief (EF) offered:
“I want a nice life as we all do, but I get real satisfaction out of ‘others’ successes.  In this organization, you touch a lot of people and for me it’s about making a difference.  My passion is an authentic belief about a righteous good; a mutual respect for each other coming from a commonly held purpose that benefits us all. 
This applies here and in the charity work that I do.  People are helped and this helps me.”
Lastly, (CD) the business owner proffered, in some repetition, and at length:
“In the army, operational passions are hot blooded; here they are much more cold blooded.  If you want to destroy a competitor in business, it can take a couple of years.”  (Note, he said earlier, that he would metaphorically rip someone’s eye out for an additional percentage of margin.)
“Do I have a passion that I make the best product in the world?  No.  Do I like to be successful and grow?  Yes.  Do I want to strip out all the cash and live the high life?  No.  Do I take a long-term view on it all and keep my cash working?  Yes, the end game is important and my passion, but more immediately, I take care that the boys (his executives) and the current organization are doing well.
This firm is over 100 years old, for me its survival is not a heated passion, but a colder abiding and continuous resoluteness.” 
These few comments on passions and caring require little explanation, but importantly, they prompt reflections on the non-rational, but emotional ways in which knowledge can be constituted, sustained and ultimately transmitted in action, yielding a generative vector of practice.  (This will be expanded in sections 6.7, 6.7.1.)
However, once more it was clear from the observed, visibly animated reactions of the participants that the more intense passions of drive and caring were somewhat played down in their narrative reticence. 
Controlled passions and emotional caring for the job in hand are vital ingredients in the execution of CEO practices; they are the palpable manifestation of commitment, organizational beliefs and concerns.  Uncontrolled passion is unattractively deviant and often negative (Gabriel et al. 2011; Kets de Vries and colleagues 1977 1984 1996 2004 2009 2011 2013), whilst deeply held concerns of wellbeing underpin beneficial, pastoral health, both individually and collectively (Warr 1999 2011; Warr and Nielsen 2018). 
In short, emotional dispositions of the CEOs, amplified in passions provide the energy and attitudes of organizational commitment, not least in heedfulness and caring.  Organizational wellbeing engenders security, but in neglect breeds neuroses (Kets de Vries and colleagues; Warr 1999 2011: Warr and Nielsen 2018).  Unquestionably, “Being-there-in-the-world” is an emotionally charged presence, perhaps amplified in the guise of the CEO (Heidegger 1927/1962).
6.7	BEING-THERE: EMOTIONAL EXISTENCE
In brief résumé, “being-there” is an existential presence, a “being-amongst-and-amidst”, involving bodily encounters of interconnected actions in social practices only accessible within an already revealed world (Heidegger 1927/1962, p. 55, pp. 132-148, p. 347, 350; Merleau-Ponty 1945/1962 1989).  Rouse (2006, p. 513), in support clearly concurs and expands, “the body is the locus of agency and affective response and does not require the mediation of language, representations or reflexive decisions”. 
For the CEOs, “being-there” is their inescapable, embodied presence in the immanence and imminence of an unfolding world; wherein their practising of practice, that is their situational doings, implying meaning structures and their disclosures often transpire in emotional vexations. 
As related, the CEO of a retail hosting business claims: “In order to understand the turmoil and tensions” in the instantiating present, “You have to be there.  It can only be individually experienced” (EF).  Further, the ex-soldier CEO muses: “What is it really like?  You have to be there, it can only be experienced, stories can never fully reveal the full reality, but you have to sort it out.”  (CD).  Or more philosophically put by (GB), the former CEO, “if you want to change the world you have to be in the world, good or bad, you are there, you just live it and make the best of it.”
The pithy prose of the female CEO suggests in resonant sentience, something of the ‘felt’ vibrancy of involved becoming: 
“What it is really like to be there?  You have to be there, dwell and live there, to understand, you have be part of it and it is part of you.  It is not a job; it is a way of life.  Better yet, in all its situate, ongoing drama, or better trauma.  In itself, it is you and you just make do” (GH).
A cherry-picked synthesis of recalls by the CEOs provides a general conceptual condensation of their mutual reality, but it is still veiled in cold prose, thus diminishing the real vibrancy of living.  However, in compilation, it briefly confirms the labyrinthine perplexities of their jobs, highlighting in their facticities the ambiguities, conflicts, contestations of power relations and their emotional tensions.
“When running a business you answer to a whole variety of constituents and stakeholders from government, institutional groups and individuals, each with particular and pressing, often conflicting, vested interests and underlying emotions” (AB).  “This is confounded by your own professional and private emotions and needs” (GH).  “It all takes place in swirling cauldron of unknowable, changing circumstance and constant interruptions all seemingly demanding choice” (CD).  “It is a turmoil, surfacing whole entreaties, desires and emotions, not least your own, ranging from doubts to belief, frustrations to fulfilment, from despair to euphoria, but always hope underlain by anxiety and the fear of the unpredictable and, to be honest, angst and concern about your own self preservation.  Yes, you have some power, but it is highly constrained and never matches the demands.  It is really tough at times, but you keep going” (EF).
This striving is an ongoing texture of the participants’ emotionally charged existence, a world, containing in its semblances “The Will to Power” and “a solution to its riddles” by “the light” of resolve in the contestations of “being-there” (Nietzsche 1883-1888/1968 §1067).
Recall, success in the encountered world of CEOs is defined by them as winning the business game, sometimes played in metis and often at the expense of others, but even in success the anxiety of losing haunts them.  It is clear that CEO life is not a gentle anthology, but demands an abiding toughness, commitment, determination, resilience and resoluteness, namely essential fortitude.  It is not for the feint-hearted.
The following quotidian extend their previous subjective disclosures (see previous quotes above and earlier in this Chapter also sections 4.7.1; 5.7).  Although these citations are few, they are rather capacious in order to provide further visceral emphasis underlying the CEOs’ existential “being-and-dwelling” in a turbulent, almost feral, landscape (Heidegger 1971, pp. 145-161; Ingold 2000, pp. 185-187; see also sections 4.5.5; 4.6.4; 5.6).
For example, (AB) the retired very experienced CEO, now a non-executive director, reflecting on his career, claimed once more: 
“The most successful people are driven by fear of failure, but they are never satisfied and never allow themselves to have any enjoyment; they see that as a personal weakness.  So they are driven more and more and more.  They are the most successful without a doubt.
I am not one of those although I am committed and I hate losing.  If I do, I feel down, it preys on the mind, but self-pity is a luxury I can’t afford.  I quickly pull myself together and spring back with greater determination.  But it takes guts.
The drug of success drives me; if I am successful, I want to be more successful and, if I am more successful, I want to be even more successful.  It’s the competitive spirit.  It is not enough to succeed others must fail.”
Another participant, (EF) the retail hosting operation chief, similarly re-asserted his belief that:
“The most driven people are the most tortured people and they are the most critical of themselves.
I don’t admit to many people my ‘tortured belief’ that I am not good enough.  After nearly 10 years in the top job, I still feel threatened and have a feeling that I am going to be found out.  I always want to do better; often I don’t think my things are quite up to muster.
You must have talented ambitious people around to challenge you, but I am nervous that some are angling for my job.  The ambitious and politically motivated will attack you if you show any weakness, but that is what spurs me on.
Perhaps I am plagued by my earlier youthful background and experiences.”
(CD), the private business owner, claims that “I am not a competitive type of person”, but his history belies this, as does his recall that he is standoffish; all CEOs must keep a respectful distance, familiarity breeds contempt…. etc., etc., but this ushers loneliness.  The following assertion relates to his business approach, although it clearly factors in his retrospective experiences as a platoon and company commander:
“I constantly push boundaries for myself and others.  There is always a possibility that as the CEO you are not understood.  In effect you have to be the greyhound’s squiggly bits, when trapped, you have to run faster.  You have to be what they expect and given all their expectations, that puts an awful lot of pressure on you, particularly within your own organization.
You have to give them what they need and want, which implicates your guts and leadership.  You do not know everything, but you just can’t just send them off into the blue yonder.  You have to go with them, pushing, driving forward, in anxious, often scary circumstance, exuding a confidence that does not always exist.  In that sense you are directly involved, being there with them, learning, solving problems, replacing incompetence and grasping and pushing opportunities, but in the final analysis you are always alone
Cerberus and fear guard the gate, but with the Sword of Damocles over my head I am the leader, yet always a concerned apprentice and servant to my people.” 
(GH), the broadly experienced CEO adding her comments recounted: 
“Time is the most valuable and limited thing that we all have and I am time-line and action driven.  It’s an attitude, but is very much about my own caring; I am not going to spend this precious commodity time on futile dallying.  Actually, it is not just the sense of time it is the constant frustrations, It’s about ‘Why’, Why can’t other people see it?  Why don’t they just do it?  Why don’t they do something about it?  Why do they procrastinate?  Why do they do it that way?  This Why?  Why?  Why?  It is always in my mind, it’s an obsession.
Then I start to internalise it and question myself.  Have I not made myself clear?  Or have I not trained them correctly to be more critical and timely?  Have I created an environment that is intolerant of sensible agency?  What needs to be done?
This self-doubt can become a fear and adds to my angst and frustration.  Then I recognize that I should be more tolerant and caring of others and accept my own and others humanity and fallibility. 
It has now become a constant, but controlled frustration.  We are still wasting time, but we are doing it, tempered by ‘let’s be careful’, lets make the doing and the happening be based on the clear mutual understanding of critical concern and sensitivity.  But there is a limit to tolerance.  I repeat blood is no stranger to me!
Actually, our business growth has been explosive.”
Although not always clear why, it is interesting that amongst the participants’ expressions of positive valence those, for example, of euphoria and joy appear more ephemeral, more evanescent and even suppressed in their narratives, certainly more lightly emphasised than their negative valences of frustration, anxieties and fears of failure (see sections 4.5.4; 4.6.4; 4.7.1; 5.6).  Perhaps, in their driving concern and impetus for success, or within success itself, degrees of elation occur, more often transiently irrupting, subsiding and are accepted as normative.  Or, in their sensitive fallibility, latent fearing is more cogent, more arresting, an underlying and attesting mood, that insinuates and simmers in uncertainty, always immanent, always fretful, but in obsession can narcissistically fester in neurosis (Gabriel and colleagues 1999 2011; Kets de Vries and Miller 1984; Kets de Vries and colleagues 1977 1996 2004 2009 2011 2013).
As Dreyfus (1991, p. 176) puts it when interpreting Heidegger:
“This fearing as such is the mood that lets something matter to us as fearsome…that which is feared is coming to us in some specific way…  Fear can threaten the [interpretation of existence] by threatening its projects”.
Or Heidegger (1927/1962), directly offered in synthesis: 
“That which threatens by coming close by what it is that concerns us most is endangered and our being amidst is threatened with the possibility that it will pass us by thereby enhancing it, fear closes off our endangered being-in and yet at the same time lets us see it ” (pp. 140-142).
By this, Heidegger means that our fears reflect and highlight the occurrence of what we already have, own, or hold most dear; fear threatens to interrupt, exclude or steal it in a baleful way.  A threatening fear itself may not be born out in reality, but its very potential (affordance) is alerting, alarming and distressing.
Mentioned previously (see also sections 4.5.5; 4.6.4; 5.6), for a competitive CEO the fear of losing something that one has, or aspires to have, e.g., opportunity, advantage, position, prestige or reflexive agency, is a powerful emotional driver (Emirbayer and Mische 1998; Sztompka 1991 etc.)  Further, a positive response to the fear of losing, demands resilience, resolve, forethought and fortitude, essential leadership attributes.  This importance is confirmed by some rather lengthy, contextual, sometimes repetitious emphasis by the participant CEOs themselves.
Take the comments of (CD) the ex military man:
“This firm is over 100 years old, for me its survival is not a heated passion, but a colder abiding resoluteness.  However, I gamble that if someone tried to take it away from me the fur would fly, when you are defending something that is yours and hold dear the blood will flow.” 
(CD) continuing in a less theatrical rhetoric offers: 
“I shape things as I go, by constantly reflecting and reacting to the environment.  To be an effective leader you have to constantly adapt, unyielding rigidity doesn’t work.  Being dogmatic is emasculating and you must be malleable and flexible, but still run the show; you never know what’s round the corner.
At this firm, I practice a form of survival of the fittest, both internally and externally you must have teeth and bite.  If you want to survive you build on experience, but you have to be creative, judgemental, reactive and often proactively aggressive.  Things change very quickly, but as CEO you alone take the portentous, agonising gut wrenching decisions.  Privately, I suppose the position of ownership and increasingly prestige counts, it flatters and compensates. 
Actually, I am not a soul-searching person I make a decision and get on with that, then make another decision and get on with that, and so on, but it is not as ordered and controlled as it sounds; very many problems and consequently many decisions run in a twisted and entangled parallel.  Overall, I am pragmatic and more of a thinker and a fixer.  I try to cut myself off from the hurly burly and emotional stuff and in that sense, I may seem a bit standoffish.  However, the whirlpools of emotions are impossible to deny. 
Opportunities certainly excite me and my guts churn when I see apathy and despondency.  Seeing my directors being successful gives me a vicarious pleasure, but then if they are successful, I am winning the game, but the organization is still swimming in infested waters.”
As recounted by (EF), the retail hosting business head, when relating to fear and fearing:
“I am often called to the mark and I have to stand up and be counted.  When things are falling apart, in trepidation I have to lead from the front.  You have to do what’s right, what’s right for the greater good, but in angst it can be personally painful and distressing”
Continuing on, still quoting (EF) in his heartfelt recall:
“You often feel anxiety.  Burdened by the retailers requirements, their customers, the partners, the investors and my own people’s needs and the now onerous security demands of the Shopping Centre bear down on me.  Sometimes I can barely stand my own existence, but I am resilient and have the capacity to deal with things when others don’t, although I am constantly questioning myself and there are sleepless nights.  
You falter at times, but it is better to be positive and move on, not drown in self- pity.  In fact, I have a lot going for me.  However, you take on a lot, but it does come with a tremendous psychological load.
I just have to be adaptable in this quagmire of seething circumstance and particularly emotions; you have to front up, appear calm and be in charge even if the world is falling apart.  I suppose that your job; longevity and your existence in it and that of the organization depend on it.”
(AB) the retired non-executive in his brief self-portrait compiled from on and off the record utterances involves some slight repetition:
“I see myself as logically minded, with more time for facts and numbers than emotions, possibly due to the rigour of my accountancy training.  My parents instilled my work ethic that matured in seeing proud industries decimated by bombings and inept politics.  This has been further moulded by the resilience and determination of its current industrialists, many of whom are my contemporaries and peers.  Life has not been silky smooth for any of us
In denying emotions, I neglect my passions for competitive success, measured risk and service; responsibility and authority is ‘sine qua non’ to me as is my integrity and authenticity.  It is just that I find deferring to the perplexing nature and temperamental emotions of other people is really time-consuming and their self-indulgence often makes me impatient and irritable. 
I guess I just struggle with their churning, agitated intemperate confusions as I do with my own shortcomings and other emergent contingencies.  God knows, I have sensed and seen many emotional tensions in my abortive take over attempts.  Nor have these been absent my recent executive career.  I have certainly been tried and tested, but I just do the best I can.  Sometime, I have been charitable at others ruthless, but it all seems to have worked.” 
(GH), the only female in the cohort, in thoughtful candour offered, again in some repetition, this compilation of her emotional self:
“Emotionally I was devastated and hurt when my father sold the family business that I had aspired to run.  I attended university with little conviction and afterwards I had a number of jobs in the financial sector.  A little delusioned, I read for an MBA and subsequently worked in strategic management.  However, I found big business rather theoretical and surreal, seemingly dealing clinically in abstract ‘funny money’.
Emotionally, I settled and preferred working in the intimacy of SMEs’ reality, where I travelled the world buying or setting up new companies.  Excitement, loneliness, fear, despair, euphoria and fulfilment along with many other emotions, were common bedfellows in my career 
Barely at home, I was hardly marital material.  However, happily, in my early 40s I became a wife, had a son and took on the role of a CEO, all emotionally demanding positions.  I now had to juggle, not the least, with the continuous child-like tantrums at home and those of some colleagues, vendors and associates at work.  More recently, I have been riding the roller coaster of selling our hugely successful business.
Now my own longer-term future is uncertain.
However, that is the simmering seething….  I was going to say backcloth of but in reality it is inherently in the forefront of business.
Our business participations and decisions yield much to emotions”.
Conspicuously, each participant CEO had experienced losing at sometime in his or her careers and this experience had been indelibly inscribed.  In their temporal orderings, the CEOs were unable to step away from the emotions pervading their historic legacies, their present unfolding practices and the urgings of their future performance.  However, resilience, fortitude and tenacity accrued in response to losing, or the fear of losing.  In their terms “They just got on with it”.
Although there is much value in the reflexivity of their utterances, these “remain generalised conceptions ignoring the essential vital character of engaged practices” where there is no lasting stability and much is ineffable (Kisfalvi and Pitcher. 2003; Schön 1982; Zundel and Kokkalis 2010 p 1209; Van de Ven 2007).  In their narratives, the CEOs edit and interpret the resonating webs of their socio-material concerns, where discernments, affordant deliberations and determinate actions experienced in organizational change are transposed in affects.  It is certain that emotions, in their embodied-embedded centrality within their manoeuvrings of strategic conduct, play a major part in business, but they are often diminished in the telling.
It remains a quality of recounting the poignancy of ‘being there’ that the CEOs’ words are abstractions frozen like ice on the surface of a lake immersing things deeply felt.  In continuing the metaphor, this ice is beyond the capacity of language to melt, in its opacity any reportage cannot reveal the vibrant depths beneath.  Their static words describe a conceptually, abstracted ‘something’, but not what really ‘is’, the “is-ness” that haunted Heidegger from his teens and onwards that describes the real energy of “being there” (Wheeler 2016).  However, it ‘is’ only insofar as it ‘becomes’ (Heidegger 1927/1962); “becoming” understood as “The perishing of the present” or “The incoherence of the past revealed in coherence, a creative advance into novelty” ((Hernes 2014, pp. 39-44), Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 23, 24, 28); an existential temporal reality moving towards an ever-approaching and departing future.  In our attuned consciousness, we risk forgetting that the static structure of language creates distorting abstractions, giving only a mere conception of the ‘real essential’ dynamism of existence and the meaning of matter (Barad 2003 2007; Wittgenstein 1958).  As Bergson (1911/1914, p. 128) relates, “We are witnessing a counterfeit of what has taken place” (see section 3.4.3).
In short, “Talking about bulls is not the same thing as being in the bullring!” (Spanish proverb).
In a prolix of repetition, this dilemma is irresolvable in social research.  However, a stance is taken here that there is a correspondence of the researcher’s own experience of ‘having-been-in-the-world’ with that of the participant CEOs.  This, it is argued, provides a referential “pragmatic competence” (Gherardi 2009b, p. 540), a “familiarity” of experience (Heidegger 1985, p. 187) that promotes “a close-with relationship” (Johnson et al. 2010, pp. 243-257) in “practical relevance” (Antonacopoulou 2008; Antonacopoulou et al. 2011; Langley 2015; Sandberg and Tsoukas 2011; Splitter and Seidl 2010 2011 2015, p. 128; see also section 3.4.1.4).  In short, it allows a deeper understanding of the CEOs’ “emotions and reasons” as they feel the way forward (Gabriel 1999 with associates 2011; Ingold 2000, pp. 409-413) 
This conversance with the participants’ realm allows some “objectivation” (Bourdieu 1977 1988; 1990b 2000; 2003; Whitehead 1929/1958, p. 23) that is likely to heighten empathic interpretations in engaged practice (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995: Nonaka et al. 2001).  Additionally, the synergistic gestalt of overlapping frames of experience (Goffman 1974 1977) is an encouragement for the researcher (JLB) to offer some auto-ethnological insights although inevitably biased (Lieberman 2000).  These indulgences of the researcher’s own “dwelled in” recalls of practice understandings (Ellis 2004; Ellis and Bochner 2000; Polanyi 1988, p. 195), provide some ‘first and others’ second order reflections’ that may help to convey something of the ineluctability and ineffability of a CEO’s ‘felt’ existence, or at least its palpitations (Bourdieu 1990b 2003).  Moreover, in this, the researcher now directly becomes another participant in the study, rather than the biased spectral presence of a knowing observer (Ellis 2004), although the researcher has never really been absent.
Thus, it is argued, self-emotions in which ‘all’ the participants engage, when reflected upon in action, offer ein verstehen that might, in their ‘sameness’, have pertinence and relevance and be better exposed in light of their auto-ethnological engagement (Franck 2012; Schön 1984).
6.7.1	BEING-THERE-ALONGSIDE, THAT IT IS (INTERSPERSED WITH AUTO-ETHNOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS OF THE RESEARCHER)
What it is like to be you, “how one is” or “having a mood brings being to its ‘there’… that it is”… “Existentially a state of mind which can encounter something that matters to us,… or have a sense for what shows itself in an affect” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 134 137).  By this, Heidegger implies that existence involves a disclosive submission to the world, an inescapable embroilment in the turmoil of affects; moods and emotions are always with us (see sections 2.3.11; 6.6.1; 6.6.2).
“When in thrownness you are falling in everydayness, absorbed in the world both angst and euphoria attend you” (ibid. p.54, Section 29 and 38).
“All pregnant with emotions, besieged and embattled by the many demands of precarious ambiguity and paradox, you are confounded by an unknowable future.”  Seemingly, predisposed by your own and other historic realities (Kieser 1994 1997; Zundel et al. 2016) and by the inclinations or constraints of practice, you have in the past been ‘thrown’ into, or in the present you are ‘falling’, whilst contemplating the future in ‘projections’.  Here you selectively embrace, a pervasive, vexing, perplexing emotional purlieu, at times a seething and messy, contextually dependent human and non-human material clutter” (JLB researcher).
“Tormented by demands, tensions and contradictions” (EF), in this cauldron of competitive and organizational complexities you attempt, for better or worse “a fleeting world of order” (GH).  Enmeshed in, and part of, the structures of sensemaking and process you assuage your constitutive need “to generate meaning and create coherent order out confusion” (AB).
In this maelstrom, things are certainly not always straightforward and can often involve unpleasant actions and interactions. 
For example “She was as a colleague of many years and the Godmother of my son, but she had reached her professional limit and was not appropriate for the new situation.  As her boss it was difficult, as her friend it was extremely painful, but for the greater good I had to do it!  I fired her, but she never forgave me” (EF).
Sometimes it is difficult to admit that you were wrong:
“We had spent a lot of time, effort and money on the project.  I was deeply committed and had been convinced, but it was becoming clear that the break-through I had hoped for was not materialising, time was not on our side.  It was agonizing, not popular with those involved, but sense dictated that I cut our losses” (AB). 
When family is involved, emotions are often heightened and can be quarrelsome:
“My father had been an absent Chairman, by now it was obvious to me that the organization that I was about to take on was chaotic, often mismanaged by other self-seeking, corrupt people and was unfit for its current purpose let alone my ambitions.  With some distress for my father, which was painful to me, with outside help and some expense I took a machete to this often insidious jungle and sorted it out” (CD).  
However, in the ever-changing world, good fortune often beckons, but it must be grasped: 
“It’s a bit about choosing your industry, but you have to be lucky as well.  I remember when I got my first CEO job, almost to the day our major competitor received a take over offer that after a bit of a tussle was eventually accepted.  On the news of the offer I went, “Yippee!” because I new that they would be massively diverted for some time.  I remember saying to my leadership team, ‘Right we’ve got a year here where we can really get going, so let’s get cracking.’  Then, fortuitously and perhaps necessarily, at the end of that year the acquiring and the acquired firm went into a massive consolidation and reorganization, which frankly they made a bit of a mess of.  That gave us another year.  During those two years or so, we took huge market share from them.  Now that was luck, but serendipitously we exploited it” (GH). 
Apprehension and concern often fills more reflective moments.  For example, the retail-hosting chief observed:
“My responsibilities, amongst many, cover the security and safety of a heavily populated public area and although I have many authoritatively stamped contingency plans in place it is difficult to legislate for everything.  For example, a simple accident, a single idiot, the abduction a child, or an orchestrated terrorist attack.  Although doubly unfortunate for those involved it would have a catastrophic effect on our image as a place of retail enjoyment and safety; it would be a brand-breaker destroying all those years of effort.  If you let such prospects get to you, they would break you as well” (EF).
Reality, in the perpetual perishing of time and process or within the substratum of strategic conduct, quiescent stability never really ‘is’ (see section 2.2.1).  “You only appreciate, in retrospect, the calm before the storm as life moves on, whilst the fact is that you were lacking foresight or effective actions” (CD).
In this zeitgeist, a paradox of elation, disquiet and luck, gratification, angst and fulfilment a CEO may adopt a somewhat persecuted, even masochistic dimension, but the expectation is that you thrive on chaos.
“Thus, ordained as a CEO, this agonistic theatre of creative (con) destruction or reproachful opprobrium is seemingly your preferred or accepted odium” (JLB).  It is a stage of conflict and complicity, ambient with ambiguities, intrigues and near unmitigated stress, but it is not without recompense.  Why else would you be there?  Certainly, it is not always “for the immediate financial rewards” (CD), although they are comforting.  “There are days when you would do the job for nothing, others when you really earn your corn” (GH).  Perhaps there is an intrinsic need for “status and position” or even “recognition and adoration” (EF), or the more venal seductions of “power, dominion and the authority to make determinations, that is, being the King of the Castle” (CD).  These may be the vain aphrodisiacs, but “the winning”, aligned with “earned respect, prestige and self-fulfilment” (AB) are perhaps more canonical.
In altruistic philanthropy, your authentic, better angels, attest to “humanity with humility” (GH), “pastoral compassion with caring” (EF) and to “charity with concern” (AB).  However, your primary instinct is “to fight” and with all its inveiglements (CD), flight may be used judiciously, but this is usually a final option.  The prize is “to win” (AB CB EF CD) or, on reflection, in “the winning” (JLB).
Of course, winning is a common adjudication of life; to succeed is the situational logic of survival.  As a CEO, you are both a chronic and acute competitor, with heightened internalised motivations and dispositions.  Your adaptive practices enmesh ambitions, you respond resiliently to perpetually emerging and contingent enfilades that both shape you and that you attempt to shape (Reckwitz 2017).
“Only partially informed, you strive to lead by conviction, authority, respect and empathy, but ingenuity or even guile; ‘nous and metis’ are available and often necessary in the turbulence of wayfinding” (JLB).  Using the logic of science, you analyse, theorize, clarify, formulate and deliberately propose.  However, paradoxically, you contest and compete, using the logic of practice, “acting in the moment” in very human subjectivity (CD).  In this praxeology, you try to master conflict, contradictions and ambiguities by applying sociomaterial capital, harnessing human energies, artefacts and experience.  “However, your world can change in an instant with the next e-mail announcing e.g., a hostile, unsolicited take-over bid, or the unexpected failure of a major customer or supplier; worse still, with the sudden, untimely death of a valued colleague or other fatal disasters” (JLB).
A CEO’s life is that of embroiled embattlement; peace of mind is not a luxury that you often enjoy; struggle and conflict are endemic, “you confront awakened Incubus, not always with skilful humility and adeptness” (CD), but “you get on with it and try your best” (AB).  In management, there is often no alternative but to act (Camillus 2008), however sometimes inaction is more appropriate.  Whatever, a time must be made for contemplation, reflection and regrouping (Zundel 2012).  “By obsessions of work, and failing to contemplate the greater sweeps of life and nature’s perspectives, much can become asymmetrically unbalanced, even alien” (JLB).  Management leadership, sensitivity and receptivity are diminished and prehensions of humanity can be lost.  “Balances always balance” (AB), is a wise maxim for a CEO. 
“As CEO, your science is the assembly of practices, your art is the unfurling of these practices in creative enactments whilst enthusing, coaching, nurturing and driving the collective organization.  Your psychology of practice is the promise of individual and collective betterment, whilst your economy is the currency of leadership in wayfinding emergent ways of performance” (JLB).
In sum, all your practice involvements are suffused in affects subsumed in histories of practical intelligibility and know how that guides your evolving ‘logic’ of events.  This is the being and becoming of yourself and your organization where articulations of meanings, materiel and co-operation construct practices that determine consequences.  “In a complicit, engaged, co-dependency of organizational performativity, you realize an aesthetic production, not always as intended” (JLB).
Moreover, nature is capricious, perfidious and vexatious, “success is ephemeral, and you grab it while you can, craving omnipotence and longevity, whilst often seduced by your own hyperbole and vainglorious publicity” (JLB).  
Ironically, in metaphoric phantasm you can cast yourself as “victor ludorum”, a heroic figure, perhaps a distant cousin of the ancient Homeric or Virgilian protagonists.  You draw a parallel of self-actualisations unfolding in trials of a polemical “becoming” where, by destiny or choice, you are fated to endure many tests of competence and endurance that you overcome.  Valorisation often links to a perverse, attenuated serendipity not defined or acknowledged by you, a chance inter-relationship of affordant realisations, but you give overwhelming, usually fallacious credence to your own actions and astuteness. 
“In the success of timely and appropriate outcomes, you bask in rich, but transient applause.  Your self-righteous calculations take little account of chance or the consequences of the unintentional or other trespasses of accommodating, temporal interplays.  However, in failure you claim that these computations are nefariously involved, always beyond your control, whilst the reality is that you were lacking foresight or effective actions” (JLB).
If by talent or enigmatic wizardry you enjoy serial success you then assume a god-like reputation, you are indeed one of a happy few.  Others less fortunate or less able forfeit fickle success for the encroaching spectre of failure, their fragile resources and skills not matching escalating demands in increasingly hostile environments.  Here, competences are tried by new eventualities and found wanting; nor can you rely on happenstance or an array of unintended, yet handy consequences.  You are ensnared in emplotments of speculative success, which can no longer be match, but you are reluctant to acknowledge your inadequacies.  Opprobrium hovers.  You hang on tenaciously in moribund sterility, fixated by the favours of the office, awaiting an unfulfilled epiphany until you are ignominiously removed, or lead on nolens volens, fearing the inevitability of obloquy. 
The hero becomes the delinquent (Biehl-Missal 2010).
“Much experience shows that it is good sense to quit while you are ahead, or more cynically don’t stay to reap the harvest that you sow” (JLB).
In sum, in your apotheosis, you can often be envied, sometimes despised and often misunderstood or mischievously misrepresented.  In success, you may be fêted, or in extremis deified.  “However unforgiving, failure is the ever-present spectre, seemingly angst and fears always linger and haunt in the long shadows” (JLB).  You may be stripped of office in ways that clearly define your inadequacies when emotional angst ravages you, your authority and prestige gone.  Worse, in egoistic or legal default you can rightly be publicly disgraced or even named as an unethical villain.
“These are the lay lines of precarious office; hero, delinquent, victim or villain is merely a fragile decision away” (JLB).  
It may be argued that the latter part of this section 6.7.1 speaks somewhat ornately to romance (Meindl et al. 1985).  Arguably these ‘tales’ are homilies that have little place in scholarship.  However, they have been introduced in this manner purposely to reflect auto-ethnological recalls of the realities of life (Ellis 2004 2007; Ellis and Bochner 2000).  They are culled from the researcher’s life practice and from the intense, emotional experiences divulged by senior CEOs garnered and spelt out in years of consulting and counselling undertaken (Berthoin Antal, and Krebsbach-Gnath 2001; Alvesson et al. 2009).  It appeals to the ‘felt’ understandings of deeply held feelings and once more to Wittgenstein’s (1958/1968 §587) view that “emotions are difficult to describe, for there is nothing to perceive only to reflect upon.”
6.8	CEO LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
It is not the intention here to go at length into the management practices of leadership.  Much has already been exposed during this and previous chapters (e.g., section 6.4.4).  It will be a drawn together ad rem, in the conclusions and discussions of the final chapters.
6.9	EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES AND FINDINGS: EMOTIONAL EXISTENCE
1.	“Being there” may be considered the existential presence of the CEO when pursuing situated, organizational outcomes where human affects and feelings have a significant influence on sociomaterial practices.
1.	Affects influence the way that CEOs and other people think and behave.  As bodily feelings, emotions are important behavioural processes; they guide those experiencing them and, in contagion, can be transmitted to others, thereby setting the tone of individual and relational behaviour.
1.	Affects, in their centrality in human practices have performative consequences; they are responsive and active engagements and have a generative dimension that impact on creative outcomes.  Accordingly, leadership and management is a field of emotional regulation where arguably affects much mediate within practices.
1.	CEOs in their authoritative conduct have a particular responsibility for the valence of their own bodily feelings.  Harnessing, calming, nurturing and directing affects, not least their own whilst rooting out and fixing any destructive negativity are amongst principal and most sensitive concern of the caring CEO.
1.	CEO feelings and passions, as heightened emotions, are polarizing, there is a need to be sensitive of and acknowledge their contagions.  Displayed as enthusiasms they can be positively stimulating, but in reproach, they can invoke negative feelings.  Immediate passions often invoke gut reactions, whilst longer-term passions may instil mellow sensibilities of abiding resolution or conversely latent, vindictive rancour. 
1.	Pastoral caring, in the heedful, attentive and nurturing sense, within organizations is the responsibility of the CEO.  It concerns importantly, the humours and wellbeing of individuals and the behavioural temper of the organization reflected in its ethos, efficacy and performance. 

In sum, human organizations are repositories of individual’s affects and emotions that govern much of life, not least that of CEOs.  Emotions suffuse temporality in both personal and interpersonal dynamics and interpose in the particularization of everyday transactions by levering business negotiations; as such, they have telling potency.
6.9.1	GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The historic underestimation or seeming denial of affects in much of earlier management scholarship and practice has, over the last two decades become increasingly recognized but, as yet, not every strategic practice is seen as a practice of affects.
For the most part, the participant CEOs of this study found themselves at the centre of a demanding vortex of contingent events.  Here they are situationally involved and embedded in the behavioural and labyrinthine practice networks of many internal and external organizational stakeholders​, their claims, counterclaims and emotional (pro/con)testations.  It is this confluence of charged emotional contextures that, within the mutating process of material things, somehow must be managed.
In Heideggerian terms, this is an existence of “being-there-amidst-and-amongst”, in caring (Fürsorge), where the CEOs work towards an affectively attuned ‘positive atmosphere’ and organizational wellbeing that encourages organizational performance.  It is underpinned by an accommodating mood of “how we find ourselves”; our “ways-of-being-with-one-another-and-things” in the “coming-to presence-of-forms” or “our being amidst-for-the-sake-of-which” that impress our “bodily feelings” when implicating materiality in situational effectiveness and affectiveness (Cooper 2014, p. 585; Heidegger 1927/1962, p.84)  Occupying and drawing from this ‘atmosphere’ of sociomaterial concerns, agential organizational practices are addressed and directed towards teleoaffective outcome (Schatzki 2002).  Thus, the CEOs’ ‘affective’ manoeuvrings within practices are part of and inextricably interlaced in pervasive affect systems.
Calling on Giddensian frameworks of structuration (1979, p. 5; specifically 1984, p. 25), the constitution of agents and structures are not two independently given sets of phenomena, a dualism, but a duality embraced in practices and steeped in affects.  
In emphasis, affects, in their centrality, suffuse the “coming-to-presence of forms” in this dynamic duality of ‘structure-cum-agency’, in response to the world and its events.  Importantly, they are often the cause of events.  They are activities effectively and affectively responding to objects and arrangements in elements of practice formation.  This generative dimension, either publicly expressed or privately felt, is both constitutive and a product; the medium and outcome of the practices they recursively organized and connect.  It follows that every social practice has its own embedded, emotional architecture an in-built potentiality or “motivation to perform” (Reckwitz 2017, p. 120).  These affordances can be attuned in a particular way by the interjection of sense perceptions laden by affects that combine to reveal a consubstantiality, a oneness the future focus of attention, whether the CEO is aware or not.  This situates affects not as the psychic property of individuals, but as social activities; excitations directed at some specific thing (Schmidt 2017).  Accordingly, emotions are likely key components in praxis.
Practices are expressed widely in an emerging nexus of process, practitioner and material things, emotionally connected, situated and embedded in constellations of actions of an ever-expanding social world.  As explicitly detailed in the participant CEOs’ vignettes and by interpretively reading between the lines, some insights of this emotional reality have been offered.  These have been augmented by auto-ethnographic injections of the researcher’s own projected feelings and experiences and further by those of anonymous others captured outside this study. 
It is plain that the CEOs are constantly assailed by, embroiled in, and tested by, often contentious, entanglements.  They are embattled in bounded rationalities and subjectivity (actually two sides of the same coin), by aptitudes of copings entwined in the contagion of affects in CEO besiegement.  CEOs emotionally wrestle with histories and continuously struggle with the contested present and in angst worry about the unknowable future.  Here, in temporality there is no certainty of what might emerge except that in discovery it will be different.
The presence of affects cannot simply be ignored in business, they are very real feelings or more clinically, they are processes of specific attunement, like sensemaking and identity, that always pervade instruct, focus and reflect actions.  In business, each practicing CEO has no option but to continually respond to the many emotional contestations, including their own, by adaptations, adjustments and caring rearrangements.  This occurs when charged with the procuring competent outcomes of performance whilst swimming in tidal, occasionally ‘infested’ waters.










The factors that can influence business outcomes are many, but intrinsically the common thread of leadership, management and their accountabilities must rank highly.  Since the CEO is the principal Konzertmeister of the firm, how they develop, what they customarily do, how they feel when doing it and what they have in common is of scholarly and practical interest. 
This empirical work is a temporally constrained view of the personal development and strategic conduct of a small cadre of CEOs that, despite its appropriate commitment to philosophical and management theory, is “practicing all the way down” (Nicolini and Monteiro 2017, p. 111).
In short, this work considers the CEO phenomenon in everyday performance.
7.1	ACADEMIC REFLECTIONS ON THE STUDY APPROACH
Epistemologically, the study embraces a practice-based approach, a dynamic nexus of practice, practitioners and process, recounted in ongoing stories of the “coming -to-together (or-presence)-of-forms-in-actions” (Cooper 2014, p. 585).  In this way, it presumes an ontological position of “being-in-the-world” in temporal movement and the manoeuvrings of the participant CEOs when “dwelling” and “becoming” (Heidegger 1927/1962 pt. 1; Whitehead 1929/1978, p. 23).
The work aligns with process and non-Cartesian philosophical ideas calling on the situated subjectivity of human trespass and doings in the logic of practice.  Consequently, it differs from management studies that exalt Cartesian logic and promote scientific detachment, objectivity, explicitness in representation and individualism.
The empirical emphasis of the study is on the strategic practices of the CEOs, where “for-the-sake-of-which,” in their “thrownness” they exist, are absorbed and carry out their duties.  Accepting that all things are in the making, the work stresses temporal dimensions: the past having “fallen”, its influence on the present actions in “falling” and the convergence of future “projections” (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp.135 145 section 38; pp. 378 379). 
In short, the study emphasises CEO doings and “seeks to understand the social in these practices” (Fox 2000; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998; Wittgenstein 1951/1953, §65, §67).  
7.2	CHAPTER CONSTRUCTION AND EMPHASIS
Initially, the research question is repeated and is then restated in a different, shorter, re-centred form to emphasise both the distinctiveness and connectedness of CEOs in situated, know how and realized existence.
A brief consideration of methodological concerns is acknowledged.
The chapter briefly pays homage to the compendium of appropriate scholarship that supported the non-Cartesian approach and empirical findings.  Here, management theory in the Cartesian tradition is demurred and thinking on process, practice and the human condition are elevated.
The conclusions, in drawing together the findings, complete the analytical framework that has underwritten the empirical chapters.  In this way it features CEOs as works in progress in situated being and coping and not the least their suffusion by sensibilities, identities and emotions.
The analytical conclusions, implicit in their temporal dimensions, are listed, interspaced by explanatory comments.  This is followed by a general discussion on the CEO phenomenon that goes on to suggest extrapolation in heuristic commonality. 
The chapter ends with some comments on the contextual contributions, limitations and possible further extensions of this inquiry.
7.3	THE QUESTION
The study is formalised in terms of the research question:
What influences the emerging realities of Chief Executive Officers’ existence and how in strategic conduct are they embedded in and create nurturing practices that promote, at least minimally, the survival of their enterprise in an ever-changing world?
In brief, this question has been indicatively answered by the reflections of the practices of practising CEOs who, in the temporality of passage, relate how they learned to play and undertake the business game (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017).  They have, in their telling, revealed something of their artfulness and driving animus, not least their resoluteness in action, as they orientated and found an organizational way in a competitive and combative world (Chia 2017b).
Often hard won in the emotional embattlements of business and advanced elsewhere as “practical intelligibility executed in the actions and understandings”, these accumulations, tacit or overt, are both acquired by and instructive in active, teleological practice (Schatzki 2002, p. 75-84; Schatzki 2010a, pp.121-131 176; see this thesis, in particular sections 2.3.4; 2.3.5; 6.7; 6,7,1; 6.9). 
However, the CEO is not the exclusive architect, the efforts and affects of others and often serendipity contributes, but in this study, the focus is the CEOs.
Following considerations of their professional development, the study mainly centres on their ongoing work by examining and disentangling the arcane, yet heuristic, commonness of management and CEO leadership (Day et al. 2009; Dreyfus 2014).  This opens up the more directed question of performance:
What is the reality of the CEO phenomenon during individual development and within the ongoing, evolving strategic conduct of the firm?
7.4	METHODOLOGICAL RÉSUMÉ AND CONCERNS
Although highly focussed and asymmetric, this work captures something of the relationally embedded interconnectedness of the participant CEOs’ existential, practice as they dwell and are situated in ever-changing sociomaterial world (Schmidt 2017).
The complementary experience and empathy of the researcher encouraged detailed, open disclosures.  However, as an invisible participant, despite reflexive care and subjective objectification, the researcher is never completely detached and his corresponding experience and accomplishments may have biased the interpretations.  Moreover, the researcher, when clarifying and humanizing conceptual abstractions, as a more visible participant, explicitly intervened in supportive auto-ethnological airings of emotions.  In this way, further measures of ‘felt’ experiences and those of others, external to this formal study, were added (Ellis and Bochner 2000).
7.5	 RÉSUMÉ OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND THEORETICAL ACCREDITATIONS
Research, be it theoretical or empirical, is guided in ideas and curiosity by a philosophical orientation of enquiry. 
Generally, the empirical evidence of this temporal study invokes post modernist thinking, process and the practice turn.  These eclectic considerations draw on the ancient philosophical traditions of Heraclitus, Plato, Aristotle and the more recent attitudes of Nietzsche, Marx and Bergson.  The work calls out ideas of Wittgenstein, the affordances of Gibson, the perceptions of Merleau-Ponty and some lingering pragmatism of, for example, James, Dewey and Mead.  However, the acute focus of the study is nested in practice and directly implicates the phenomenology of Heidegger, the process reality of Whitehead, the interpretations of skilful copings by Dreyfus and the site ontology of Schatzki.  This compendium of scholarship is petitioned specifically, but when appropriate it is augmented by other prescient authorities, not least Bourdieu, Giddens and Sztompka.
In re-emphasis, the overriding quiddity of this thesis is in the ontology of ‘being-in-the-world in the coming-to-presence-of-forms-orders-functions and arrangements in the trajectories of doings or events of human activity.  That is, temporal positions of movement in existence which find relational, situational connectedness and feelings when adopting an onto-epistemology of being in continuous, undivided and embedded becoming’. 
This view, in general, is sustained and is largely adopted by an increasing number of significant contemporary management scholars including, for example, Chia, Gherardi, Hernes, Holt, Mackay, Nicolini, Sminia, Turner, Tsoukas, Van de Ven, Zundel and the late Robert Cooper.  Other works, for example Hambrick and Mason’s upper echelon theory, the sociological ideas of Reckwitz and Schmidt’s praxeological interpretations, along with Ingold’s anthropological refinements add substantial support to the practitioners’ empirical accounts and the analysis of their temporality.
The inquiry particularly acknowledges sensemaking, the sensitivities of identities and affects that pervade the temporal performances of CEO in their turbulent theatre of ongoing business life.  This is illuminated by and in the context of the work of such diverse scholars as e.g., Albert and Whetton, Ashford and Mael, Cerulo, Cunliffe, Colville, Gioia, Maitlis, Mintzberg, Mouffe, Smircich and Morgan, Pettigrew, Weick and others.  The study significantly emphasises the importance of subjective affects in human development and relationships, exemplified in the in the work of e.g., Ashkanasy and Humphries, Barsade, Day et al., Fineman, Gabriel, Gibson, Gross, Hatfield et al., Hochschild, Isen, Kets de Vries, Salovey and Mayer, Warr and others.
Supported in these many ways and in their affirmations the empirical findings of this thesis broadly challenge the Cartesian approaches of static, positive ideas that still dominates much of management scholarship, which if acknowledging human trespass at all treats it as just another variance or epiphenomenona. 
7.6	EXORDIUM
This inquiry sees CEO existence as a feature of human activity and practices when dwelling in emerging processes that are always in the making.  The CEOs’ reasons for action are often complex, speculative and subject to interpretation, where much can remain opaque and subjective.   
In brief re-statement, social reality places people and things in active forms of emergence that enjoin moments of past experiences and affordances of the future, a temporality of “ fore having, a fore-sight and a fore-conception” (Heidegger 1927/1962, p.232).  
However, this transition, or passage is the very life of social process and practices, where, in “thrownness”, the “fallen” past prefigures in, or circumscribes the identities, actions and emotions of the “falling” present, whilst future “projection” foreshadows anticipations (Ibid. pp.133-140 346 383, Chapter V section 38).  The overlay of temporality, in its agency defines the order and ordinance of emergent performance that sanctions and provides the pathways of individual and organizational advancement or decline (Chia 2017; Heidegger 1927/1962, p.326; Sydow et al. 2009; Schreyögg et al, 2011; Van de Ven and Sminia 2012).    
Surprisingly, although the interplay of top management has received some attention (e.g., Hambrick and Mason 1984; Hambrick 2007; Finkelstein et al, 2008) only rarely have the challenges of emerging CEOs and, even less, their feelings and reactions been subjected to empirically inquiry (Mintzberg, 1973; Porter and Nohria, 2010; Tengblad, 2012; Watson, 2001 2011 2012).
This empirical study has been undertaken and an analytical framework has been developed aimed at overcoming something of this apparent neglect.  The inquiry traces the experiences of a small cadre of CEOs as they each emerge as a continuous work in progress.  In compliance, the analytical framework systematically fleshes out and unlocks their past, present and future and considers the suffusions of sensibilities, identities and emotions within these temporal dimensions. 
In drawing together the findings, the analytical framework is completed and the conclusions are interpreted, instructed by extant apperceptions and discussed.
As provisionally anticipated in chapter 1 (section 1.0; 1.2), and for parsimony only minimally repeated here, these empirical conclusions, often overlapping, will come as no surprise to seasoned practitioners, nor will their conceptions surprise experienced academics.  However, familiarity does not diminish them; it gives credibility to living scholarship that inherently recognises subjectivity and retrenches positive scholarship into the brute nature of the physical world. 
Although there has been no single epiphany, the conclusions are affirmative of much process-practice scholarship.  This is the consequence of an analysis of “being-there”; of “being-in-among-and-amidst” temporal doing; a praxeological involvement or a close hermeneutically sensitive association with the temporal processes that make up strategic conduct (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp. 128 133-140, Chapter V).
The findings do disclose something of the volitions, doings and feelings, perhaps wonderment, certainly bewilderment, of those who come to dwell in, lead and manage organizations.  By disclosing, in some small way, ingresses into the subjective, tangible and intangibles of temporal CEO life, the findings reflect a “caring accommodation” with “this world” (ibid. p. 57, 146, 193).  They are the familiars, the constructive, sometimes destructive, often disconcerting realities of the ‘thrown,’ temporal, existence of CEO in practice and living.
When drawn together the findings provide a set of conclusions that reflect the ongoing, unfinished assemblage of the ordinary ‘felt’ things, often taken for granted, albeit seen through the lens of active practitioners.  They are temporal judgements that concern empirical landscapes of real practices and practicing offered in examples of everyday experience that will resonate with every doer “who has been there”.  Critically, in re-emphasis, these concluding judgements aver with many post-modernist, management scholars and nest in processes of extant practice-based thinking, finding general support in the phenomenology of “being and becoming” (Chia 1996; Tsoukas and Chia 2002 2011).  In this situation, the empirical conclusions contest much of static Cartesian thinking and, whilst acknowledging its undoubted contributions in organizational scholarship, it is not considered except where it is specifically germane (Van de Ven 2007).
It is hoped that the findings in the empirical chapters have related something of the animus of a CEO’s life and living. 
7.7	CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions, outlined below, formally complete the analytical framework of the temporal findings.  They are supported by the phenomenology of experience and practice-based thinking and necessarily are nested in process.  The interlacing discussions are upheld and given credence by reference of pertinent scholarship; these referrals are extremely limited and only intended to highlight the concordance of the empirical findings with extant theory. 
1.	CEOs are motivated by conative volitions, or emotional desires to perform, although these are not necessarily immediately identified in temporal passage.   
CEOs are conditioned in temporality by their histories, present needs, future contemplations and sometimes chance.  Importantly, environmental contingencies are significant and other people often influence their reasons for action.
Consequently, in maturation, CEOs are emergent, social achievements and works in progress, embodied, embedded and absorbed in the practices of life.  Specifically, they learn to play the business game inured in the processes of temporality, but always remain fields of concern.
By nature and nurture, CEOs are driven, combative competitors who in ambition and resilience largely internalise their private identities.  Temporal passage moulds these identities within situated living where the CEOs’ intelligibilities and emotions are disclosed in their stylised doings.  Here these labile, externalised identities are in the commutations of the beholder.
As stated previously (section 2.7) temporality is a force that matters; in social process it orders human activity itself and consequentially its agency is pervaded by identities, sensibilities and infused with emotions (Reckwitz 2017; Schatzki 2010a).  Time or its passage therefore is the very life of these doings and affects.  What happens at one ‘time’ and place matters to what happens at another ‘time’ and place; in this “prehension” there is seemingly an aetiological consequence, however tenuous (Whitehead1929/1978 Part 111 p. 219 ff).
However, Schatzki (2010a,  p. x) argues that “the presence of the past in current activity do [does] not cause or antecedently pin down present activity.”  He sees reality opened up by activity itself and in its indeterminacy he contends that activity is not fixed; nothing necessitates a particular action until it is performed (ibid. pp. 175 ff).  However activity is not random, it is directed teleoaffectively but is not settled, fixed, or determined until an action is enacted, nor is action necessarily logical or always identified (see section 2.3.7).  Paraphrasing one participant CEO  “we all do things without knowing why, there may be some hidden logic, but sometimes I just wing it” (EF).  All the participants generally affirmed this (see section 6.5.1).
Volitions and their emotive inflections, pre-reflective, deliberate, or in serendipity, played into the life choices of the CEOs.  These motivational processes “in the making and moving of forms” were ongoing; they were harnessed by the agency of temporal work (Cooper 2014, p. 585).  They acted towards ways of being in the future, departing from states of affairs that motivated in the past and acted in the present.
The temporal agency of a situation, or moving on, laid in the ability of the CEO to redefine the present by re-interpreting the past (historicizing), whilst simultaneously being stretched by the influence of future engagements.  (This latter is, in a sense, historicizing the future). A typical example of such agency might be in “sensemaking and sense giving” (Weick 1976, p.14 see section 2.3.6; 2.3.7; 6.3 - 6.4.9). 
Empirically, it followed that the CEOs’ views of passage (temporality) were constructed within present practices where transitions of experiences and future contemplations prescribed a sense of belonging, meaning and continuity. 
It was clear that the career management of the studied CEOs seemingly bore some deliberate construction, but for the most part it was not pre-planned, nor were many other of their ongoing practices.  Rather affordances and opportunities were grasped in the moment and advanced when considered appropriate and duly motivating.  This did not belie the participants’ ambition and endeavour; in default, their combative competitiveness led them towards the ambiguities and frustrations of leadership, authority and accountability (Day et al. 2014). 
Each CEO recognised the importance of involvement and continuous learning mainly acquired by hands-on experience (Brenner 1984; Dreyfus 2014).  In this way, they implied that their attitudes and actions had their foundations in their backgrounds, continuing ‘habitus’ and capital (Bourdieu 1990b, p.53).  This was further defined in their “practical intelligibility, understandings and anticipated teleology” Schatzki 2002, pp. 74-79).  When pressed, the CEOs clearly recognised that affects and emotions pervaded their personal reasons, circumscribed their decisions and consequentially impacted the ongoing temporal fulfilment of performances (Barsade 2002).
By the discretions of their temporal existence, the CEOs learned to play the business game, often the hard way (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017).  Thus, outwardly constituted in meanings, with their intentions infused in emotional reason, the CEOs became identified, not as the agent, but as both the receivers and conveyers of affective agency.  In this situation, when responding to environmental solicitations with a degree of freedom to change practice configurations, the CEOs embraced a         “weak methodological individualism” (Chia and Holt 2006 2009 p. 122-129; Hayek 1948), within “methodological situationalism” (Schmidt 2017 p.149-150), when prehending “trans-individuals” in the movements of situated inter-subjectivity (Cunliffe 2015; Tsoukas 2015, p.61).  It was by this effort and by their growing expertise in performance, that they “become” respected leaders and managers (Benner 1984; Dreyfus 2014; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 2005).
Put otherwise, in their determinations the CEOs, by their identities, suffused in sensibilities, meanings and emotions were disposed to persuade and were involved with others in goal directed efforts, whilst appreciating that each differed in visionary, psychological and resource requirements.  The CEOs’ teleoaffective orientations were finalised in “emotional discretions and settlements”, providing reasons leading to actions, not always reasonable to others (Schatzki 2002 2010a, pp. 121-130).
Many scholars accede to consensus and board governance as business controls (Hambrick and Mason 1984; Lorsch and Carter 2003).  However, in the final determination of practice configurations that significantly contribute to organizational praxis and performance this structuring and ordering was the CEOs’ alone.  The CEOs repeatedly emphasised this responsibility in solus ipse and that ‘the buck stopped with them.’  Accordingly, in continuing emphasis, CEO identity, sensemaking, its sensibilities and emotional entanglements that embraced determinate decisions were “not mere ornaments of pure reason” (Nicolini 2012, p. 36).  They were, and decidedly are generative parts of social practices (Hui, Schatzki and Shove 2017; Kleindienst and Hutzschenreuter 2010). 
By their manoeuvrings within practices, over time the CEOs learned to prime, cultivate and nurture a complex web of relationships and connectedness.  In this temporal, situated “trajectory of movement and understandings”, they discerned and attempted to organise the fluxing continuity of emotional business (Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017; Cooper 2005, p. 585 ff.).  This involved recognizing “in flow” many patterns of temporal circumstances already made (past), in the making (present), or speculated (future).  These, they continuously disentangled, unpicked and endeavoured to re-weave into anticipated advantage by sensemaking and meanings (e.g., Hernes 2014, p. 25; Maitlis and Christianson 2014).  Thus, almost unwittingly they learned to play the business game.  
CEO work, the participants emphasized, required the continual re-configuring,     re-orienting and adapting of practice agency appropriate to the new task in hand.  This involved the shaping of materiality and particularly the outlooks, mindsets, humours, behaviours and the wellbeing of people into a cohesive approach of performativity (Chia and Mackay 2007; Schatzki 2002; Pentland and Feldman 2005; Warr 1999; Warr and Nielson 2018). 
In summary, in an emerging, self analytical existence the CEOs were embedded, moulded and motivated by their embodied, contextual ‘historicity’, expectations and immediate emotions (Reckwitz 2017; Schmidt 2017)).  In the continuum of temporality, CEOs were recognized as leaders and managers by ‘what they had been’, or more overtly by ‘what they had become and are’ and concerns about ‘what they do’ and ‘how they might react’ and ‘what they may possibly do’ in the future.  None of which may appear reasonable to others, indeed sometimes idiosyncratic and inappropriate. 
The ‘habitus’ of the CEOs culturally fashioned their emergent intelligibility, sociomaterial actions and ‘reasoned’ behaviours that in effectiveness and affectiveness, framed the competitive shaping of their practice involvement (Bourdieu 1990b).  It was a “being and becoming”, highlighted in their idiosyncratic experience and temporality, yet within the job of CEO they share many functional activities in common (Hambrick et al. 2005; Heidegger 1927/1962; Tsoukas and Chia 2002). 
In brief repetition, the CEOs’ identities of ‘self’ are inherently intrinsic, but their overt public identities are mutating, labile manufactures of affordance, responding to perceptions of situations and circumstance (Mouffe 1992).  As Foucault (1972) puts it, they are “positions of subjectivity” (pt. II chapt.4) responding to emergent process.
In short, the world of the CEO is temporally defined, socially habituated and accordingly is relationally and emotionally connected.  It rests on the passage of embodied know-how and situated actions, involving practical intelligibility, sense, understandings and sometimes-enigmatic reasons.
2.	At bottom, CEOs are compositions of bodily accomplishments, orientated towards and directing a required organizational performance within an already existing world.  To this end, their manoeuvrings are strategic, being engaged in configuring and orchestrating resources that underwrite sociomaterial practices.  In enactment, these practices forge organizational progress within a continuous, temporal nexus of bodily knowledge, affective doings and aspirations anchored in material arrangements.  In reality and primacy, strategic practices emerge in human response to solicitations of contingent process that demand action.  The CEO, identified in the actions of sensemaking, sense giving and meaning, puts together organizational counters that are reasoned, ordered, tacitly or explicitly, in practice alignments. 
In ever changing circumstances the emotional activities of CEOs were, for the most part, aimed at organizational outcomes.  However, simultaneously CEOs interceded and coped with the active demands and unique petitions of a wide array of interested people, for example, suppliers, customers and trade unions.  Each of these stakeholders in their affective, sociomaterial orderings and immediacy was seeking a preferred outcome.  Beyond this, financial institutions, governmental bodies and other organizations exist within an ever-expanding plenum of extra-organizational practices and contexts that cannot be discounted in their influence (Whittington 2006a 2017).          
All these acculturated histories and circumstances came together in understandings and practical intelligibility that shaped the sociomaterial actions of the CEOs and consequently their organizations.  Accordingly, a wide diversity of people and other organizations must be considered, but the CEOs cannot do everything or satisfy everyone (Porter and Nohria 2010).  However, with clarity and delegation the CEOs attempted to lead, direct and manage individuals and organizations in a coherent way.  Disambiguations of confused intent were aligned by sensemaking, sense giving and by the management of meaning that influenced cohesive and congruent efforts (e.g., Weick 1979; Maitlis et al. 2013; Smircich and Morgan 1982).  Internally, this demanded the apportionments of other people’s energies and externally mutual understandings and co-operation in coherent interactions and situated manoeuvrings within unified, interconnected practices (Schmidt 2016 2017). 
Thus, each CEO in organizational legitimacy addressed the future by calling on the talents of others.  In temporal adequacy and animus, the CEOs engineered the competences and compliance of the exacting coalitions.  In ever-changing realities and connections, feelings, even enigmatic reasons, rather than rationality, often inspired and mediated actions that created, embedded and nurtured practices (Schatzki 2010a).  What became apparent was that the CEOs, in their emotional humanity, could in temporality only know as they go where reaction rather than pro-action dominated (Ingold 2000; Reckwitz 2017; Chia 2017b).
Following Kierkegaard, the conceptual reversal by Heidegger of Descartes’ ‘I think therefore I am’ to ‘I am therefore I think’ might be further redressed and aesthetically transposed, as Rousseau did, to ‘I feel therefore I am’ (Gardiner 1988; Dreyfus 1991; Law 2007).
However, when initially discussing their doings, the CEOs often claimed that their organizational strategies were rationally conceived (Ansoff 1995; Argyris and Schön 1996; Learned et al. 1995).  These Cartesian/Newtonian approaches echoed much of economic positivism (Bain 1951 1956 1959) and seemingly denied the subjective, social reality of their actual practice.
In its quasi-scientific drafting, such a Cartesian conspectus had some calculative merit in examining certain fixed positions and intentions based on historic and current data (Porter 1980 1984).  However, by freezing notional metrics it revealed the fallibility of concreteness reflected in their rigid longer term planning (Mintzberg 1991a b).  Such approaches can provide anticipations of ‘satisficing’ in relative stability, but they vastly understate the interplay of humankind in the contingent, messy doings of business (Cyert and March 1963/1992). 
It transpired that in temporal reality the CEOs were beset by many interruptions; however, these provided affordances of the future.  When grasped and settled, these advances, affectively engaged in sameness, terminations or new formations and future productions, whichever was deemed commercially appropriate (Gibson 1979/1986: Van de Ven and Sminia 2012).
Inevitably, the CEOs’ human connectivity was wide ranging with both proximal and distal interrelations differing over time, where “perverse” personalities and other circumstances of affordance, if not settled, could be emotionally problematical and organizationally destabilizing (Giddens. 1984, pp. 9-14; Seo and Creed 2002).
Unsurprisingly, the ever-changing world of the CEO was often recalled as stressful and intense, it was confounded and compounded by a trespass of engagements.  Solicitations and their interactions were not always frictionless, not helped by emotions and other situational factors of unpredictability,
In short, this inquiry showed that there is no disconnect in practice from human phenomenology and its process roots, a situation that is so prevalent in the lack of subjectivity in Cartesian/Newtonian conceptions.  Again, the CEO and their involvement is always emergent, where the logic of rationality is contested by ‘being-amidst-and-amongst-for-the-sake- of-which’ in a hiatus of ‘affectedness-that-matters.’  In the confusing, unfinished processes of ‘becoming’, each CEO is situated in an already existing world, and continuously strives for organizational performativity by adapting to this changing environment, particularly fluxing interconnected businesses
In this emotional occupation, the CEO’s work is never done, but once again, it rests on temporal passage in embodied, ‘know how’ and continually adapting changing practice configurations invoking practical intelligibilities, understandings and their personal reasons.
3.	CEOs continually face interruptions and new affordances.  In uncertainty, instructed by their sensemaking, they have little alternative but to act, often with inadequate resources.
The CEOs see their work as continually disrupted; the duration between each interruption was often brief and although the CEOs were part of an organization, the resources to deal with this frequency and volume were often confused and inadequate. 
Re-iterating, the living reality of CEOs is a continuous division and suspension of human agency as a series of infinite acts and events where “participation” is “partial”; they are always “part” of a field that recedes when approached in the continuous work of process (Cooper 2014, p. 585).  This is their temporal existence. 
Once more in re-emphasis, for the participant CEOs, quiescent stability or consistent reproducibility was rare; change, uncertainty and ambiguity prevailed, whilst sensing, sensemaking and their determinate actions were continuously demanded, but sometimes found wanting, with inevitable frustrations.
Again, each CEO recognised that it was through interruptions that the present is dispatched into the past affording them new opportunities (Gibson 1979).  These affordances, if selected, grasped and settled, moved them and their organizations towards new, yet unknown horizons.  In different settlements, outcomes could have been different (Giddens 1984; Luhmann 1993 1995). 
Accordingly, CEOs saw themselves, their organizations and stakeholders as quasi-stable, yet interacting, producing and reproducing patterns of disintegration and integrations.  This world was far from static; it is insecure, disruptive and emotionally emergent, “always in the making” (Chia and Holt 2009; Hernes 2014).
Again in short, with embodied and accumulated ‘know how’, intelligibilities and reasons, the CEOs master, fix, nurture and are deeply involved in advancing this unstable, socio-material, emotional theatre of predicaments in pathways of performance.
4.	CEOs, within practices, were found to act recursively in feedback response to solicitations, using both pre-reflective procedures and deliberate intentions.  However, with growing experience many actions appeared non reflective or intuitive.  By calling on repositories of expertise, pattern recognition and other processes associated with emotionally charged reactions, such as gut feelings, foresight and leaps of faith, the CEOs coped.
On persistent probing, the CEOs recognized that their pre-reflective actions involved skills that had become sedimented in their routines and were now implicit and pervasive in their behaviours.  However, this acquired ‘know-how-in-flow’, termed by Heidegger (1927/1962) ‘readiness-to-hand’, or more colloquially accepted as ‘practical coping’ was not, at first, registered by the CEOs (Giddens 1984). 
In this mode of absorbed, situated routine, the CEOs’ opaque enactments were bodily defined and constantly adjusted in their reactive habits (Howard-Grenville et al. 2016).  These routines were purposive; activities acculturated by their living and doing, rendered in ‘thrownness’ when ‘being-in-the-world’ and, as noted, they remained ‘blind in action’, but not in consequence (de Certeau 1984; Heidegger 1927/1962).  The CEOs ‘just did it’ as appropriate without knowledge of their reasons (Wheeler 2016; see section 1.2; 6.5.1 and discussion of conclusion 1).  Not surprisingly, the CEOs initially played down any mobilisations of these tacit actions, although they intuitively recognized and identified them in the patterning of outcomes, intuitions and leaps of faith (Betts 2011; see section 1.2; 2.3.7; and 6.4.4).
However, significant interruptions of this ‘know-how-in-flow’ silenced their pre-reflective attitudes and their routine, patterned feedback was broken (Wheeler 2016).  Now the CEOs recognised in their deliberations that they had become clearly aware of other modes of possibilities, but in their limited focus, perhaps not the full array of affordances.  The ‘know what’ of this mode is identified as ‘present-at-hand’ (Heidegger 1927/1962) and was the backcloth of the CEOs’ overt deliberate strategies.
However, an intermediate spectrum lies between ‘ready-to-hand’ and ‘present-at-hand’ termed ‘unready-to-hand’ or ‘presence-at-hand’.  In this mode, the CEOs sensed the possibility of breakdown reparations; a remedial strategy might be found that recovered their fluidity in the implicit ‘know-how’ of the ‘ready-to-hand.’  Otherwise, the CEOs moved towards the mode of ‘present-at-hand’ or the deliberate consideration of intentional activity (ibid.).
The ‘present-at-hand’ could be construed as Cartesian, but by adopting the absorbed comportment of already being in the world this was dispelled (Dreyfus 1991 Heidegger 1982).  However, it did call upon their explicit thematic knowledge that, as noted, became an ‘espoused’ strategy (Argyris and Schön 1978 1996; Tsoukas 2015), which was often inscribed in a ‘formal’ strategic document of some legislated time span.  This was based on what was known by the CEO at that time and on whatever laid in their speculated indemnity of unknown future projects.  In a sense, such a strategic document may appear temporal, but in its static representations, it lacks subjective vitality and agency.  In their fixed considerations of the future, the CEOs (strategists) involved little more than ‘intelligent guess-work’ that was often nicely wrapped up in questionable analysis, venturing notional numbers of a cemented, future and nominally calculated performance. 
The CEOs clearly understood that even when incorporating sophisticated scenario planning, a formal long-term strategy could not contest all possibilities of future uncertainty, such rigidity was invariably found wanting in practice and the longer term (Mackay and Zundel 2017).
However, as indicated (discussion of conclusion 2), such fixed hypotheticals, even in their limitations, can add some fragile, vacillant, anchoring positioning and directional perspectives for stakeholders (including financial denizens), but much more so in conditions of contextual stability.  These conceptual fixations even intone and inflect organizational thinking and sensemaking by adding some tenuous shape, albeit ‘any old map’, to intentions that contingently must be adapted ‘on the hoof’ (Weick 2003).  
Unfortunately, in the Cartesian/Newtonian world of finance this theoretical fixation on metrics is seized upon to compare and monitor evolving ‘realised’ performance, whilst even within the organisation itself it can take on a fallacious facticity with illusions of reality.  Again, for the CEO it often becomes a rope to be hung by.
However, in the realized performance, it was affirmed that the aggregations of habitual copings and conscious, responsive actions, in affects, combined to produce realised outcomes (Mintzberg and Waters 1985).  Performance, although often predicated by what seemed forecasted fixations, was always modified by contingent happenings.  Again, performance depended on responsive adaptations orchestrated and directed by the CEO in the moment.
Although it is likely that a high proportion of the strategic implementation was hidden within routines (Howard-Grenville et al. 2016), this opacity did not discount affects within habitual coping, or certainly the explicit emotions of the CEOs in their ‘rational’ deliberations, comportments or more enigmatic reasons (Barsade and Gibson 2008; Cyert and March 1963/1992; Schatzki 2010a).  Moreover, in time-critical, or problematic complexities, the CEOs often resorted to intuitive ‘leaps of faith’, foresights based on familiar heuristics; these were dominated by feelings, rationality was only a nominal arbiter (Van de Laan 2010).  Further, in rapid pattern recognition, or spontaneous expertise, know-how and gut feelings were frequently called upon by the CEOs (Benner 1984; Dreyfus 2014).  All the latter were emotionally charged discernments, gazings or foresights, not concrete facts, but subjectively determined (Dane and Pratt 2007; Dane et al. 2012).   
Again, it was very clear that the CEOs’ management approaches were not limited to ‘rational’ deliberate action substantiated by Newtonian reasoning.  Much was subjective, dependent on what was known and gained from their interpretations of lived encounters that aligned their sensibilities and practical intelligibilities.  Determinate decisions rested on practical embodied forms of ‘knowing how’ and their idiosyncratic reasons.  ‘Knowing how’ involved the decipherment of their own and others practical intelligibility and reasons of subjective reflexivity.  Reasons were indelibly impressed ways of being or states of affairs or contrastingly internalised fancies, whims or recent agitations.  Whatever they were, they had bearing on the practical intelligibility that governs action, but they may or may not have had any discernable connection (Schatzki 2010a).  For example, deeply held idiosyncratic convictions hard earned by the knocks of life or contrastingly exasperations or frustrations precipitated outside the realm of work that had momentary influence on moods, attitudes or behaviours.
The CEOs’ practical intelligibilities were largely teleoaffective, involving desires, emotions, perception, wants and beliefs (pervasions of future dimensions of temporal action).  They dictated what the CEOs emotionally thought it best to do in current agitations (pervasions of presents dimension), aligned by the historicised re-ordering of existing practices and accumulated know how (pervasions of the past).
Reasons were enigmatic, on the one hand, as indicated they were secondary, simply actions that the CEOs vented, or intoned in the moment, without necessarily knowing why (see section 6.5.1 and discussion of conclusion 1).  On the other hand, they were deeply ingrained, emotional convictions that were drawn from inherited background (pervasions of past dimension of temporality) (Wittgenstein 1997).  The latter convictions were already part of the CEOs idiosyncratic, practical intelligibilities, but in significance, they were instantaneously dominant.  
However, the configurations of practice involved all the artefacts, materials and the knowledge and subjectivities of the participants in the field, including the CEO, that in organizational capaciousness contributed to the primary agent, namely the organization (Schatzki 2005).  These configurations were derivatively rendered, analysed, authorised and made tractable by the CEO in their intersubjective recognition of others’ actions, feedback and understanding and not least in making sense of them.
In the subjective, sociomaterial condition, these may not, in any perceptive sense,  be rational.  However, by continual sensemaking the repertoire of practical intelligibility gave rise to “what it makes sense to do next” although always mediated in emotions (Schatzki 2002, p. 79). 
In short, in the physical practice of playing the business game, any analytical distance or forms of theoretical knowledge and reflexivity were secondary; it was, or is, ‘situated doing all the way down’.  What mattered to the CEOs rested on the accumulations of embodied, ‘know how’ either explicit or implied that reconciled and consolidated their enactments in temporal passage.  Put otherwise, what mattered was practical knowledge and matter itself, other resources, meaningful sense and constructive emotions in past, present and future enactments that produced in praxis survival and other desired performances (Barad 2003 2007).
5.	CEOs, with affective self-affirmation, cultivate, nurture and marshal enterprise by revealing and grasping ways and means that, suffused in emotions, find a way forward.
It is clear from the other conclusions that emotions can shape activity by inflecting the determination of practical intelligibilities, more conventionally formulated by intoning practical reasoning that arise from emotions, e.g., desires and beliefs etc.  Emotions shape practical reasons or rather practical intelligibilities either in their temporal dimensions if viewed as a process or in their inferential relations among their propositions, if viewed as a structure (Schatzki 2010a).
Human life is centred on teleology and reasons and emotions are facets of it; they pick out how people act out by intoning what it makes sense to do.  In this, they are instrumental in configuring practices.  For much of this, in passage, the findings and conclusions have already been aired and whilst affirming the importance of emotions and subjectivity in management, this will not be discussed at great length here.
Empirically, the CEOs were generally disposed in “self-efficacy” towards positive performances, although the valence of moods and other emotional disposition may at times be fragile and often demurred (Barsade and Gibson 2007; Bandura 1997).  They considered moods as somewhat sustained and pervasive, often contagious and capable of setting the teleological tone (Barsade 2002).  Emotions were considered more labile and those that were publicly displayed towards others were more easily discussed whilst those that were self-referentially directed and implicitly embodied less so.  Here, the auto- ethnography of the fifth invisible participant (JLB) and others outside the inquiry was called on.
However, the public or shared emotions of the CEOs were visible and underpinned their performance; in their constructions, they could be calculated or spontaneous and were directed towards other individuals or groups with attitudinal intent (Barsade et al. 2003).  Self-referential emotions concerned their inherently embodied affects manifest in what were generally described as personal feelings.  The CEOs implied that these latter emotions were often diplomatically suppressed in their business dealings, but the importance of their undercurrents was not denied.  Conversely, in intimate disclosures they were aired in reflexive feelings, usually enacted to move things forward, or, in extremis, in outbursts of consternations and stress release; these were often later regretted.
The candid disclosures by the CEOs of self-directed emotions and exposures of other auto-ethnography revealed the turmoil of deep and often intensely felt responsibility.  This was identified and divulged in a combative spectrum of affects ranging from embattled angst to euphoric pleasure, or from great satisfaction to deep concern or, at times, abject despair and annoyance.  Clearly, for the CEO, stress, anxiety and worry ‘share the same bed’ with joy, fulfilment and hopeful expectations (Heidegger 1927/1962).  The former pressures brought into question the desirability of the CEO role, but this was largely answered by their egotistical vanity when mastering and winning ‘the business game’.  Here, within practices, their combative and competitive personalities combine with their compulsive desire to successfully make order out of disorder; it was about gaining organizational supremacy (Chia and Holt 2009, pp. 97-98; Hayek 1948 1952 1999; Smith 1759/1976).
In re-emphasis, CEOs deemed to lead by some hegemonic authority, but in practice, they led by their demeanours and by their emotional persuasions, that in compliance and compromise were acceptable to stakeholders.  Sustainable progress and change were made possible by continuously shaping and nurturing a unified, yet caring and flexible, capacious, organisational response.  By actions in the moment and by embedded, yet adaptive practices and counters to the mutating realities of process, they found a way forward (Schatzki 2002 2005 2010a).
Accordingly, the CEOs’ managed organizational wayfinding depended largely on their responsive reactions shrouded in contours of emotions, sensibilities and reasons.  Certainly not indifferent to intentional actions, in the human comportments of everyday life, the CEOs felt the way forward, not always, at that moment, knowing why, although they were not directionless, nor without aims and purpose (Chia 2017b; Heidegger 1927/1962; see also earlier).  Their processes of way finding were seldom planned since they were performative rather than inscriptive.  Wayfinding preceded the activities of planning and called upon the CEOs’ perception and grasping of affordances as the vistas unfolded and revealed themselves in their performance.  Often, this enactment was more akin to stumbling, or “muddling”, rather than fluid, smooth articulated actions (Kotter 1982; Lindblom 1959, pp. 91-99); Braybrooke and Lindblom 1963).
In short, in current ‘movements’ and contours of flow, CEOs in their decipherments can only realise and know as they go.  Once more this rested in passage on the temporal accumulations of ‘know how’ in practical intelligibility, reasons, emotions and emergent identity, but most importantly on their emotional and efficacious executions (Chia 2017a; Chia and Holt 2009; Ingold 2000).
7.8	GENERAL CLAIM: FRAMEWORK AND GROUNDING 
In their sum and substance, the findings of this study provide a credible description of the emerging development of CEOs.  In temporal perspectives, the findings show how the participant CEOs became preoccupied with and undertake the challenges of the visceral, business game.  Significantly, the findings register how the CEOs continue to insinuate and embed nurturing activities of know how and coping into the contours of strategic wayfinding. 
Drawing on the findings, the concluding judgements appeal to the temporal analysis of a dynamic lived, ‘felt’ life.  They are about CEOs within practice, reflections of sayings and acting, or “being-there-in- the-moment”, when responding emotionally to the conjunctions of continuous “becoming” (Bergson 1911/1914; Heidegger 1927/1962; Whitehead 1929/1979). 
In their humanity, the CEOs are established in the common undercurrents of life, but professionally they are psychologically conditioned, driven and committed, each differently disposed by their idiosyncratic backgrounds and emotions.  Through the agency of temporality, the suffusions of the CEOs’ personal volitions and human capital are catalysed and competitively motivated when responding to provocations of circumstance.  The CEOs assume in pre-reflections, or presume in their strategic calculations, their practical intelligibilities and emotional understandings of what to do next (Heidegger 1927/1962; Schatzki 2002 2010a Whitehead 1929/1979). 
Accordingly, the findings of this study empirically endorse the interplay of pre-reflective attitudes and comportments of deliberation in patterns of strategic practice (Tsoukas 2015).  The study affirms that the strategic conduct of CEOs, or their performance in the making, emphasises their contingent adaptations; a continuous interweaving of reasoning, identities and emotions anchored within sociomaterial practices.  CEOs respond by practical ‘know how’ that in temporality links and unites the ever-expanding plenum of social understandings.
In plain language and some tautology:
The findings drew empirically on the ongoing professional conduct of four participant CEOs, concentrating on their backgrounds, professional development and business management. 
A.	The inquiry covers the progress of the CEOs from their schooling onwards; it is based on their doings, sayings and feelings in the past, the present and their thoughts on the future.
B.	In this view, the CEOs took part in many routines without really being aware of their actions, when interrupted these were overtaken by deliberate actions; both separately or together contributed to performance.
C.	The participants in their doings straightened out many confusing interruptions and problems, by shaping opportunities and helpful ways of work.
D.	The inquiry looked closely at what was happening and who made the big decisions and how these were fixed and put to use that made survival and a future business possible.
E.	It was particularly concerned with feelings and views of the CEOs when carrying out this work, not least their hopes and fears.
F.	The inquiry was about CEOs and the worries and emotional challenges of their roller coaster lives as they tried to make and put together a common aim.
G.	The findings were supported by many social ideas and throughout agreed with many theoretical thoughts.  When drawn together they shone a light on passing doings that emphasised practice.
H.	In addition to answering the research question(s) the findings in some ways have general conclusions that can be taken up more widely.
The close connections and experiences of the four observed CEOs and observer, who was mostly the invisible fifth participant, were put to use, providing rich findings and understandings.
7.9	SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The job of the CEO embraces a statutory responsibility and accountability for the firm including the legitimate application of its products and services: “the buck stops with the CE” (Lorsch and Carter 2003).  By and large, their background training, volitions, motivations and professional development transitionally align them to the obligations and duties of this position.  Their world, as it does for everyone, accrues in temporality, where the past, present and future have significance.
Specifically, CEOs are situated and involved in the messy realms of business; they are inherently embodied and embedded in the unfolding doings of its vicarious practices.  In the reality of directing and participating in ‘practice-as-strategy’, or wayfinding, their work is enacted at an affective coalface of many demands and limitations.  Here, both inside and outside the firm, there is much to do and they must rely on many others.  Yet, despite its breadth and intensity, the work of the CEO remains somewhat solitary, lonely and, perhaps understandably in its decisiveness it is often emotional.  Moreover, in its many transforming adaptations and actions, the work is often far from frictionless and often tendentiously remains so.
However, notwithstanding their many other commitments, CEOs are primarily strategists who identify opportunities, recognise possible ways, secure and nurture resources and continually fix inevitable problems.  It follows that in their work there is no finality; it is always ongoing and subject to the dialectics of success or failure and the minutiae of human fragility.  Their job is never complete. 
This study affirms that sociomaterial practices and their consequences have their genesis and configurations in adaptive and responsive agency implicating the identity of doers, their sayings and emotional attitudes.  In reacting consciously or otherwise to the impact of contingent interruptions, or their proactive avoidance, the CEO involves, or incites, possible flows of outcomes.  In this way, by their temporal participation within practices, CEOs learn to play the business game by adapting and attuning themselves and others in the excitement and contagions of performance.  In passing temporality, conditional upon circumstances, CEOs become increasingly adept, competent carriers and supporters of agency, where vested with know how and affective attitudes they become well rounded players.
In the quest of winning, the CEOs, like players within the rules of any team game, attempt to selectively create and nurture in harmony something more out of something less.  In calculation, this often involves planned elements of reflective action or rationalised, practical choice, but in the doing, it largely rests on an embodied form of situated, instantiated sensemaking registered in ‘know-how-in-the-moment’.  This latter is established in practical intelligibility and understandings, where, in the teleology of taking part in the extemporary, immanence of activity, it is infused by and infuses emotions, intuitions and wayfinding.
In the old adage, factually and notionally, there is no ‘I’ in team; however, onto-epistemologically there is a small ‘i’ in practice.  Indisputably, the CEO does hold a central hierarchical position for signifying, configuring and legitimising the strategic conduct of the firm.  However, within enacted practice their role becomes decentred and is no more than that of a ‘particular', participant co-worker or co-actant.  In know-how and desiring, along with the other carriers of the practice, the CEO in connectivity articulates frames of meaning and material modulations.  This is in response to continually changing circumstances and other affordances of temporality.
It is recognized that these activities and elements are necessary qualities of social practices in which individuals participate, but they are not the qualities of the individual.  It seems that methodological individualism within the dynamics of practice, although weakly present is largely denied by moving to a trans-individualistic, or a trans-actant mode, a relational ontology of individuation.  This is a more interrelated, interconnected, conceptual form of existence or “ready-to-hand-in-order to”.  It rests on, and supports, a practical, embodied, knowing-how that within the manoeuvrings of practice, interconnect in immediate understanding with other situated carriers of agency.  Akin to a soccer game, performance develops out of continually changing practice figurations created by all the players on the pitch, their connections and associated materiality.  But in team unity, it has teleoaffective direction.
However, once more it is emphasized that it is the aggregate of sociomaterial activities within temporal practice, that when enabled, provides agential primacy, not solely the human or particularly the CEO presence.  Agency, in recall, is that through which the mesh of practices and orders past, present and future, are continually shaped and take place in response to frequently mutating change; it is the overall ‘capability’ of doing.  However, the agent, or competence to make the difference, always remains the aggregate practice in itself.
Of course, no CEOs (or players) are ever alike, nor are their situations, each CEO has their own comporting, often competitive, combative and emotional reasons that mediate their actions.  However, the findings of this study, although focussed on a limited cohort, suggest that CEOs have much in common.  Despite clear personality, life and domain differences, they share much more than separates them.  Similarities accrue in their motivational dispositions and the way in which they grasp and make the most of circumstances where, in hands-on ways and by trial and error, they operationally acquire their ‘playability’ and ‘wisdom.’  Their efficacy occurs by practising practice, thereby accumulating increasing know-how and practical intelligibility and also any practical and general understandings when leading and managing within the stressful milieu of business life. 
Moreover, within the spatio-temporality and routine functionality of their job, CEOs do very similar things; they regularly take part in many similar activities and often behave in similar ways in the furtherance of their demanding situations.
In other words, the job of the CEO might differ greatly in circumstance and utile detail, but in general, functionality it is not very different.  It is always about identifying market discontinuities, crafting sensemaking, grasping opportunities and resources, more subjectively it involves the sensitive, caring management of emergent outcomes by instilling consistent meanings in creative leadership.  The job calls on the affective stewardship and the nurturing of organizations and the manoeuvring of appropriate resources when wayfinding in uncertainty.  In this testing environment, there is reciprocity, if not always symmetry between leaders and follower, all are respondents at the macro-level within and between organizations.  Environments are interpreted by what is known, visible or by expectations.
It is contended that this shared, yet conjectured CEO isomorphic scenario, is heuristically validated and valorised in this focussed study.  It is hypothesised, presumed and ventured as a common attitude and approach of successful CEOs in the world at large.  Strategic conduct, wherever practiced, is essentially practical, emotionally embodied and inherently very human in projections but with its own embedded logic of know-how.
On the presumptions of temporal agency, the general activities of CEOs bear a family resemblance, congenerically based on common volitions, attitudes and the functionalities of the job that sit paradigmatically within a shared a community of practice (Fox 2000; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998; Wittgenstein 1951/1953 §65, §67).  Philosophically, the CEOs are not isolated in ‘my’ situation, but ally generally in ‘our’ common situation within a ‘normative’ worldwide correspondence of affective practices.  Despite idiosyncratic and cultural differences, they have motivational endowments, competitive demands and combative activities that commonly apply.  These enjoin in common experiences that suggest a patterned regularity of management actions flowing from similar encounters and articulations in their developing and affective conditions of work.
In summary, the work of the CEOs commonly involves people and their emotions; in their practical intelligibilities CEOs are mostly teleoaffective, being concerned in practical and general understandings with directing organizational ways and means.  In mutating, ambiguous change, by the application of skilled actions, mediated in emotions, CEOs intuitively stumble their way forward.  However, in hindsight they often claim prescience and organizational clarity that might be more appropriate in more accommodating stability.  However, in practice there is no disconnection from people, their histories, perceptions, communications and emotional persuasions. Sociomaterial practices compose and dispose, create and decay; in temporality this is the shared reality of CEOs in enterprise.
In the compass of this dynamic complexity, CEOs author, arrange, manoeuvre, adapt and participate within the materiality of practices in responsive strategic conduct.  In this, CEOs share a paradigm, an isomorphism where ideally, each leads and manages in ethical beliefs and caring concerns; they pick and choose, or better, cultivate, grow, shape, fix and nurture productive relationships.  This much is common, but outcomes depend on practice and praxis execution.  Here life is immanent rather than any intrinsic property of persons or of things, it is set in a combative, competitive and changing, but already existing world that is always contested and emotional.
It is clear from the study that CEOs’ work is problematical, often stressful and embattled in contentions.  Where, in this turmoil amidst a milieu of emotions, their behaviours are what make them human (Archer 2000).  In the confusion and ambiguities of business they are often all too human and despite their dedications, life and its concatenations always undergird their performativity.
7.10	CONTRIBUTION AND OBSERVATIONS 
The findings of this work represent an empirical endorsement of views increasingly held by scholars within the reaches of practice hypothetics and temporality.  However, empirical validation and substantiations of these ideas has not always been forthcoming.  This experiential investigation offers some defendable affirmations of this scholarship by extending practical ingress into and revealing the practice world of the CEO, which they habituate and are inextricably embedded.  
7.10.1	CONTRIBUTION 
A comprehensive search suggests that an empirical study focussed on the temporal development of CEOs within ongoing strategic conduct has not previously been undertaken.  A couple of related auto-ethnological works on executive transition were found in doctoral theses, but these were restricted to middle-management development and did not pursue ongoing careers (Larsen 2011; Raudenbush 1994).
This current inquiry reveals something of the background, emotions and experiences of four CEOs as they challenge and continue to find a way in the ever-changing landscapes of business.  It examines the practices and behaviours that go some way towards understanding the being and temporal becoming of CEOs.  Simply, it is about their attitudes, practical intelligibilities and feelings; qualities of their identities that orientate and underpin the practising of practices either knowingly or unknowingly whilst progressing in business.  This has interest for practitioners and academics that want to understand more about CEOs in temporality and their often-arcane activities, not always apparent in extant literature.
Significantly, a researcher who has taken a similar journey, carried out the work.  This allowed for greater data penetration, empathetic co-productions and appreciations than are not ordinarily possible with a neutral observer.  This approach is unique; it adds depth and piquancy by its subjective considerations and occasional auto-ethnographic interventions.  The researcher, in all merit, may be considered as the knowledgeable fifth, but largely invisible, CEO participant.  Given this involvement, as in any social intercourse, bias will have occurred however guarded against.
Analytically, the study looks constructively at the temporal architectures and agency of past, present and future that set in motion the acquisition of expertise, competences and actions of the CEOs.  These modes of conduct emotionally combined within sociomateriality practices to reveal figurations of outcomes or ‘the ways of doing things’ or ‘how things get done around here’.  
This asymmetric inquiry does not claim to be exhaustive and its interest lies not in producing an idiosyncratic theory of practice, but in the social sensitivities and the sometimes enigmatic activities of CEOs.  None-the-less, the work is supported by a spectrum of philosophical and theoretical thinking that in empirical verity the findings often affirm, but disputes or diminishes others.  Further, by extrapolation from the heuristic generalizations of the findings it possible to sense and suggest likely principles that have common virtues in practice and are often shared by CEOs.  However, undoubtedly, questions remain. 
The background of the researcher led to some methodological critique, but generally aided concept development, access and the data collection stages of the study.  In execution, the researcher provided a correspondence that encouraged and permitted the participants’ disclosures to be very open, relaxed and candid: their fluent, eloquent recalls and revelations were remarkable. 
Moreover, background familiarity was clearly relevant in understanding the intrinsic feelings and emotions that occur during strategic conduct.  Where appropriate, a few auto-ethnographical insights were introduced drawn from the researcher’s own recall.  Brief insights of others outside this immediate work were also added.  The auto-ethnographical interjections allowed more direct abstractions of attitudes, events and emotions, whilst the recalls of others significantly complemented and augmented those of the participant CEOs. 
The important contribution of the work is geared towards ‘verstehen’, where human actions are driven by interpretations and subsequent choice, albeit catalysed by external forces.  Its significance is on the focus of CEO life and its alignment with certain elaborations of managerial practice outlined in findings and the conclusions.  The practices and the CEO practitioners in this temporal analysis nest in, and accord with, much extant practice-based phenomenology proffered in the methodological templates (see section 2.3 to section 2.3.12), but whilst acknowledging deliberate comportments of intent, it diminishes many of the computations associated with Cartesian scholarship.
Emotional ‘strategising and enactment’ is a major element of the CEO job, in shaping realized outcomes and performance.  Often it is ignored by rational values that dominate management scholarship.  Human inter-subjectivity is played down, or emotional aspects are not really understood.  By its insights, this enquiry takes an interpretive stance on these realities and things undisclosed, sometimes taken-for-granted, or those that remained blind in their doing.  In this way, this penetrates something of CEO life with its opaqueness and confusing, often conflicting, stressful pressures and attendant emotions.  They are probed and interpreted within real and tried understandings by the researcher.  
Put simply, the study affirms much that is not new, but too often taken for granted or just theorized.  Competent CEOs must appreciate the endowments of the past and understand their current values, circumstances and capabilities and that of their organizations and emergent environments.  From this flux, they must continuously identify, adapt and select appropriate opportunities and by constantly tuning resources and capabilities in creative exchange with the soliciting environment find an emotive way forward.
What is new is a deeper understanding of the mindfulness of the CEO that is intimately divulged and interpreted in “being” and “having-been-there”.  Although, even here, much is often beyond language or expressible fact, but is implicit and always intrinsic in the quality of living.
In this study, the practicing CEOs are unmistakably present; empirically it concerns their humanity and truths; how they are motivated, emerge, practice and feel in real situations.  The CEOs in this work are not the products of highly artificial, simplified and contrived landscapes, their recall and interpretations are of the complex fluidity of really “being there.”  Through and through this is a work of existential being, as practitioners make it happen within the primacy of practice.
As an aside, despite their different apparent logics, this work recognises the marriage of theorising and practising, an understanding that comes from, and adds to, the knowledge of the CEO phenomena and what actually goes on in CEO development and in strategic conduct.  After all contentions, factually both scholarly work and CEO work are grounded in the activities of practice, one mindful in explanation and one material in doing, each important in our understanding, applications and significantly in our being (Antonacopoulou, Dehlin and Zundel 2011).
7.10.2	LIMITATIONS
The march of process is unchecked; timespace and all things are in the making and the problem of freezing streams of process into arbitrarily static segments in order to facilitate analysis remains inherently problematical.
This said, the most serious limitation of this study is its asymmetry.  The perspective is restricted to the development and strategic work of Anglo-Saxon CEOs based in the UK, whilst the reciprocal views of followers and counter players are not given.  Undoubtedly, the views of other stakeholders, direct and indirect, would have produced a more comprehensive and rounded work, but the scale of such a study would have increased exponentially.  Moreover, in any consideration of a wider landscape, cultures deviate, political and economic climates differ, and the nature and types of businesses vary in size and stages of development, whilst domain talents and global opportunities are different.  In particular, the cognitions, emotions, ‘habitus’, context, interests and intelligible idiosyncrasies of CEOs, differ with individuals.
However, it is argued here that the intended focus of the study was on the CEO and whilst the entire backcloth is mired in difference and change, these significantly retire in the common generalities of CEO functionality and activities that paradoxically largely remain, in their operations, the same.
The functions of leadership and management seemingly stretch back beyond human existence to the origins of organizing or organized life.  However, in the irrevocability of change and the ongoing modernity of commerce, new business profiles develop; particularly in ways of doing things as new consumer demands and economies evolve.  Evidentially, consumerism is invariably crystallised in and needs to be satisfied by new technologies.  History shows that as we move from the post industrial era we are likely to acquire new endeavours and demanding, different organizational structures, but the contention here is that leadership and management is abiding. 
As documented, the study is temporally initiated in historicisms and the living present but by the richness of its divulgences and analytical perceptions it is argued that it offers open-ended heuristic generalizations, yet to be finally settled, that inform much of strategic conduct in the creative realities of emergent practice.  However, as the work repeatedly acknowledges, no one can accurately predict the future; contributions and limitations remain open ended. 
7.10.3	FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES: AN AGENDA
Process-practice based approaches have much to offer, not least the coming together of scholars and practitioners in common understandings that ground explanations in what is empirically significant or pragmatically what works.  Here, practices in whatever mode, be it implied in tacit routines or deliberate intentions are always emergent.  They involve corporeal activities, things and their uses, providing know-how, states of mind, emotions and motivations in teleological doing.  In short, they are the feelings, ways and means of performance.  
A typical example is this current, candid, rather simple study, where the triangulations of process, practice and practitioner phenomenology reveal in temporality, a familiar dynamic nexus of emergent actions and emotional existentiality, locating the CEO within evolving business practices. 
The practice approach has real significance for scholars in understanding what CEOs do and what it is like to be one; at the coalface, it is often dirty, stressful and a not always congenial emotional existence.  Equally, practitioners must neither deify nor deride scholars, their job is not primarily to be prescriptive, but to explain; when subject to the rigors and demands of academic pressures it is not always easy to be wise and timely.  It seems, along with CEOs, other practitioners and scholars have much that is common, shared and perhaps immoderately expected (Antonacopoulou et al. 2011).
In the current inquiry, the abstracted recalls are composed from a reality where they are practically disposed and in this arena, much still remains for the observant and committed to reveal and explain.  Opportunities abound to broaden this stream of this inquiry; not least considerations of temporality in the reciprocal attitudes of the multiple stakeholders, each with their vested interests and desires who are involved either within, or as the recipients of, connected practices and outcomes.  Contrastingly, a more focussed approach on the somewhat understated role of emotions in the practices of strategy needs in depth considerations,  not least how emotions evolve over time and link in contagion the individual emotions of, for example, the CEO and the sea of emotions in collections of organized people and how these are reconciled and harnessed.  In fact, the concepts of time, its quality or its passage, particularly within organizations remains a general fascination.
Extended process studies, over real time, of similar or different organizational structures will unveil the extent to which their actions as espoused and reported are emotionally enacted and the implications that praxis has on the emergent consequences for the organization.
The logic of the current study in its extrapolations presumptively ignores any impact of organizational type, structure, size, growth rate, heritage or globalisation and, not the least, changing technologies, whilst cultures of differently disposed global regions and the growing political impositions of governments have been summarily brushed off.  Although the reasoning of commonality has plausibility, its conceit remains to be valorised and confirmed, but this would call for a huge commitment of international effort and time.
Other trajectories, for example, how can rigorous theory with its timeless dimensions be harnessed and transposed in bespoke bricolage to be dynamically useful operational practices?  This is something of an old chestnut, but still needs elaboration.  A greater understanding of how emotions are generative sites of power needs more investigation.  Indeed the embedded nature of the entwinements of entities within practice and their interfacial tensions as they shift, adapt and conspire towards practice agency needs greater appreciation, for this is the reality of situated ‘lived’ life.
On a different level, it may be argued that many in academia would better understand the logic of management and its urgencies by having-been-there-in-and-amongst and experiencing the doings of practitioners and their emotional, sensibilities.  Or, at least, getting “close-with” in practical relations with practitioners (Balogun et al. 2015).
Such prior, hands-on-know-how of business management and its vicissitudes is perhaps a pipe dream, but in affordance, it allows participant objectivity in observing and understanding how management goes about its job.  However, actually much can be gained by reflexive and introspective consideration of our own life practices and activities.  We are all embedded managers “in-and-amongst” and situated in the fickleness of dwelling in the already existing, but changing world.
In short, the practices of CEOs can only be really understood by experiencing them and even then only partially, since much remains ineffable and unspoken.  
In sensile humanity, affects and emotions underwrite the activity of realities, where so much is accepted and taken-for-granted, but in much of management literature little of this is theorized, indeed, in a prolix of repetition, feelings are rarely considered or, at best, considered as an epiphenomenona.  Moreover, much is often beyond language to explain. 
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APPENDIX 2

FORMAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS ON STRATEGIC DOINGS AND BACKGROUND

1.	What do you believe strategies are and does your organization have one?
2.	How do your strategies come together or how do they take shape in your organization?

3.	How far do you believe that you influence strategies and how far do you believe that you are influenced by your history and personal experience?

4.	How do perceptions of your environment, firm, industry, political, legal and economic values originate and how do you attempt to position your organization in relation to these?

5.	How is consensus reached on a desired trajectory of your organization, democratically or is it an ultimate dictate moderated by reality and how is it evaluated against what values?

6.	How far are these perceptions, particularly ultimate dictates, based on rational analysis and how far is experience (specific domain experience) or experientially related intuition or even gut feeling and emotion involved?

7.	How, in your experience, is intuitive decision making employed at strategic planning levels?
How reliable do you believe it is?
Do you believe that intuitive reliability comes with habituated experience?
Do you believe in innate tuition i.e., that some people are more intuitive than others?

8.	Given the unpredictability, speed of events, partial information, constrained resources and “political” influences at implementation levels etc., 
How do you flexibly, adapt, modify or manoeuvre to circumvent or accommodate such happenings? 
How intuitive do you belief such reaction are?
How emotionally affected do you believe such reaction are?

9.	 Do you trust your own gut feelings?
Do you use them as a data point then consciously and deliberately evaluate to see if it makes sense in the context? 
Do you use it as a ruling out rather than a ruling in mechanism?

10.	If you have a formally defined business strategy?
To whom is it available and how is it communicated?
How important and relevant is it to them and to other interested parties? 
How far do you believe that relevant stakeholders understand it?
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^1	  Practices, are the doings and sayings of action, their orderings and enactments, They intermesh in an extending plenum that is the texture of human coexistence (Schatzki 2002, p.149).  
^2	  Becoming: defined here simply as a coming into view or the conception of an approaching expectant yet unrealised future.  It is the perspective of an accumulative being or existence, the temporal past, present and future and is much elaborated throughout this work.
^3	  Being: is the human intelligibility to make sense of things.  Being embraces all modalities of “is”: that something is (Dass-sein), how something is (Wie-sein or So-sein), and what something is (Was-sein) (Heidegger 1982).  In sum, being is the “how” of the possible accessibility of entities, the mode in which entities can manifest themselves to other entities (Schatzki 1992, p.85; see lit. search and chapt.5 this thesis).
^4	  Thrownness, fallen, falling and projections is existence, proximally and for the most part alongside in an absorption in the world.  “Thrownness is the facticity of it being delivered over” into the world; “fallen” is the world past; “falling produces an essential structure of human being” in the present, whilst “projections” are anticipations of the future (Heidegger 1927/1962 pp.133-140 346 383, Chapter V section 38).
^5	  Affordances, defined here briefly as the perception of arrays that circumscribe the possibilities for actions.  The affordance of an environment is what it offers (Gibbons 1978/1986).  This will be further elaborated when appropriate throughout the thesis, but in particular sections 2.3; 2.3.6 and chapter 5.
^6	  Projection: being gets its leeway (spielraum) or state of existence as thrown in a forward temperament in terms of the possibility of possibilities, an essential structure of understanding (Heidegger 1927/1962, p.145).
^7	  Ecstases are a stepping out from, a “whither to which one gets carried away”, often referred to as the horizontal schema (ibid. pp. 329-331, 365).
^8	  Practice-as-strategy, PAS, is term of art offered by Prof. Harry Sminia in a private communication.  Note, the inversion of strategy-as-practice SAP, see literature review.  PAS better emphasises the practical processes of strategic conduct.  PAS is practical accomplishment-in-the-moment and is never a completely predictable response to situations.
^9	  Praxis is a term whose use has developed over time in socio-political theory and has many nuances.  As used in this chapter it is the actions and enactments of the transformational doings of practice when actualised in the flow of process (Sminia and de Rond 2012).  It is composed in both unreflective and deliberate coping, although it is more accurately restricted to the unfolding of contingent purposiveness (phronesis); whilst poieses concerns purposeful outcomes separable from the producer (Chia and Holt 2009; Dunne 1993) (See also pages 83, 114, 260 in this thesis).     Praxis is the realized activity of something that can be performed, i.e., the potential activity or agency, whilst practice is the whole performance (Sminia 2011a, p.1563). 
^10	  For a discussion on ontology, epistemology and philosophical positioning see chapter 3.
^11	  Heidegger developed many terms and neologism and these, if not self evident, will be explained as each case arises.
^12	  Accepting non-human artefacts are involved, emphasising the sociomaterial nature of management.
^13	  In Weberian terms a rational action “judiciously” orients according to “what is objectively valid”, it is “what would happen if the actor (CEO) has knowledge of all circumstances and all the participants intentions” (Weber 1922; 1968, p. 6).
^14	 The arrogation of the term events have been discussed at length elsewhere with particular ascriptions, but the common generic ground is an occurrence experience or happening of duration resting on states of experience and activity (Hernes2014, p.189; Mead 1932, p. 52; Schatzki 2010, chapter4). 
^15	 Organism: Is defined here as the indissoluble body and mind. 
^16	  State-of-mind is ontologically our mood, or being attuned in affects and emotion (Heidegger 1927/1962, pp.133-134).
^17	  Caring in this usage refers to feelings of concern or interest; a burdensome state of mind (Shorter OED 1983), an afflicted heedfulness; a compassionate concerned, professionalism (Chambers 1999).
^18	  Prehensiveness or prehension can be defined simply as to grasp.  It its elaborated at length by Whitehead (1929/1978 part 111) and schematically by Hussenot and Missonier (2016) where it relates to the residual immanent affinity of circumscriptions between past, present and future giving agency to temporality (Hernes 2014 chapter 4).
^19	  In rigour, the English language has only two grammatical tenses, the past and present; it does not have a future tense form by verb inflection, although it has ways to express the future.  For discussion, see Crystal (1995).  
^20	  Practices and their orderings intermesh in a n extended plenum that is the texture of human coexistence (Heidegge1927/ 1962, p.149)
^21	  Anyoneness is a particular Heideggerian term for a structure found in every human’s existence: that an individual, in the first place and for the most part (zuerst un zumeist), act in ways which anyone acts, i.e., a person acts, firstly and mostly, in normal, customary or acceptable ways (Schatzki 1992, p. 88).

^22	  Tradition as used by Heidegger refers to possibilities beyond anyoneness, those particulars handed down by tradition belonging to the past, which the individual has grown both into and in (cf (Habitus Bourdieu 1990, p.53) i.e., background, education and skills acquired in the experience of practice over time.
^23	  An event is a contested term, at its simplest it is a happening, an action or performance within the flow of life (Schatzki 2010).

^24	  Wellbeing has been subject to much academic debate mostly surrounding eudaimonia, happiness or the highest prudential good (see Badhwar 2014).  Here it is simply used to denote feelings of contentment, security and satisfaction, the antithesis of unease and disquiet.
^25	  Being is not the same under all descriptions, but something different under each, however we cannot undercut it; we call it our existence (Heidegger 1927//1962, p. 12; Rorty 1992, p. 216). 
^26	  Entities are defined here as “all things encountered” and includes people and CEOs, albeit entities of a certain kind (Schatzki 1992, p. 82-84).
^27	  cf practical intelligibility and understandings (Schatzki 2002, pp.,74-76), inherited background (Wittgenstein 1979, par 94) or habitus and capital (Bourdieu 1984, p. 101 1990b, p. 14 1992, pp. 53, 112-121 2000, p. 240, 2005) or practical; intelligence ( Giddens 1984, pp. xxiii, 41-44) etc., etc.
^28	  “Personalised mindfulness” can be summarized as “a tolerance of constructive doubt set amidst the orchestrations of organizational order that involves thinking and talking and drawing upon wide encounterings and knowledge and then finally concluding a vision of a desirable transposable future” (Bakken, Holt and Zundel 2013, p. 16; Weick and Putnam 2006).
